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California Snapshots

(Above)Eric Larson, whose home on Walnut Avenue in Fresno was photographed in a series of albumen prints, was not

important enough to be included in the biographical sections of Fresno County histories written in 1916 and 1934, but his

modest prosperity is evident. Walnut Avenue was one of seven two-mile-long avenues running north and south in the Central

Colony, the first of the farm colonies around Fresno.

Inspired by schemes in Pasadena and in Riverside and Orange counties in which a development company purchased a large

tract of land and sold small farm plots to the individual families, the Fresno colonies made irrigated land available to small

farmers. Twenty-acre plots in the Central Colony were sold for $50 an acre, with $100 down and payments of $12.50 a month
for five years, at the end of which a final $150 was due. Each plot included two acres of raisin grapes. The compiler of the 1916

county history, who noted that a farm smaller than 320 acres was considered very small indeed when wheat was the major crop

in the San Joaquin Valley, commented that with irrigation an eighty-acre spread was "too much" and that "Intelligent

twenty-acre men are laying up what eastern farmers would consider a fortune and are enjoying during the accumulation

process more of the comforts and pleasures of life."

Yet the first years of the farm colonies were characterized by "costly and aggravating experiments" with crops that were not

suited to the land and climate. The many Scandinavian "home-building settlers" among the early colonists persevered,

however, supplementing their farm income with other work when necessary to make ends meet. By 1916 an unexpected

by-product of irrigation had become apparent, as the water table rose and alkalinization made "large areas of the first colonized

lands about Fresno that were once things of joy and beauty and show places to take the visitor to" into "nightmares around
which wide detours are made. " Many of the children of the Scandinavian farmers whose biographies were included in the

county history became stenographers, retail clerks, and mechanics in the growing Fresno town economy rather than carrying

on their parents' farms.

(COVER) An inmate receives civilian clothes as he prepares to leave San Quentin.
COURTESY, THE BANCROFT LIBRARY
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nee it was a far dif-

ferent place. Aborig-

inal California, with

about three hundred

thousand residents

by current reckon-

ing,' was the most

densely populated

area in North America at the time of

European contact, but the native

peoples left scarcely an imprint on

the waterscape or landscape. Sharp

indeed is the contrast with modern
California, largely an artificial crea-

tion supporting more than twenty-

seven million residents (making it

the most populous state in the na-

tion) and relying for its existence on

massive hydraulic works that move
enormous quantities of water from

areas of relative abundance, both

within and outside the state, to areas

of scarcity. The difference between

now and then is not simply one of

population size and technology

—

though numbers and machines

speak volumes in their own right

—

but also a reflection of attitudes and
values. For the Indians of California,

nature warranted deep respect, yet

it was a respect that permitted

manipulation of the environment,

including the most precious of

nature's resources—water.

Living properly in aboriginal Cal-

ifornia meant, first of all, under-

standing and existing in harmony
with the environment rather than

subjugating or dominating it. Nature

was neither the enemy nor simply

the means to an end or a commodity

(Left) By locating their village on the

bank of the Merced River, these Yosemite

Miwok provided themselves with a source

of fish, water for leaching acorns, and all

the water they needed for daily use. The
custom of defining territory in terms of

watersheds also encouraged settlement

on major streams.

to be exploited for wealth or power.

Rather, nature had an intrinsic

value of its own. To most tribes,

plants and animals shared with

mankind creation and spirit in a

world where all living things were

interconnected and each form of life

had a special function. As anthro-

pologists Robert F. Heizer and Al-

bert B. Elsasser have observed, "the

animal's role was to supply food for

men; the plant's role was to nourish

both men and animals; and the

human role was to gather plants and

hunt animals as necessary for food." 2

The key words were "as necessary,"

for indiscriminate slaughter or

wasteful gathering were abhorrent

for practical and spiritual reasons.

Some scholars have claimed con-

trary findings for other areas or

times, but this norm prevailed in

California at the time of contact. 3
So,

too, did the belief of many Indian

groups that plants, animals, and
even stones, springs, and trees pos-

sessed thought and feeling. Some
tribes believed that humans could

transform themselves or be changed

by another individual into an inani-

mate form or into coyotes, fish,

ducks, foxes, owls, lizards, and
other creatures. Death for other tri-

bal groups meant new life as a form

of wildlife. Such ideas helped instill

and reenforce a strong respect for

nature, and this seemed to have su-

pernatural corroboration in the reg-

ularity of the seasons, the annual

salmon runs and geese migrations,

and other endless wonders."

But none of this is to say—as some
mistakenly believe— that native

Californians lived in complete har-

mony with nature or refrained from
any significant manipulation of the

environment. Like modern residents

of the state, they sought to "im-

prove" their natural world, but un-

like today's developers they were

sensitive to the balances that held

together delicate ecosystems. They

recognized that adverse interference

with those relationships threatened

their existence and the natural world

on which they depended and of

which they were an integral part.

The tenacity with which Califor-

nia natives held to their values and

life styles set them apart from most

other Indian peoples of the South-

west and Mesoamerica. Their typical

patterns on the land did not resem-

ble the check dams, miles of irriga-

tion ditches, and great apartments

built by the Hohokam along the Gila

and Salt rivers after 300 B.C. or by

the Anasazi at such places as Mesa
Verde and Chaco Canyon some five

hundred years before the Spaniards

arrived. Nor did they live in any-

thing like the less extensive but no
less impressive or elaborate agricul-

tural villages established several

generations later and still inhabited

by the Pueblo peoples of New
Mexico. And they stand in stark

counterpoint to the Aztecs with their

chiampas (floating gardens) that

helped make possible in the Central

Valley of Mexico an urban civiliza-

tion rivaling any in Europe. 5 They
had no need for such elements of

material culture and hence placed no
value on developing them.

M_
ost California Indi-

ans went to the

I water sources and
settled near them
rather than divert-

ing water or storing

it. Villages and pop-

ulation density re-

flected the availability of food and
water, which in turn influenced life

>*
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NATIVE CALIFORNIANS SOUGHT
TO "IMPROVE" THEIR NATURAL

WORLD, BUT THEY WERE

SENSITIVE TO THE BALANCES OF

DELICATE ECOSYSTEMS.

styles and social patterns. To under-

stand these relationships, it is im-

portant to recognize that the

waterscape of aboriginal California

differed markedly from that of

today. In an age before massive

dams and aqueducts, California's

rivers flowed uninterrupted into val-

leys, marshes, bays, and the ocean.

The great Central Valley stretches

some 450 miles, is 40 to 70 miles

wide, and lies between the Sierra

Nevada on the east and the coastal

ranges on the west. Two hundred
years ago it included numerous riv-

ers, lakes, and marshlands that al-

ternately expanded and contracted

in rhythm with the seasons and sup-

ported an abundance of fish, game,

and waterfowl as well as beaver and
otter. Cattails, tules, willows, and
sometimes alder dominated fresh-

water marshes inhabited by ducks,

swans, marsh wrens, rails, and
geese that darkened the sky with

their enormous numbers when they

took flight. Larger than any other

comparable valley west of the Rock-

ies, the Central Valley contained in

the south the now nonexistent Tu-

lare Lake, nearly four times the area

of Lake Tahoe and home to an abun-

dance of fish and vast quantities of

turtles that ended up in rich soups

and stews. Not far below were Buena

Norris Hundley is a professor of

History at the University of

California, Los Angeles.

Vista and Kern lakes which now are

also gone but in earlier times would
often combine into a single large

body of water following an especially

heavy snowmelt in the Sierra Ne-
vada. On the valley's west side and
above the marshes, the lands were
arid, receiving only slight and inter-

mittent runoff from the Coast Range.

To the east and over the Sierra, the

floor of the Owens Valley contained

swampy areas, Owens Lake held

water, and, further north, Mono
Lake was full and the islands for

which it later gained fame were com-

pletely surrounded by water and
safe habitats for millions of migra-

tory birds, including the California

gull for which the area is the primary

breeding ground. 6

In the San Joaquin, Sacramento,

and coastal valleys, deciduous for-

ests, virtually nonexistent today,

grew profusely beside rivers and
streams and in bottomlands. The
dense and sometimes impenetrable

riparian forests of willow, sycamore,

oak, elder, poplar, alder, and wild

grape provided both shelter and food

for a rich wildlife. Along the coast

as well as in the inland valleys and
foothills oak savannas were more ex-

tensive and chaparral stands less

evident than today, while seas of

grass— tall, lush, perennial bunch-

grass now all but gone—dominated

valley floors and prairies. Deer, an-

telope, California's own unique tule

elk, rabbits, and other game animals

browsed the hills and valleys in the

tens of thousands. "The inland,"

noted a member of Francis Drake's

expedition in 1579, "we found to be

... a goodly country, and fruitfull

soyle, stored with many blessings fit

for the use of man: infinite was the

company of very large and fat Deere,

which there we sawe by thousands,

as we supposed, in a heard." 7 San
Francisco Bay was then an even
greater body of water ringed by large

salt marshes, while the delta teemed
with fish, game, and a birdlife that

numbered in the millions. The vast

southern California coastal plain

overlay a water table so near the sur-

face that artesian springs—and even

fountains—were commonplace in

many areas. Similar artesian belts

existed throughout California and

reflected the vast storehouse of

groundwater that helped nurture

the abundant flora and fauna on the

surface. There was no Salton Sea in

southeastern California, only a shal-

low sink sometimes containing water

following a flash rain and more
rarely when the Colorado River de-

toured temporarily from the Gulf of

California to the sink.
8

California of the past and present

is similar in one especially significant

way: the amount of precipitation

that falls on the area. The annual

rain and snow fall produces approx-

imately 200 million acre-feet of water

(an acre-foot is about 326,000 gallons

or the amount of water that will cover

an acre to one foot in depth). Most

of this precipitation—about sixty-



Paiutes, who lived in a high o

desert environment with z

generous groundwater resources, g

developed largescale irrigation-fed <

agriculture but refrained from £

making permanent changes in s

the landscape. g

five percent—evaporates directly

into the atmosphere with nearly all

the remaining 71 million acre-feet

making its way into streams and, in

aboriginal times, ultimately the

ocean, save for the small amounts
entering underground basins or

aquifers. The source of all this water

is the Pacific Ocean from which vast

clouds of moisture develop in the

Gulf of Alaska and are driven ashore

by the prevailing easterly wind cur-

rents. When the heavily laden clouds

strike first the Coast Range and later

the Sierra Nevada, they are driven

higher into colder elevations where
their capacity to retain moisture de-

creases and the result is rain and
snow fall. Such a precipitation pat-

tern helps to explain why California

is a land of many climates. As the

clouds condense following their col-

lision with the mountains, the higher

elevations receive more precipita-

tion than the valleys, and the lands

east of the Sierra receive the least

moisture of all. Moreover, because

the storms ordinarily originate in the

North Pacific, the northern part of

the state is more heavily watered
than the south. In terms of averages,

precipitation varies from 50 inches

annually along California's north

coast to approximately 10 inches on

the southern coastal plain to 2 inches

or less in the inland desert valleys.

And nearly all this precipitation

arrives not in the summer growing

season but between November and

May. 9

But it is a mistake to think in terms

of averages and regular cycles of pre-

cipitation for California. The evi-

dence, both recent and in tree rings

that date from prehistoric times, re-

veals great variation from year to

year. For example, the average an-

nual precipitation in the Los Angeles

area as determined over a century is

nearly 15 inches, but that average

rests on such annual rainfall ex-

tremes as 11 inches one year fol-

lowed in consecutive years by 28

inches, 7 inches, 15 inches, 8 inches,

and 17 inches. Though the average

varies throughout California, this

pattern of extremes has remained

the norm. The long-term record re-

veals alternating cycles of drought

and heavy precipitation, but the

cycles are of no predictable length

and they vary from place to place

with the result that simultaneously

some areas can be experiencing

drought while others are literally

under water. 10 Thus, irregular cycles

and extremes characterize the typi-

cal precipitation pattern throughout

California.

espite such variation

in a resource of

fundamental impor-

tance, Indians fash-

ioned life styles that

harmonized unusu-

ally well with their

world. They had

their lean—even starving— times,

but they were successful enough to

make California the most densely

populated area north of Mexico. In

doing so, they created a variety of

culture areas that echoed the poten-

tial of the different environments

available to them. Anthropologists

have identified six such areas-
coastal, riverine, lakeshore, valley

and plains, foothills, and desert-
none entirely distinct from the

others but each reflecting regional

variations in climate, terrain, water,

animals, and plants. These differ-

ences masked even greater linguistic

diversity that reflected the Indian

practice of living in small isolated

groups, thereby increasing further

the carrying capacity of the land.

The native peoples belonged to six



INSTEAD OF USING RIVERS AS

BOUNDARIES, CALIFORNIA NATIVES

REGARDED WHOLE WATERSHEDS AS

NATURAL TERRITORIES.

distinct language families, spoke

more than a hundred dialects and
lived in perhaps 250 villages ranging

in size from a few families to a popu-
lation of a thousand or more. De-

spite such diversity, they developed

social organizations and rituals to

satisfy similar needs—adequate

food, restoration of good health,

driving away of evil spirits, and the

like. Among tribes throughout Cali-

fornia, but especially in the dry

areas, the rainmaker's ceremony
occupied a place of importance. The
degree of that importance varied

over the years, but with climatic ex-

tremes as the norm, this worthy's

services eventually came into heavy

demand everywhere. 11

Water played a significant role in

village location. Unlike peoples who
frequently established rivers as

boundaries, California natives

looked upon the watersheds of

streams as natural territories. Such
an outlook reflected economic as

well as political considerations, for

it ordinarily gave a tribe control of

both banks of a river or stream or

creek, and it provided easy access

to game and fowl which sought out

such water courses. It also meant
greater variety of available resources

since watersheds typically embrace

several life zones or areas where the

number and kinds of plants and ani-

mals vary seasonally and according

to altitude, precipitation, and cli-

mate. Control of a stream meant, as

well, access to fish, especially the

highly prized king salmon that could

be found in abundance in 650 miles

of uninterrupted California water-

ways and that served as a major part

of the diet for many Indians. The
fresh water of a stream or lake was
also crucial in the preparation of

acorns, the principal vegetable food

of most California natives. Unless

the ground acorn meal could be

leached with boiling water, its tannic

acid content made it inedible. Even
the less common method of remov-

ing the tannin required water to pro-

duce the mud in which the unshelled

acorns were buried for as long as a

year to make them palatable. Thus
even those Indians who lived along

the coast and relied heavily on shell-

fish and ocean catches located their

villages near sources of fresh water

in order to sustain their acorn diet

and to meet their personal needs. 12

For the peoples inhabiting Califor-

nia's deserts, water naturally played

an even more critical role in survival.

They settled near springs or an infre-

quent stream, often moving because

of the seasonal nature of the water

supply. In their hunting-gathering

activities, they relied heavily upon
game and mesquite berries but espe-

cially on pinon nuts, rather than the

acorn, since the otherwise ubiqui-

tous oak was not present in the des-

erts. Population density was low

—

the lowest in California—because

the extreme heat, low rainfall, and

typical desert-plant cover produced

fewer natural foods than elsewhere.

Among those who survived only by

hunting and collecting, village life

was virtually unknown, with small

bands or even a single family being

the primary unit. Water or food

shortage frequently caused even

these groups to splinter. Such frag-

mentation and isolation could pro-

foundly affect cultural life, leading

to the development of new and dis-

tinctively different ceremonials. 13

That California's many environ-

ments, including especially the

location and quantity of water, influ-

enced the settlement patterns, mate-

rial culture, and life styles of the

native peoples should not be con-

strued as geographic or environ-

mental determinism. The Indians

were not unthinking or passive

dwellers on the land. They were

environmentally intelligent enough

to survive, and usually comfortably.

They were also conscious manipu-

lators of their various environments.

Virtually everywhere California na-

tives actively practiced what could

be called natural-resource manage-

ment, and it was done with a recog-

nition that, above all, they were part

of nature and had to manage wisely

their own lives. This entailed devis-

ing social and cultural restraints cal-

culated to ensure survival. Birth con-

trol during times of shortage was
an example. So, too, were rituals that

prevented overhunting or overfish-

ing that might threaten subsistence

in the future. The Yurok and Karok

tribes proscribed anything that en-



Photographer T.H. O'Sullivan,

who learned his trade as Mattheiv

Brady's assistant, took this

photograph of "types of Mohave

Indians" as part of the U.S.

Geographical Survey West of the

100th Meridian. Mohaves and

Yumas used Colorado River flood

waters to irrigate their crop lands.

dangered the capacity of the Kla-

math River to attract the annual sal-

mon runs. The Sierra Miwok and
others harvested acorns carefully

so as to avoid damaging the oak

trees that provided their main
staple. Observed an old Wintu
woman in recollection: "When we
. . . kill meat, we eat it all up. When
we dig roots, we make little

holes. . . . We don't chop down the

trees. We only use dead wood." 14

But resource management also en-

tailed manipulating the physical

environment. An especially dramatic

example of environmental alteration

was the use of fire by Indians. They
practiced controlled burning of

grasslands, chaparral, and conifer-

ous trees to encourage fresh growth
attractive to grazing game, to flush

animals, and to provide greater ac-

cess to wildlife in densely forested

areas. The Miwok, Wintu, Yurok,

Hupa, and perhaps other groups

grew tobacco by scattering seeds on
well-watered, burned-over slopes or

in the ashes of old logs to which
they had set fire. Utilizing another

approach, some desert peoples ap-

pear to have regularly trimmed mes-
quite in order to increase pod yield.

,5

But the most significant form of

Indian manipulation of the environ-

ment was agriculture.

or years convention-

al wisdom among
scholars held that

the California na-

tives did not prac-

tice agriculture—the

tilling, planting, and

cultivating of the

soil. Some contended that native

hunting and gathering practices,

especially the acorn economy, were

so successful that agriculture was
unnecessary, while others empha-
sized the climatic obstacle posed by

California's hot summers for the

"usual Indian triad of corn, beans,

and squash" and still others called

attention to the lack of annual grasses

that could be domesticated. 16 These

arguments seem attractive for much
of California, particularly when con-

sidered along with the Indians' use

of fire and other resource-manage-

ment techniques, but they fail to ex-

plain the growing body of evidence

that agriculture—and irrigation ag-

riculture, in particular—was being

practiced long before the arrival of

Europeans. At first such evidence

was grudgingly labeled "incipient

agriculture," "semi-cultivation," or

even "irrigation without agricul-

ture," the latter an expression coined

by Julian Steward, among the most

respected anthropologists of the last

generation. 17 Recent research, how-
ever, seems convincingly to demon-
strate that some California Indians

practiced agriculture in the strict

sense and on a wide scale in aborig-

inal times. The latest findings are

strongest for two areas, the Owens
Valley in eastern California and
along the lower Colorado River in

what is now the southeastern por-

tion of the state.

The Owens Valley is a long, nar-

row trough lying between the Sierra

Nevada on the west and the White-

Inyo Range on the east and extend-

ing some seventy-five miles, with a

width of six to ten miles. Precipita-

tion averages less than six inches,

but the area is well watered during

much of the year by runoff from

Sierra streams. There the Paiute,

probably sometime around 1000

A.D., constructed an elaborate irri-

gation system with the largest de-

velopment in the northern portion

of the valley in the vicinity of the

present community of Bishop. They
built a dam on Bishop Creek

f/M



IRRIGATION AGRICULTURE

WAS PRACTICED IN THE OWENS
VALLEY AND ALONG THE LOWER

COLORADO RIVER.

diverted water several miles through

large earthenwork canals to two im-

mense plots, one measuring about

two miles square and the other ap-

proximately four by one to one-and-

a-half miles. The plots were irrigated

in alternate years in a practice similar

to fallowing that promoted increased

yield and lessened the chances for

undesirable vegetation. The primary

crops grown were native plants

—

yellow nut-grass for protein and rich

tubers and wild-hyacinth for its nu-

tritious bulb-like corms. Harvesting

was accomplished by turning the soil

with a special wooden tool or dig-

ging stick that exposed the desired

plant parts while at the same time

facilitating the replanting of the soil

with smaller corms and tubers.
18

The crops were local and not the

melons, maize, pumpkins, and
squash associated with Spanish cul-

tivation, and this in itself is evidence

that agriculture developed indepen-

dently in the Owens Valley and did

not diffuse there in historic times

from the missions or other colonial

settlements. Nor for the same reason

does it seem likely that the Paiutes

borrowed the practice from the ag-

ricultural tribes and pueblos in what
is presently New Mexico and Ari-

zona where the principal crops were
similar to those at the Spanish settle-

ments. To have borrowed the means
(irrigation) and not the raison d'etre

(the crops produced) constitutes an

action at variance with anthropolog-

ical knowledge. Also supporting the

case for independent development

of agriculture among the Paiutes is

the fact that their words associated

with the growing of crops—for ex-

ample, tuvaijii' u (head irrigator),

tuvaVadut (to irrigate), and pavado

(irrigator's pole)—are Paiute and
not derived from other Indian lan-

guages or Spanish. 19

An intriguing question is why they

did so. A popular theory for explain-

ing the origins of agriculture world-

wide holds that population growth

is the trigger. When the natural in-

crease in the population of an area

creates a food demand incapable of

being met through hunting and
gathering alone, the resulting pres-

sure prompts the development of

agricultural techniques. 20 Archae-

ological evidence in the Owens Val-

ley seems to support this theory,

though the population pressure ap-

pears to have come from immigra-

tion and not natural increase. About
1000 A.D. the climate in the area be-

came drier and prompted migration

from less accommodating lands of

southeastern California into the

Owens Valley where even decreased

runoff from the Sierra supported

relatively abundant game and vege-

tation. As those resources became
increasingly taxed, the Indians' set-

tlement patterns, which had hereto-

fore reflected only hunting-gathering

characteristics, began to reveal fea-

tures typical of agricultural societies.

The most striking feature was a

decline in nomadism and the appear-

ance of permanent villages. Eventu-

ally the Owens Valley became home
to some thirty such villages inhab-

ited by at least two thousand people,

making the region one of the most

densely populated areas in the Great

Basin.
21

The adoption of agriculture would
have required no great cultural leap

for the Paiutes. Always in close

touch with their environment, the

food-conscious natives of the Owens
Valley could not have helped but

notice that the naturally occurring

nutritious plants grew in more abun-

dance in the marshlands and areas

along creeks subject to occasional

overflow. It would have been but a

short step to watering promising

lands artificially. The natives them-

selves doubtlessly contributed to

this development by their traditional

fishing practice in which whole vil-

lages or groups of villages cooper-

ated to divert streams in order to

gather fish from the exposed beds.

The dry-creek method of fishing later

became an integral part of the Indi-

ans' agricultural complex, for they

regularly gathered fish in this way
when they dammed streams and di-

verted the water into their irrigation

canals. The introduction of irrigation

agriculture did not result in the

Owens Valley Paiutes becoming

only farmers and occasional con-

sumers of fish. Seldom has an "agri-

cultural" society anywhere com-

pletely abandoned hunting and

gathering, and the Paiutes continued
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to rely on game and especially on

the pihon nut for sustenance. Agri-

culture's special role was to supple-

ment the available natural foods that

became increasingly inadequate,

especially during the long and some-

times severe Owens Valley winters.
21

he other California

area of major agricul-

tural development
was along the low-

er Colorado River.

There the Quechan
(Yuma), Mohave,
Halchidhoma, and

Kamia cultivated the bottomlands

between Black Canyon, near the

southern tip of what is now Nevada,
and the present Mexican border,

while the Kamia also worked the

rich soils of what is today the south-

ern Imperial Valley. Like the Owens
Valley Paiutes, these peoples prac-

ticed agriculture long before the ar-

rival of the Spanish, some perhaps
as early as 800 A.D. in the area

where the Gila River empties into

the Colorado. Agriculture there,

however, does not appear to have
been an independent invention, but

rather diffused from tribes further

east where cultivation of the soil

went back many generations. Crops

included not only some local native

vegetation and a type of maize char-

acteristic of that found in ancient

Hohokam sites, but also waterme-

lons, muskmelons, and black-eyed

beans which had been introduced to

the New World by the Spaniards and

diffused northward faster than the

advance of white settlements. 23

The river tribes had numerous
plots, rather than a vast field or two

like the Paiutes, and relied upon the

periodic floods of the Colorado River

instead of building dams and canals.

The overflows deposited a rich layer

of silt on their plots which they

planted by punching a hole with a

stick and dropping in seeds. Because

the river did not always overflow

and since weeds lessened the har-

vest, they, like the Paiutes, did not

abandon their hunting and gather-

ing practices. Ordinarily, however,

they could rely on agriculture for a

substantial portion of their food

—

fifty percent for the Mohave and
thirty to fifty percent for the other

tribes. Their success was such that

at the time of European arrival they

numbered perhaps 3,500, or sixty-

three percent of California's desert

population. As in the Owens Valley,

the pressure of such numbers seems

to have been the reason for the adop-

tion of agriculture in the area, for

scholars agree that reliance on nat-

ural foods alone could not have sus-

tained anywhere near the numbers
present at contact.

24

In a fascinating study of despot-

ism and the rise of civilization, Karl

Wittfogel has argued that large-scale

irrigation was possible only in a

tightly ordered and hierarchical soci-

ety whose members surrendered

control of their labor—and much of

their political and personal free-

dom—to a centralized authority.

Wittfogel's theory does not seem to

find support in the experiences of

California's aboriginal irrigationists.

The Owens Valley Paiutes practiced

irrigation on an extensive scale that

required vast amounts of labor, the

men primarily responsible for con-

structing the dams and canals and

the women for gathering the harvest.

But their efforts were communal and
freely given in recognition of the

need for a stable food supply and in

anticipation that all participants

would share in the harvest. Such
communal efforts were not limited

to irrigation but were characteristic

of hunts for game, when an entire



WATER SAYS: "YOU CAN DIG A

DITCH AND PUT ME IN IT, BUT I GO
ONLY SO FAR AND I AM OUT OF

SIGHT. . . . WHEN I AM OUT OF

SIGHT I AM ON MY WAY HOME."

village or group of villages joined to

drive antelope or rabbits. A village

or district headman supervised such

efforts, but he was chosen by the

people, not self-appointed and cer-

tainly not a despot. In the case of

agriculture, the head irrigator was
elected in the spring by a popular

assembly which also approved the

date for irrigation to begin. 25

Along the lower Colorado River,

irrigation agriculture proved suc-

cessful without check dams, canals,

or ditches. This is not to say that

agriculture had no effect on the In-

dian societies there, however. The
distinctive features are striking and

suggest that the river people, while

certainly not subject to anything re-

sembling despotism, could exercise

control over a wider area and com-

mand a larger following than the

Paiutes with their large-scale hy-

draulic systems. In such respects,

they also differed from their nearby

nonagricultural kinsmen. The expla-

nation seems traceable to both cul-

tural and environmental influences.

Among those lower Colorado peo-

ples who shunned the movement to-

ward agriculture and continued to

rely strictly on a hunting and gather-

ing economy, the basic political unit

remained the patrilineal band con-

sisting of 100 to 150 people. It oper-

ated autonomously, was governed

by a leader who was ordinarily he-

reditary, and claimed a specific terri-

tory that it jealously guarded against

other bands with which it frequently

engaged in lengthy feuds. Their ag-

ricultural relatives, on the other

hand, developed a deep sense of tri-

bal—rather than band—loyalty

among those speaking the same lan-

guage and living within the general

vicinity of one another. Leaders ac-

quired power through individual

success, rather than invoking hered-

ity as in the band, and exercised

their authority—the resolution of

disputes, calling of ceremonies, re-

distributing gifts, selecting a course

of action in critical situations—over

a relatively broad region rather than

over the more restricted territories

of bands. 26

Intertwined with the cultural dif-

ferences were sharp contrasts in set-

tlement patterns. The agricultural

peoples ordinarily resided in indi-

vidual family units spread over a

considerable area. This scattering re-

flected the dispersed nature of the

suitable farmland that seldom

existed in tracts large enough to sup-

port more than a family or two. The

reason was the river. The action of

the water normally produced con-

siderable erosion and unevenness of

contour, resulting in suitable plots

of only an acre or two, enough for

a family but clearly insufficient for a

band. Also contributing to the spread-

out living patterns were the frequent

heavy floods that destroyed farm

plots or changed the course of the

river and deprived lands of water.

Both eventualities necessitated

habitual change of homesites.

The mobility and dispersal made
it impossible for agricultural peoples

to maintain the residential unity

characteristic of the hunting-gather-

ing bands and made it difficult, if

not impossible, to continue political

and cultural patterns that rested on

such unity. Unable to identify with

a particular band or headman, agri-

cultural peoples began identifying

instead with those engaged in a sim-

ilar horticultural economy who
spoke the same language, lived in

the same general area, and shared

many of the same fears and aspira-

tions. They selected headmen on the

basis of individual achievement

—

their ability to persuade others of

the wisdom of their choices, their

generosity in distributing goods,

and especially their talents for in-

spiring confidence through their

dreams. This "dream power" became

a preeminent cultural characteristic

of the agricultural peoples and the

means by which leaders legitimized

their claims to authority. Among the

nonagricultural bands dreams re-

ceived no such emphasis, since

heredity continued to serve as the

sign of the legitimate leader. Warfare

also gained great prominence among
the agriculturalists. Whereas hunt-

ing and gathering bands engaged in

protracted feuds with one another,

they devoted most of their energies

to subsistence. The farming peoples,

on the other hand, fought more fre-

quently, more bitterly, and on a

large scale, some even attacking



When this map of Tulare County

was drawn in 1867, Tulare Lake

was twenty-two miles wide and 3

thirty-three miles long. 5

tribes hundreds of miles distant.

Their food resources made such ven-

tures possible and the size of their

territories assured manpower for

conflicts that dwarfed those of indi-

vidual bands. Warfare also helped

reenforce loyalties and maintain the

tribal unity of a people scattered

over a large territory.
27

A
H s important as water

a was to the subsis-

I tance patterns and
political and social

customs of the agri-

cultural peoples of

the lower Colorado

River and Owens
Valley, the natives did little to disturb

the land. The Paiutes' large canals

and networks of subsidiary ditches

are today hardly discernible, even
to the trained eye, a circumstance

that helps explain the generations of

uncertainty about the existence of

agriculture in aboriginal California.

To scar the land unnecessarily con-

flicted with their desire for symbiosis

with nature and to avoid anything
that might lead to disaster. Such
considerations may explain the Pai-

ute practice of annually destroying

their dams once those structures had
served their purpose. 28 The reliance

of the Colorado River agricul-

turalists on the natural ebbs and
flows of the river for watering their

fields resulted in even fewer marks

on the landscape. The contrast with

agribusiness of a later era could not

be greater.

Still another feature in counter-

point with the future was the ab-

sence among Indians of a private

property right in the use of water

that could be bartered or sold. Such

a concept was completely alien, for

water, like land, belonged to no
individual but rather was intercon-

nected with all of nature and essential

for both human and animal survival.

A corollary was a shrewd under-

standing of water's ultimate illusive-

ness. An old Wintu woman put it

this way to an interviewer: "Water

says this, 'Wherever you put me I'll

be in my home. I am awfully smart.

Lead me out of my springs, lead me
from my rivers, but I came from the

ocean and I shall go back into the

ocean. You can dig a ditch and put

me in it, but I go only so far and I

am out of sight. I am awfully smart.

When I am out of sight I am on my
way home.'" 29

Such wisdom notwithstanding,

bands and tribes jealously defended
their territories, and in doing so,

they were also guarding the springs,

streams, and rivers that watered

those lands and attracted the game,

fowl, and fish that contributed to

survival. Viewed this way water be-

longed—if only fleetingly—to a par-

ticular community and, especially in

the more arid regions, must have

been the source of conflict. But just

as later generations of Californians

with a different ethic would perma-

nently alter the landscape with their

massive hydraulic structures, so too

would their battles over water be-

come monumental, dwarfing any

possible differences among Indians

as the latter-day behemoths pitted

vast regions and even nations

against one another.

Still, as the evidence adduced here

suggests, native Californians manip-

ulated their environments, some-

times dramatically so, though in ways
calculated not to despoil the land-

scape and waterscape. Put another

way, their commitment to living in

harmony with nature did not mean
gleaning only what nature pre-

sented. Their value system reflected

a sensitive accommodation to both

harmony and manipulation, a leg-

acy only dimly perceived, if not lost,

in the California of today.

See notes beginning on page 69.
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BYRON RUMFORD
SYMBOL

FOR AN ERA

Eg
hen in 1948 William

Byron Rumford became

the first black person to

be elected to public office

in Northern California, open dis-

crimination on the basis of race was
still a way of life, despite increasing

signs of change. By the time he left

office in 1966, few public officials,

employers, or property owners
dared to admit using race as a cri-

terion for denying access to any-

thing from a seat on a bus to a house

in an exclusive neighborhood. Al-

though racial discrimination per-

sisted, a changed social climate

required that it be cloaked in some
other justification. Rumford stands

as an appropriate symbol for this age

of radical transformation in public

institutions, both because he played

a crucial role in writing legislation

to outlaw the most egregious forms

of discrimination and because his

career reflects the interaction of

decades-long political efforts by

Berkeley's fair housing ordinance lost by

2,000 votes of 42,000 cast in April, 1963,

but the coalition of black and white activists

working for it reflected the expanding drive

for civil rights which made Rutnford's

legislative achievements possible.

by Lawrence Paul Crouchett

black community leaders with the

demographic and economic trans-

formations brought about by World

War II.

The milestone "firsts" registered

between 1940 and 1950 give some
measure of the barriers minority

people faced:

*Dr. Fitzroy E. Younge, an obstet-

rician, was the first black doctor to

be given full hospital privileges at a

Bay Area hospital (Berkeley Gen-

eral, now Herrick Hospital). Black

doctors had been required to turn

their patients over to white doctors

for treatment when they entered pri-

vate hospitals, where minority pa-

tients were customarily assigned to

a segregated ward or forced to pay

for the extra bed in a double room.

'

*Berkeley hired its first minority

teacher, Ruth Acty, a black woman,
in 1943. Alameda hired Carolese

Hargrave as its first minority teacher

in 1950. Oakland had employed only

three black teachers before 1940.

East Bay colleges and universities

had no black faculty members into

the 1950s, and the University of

California had thirty-five black stu-

dents in a student body of sixteen

thousand in 1950. 2 California legisla-

tion authorizing school segregation

MARCH 1987

by race was not removed from the

books until 1947. By that time, how-
ever, the primary instrument of

school segregation was the creation

of segregated neighborhoods by re-

strictions on access to housing.

*Marguerite Johnson (Maya An-
gelou) became the first black street-

car conductor in San Francisco in

1944,
3 and the Key Route Transit

System in the East Bay hired its first

black bus driver in 1951

.

4 The Yellow

Cab Company in San Francisco

hired its first minority drivers in

1956. 5

Ironically, the widespread use of

restrictive covenants and screening

by real estate agents to exclude

blacks and other minorities from

many Bay Area neighborhoods cre-

ated the political base from which
Rumford was elected. As real estate

interests banded together to "pro-

tect housing values" by fashioning

and enforcing restrictive covenants

in the face of black immigration to

the Bay Area during World War II,

black newcomers concentrated in

what had been the heterogeneous

areas of North and West Oakland,

making these districts the center of

their cultural, political, and social ac-

tivities.
6 Here they established their

13



fraternal and denominational organ-

izations, their churches, and their

businesses—barbershops, news-
papers, printing shops, real estate

offices, mortuaries, cafes, cleaning

establishments, drugstores, and
nightclubs. These areas fell in the

Seventeenth Assembly District, and
by 1948 black political leaders rea-

lized they had the votes to make
election of a black candidate feasible

if white liberals could be induced to

join forces with them.

There had been black candidates

in the East Bay before, but they had

faced white incumbents and lost in

campaigns requiring coalitions of

white and black voters. In 1920, Pro-

gressive John W. Fowler had lost the

race in the Thirty-Ninth Assembly
District. In 1938, Republican attor-

ney Jay Maurice lost in the Seven-

teenth Assembly District primary. In

1940, Thomas L. Berkeley, John C.

Henderson, and Jay Maurice, all at-

torneys, had lost in the primary, and
Claude Allen failed in a write-in

effort to unseat incumbent Edward

J. Carey in the November general

election.
7 Carey's decision not to

seek reelection in 1948 opened the

field, and black leaders began look-

ing for a candidate early in the year.

Q9
illiam Byron Rumford
was born on February 2,

1908, in Courtland,

Arizona, a small copper-

mining camp in southwestern Ari-

zona Territory. He spent his early

Lawrence Paul Crouchett, a

member of the CHS Board of

Directors, is the author of William

Byron Rumford, the Life and Public

Service of a California Legislator and
the director of Downey Place

Publishing House, Inc.

childhood, along with his mother
Margaret Lee, older brother Chaun-

cey, and maternal grandmother

Louise Alice Galbreath Johnson,

traveling in the territory. Family tra-

dition has it that the grandmother

was seeking a place where the chil-

dren could attend unsegregated

schools, a dream that was shattered

when Arizona was admitted to state-

hood in 1912 and allowed to segre-

gate its pupils by race. Despite his

grandmother's protest, young Byron

attended segregated schools and in

1926 graduated from the "Colored

Department" of Phoenix High School,

where he excelled in his courses,

drama, sports, and music. He then

moved to San Francisco to work his

way through the University of Cali-

fornia School of Pharmacy, earning

his pharmacy degree in 1931. Turned

down for employment at several

white-owned drugstores in San

Francisco, Rumford took a part-time

position as a pharmacist at Alameda
County's Highland Hospital in Oak-

land, where he was permitted to fill

prescriptions only for outpatient

clinics. While he was employed at

Highland, Rumford moved to Ber-

keley, where he went to work for

black pharmacist William Montgom-

ery, who had opened his own drug-

store on Sacramento Street in 1927.

Montgomery died in 1943, and Rum-
ford purchased the business. 8

But Rumford was to be more than

a druggist. In the 1930s he was one

of a group of black friends who
founded the Appomattox Club to

exert an influence in Berkeley city

politics. The club eventually joined

with the United Negro Labor Com-
mittee and the Alameda County

Democratic Club to support Demo-
cratic candidates in municipal, state,

and federal elections.
9 By 1942,

Democrat Rumford had come to the

attention of Republican Governor

Earl Warren through a black law

school classmate of Warren's who
helped the governor identify black

candidates for public appointments.

Warren named Rumford to the Ber-

keley Emergency Housing Commis-
sion to help mediate between land-

lords and minority defense workers

in need of housing. In 1943 Rumford

appeared before the Berkeley City

Council to represent the Berkeley In-

terracial Committee in asking for

nondiscrimination in the selection of

tenants for Cordonices Village, a

war emergency housing complex. In

1944 Warren appointed Rumford to

14 CALIFORNIA HISTORY
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the Berkeley and regional rent con-

trol boards and then to the State

Housing Commission. It was in

these capacities that Rumford first

gained popular notice and attracted

the attention of social reformers and

Democratic Party regulars. Many of

these people began to talk of send-

ing him to Sacramento.

Meanwhile, Rumford's drugstore

had become a popular gathering

center for a coterie of black patrons

and—to a lesser degree—their white

friends who came there to purchase

black weekly newspapers and

monthly magazines and to talk.

Rumford's eloquence in discussions

of social and political topics in this

context added to the reputation he

was establishing in Democratic

Party circles.

As the election of 1948 approached

without an incumbent running for

the Seventeenth Assembly District

seat, black Democrats and Republi-

cans agreed to support a single black

candidate regardless of party affilia-

tion, remembers political activist

Frances Albrier.
10 A public meeting

of district residents was held in

March, 1948, at the Beebe Memorial
African Methodist Episcopal Temple
in Oakland to select a single black

candidate to enter the Democratic

primary in June. A group of Demo-
cratic Party regulars and Congress

of Industrial Organizations (CIO)

union leaders had asked permission

to place Rumford's name in nomina-

tion, but he went to the meeting to

support another candidate. After a

series of maneuvers in which that

candidate withdrew, Rumford's sis-

ter-in-law nominated him from the

floor, and—to his own surprise—he

was chosen. Having agreed on a

black candidate, the meeting issued

a call for labor organizations and

other groups to make every effort to

get out the vote for Rumford, who
filed for the Republican primary as

well under the cross-filing system

then in effect.

Rumford won the Democratic

nomination, and Edgar S. Hurley, a

white conservative with American

Federation of Labor (AFL) backing,

won the Republican contest. Since

neither had received a majority of

the total vote, they faced off for the

November general election. The
campaign became one of the most
dramatic in Alameda County history

as it developed into both a racial con-

frontation and a struggle between
liberal and conservative agendas. As

MARCH 1987

Berkeley community activist, nurse, and

social worker Frances Albrier (right in

Red Cross uniform) pioneered in the

struggle for civil rights and in

demonstrating that blacks were in fact

prepared to play an equal role in the

community. Social changes are indicated in

this June, 1951 photograph of Berkeley's

Longfellow Elementary School PTA after

a first aid class taught by Albrier.

old-timers remember it, Hurley pan-

dered to race prejudice and union

baiting. They say that his tone was

openly anti-black." Rumford at-

tacked Hurley's record during a

term in the Assembly in the 1920s,

charging his opponent with indiffer-

ence to blacks and labor and point-

ing out that Hurley had voted against

bills to improve conditions for labor,

the elderly, and children and that

he had sponsored a poll-tax bill to

disenfranchise non-whites.

When the votes were counted,

Rumford had won by a memorable

margin of 20,387. Blacks and whites

of both parties had supported him

with full knowledge that he would

fight against racial injustices and for

social reform. 12

Two black men had been elected

to the Assembly before Rumford,

but he was the first from Northern

California. Frederick M. Roberts, a

Republican from an all-black district

in Los Angeles, served from 1919 to

1935. Augustus F. Hawkins, a Dem-
ocrat, succeeded Roberts in 1935 and

was still in the Assembly when
Rumford was elected. Hawkins is

currently a member of the U.S. Con-

gress. Although Hawkins had spon-

sored a host of civil rights measures,

the legislature had rejected all of

them. Although they were no longer

willing to pass new restrictions on

the civil and social rights of blacks

and other minorities, the members
of the legislature were not yet pre-

pared to risk the controversy that

would result from a serious chal-

lenge to the status quo. The first

move toward legislative activism

had come in 1947, when both houses

passed the first modern anti-discrim-

ination law in California, a bill spon-

sored by Assemblyman Glenn M.
Anderson (D-Inglewood) to abolish

IS



i no

racially segregated public schooling

in the state.'
1

Upon his arrival in Sacramento

the night before his installation as a

member of the Assembly, Rumford
was refused a room—which he had

reserved without identifying his

race—at the William Land Hotel

across the street from the State

Capitol. To prove that the incident

was not a mistake, he left the hotel

and placed a call from a public phone
booth inquiring about a room. The
clerk, assuming the caller was white,

assured him that a room was avail-

able. Rumford then returned to the

hotel and demanded the room he

had originally reserved, threatening

to bring the matter up on the Assem-
bly floor if he were refused and pre-

senting documents to confirm his

status as a legislator. The manager
backed down, and Rumford was
shown to a room. 14

n January 3, 1949, Rum-
ford entered the Assem-
bly chamber to take the

oath of office for the first

time. The galleries were packed with

his friends and supporters, both

black and white. They represented

an emerging bipartisan coalition

supported by Governor Earl Warren

and committed to enhancing civil

rights for minorities. They saw Rum-
ford as a standard bearer. As he re-

called, "When the governor ended
his speech to the joint session of the

legislature, he drew me aside and
asked me to come to his office. When
we met, he expressed the wish that

I push through some civil rights

bills, and promised that if they were

passed he would surely sign them
into law. He specifically urged me
to press for legislation to abolish

racial discrimination in the state

16
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National Guard." 15

Aided by Augustus Hawkins, who
kept a drawer full of civil rights bills,

Rumford brought two civil rights

measures to the floor in his first

month in the Assembly. Following

the governor's suggestion, he pro-

posed a rider to a bill sponsored by

Richard H. McCollister (D-Sonoma/

Marin) petitioning the federal gov-

ernment to return National Guard
units to state jurisdiction. The rider

called for a ban on racial discrimina-

tion in the National Guard once it

was returned to the state. McCollis-

ter saw the rider as an obstacle to

passage of his bill and opposed it,

but the hearing committee passed it

with only a few Democratic defec-

tions. The Democrat-controlled As-

sembly then passed the bill and rider

by a vote of 47 to 17. The Senate

amended the bill and the rider so

much that Rumford decided they

would actually strengthen racial dis-

crimination and opposed them.

Looking back, he described the crit-

ical factor in his decision as the lack

of an enforcement clause in the Sen-

ate version of the anti-discrimina-

tion legislation. This insistence on
enforcement provisions would char-

acterize all of Rumford's legislation.
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In the end, the Senate Committee

on Military and Veterans Affairs

voted both the bill and the rider

down.
On January 18, Rumford returned

to the fight with his own bill (AB

807) to prohibit California National

Guard units from segregating or dis-

criminating against members on the

basis of race, color, or creed. At that

time, all black members of the Guard
were assigned to one of two segre-

gated units, one in Los Angeles and

one in San Francisco. In other com-

munities black guardsmen trained

with their white colleagues, but they

were carried as detached servicemen

from the two black units. Rumford's

bill also banned National Guard
units from using race or religion as

criteria for discriminating in enlist-

ments, promotions, and commis-

sions. This meant the Guard could

not reduce the rank held by black

members when they were reassigned

or assigned to integrated units.

When the bill came before the As-

sembly Committee on Military and

Veterans Affairs, Attorney General

Fred N. Howser opposed it on the

grounds that it might cause the fed-

eral government to withhold fund-

ing for the state units. Howser
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wanted the National Guard returned

to California jurisdiction before

changes like those advocated by

Rumford were made. Rumford
pointed out that New Jersey and
Connecticut had integrated their

National Guard units without losing

federal money. In a pattern of white

liberal support which became typical

for Rumford's successful legislative

efforts, Richard J. Dolwig (D-San

Mateo) helped persuade the com-
mittee to recommend "Do pass" and
submit the bill to the full Assembly.

The Assembly passed the bill and
sent it to the Senate, where the Com-
mittee on Military and Veterans Af-

fairs deliberately delayed hearings

by holding them at night when it

was difficult to get a quorum. Rum-
ford had to seek out members of the

committee himself to urge them to

attend the hearings. A brief hearing

was finally held on June 27, after

much caucusing among Democratic

members, and enough "yes" votes

were secured to pass the bill on to

the full Senate, which voted for it

by a small margin on June 30. Gov-
ernor Warren signed it into law on
July 18, 1949.

16

The second bill Rumford brought
into the Assembly, also in January,

1949, reflected the practice he con-

tinued throughout his career of

going home to his drugstore on

weekends to talk politics and prob-

lems with his constituents. Many of

the bills he brought to the Assembly

floor were conceived in drugstore

conversations about specific prob-

lems faced by individuals as a result

of racially discriminatory customs

that were nearly invisible except to

their victims. Rumford's second bill

tackled insurance companies which

refused to issue policies covering

automobiles owned by blacks and
other minority people and sought to

make the practice illegal. Insurance

company representatives suggested

that certain people were bad risks

and that each group should carry its

own losses, but Rumford argued

that since the state required every

car owner to carry a public liability

policy, it was unconstitutional to re-

fuse insurance solely because of the

applicant's race, color, or creed. More-

over, Rumford charged, insurance

companies that did grant coverage

to black car owners raised the pre-

mium by as much as fifteen percent.

The bill (AB-32) passed both houses,

and the governor signed it with the

comment, "It's about time we end
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A double picket line addressed the issue

of fair housing at the 1964 annual

convention of the California Real Estate

Association in San Diego.

these discriminatory practices."
17

As Rumford established himself

in Sacramento, Democratic Party

regulars at home began to consider

him as a candidate for his district's

congressional seat, which would be

empty in 1950. Rumford quashed

this proposal, however, by announc-

ing that he preferred to remain in

the Assembly where he thought he

could accomplish more on issues of

unemployment, education, and dis-

crimination in employment and
housing. In his second general elec-

tion Rumford ran for his Assembly

seat unopposed, and in his second

term he successfully shepherded

several civil rights bills through the

legislature into law.

Employment was a regular theme
in Rumford's bills. He co-authored

a law to prohibit public school dis-

tricts from using photographs and
letters of reference as part of the

process of hiring teachers, because

these instruments had been used to

identify the race of applicants and
exclude blacks and other minorities

without considering their qualifica-

tions.
18 He fought against a bill spon-

sored by Assemblyman Thomas A.

Maloney (R-San Francisco) to estab-

lish a Commission on Political Equal-

ity with no funding or enforcement

powers. Arguing that Maloney's bill

was weak and meaningless—as he

had argued against McCollister's

National Guard bill—Rumford pro-

posed an alternative which called for

a permanent Fair Employment Com-
mission to be appointed by the gov-

ernor and provided with a paid exec-

utive secretary and support staff and
which would be able to impose
financial penalties ($500) and jail

sentences (six months) on employ-

ers and labor organizations that dis-

criminated on the basis of race,

17



color, or creed. This measure was
denounced by both employer and
labor groups as "a step toward

nationalization of jobs" which "con-

stituted] an intrusion by the govern-

ment on the private right of property

of employers." 1 " Rumford and his

supporters suggested that the fail-

ure of labor unions to support this

bill was due to fear among white offi-

cials and members that blacks would
compete for well-paid jobs monop-
olized by white men. In the end,

Rumford' s bill was defeated in com-
mittee by a vote of 15 to 3, but his

opposition had also helped defeat

Maloney's measure by a 9-to-3 mar-

gin. The field was still open for

an effective fair employment com-
mission, and Rumford promised to

return to the issue.
20

In the meanwhile, there were lim-

ited campaigns to wage for specific

results. With backing and lobbying

assistance from Governor Warren,

Rumford and Edward M. Gaffney

(D-San Francisco) pushed through

AB 546 to open union membership
and apprenticeship programs to all

qualified employees regardless of

race, color, or creed. When the gov-

ernor signed this bill into law on
June 22, 1951, the practice of restrict-

ing apprenticeship positions to rela-

tives and proteges of influential

union members or employers, espe-

cially prevalent in plumbing and car-

pentry, was outlawed. Outraged by

Armstrong Business College in Ber-

keley, which accepted Chinese and

Japanese applicants but prohibited

the enrollment of black students,

Rumford and Hawkins proposed a

bill to forbid discrimination in enroll-

ment in both public and private vo-

cational, business, and professional

schools. The bill passed the House
but died in the Senate, and Arm-

18

strong did not admit its first black

student until a similar bill passed in

1955, a time lapse that allowed its

president to soften his 1951 promise

to "get out of the business" if Rum-
ford's bill passed. 21

Rumford's constant awareness of

the need to enlist the authority of

the state on behalf of the victims of

discrimination showed itself in a

pair of bills to end free-speech pro-

tection of hate literature. The bills

—

which prohibited the promulgation

of propaganda designed to discredit

any religious belief and forbade the

dissemination of material advocat-

ing hatred of any person or group

on the basis of race, color, or reli-

gion—were Rumford's response to

a resurgence of white supremicist

activities. This was particularly no-

table in the Imperial Valley, where

the Ku Klux Klan and other hate

groups were active.
22

n his fourth term, which

began in 1955, Rumford
returned to the fair em-
ployment fight. Joined by

Hawkins and eighteen other mem-
bers of the Assembly, Rumford
introduced AB 971 to establish a

"little" Fair Employment Practices
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Commission. The bill called for a

five-member commission authorized

to hold hearings on employment
discrimination, and to issue orders

to correct the effects of discrimi-

natory practices or to prevent their

recurrence. Enforcement would be

through District Courts of Appeal,

and violations would be treated as

misdemeanors. "Of course it fell

short of my wishes," remembered
Rumford years later, "but it did fit

into my overall hope of resolving

job discrimination. Since Assembly-

man Hawkins had introduced much
stronger bills in 1945 and 1947, and
had failed to get them passed, I felt

this was the only type of legislation

I could get passed by this legisla-

ture." 23 The bill was passed and

became law. Other fourth-term ac-

complishments were the passage of

Rumford bills to provide free polio

vaccine to millions of Californians

and to prohibit the use of marital

status or age as reasons for rejecting

applicants for public school teaching

positions.
24

In January, 1959, as Rumford
began his sixth term, he and Haw-
kins found the conditions right for

a civil rights campaign that meant

"getting to the center of bigotry



which prevents real equality of op-

portunity not only for racial minori-

ties but for other victims of prejudice

as well." 25 Once more, he acted on
what he called "the democratic as-

sumption that it is the duty of the

state to provide and ensure equal

protection of the laws to all its citi-

zens. 26 With the Democrats in con-

trol of both houses of the legislature

and Pat Brown in the governor's

mansion, Rumford and Hawkins on
January 7 invited members of the

legislature to affix their signatures

to AB 91 to create a permanent Fair

Employment Practices Commission.

As proposed, the commission
would be able to bring before a hear-

ing panel by subpoena if necessary

any person or persons, employers,

or organizations who were accused

of discriminating on the basis of

race, creed, color, or national origin

against any person or persons seek-

ing employment. It could also as-

sess a penalty of six months in pris-

on, a $5,000 fine, or both. It would
have a paid executive secretary and
support staff, and its members
would be appointed by the gover-

nor. Before presenting his bill in the

legislature, Rumford had already

enlisted support from the California

State Chamber of Commerce, the

California Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, the California Labor Federa-

tion, AFL-CIO, and from Governor

Pat Brown. Brown had made fair

employment legislation a center-

piece of his legislative program,

using his inaugural address to urge

lawmakers to "enact legislation to

bar discrimination by an employer

or labor union on grounds of race,

creed, national origin, or age." 27

The contest went on for three

months, with opponents reminding

legislators that voters had defeated

a fair employment practices initia-

tive by a margin of two to one in

1946. Almost a hundred amend-
ments were added to the original bill

before it passed two different com-
mittee hearings in the Assembly on
February 19, yet there was little de-

bate when the Assembly voted sixty-

five to fourteen for the bill and sent

it to the Senate. It took until April 8

for the Senate Labor and Finance

Committee to bring the bill to the

floor, where more amendments
were added before the vote was
taken. The bill passed the Senate

thirty to five. The Assembly ac-

cepted the Senate amendments but

added a few more, requiring the bill

The NAACP did not restrict itself to

political organizing but also sponsored

popular social and cultural events such as

the ball at which Rumford crowned Miss

NAACP, 1956. The man on the left is

Judge foseph Kennedy; on the right is

NAACP West Coast Regional Director

Tarea Hall Pittman.

to go to a conference committee

which removed age as one of the

outlawed bases for discrimination in

a final resolution of the differences

between the two versions of the bill.

On April 10 the Assembly passed

Rumford's measure by a clear major-

ity. After fourteen years of legisla-

tive efforts, California now had an

enforceable fair employment law; it

went into effect on September 18,

1959.

The creation of the Fair Employ-

ment Practices Commission was the

most memorable event of the 1959

legislative session, but two other

civil rights bills also made their way
into law. The Unruh Civil Rights Act

forbade business establishments de-

aling with the public to deny serv-

ices on the basis of race. It declared,

"all persons within the jurisdiction

of the State are free and equal, and
entitled to the full and equal accomo-

dation, advantages, facilities, and

privileges or services in all business

establishments of any kind what-

soever." Hawkins also brought a bill

into law which prohibited racial dis-

crimination in the sale of houses fi-

nanced with mortgages insured or

guaranteed by the Federal Housing
Administration (FHA) or the Vete-

rans Administration (VA). Although

the penalty on sellers who violated

the law were slight, it did create a

Commission on Discrimination in

Housing.

It took four more years to prepare

what Rumford hoped would be the

crowning legislative measure to end
all discrimination and segregation: a

fair housing bill. A fair housing

measure introduced by Hawkins in

the 1961 session of the legislature

failed, and experience had taught

the anti-discrimination coalition that

legislation on housing was the most
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Despite his identification with civil rights

issues, Rumford, like any oilier members of

the Assembly, spent much of his career

tending to less dramatic day-to day affairs.

As a pharmacist, he brought a strong

professional interest to his work on the

Assembly Public Health Committee.

controversial kind. Attempts to en-

sure equal access to housing by

forbidding property owners to dis-

criminate on racial grounds in selling

houses— in effect limiting their right

to choose to whom to sell—were

guaranteed to stir up widespread

and strongly held racist feelings.

Thus supporters of the legislature

had already marshalled backing and
votes for fair housing before bring-

ing a measure to the Assembly. On
February 13, 1963, Governor Pat

Brown called on a joint session of

the legislature to "pass legislation

to eliminate discrimination in the

private housing market in Califor-

nia." 28 On the same day, Rumford
announced that he had on his desk

a bill supported by the governor and
a broad array of civil rights organiza-

tions. The bill, AB 1240, was essen-

tially the same as AB 801, the fair

housing bill Hawkins had unsuccess-

fully sponsored two years before.

With Democrats in the majority in

both houses and with the governor

behind the bill, the time seemed ripe

for its passage. Many legislators

rushed to add their names as spon-

sors, and those who opposed it

assumed evasive postures.

When the bill reached the floor of

the Assembly on April 25, Rumford
opened the argument for it by asking

that California "rid itself of this in-

sidious practice, that of housing dis-

crimination affecting a great number
of American citizens in this state."

In the hearings that followed, debate

ranged endlessly over the right of

the state to restrict the right of pri-

vate property by legislating against

discrimination practices in private

housing. The California Real Estate

Association (CREA) asserted that

there was "no widespread discrimi-

nation in the state." Charges flew

that the measure was unconstitu-

tional, that it was a kind of class

legislation which would create "a

special privilege for a chosen group

while destroying the private rights

of others. After days of quibbling,

long-winded speeches, and heckling

by activist groups, the Assembly

finally passed Rumford's bill by a

vote of 47 to 25, with Republicans

casting all the negative votes.
29

On the Senate side, the much-
amended AB 1240 was assigned to

the Committee on Governmental

Efficiency and Economy chaired by

Luther E. Gibson (D-Solano). Gib-

son was rumored to be determined

not to let the bill pass his committee,

whose mostly rural members often

voted as a unit against measures

concerning housing and employ-

ment opportunities for nonwhites.

The rumors proved to be correct, as

Gibson employed delaying tactic

after delaying tactic. After the first

two-hour meeting in May, Gibson

announced that the committee would

vote on May 29—and immediately

provoked a demonstration by mem-
bers of the Congress of Racial Equal-

ity (CORE) who vowed to stay in

the Capitol rotunda mezzanine until

AB 1240 was acted upon. 30 They sat

there for three weeks. On June 14,

Gibson announced at a hearing, "My
committee will never approve a bill

prohibiting discrimination in private

housing" and proposed an amend-
ment that exempted single-unit

dwellings not financed by FHA, VA,
or CAL-VET loans. When Rumford
pointed out that Hawkins's 1959 bill

already covered publicly financed

housing, Gibson adjourned the

hearing without announcing a new
meeting time.

Days passed without a new hear-

ing being announced. Rumford and

Assembly Speaker Jesse Unruh met

to arrange a conference—and a com-

promise—with Gibson. Gibson then

announced a compromise he claimed

he had reached with Rumford, but

Rumford denounced Gibson's ver-

sion of their agreement. As the dis-

pute heated up, Gibson again went

public with a statement that negoti-

ations were at an impasse and an

offer to meet with Rumford again,

but Rumford retorted that he "would

prefer to discuss the matter with the

full committee." Finally Gibson an-

nounced that his committee would

hold no further hearings on the

measure. A breakthrough came at a

closed-door meeting convened by
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Democratic Party leaders at which

members of Gibson's committee,

Rumford, and Governor Brown
agreed to remove certain provisions

of the bill while preserving its sub-

stance and the enforcement power
of the commission.

As it turned out, on June 21, the

last day of the legislative session,

after literally picking the bill apart

and adopting twenty-three amend-
ments, the Committee on Govern-

mental Efficiency and Economy
reported the bill out to the full Sen-

ate. The Senate adopted the bill and
its amendments and referred it to

the Senate Finance Committee to de-

termine whether the measure could

and should be financed. Standing in

the back of the Senate Chamber, the

Finance Committee acted quickly

early in the evening and returned

the bill to Gibson's committee with

a "Do Pass" recommendation.

Watching the clock as the last

hours of the session approached,

Rumford thought he saw evidence

that the Gibson committee would
use the long calendar of bills await-

ing attention as an excuse not to act

on the housing bill. Unable to ap-

proach Gibson himself because of

the anger between them, Rumford

sought help from Senators Joseph

A. Rattigan (D-Sonoma) and Bruce

V. Regan (D-Los Angeles). Both sen-

ators were members of the liberal

Democratic majority and shared the

governor's commitment to seeing

the bill through. They persuaded

Gibson to bring the bill to the Senate

floor, but if the full Senate adopted

any further amendments, the clock

would run out before the whole bill

could be returned to the Assembly

and come before the Senate again

for a final vote. While Rumford
worried that Gibson or one of his

allies might introduce some delay-

ing amendment, Governor Brown
moved into the political scuffle, lob-

bying key senators until resistance

to the bill crumbled in the Senate

—

almost as if by prearrangement.

Playing parliamentary rules adroitly,

Senator Regan moved at 10:40 p.m.

"that AB 1240 as amended be taken

up as a 'special order of business'

at 11:00 p.m." Regan had already

garnered solid support from most
Senate Democrats for this motion,

which effectively cut off debate and
prevented any further amendments.
Twenty minutes later, at exactly

11:00 p.m., Lieutenant Governor
Glenn M. Anderson upheld from
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Byron Rumford with Governor Pat Brown

in 1963 or 1964.

the chair a point of order by Senator

Rattigan and cut off Hugh Burns,

the president pro tempore of the

Senate and a determined foe of the

bill, in mid-speech. Rattigan called

for an immediate vote on AB 1240

as amended, following Regan's ear-

lier motion. The bill passed by a vote

of 22 to 16 and was rushed to the

Assembly within minutes for a vote

on the Senate's amendments.

Assembly Speaker Jesse Unruh
entertained a motion that AB 1240

be made a "special order of busi-

ness" and it carried. Voting was set

for 11:35 p.m. At the appointed hour,

floor leader Jerome R. Waldie (D-

Contra Costa) rose to a point of order

to call for consideration of the bill

with the Senate's thirty-five amend-
ments. Voting began at 11:55. The

Assembly Chamber, crowded with

anxious spectators who did not

know which way the decision would
go, was hushed as the roll call

began. Rumford said he had ex-

pected the Democratic vote, but

others were less certain. Slowly the

tally mounted to 63 for, 15 against.

The gallery crowd burst into a loud

cheer of approval, and members of

the Assembly gave Rumford a stand-

ing ovation. Opponents were silent,

perhaps already uniting in a massive

and deadly opposition. Outside in

the rotunda, sit-downers joined

hands and sang "We Shall Over-

come." AB 1240 was sent, correctly

enrolled, to the governor's office

on July 2; it was signed into law on

July 18.
31

In its final form, the Fair Housing
Act of 1963 made it illegal for anyone
selling, renting, or leasing any resi-

dence to attempt to restrict its use

on account of race, creed, color, or

national origin. Thereby it set a stan-

dard for equal access to housing for
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all discriminated-against minorities.

Although the passage of this law can

be regarded as the completion of

Rumford's civil rights program, it

would be almost four years before

the final word was in on the use of

this right.

he opposition did not dis-

appear when the clerk of

the Assembly tallied the

vote on June 21. State

Senator John G. Schmitz (R-Tustin),

the California Real Estate Associa-

tion, and a coalition of apartment

building owners soon led the way
to a campaign against what they

called "forced-housing" legislation.

Their claim that the new law was
a dangerous infringement on the

rights of private property owners
was persuasive to people all over

California, and the public debate

which followed was heavily laced

with derogatory images of blacks

and other nonwhites. Rumford be-

came the target of personal abuse

and villification and even physical

threats. In December, 1963, CREA,
the official magazine of the Califor-

nia Real Estate Association, ran an

editorial mocking the Fair Housing
Act and promising to restore the

right of choice to the property own-
ers of California.

Before the ninety-day waiting

period for the act to go into effect

was over, its opponents were trying

to circumvent or reverse it. They dis-

played a deep distrust of lawmakers

by devising means to bring the mat-

ter to a popular vote. An initial

campaign to subject the act to a

popular referendum was vetoed by

the California Real Estate Associa-

tion, which preferred the initiative

proposition route. If the public

would vote for a constitutional

amendment prohibiting legislation

against discrimination in housing,

future legislatures would be bound
by it, the association reasoned.

By February, 1964, those who op-

posed fair housing legislation had

gathered enough signatures to qual-

ify a state initiative to invalidate the

Fair Housing Act. More than six

hundred thousand citizens signed

the petition to place Proposition

14—which would reverse the 1963

law and bar the state or any locality

from adopting fair housing legisla-

tion—on the November ballot.
32

Viewing the effect of the proposition

as incorporating racial discrimina-

tion into the state constitution, the

NAACP and a coalition of other

civil-rights organizations undertook

an unsuccessful court effort to keep

the proposition off the ballot. After

an unfavorable ruling in Lewis v.

Jordan, Governor Brown placed the

proposition on the ballot for Novem-
ber 3, 1964. 33

In the meanwhile, the California

Committee on Fair Practices joined

Rumford in filing an injunction peti-

tion with the State Court of Appeals

in Sacramento which questioned the

constitutionality of the proposition.

Presiding Judge Irving H. Perluss

declared the plea inappropriate and

rejected it.
34 Four-and-a-half million

Californians voted for Proposition 14

and 2.4 million against it after a

campaign marked by angry rhetoric,

extensive door-to-door electioneer-

ing, and dramatic appeals to fun-

damental rights: private property

against equal treatment. 35

Soon after the results were in, the

fair housing coalition filed an appeal

with the State Supreme Court to set

aside Proposition 14 on the grounds

that it violated the equal protection

of the laws clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment. On May 10, 1966, the

court decreed Proposition 14 uncon-

stitutional and reinstated the Fair

Housing Act.
36 Supporters of Propo-

sition 14 appealed to the U.S.

Supreme Court in a case known as

Reitman et al v. Lincoln W. Mulkey,

but the justices upheld the State

Supreme Court's decision.

The Fair Housing Act, adopted by

the legislature, repudiated by a two-

to-one majority of the electorate,

and upheld by two high courts,

marked the culmination of a gener-

ation of civil rights efforts. It also

ended Byron Rumford's political

career and may have been the deci-

sive factor in Pat Brown's defeat by
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IN HOUSING

xperience it

Ronald Reagan in the gubernatorial

race of 1966.
37

In 1966 Rumford
ignored the advice of some of his

Assembly colleagues and local sup-

porters and gave up his Assembly

seat to seek the newly created Eighth

(State) Senatorial District seat in

Alameda County. With nine suc-

cessful campaigns for the Assembly
and an impressive legislative record

behind him, Rumford's decision

seemed logical. Yet he was estranged

from most of the local white Demo-
cratic leadership because of his insis-

tence on seeking the State Senate

seat despite their fears that he could

not win it. Young black militants

looked askance at his growing con-

servatism in matters not tied to civil

rights. The campaign against him
castigated Rumford for his role in

enacting the Fair Housing Act. He
lost the election by 801 votes to

Republican Lewis F. Sherman of

Berkeley. 38

Rumford returned to private life

in Berkeley. His attempt to regain

his old Assembly seat in 1968 failed

when he lost by 5,754 votes in the

April 4 primary to the new incum-
bent, black Democrat John J. Miller.

39

Contemporary analysts asserted that

Rumford was not liberal enough for

the radicals in his district and that

he was too liberal to forestall the

growing conservatism of California

under Governor Ronald Reagan. In

the emotional climate created by the

Vietnam War and the mass civil

rights movement of the mid-1960s,

Rumford no longer matched the rad-

ical demands placed on elected offi-

cials, especially minority ones.

In his last public position, Rumford

served the Nixon and Ford adminis-

trations for five years as Assistant

Director for Consumer Protection

and State-Federal Relations of the

Federal Trade Commission (FTC).

He was appointed by his former

Assembly colleague, Secretary of

Health, Education, and Welfare Cas-

par W. Weinberger. Rumford left the

FTC in 1976 to return to pharmacy,

from which he retired in 1981. His

last years were spent in humble ill-

ness in his Berkeley home. Byron
Rumford died of Parkinson's disease

on June 12, 1986.

In eulogizing Rumford, Los Ange-
les Mayor Tom Bradley wrote, "Mr.

Rumford was one of the torchbear-

ers of the equal rights movement in

California. He was a universal man
who sought to reach the ideal Amer-
ican goal of a nonracial society
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where all peoples could be respected

and treated as individuals, and as

equals." Supreme Court Justice

Allen E. Broussard added that the

effect of Rumford's work in civil

rights and of his mentoring of lead-

ing citizens in all walks of life consti-

tuted a "monument more enduring

than bronze, longer than that of

many other historical figures."
40

The principles Rumford stood for

and the institutions he helped create

are now placed in the service of

other discriminated-against classes

of people. According to statistics

compiled by the State Fair Employ-

ment Practices office, discrimination

complaints concerning employment
are now much more likely to stem

from gender bias than from race.

In 1966, eighty-one percent of com-

plaints were filed for racial reasons;

in 1983, by contrast, thirty-nine per-

cent of the complaints alleged gen-

der discrimination and only twenty-

seven percent charged race or color

discrimination. In 1982, fifty-nine

percent of complaints about housing

discrimination involved race, down
from ninety percent in 1959. The
handicapped and single mothers

with children are now using the

principles Rumford espoused to gain

access to housing and employment.41

Rumford made his mark in an age

when formal political institutions

still sanctioned discrimination. Yet,

as he was the first to acknowledge,

his effectiveness was due to the sus-

tained efforts of black-and-white

civil rights activists over decades. In

the continuing struggle to translate

laws into social and economic real-

ity, however, individuals do not

stand out as clearly, and appropriate

and feasible goals are harder to

define.

See notes beginning on page 70.
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N SAN FRANCISCO BAY

*

I S L A D E

LOS ANGELES
by Elliot A. P. Evans and David W. Heron

squareANGEL ISLAND'S
mile of trees and grassy ridges make
it the largest island in the central

waters of San Francisco Bay. Its broad

trails, sheltered coves, and sweep-

ing marine views make it one of the

area's most popular parks. Mount
Livermore, which rises to 781 feet

above the surface of the bay, 35 feet

higher than the towers of the Golden
Gate Bridge, makes it the tallest

island in the bay.

The island has been a state park

since 1962, but its written history

antedates the Declaration of Inde-

pendence. Captain Juan Manuel de

Ayala brought the San Carlos, the

first European ship to sail through

the Golden Gate, into what is now
Ayala Cove in August 1775. Ayala

named the island Isla de los Angeles.

'

Richard Henry Dana called it Wood
Island in Two Years Before the Mast

and recalled a cold night spent there

loading firewood in the winter of

1835. 2

The ships of the Gold Rush took

most of the island's trees for their

stoves, and so, during the 1850s,

it was largely grassland on which

grazed what remained of Don An-
tonio Osio's cattle. Gray sandstone

Angel Island by Norton Bush, 1885.
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from Quarry Point fortified Alcatraz

Island and built a bank in San Fran-

cisco and barracks at the Presidio.

The island became a military pre-

serve in 1860, and except for small

enclaves assigned to the Coast

Guard, Immigration Service, and
Public Health Service, it was a mili-

tary base for almost a century. It is

part of Marin County, except for the

eastern extremities of Quarry Point

and Point Blunt, which, with the

Farallons, are in San Francisco.
1

The geology of Angel Island, first

described in detail by University of

California geologist F. Leslie Ran-

some in 1894 is predominantly sedi-

mentary. Layers of gray sandstone

slope northwestward into the deep
canyon of Raccoon Strait, a canyon
that lies between the island and
Tiburon on the mainland. 4 At Quarry
Point, easternmost extremity of the

island, a massive block of gray

sandstone stood a hundred feet high

in 1850. By 1922, however, when the

last quarrying was done for the con-

struction of the Richmond harbor,

Quarry Point had been reduced to

its present level, a few feet above
the water." Where the strata are

exposed on the southeastern slopes,

the sandstone layers are shallow and
interspersed with radiolarian chert,
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The "Ayala map," an official copy of the

chart of San Francisco Bay made by Jose

Canizares and presented by him to

Lieutenant Ayala with his survey report

on September 7, 1775.

igneous intrusions of granite, four-

chite, and serpentine, the last form-

ing conspicuous gray-green outcrops

along the island's southern ridges.

The rock formations are not as eas-

ily seen now as they were at the turn

of the century. Native trees such as

live oak, madrone, and California

bay have returned since the Gold

Rush woodcutting ended. More
conspicuous has been the develop-

ment of such exotics as eucalyptus,

pine, cypress, and acacia. The

eucalyptus and acacia, along with

French broom, dominate several

areas, crowding out native chapar-

ral, poison oak, and sagebrush. On
the sheltered northeast slope around

Winslow cove there are Norfolk

pines, deodars, Australian tea trees,

and royal palms.

The predominant wildlife on Angel

Island are the deer. In the absence

of predators they have multiplied

too fast for their food supply. State

Park System managers have exper-

imented with shooting them and
removing them to the mainland to

keep the numbers down. 6 Raccoons

are numerous, as are lizards and the

island's one unique species, the

Angel Island mole. There are no rab-

bits, squirrels or skunks. Bird life

Elliott Evans is a former director

of the Society of California

Pioneers and holds a doctorate

in Art History. David Heron is

a retired university librarian.

Taken together, they have
devoted over half a century to

research on Angel Island.
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is diverse and abundant, including

gulls, pelicans, jays, hawks, grebes,

robins, and hummingbirds. Sea lions

can often be seen on the rocks around

Point Blunt.
7

OF MOST OF the island's

long human history there is no rec-

ord except the vestiges of shell

mounds and a few bones. When the

first Spaniards came to Angel Island

in 1775 they found a number of

newly built but uninhabited Miwok
structures near Ayala Cove. The ear-

liest written mention of Angel Island

goes back five years beyond that date.

When Sergeant Jose Francisco

Ortega reached what are now the

Berkeley hills in October 1769 he

looked out over a body of water

much too large to be what Sebastian

Cermeno had named the Bay of San

Francisco (now Drake's Bay) in 1595.

Ortega reported to his commander,
Gaspar de Portola, that he had seen

two islands in this body of water.

Father Juan Crespi shows three is-

lands in his 1772 map of this exped-

ition to the bay: one of them appears

to be Angel Island."

The next, and most important,

early records are in the journals of

Lieutenant Juan Manuel de Ayala,

captain of the San Carlos, the little

snow-rigged ship that anchored on
August 13, 1775, in the cove now
named for him, and in the journals

of the ship's chaplain, Father Vicente

Santa Maria. The San Carlos, dis-

patched by Viceroy Antonio Maria
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Camp Reynolds pier, looking northeast

toward the Tiburon Peninsula ca. 1880.

The tennis court in the foreground suggests

that amenities other than a flexible ferry

schedule were a priority.

(Below) Fred and Isabella Perle, shown

here with their children at their house

above Perle's Beach in 1919, represented

one of the few families to live on Angel

Island for more than one generation. Fred

Perle was the water system engineer

for Fort McDowell until his death in

1924. He inherited the house from his

father, James Perle, who moved to Angel

Island in 1886 and operated the Camp
Reynolds dairy farm.

Bucareli from San Bias to carry sup-

plies to Monterey and to explore the

"new" Bay of Saint Francis, entered

the Golden Gate early in the morn-

ing of August 5, 1775. The ship was
preceded into the bay by navigator

Jose de Cahizares and ten men in a

longboat, sent ahead to explore the

entrance to the harbor and find an

anchorage for the San Carlos.
9 A

strong flood tide prevented the

longboat from rejoining the ship,

and so Ayala sailed boldly in through

the Golden Gate to what he called

Carmelite Bay (now Richardson's

Bay). After five days' unsatisfactory

anchorage there he moved his ship

to the sheltered cove on the north-

west shore of the island which Ayala

called Isla de los Angeles and which
Father Vicente called Isla de Santa

Maria de los Angeles.

While navigator Cahizares was ex-

ploring and charting the bay, Father

Vicente was visiting Miwok villages

on the mainland and exploring the

island. There he found deer, an
abandoned Miwok encampment,
and a small structure containing an
arrangement of arrows which he
thought might be a shrine. The San

Carlos remained at Angel Island for

a little over three weeks. Shortly

after her departure on September 7

she broke her rudder on a rock and
spent ten more days in Horseshoe
Bay (Fort Baker) being repaired. She
finally departed for Monterey and
San Bias on September 18.'" The fol-

lowing year Jose Joaquin Moraga es-

tablished the Presidio of San Fran-

cisco, and more ships came in on the

flood tide through the Golden Gate.
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Reports of the splendid harbor of

San Francisco Bay brought a whole

series of foreign visitors to fuel the

anxiety of the Spanish viceroys in

Mexico City. One of the first was
Captain George Vancouver, who ar-

rived from across the Pacific in 1792

and mentioned the islands in the bay

in his narrative." Another was
Count Nikolai Rezanov, head of the

Russian American Company, who
arrived from Alaska in April, 1806,

to trade furs for food. The Russian

presence on the Pacific coast caused

strong Spanish suspicion, but Reza-

nov so charmed Commandant Jose

Argiiello and his daughter Concep-

cion that Rezanov returned to

Alaska with a cargo of food and Con-

cepcion's promise of marriage. Rez-

anov died in Siberia the following

year and Doha Concepcion became
a Dominican nun. Rezanov's physi-

cian and scientist Georg von Langs-

dorf made drawings of the bay
noting the sheltered anchorage at

Angel Island. 12 The Russians also

found an abundance of sea otters

around the island and within five

years hunted them to extinction.

Other ships visited Angel Island

in the first half of the nineteenth cen-

tury. In March, 1814, the British

sloop Raccoon was careened on the

beach at Ayala Cove for repairs to a

damaged hull. It was called Raccoon

Cove for the next fifty years, and the

strait between the island and Tibu-

ron still bears the name. 13 Captain

Frederick William Beechey arrived

in 1826 aboard the Blossom. After

exploring the bay twice, he pro-

duced a new chart in 1828. Inadver-
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tently he reversed the names Ayala

had given to Alcatraz and Yerba

Buena islands. Beechey's names
have survived. His journal men-
tioned the strong currents of Rac-

coon Strait and reported seeing

seven American whalers moored
near Sausalito.

14
In 1827 French Cap-

tain Auguste Bernard du Hautcilly

(also Duhaut-Cilly) sailed the Heros

to the north end of the bay and
mentioned hearing a story about a

bear swimming toward Angel Island

across Raccoon Strait.
15

One of the best descriptions of this

period was by Richard Henry Dana
in Two Years Before the Mast. He de-

scribed his 1835 experience as a

twenty-year-old seaman gathering

wood for the brig Alert this way:

Having collected nearly all the hides that

were to be procured, we began our prep-

arations for taking in a supply of wood

and water, for both of which San Fran-

cisco is the best place on the coast. A
small island, situated about two leagues

from the anchorage [Yerba Buena Cove]

called by us "Wood Island" and by the

Spaniards "Isla de los Angeles" was cov-

ered with trees to the water's edge; and

to this, two of our crew who were Ken-

nebec men, and could handle an axe like

a plaything, were sent every morning to

cut wood, with two boys to pile it for

them. In about a week, they had cut

enough to last us a year, and the third

mate, with myselfand three others, were

sent over in a large, schooner rigged open

launch, which we hired of the mission,

to take in wood, and bring it to the ship.
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Rapid expansion of military facilities

brought make-shift expedients.

The 1910 tent camp at

Fort McDowell housed men waiting for

the completion of the Thousand Man Bar-

racks (background). Three decades later, an

ingenious "bunk bed" arrangement in the

North Garrison doubled its capacity to hold

men on their way to the war in the Pacific.

Dana also described a cold and

sleepless night aboard this open

boat in a chill winter rainstorm, run-

ning up and down the beach be-

tween loads of wood to keep their

feet from freezing, being caught by

fog and a strong ebb tide, and hav-

ing to spend another night anchored

at the island before getting back to

the ship.
16

Mexican Governor Juan Bautista

Alvarado recalled in his journal that

Antonio Maria Osio expressed in-

terest in Angel Island as early as

1830, when he was a customs officer

at Monterey. It was not until Oc-

tober 7, 1837, however, that Osio

made a formal application for a land

grant to the island "to build a house

on it, and breed horses and mules."

Because Angel Island might have a

role in harbor defense, Alvarado

referred the request to Mariano
Guadalupe Vallejo, commanding
general of Mexican forces in Califor-

nia. Vallejo approved the request in

principle but advised Alvarado to

uphold the existing prohibition on
grants of coastal land and give Osio

something less than outright owner-

ship. On February 19, 1838, Al-

varado issued to Osio a permit to

occupy the island to "make such use

of it as he deem most suitable, to

build a house, to raise stock, and
do everything that may concern the

advancement of commerce and agri-

culture, upon condition that when-
ever it is convenient, the Govern-
ment may establish a fort thereon." 17

On July 20 the Ministry of the In-

terior announced that coastal grants

could be made to Mexican citizens
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to prevent "foreign adventures."

Osio asked on February 19, 1839,

that his leasehold be converted to a

grant, and Alvarado made the grant

on July ll.'
8

Osio, who had held a number of

public offices in both northern and

southern California, was then sec-

retary of the legislative body for

Mexican California. Hubert Howe
Bancroft later described him as "a

man of fair ability and education,

and of excellent reputation for hon-

esty. As a politician he was some-

what too cautious and timid, dis-

posed to seek safe ground on both

sides of a controversy, and in an

emergency to have an urgent call to

some far-away spot."
19 When the

United States declared war on Mex-

ico in 1846, Osio took his wife and
five children to Hawaii to wait until

things settled down.

Once he had received title to the

island, Osio and his friend William

Richardson, owner of the Sausalito

Ranch, moved fifty head of cattle to

Angel Island in 1840. They built sev-

eral small buildings and a reservoir

and planted a vegetable garden at

Raccoon Cove. The cattle flourished

—by 1846 Osio's majordomo re-

ported a herd of five hundred
head—but instead of adding to

Osio's wealth, they fell victims to

wartime thieves and butchers. In

1847 Richardson informed Osio that

he could not control the slaughter

but that he had found a tenant to

watch over what was left of the

herd. 20

Osio was facing a more serious

threat. By 1849 the U.S. Army En-

30

gineers had prepared a plan for the

defense of San Francisco Bay, and
on November 6 President Millard

Fillmore signed an order reserving

the four major islands (Angel, Yerba

Buena, Alcatraz, and Mare) and
much of the mainland shore for mili-

tary purposes. Osio did not simply

abandon his island, however. On
February 2, 1852, he presented his

claim to the California Land Com-
mission, which confirmed his title

to Angel Island in 1854. The govern-

ment appealed this decision to the

United States District Court for the

Northern District of California, and
on September 10, 1855, the court

also ruled in Osio's favor. 21

The government then moved up
its big guns. U.S. Attorney General

CALIFORNIA HISTORY

Jeremiah Black and his successor

Edwin McMasters Stanton appealed

the district court's decision to the

U.S. Supreme Court, arguing that

Governor Alvarado "had no author-

ity, without the concurrence of the

Departmental Assembly" to grant

the island to Osio. 22 The Supreme

Court invalidated Osio's title on

March 12, 1860, but the decision did

not affect Osio financially. Pru-

dently anticipating the final out-

come, Osio had sold his rights to the

island for $12,000 in 1853. The buyer

was Cornelius K. Garrison, mayor

of San Francisco and manager of

the Nicaragua Steamship Company.
Garrison and his partners saw the

island as a better base for storage

and refitting than the crowded San
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Quarry Point has been permanently altered

by human use. When C.E. Miller sketched

it on Marchi 16, 1879, its sandstone

outcropping still retained its original shape.

By 1910, much of it had gone into

construction on Angel Island and at the

Presidio. In 1940 only its outline was

left at East Garrison.

Francisco embarcadero. 23 Attorneys

general Black and Stanton were
commended for "a series of notable

victories in combatting fraudulent

land claims in California." Osio lived

on his Point Reyes ranch for a few

years, then retired to his native San

Jose del Cabo in Baja California. 24

IN 1851, with Osio's cattle

nearly gone and the Army pressing

its case for eminent domain, enter-

prising builders saw a new resource

on Angel Island. At Point Smith,

named for Persifer Smith, an early

military governor of California,

stood a knob of bluish-gray stone a

hundred feet high. It was solid

sandstone, reasonably easy to cut,

and ideally situated for transporta-

tion by water. Point Smith was soon
known as Quarry Point. Prison in-

mates were employed in the quarry

during the 1850s, and according to

the Daily Alta California seventeen

of them escaped from their confine-

ment there. The stone was used for

a variety of purposes. We know, for

example, that it was used in 1854 for

military fortifications at Alcatraz. We
also know that it was used in 1856

for the foundation and basement of

the Gibb Building at the corner of

Front and Vallejo streets in San
Francisco. 25

C. B. Grant, proprietor of a stone-

yard in San Francisco, was awarded
a contract in 1857 to provide two
thousand tons of Angel Island stone

(at $1.74 per ton) for construction of

the new Navy base at Mare Island.

Grant kept his quarry concession for

ten years, building a house near the
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Camp Reynolds in the early 1890s, looking

southeast toward the chinch and Point

Knox. The cemetery is on the hill directly

above the church. The earthworks on the

lower ri^ht house five cannons.

(Below) A retreat parade o) the First Infan-

try Regiment commanded by Colonel Will-

iam R. Shafter, Camp Reynolds, about

1895.

quarry for his manager, Thomas H.

Jones. His schooner Eagle trans-

ported Angel Island stone for the

California Bank building at Sansome
and California streets, completed in

1867. Jones was killed in a blasting

accident in May, 1865,
26 and two

years later General Irvin McDowell
ordered Grant to remove his prop-

erty from the quarry, which he

wished to bring under Army con-

trol. The Army took stone from the

quarry to build roads at Fort Win-

field Scott, foundations for new bar-

racks at the Presidio, and buildings

at Fort McDowell on Angel Island.

The last recorded stone cut from the

quarry went to the Richmond break-

water in 1922. By that time, the block

of stone at Quarry Point projected

only a few feet above water level.

CALIFORNIA'S first light-

house was built on Alcatraz Island

in 1854. Fortification was begun that

same year, and by 1858 the island

had seventy-three guns, of which
fifty-two were permanently mounted;

by 1860 it was garrisoned by 230

officers and men. In 1860—when the

U.S. Supreme Court upheld the gov-

ernment claim to the island—the

Army's chief engineer, Colonel Gil-

bert Joseph Totten, recommended
that two additional permanent bat-

teries be mounted on Angel Island.
27

On August 11, 1863, General Henry
Halleck, the Army's chief of staff

and a wealthy San Francisco attorney,

ordered the installation of twenty

guns on Angel Island. Construction

at what was to become Camp Rey-

nolds began within a month. 28
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Soldiers from Battery B of the

Third Artillery landed in September

on the southwestern shore and set

up camp in the gentle valley be-

tween Point Stuart and Point Knox. 29

Camp Reynolds—named for General

John F. Reynolds, who had died at

Gettysburg in July—was commanded
first by Second Lieutenant John Tier-

non and a month later by First

Lieutenant Louis H. Fine. Battery B
set up five thirty-two pounders
along the beach and began building

a wharf, which was completed in

February. 30

Camp Reynolds came up in the

military hierarchy when it acquired

a brevet-major as its third command-
er in January, 1864. Major George P.

Andrews took charge of the serious

business of evicting squatters who
occupied much of the island's level

land and who had extended less

than a hero's welcome to Battery B.

Starting with the closest neighbor,

Andrews gave Peter Davis, whose
small farm lay within the Camp Rey-

nolds area, a week's notice in mid-

February. A week later he sent an

armed patrol across the island to

apprehend Otto Kurz, who had
threatened men from Battery B with

a pistol. On May 13 he ordered

Achille Derosin, who had worked
for Osio and lived at Raccoon Cove,

to leave the island. When Derosin

appealed, Andrews gave him until

June to move, since he wanted to

build the camp hospital on Derosin's

land.
31 By mid-summer there were
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Camp Reynolds, Point Knox, Alcatraz,

and San Francisco in about 1900. The

artillery emplacement is visible just

above the pier; a lighthouse warns ships

away from Point Knox.

two barracks buildings, officers'

quarters, a guard house, a stable,

and a post trader's store, and nine-

teen guns were in place between

Point Stuart and Point Knox, which

boasted two ten-inch Rodmans. En-

gineers were building emplacements

for seven more guns at Point Blunt,

across the island to the southeast,

and Captain Michael Hannon's sloop

Shooting Star, carried passengers and

supplies twice a day from Camp
Reynolds to Meiggs Wharf in San

Francisco.
32 A cemetery was begun

above Camp Reynolds when Major

Andrews's daughter Mattie died

and was buried there in June. She

was joined less than a month later

by Private John McNeil, the first

of more than ninety soldiers to be

interred there.
33 Also in June, An-

drews assigned the camp's first com-

manders, Tiernon and Fine, to sur-

vey the oat field liberated from Peter

Davis, who had made a claim for the

loss of his crop. Andrews planned

to use Davis's field as the post gar-

den and to sell cattle grazing rights

for $2.00 per head per year.
34

In the late summer of 1864 Battery

B was concerned about convenience.

On August 3 the Shooting Star's daily

7:00 a.m. departure was rescheduled

to 8:00 a.m., and on November 23 it

was moved to 9:00 with a market

boat leaving at 8:00. In February, the

market boat's departure was set

back to 8:30 and the Shooting Star's

first departure for the city was set at

"after Guard Mounting." 55

In the midst of the adjustments to

the ferry schedule, gold was discov-

ered on Angel Island. Formation of
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Hospital Cove about 1940, shortly

before the Quarantine Station was closed.

After fire made the Immigration Station

uninhabitable, the crew of the German cruise

ship Columbus was temporarily quartered

here. Some of the doctors' houses in the

lot eground are now used by park personnel.

the Angel Island Mining District

to develop the island's new "gold

quartz mines, a vein producing $20

to $30 in gold to the ton" was noted

in the Marin journal on October 8,

1864. The vein ran "not only across

the entire island, but over into the

hills near Saucelito, where it crops

out as boldly as where it was first

struck," according to the newspaper

account. 36 General McDowell de-

manded a report, and Andrews re-

sponded on October 15 that he had

"looked for and found gold, in what
is commonly called rose quartz, in a

ledge leading from the west toward

the east of the island. After examin-

ing the mining laws of California I

located for myself, and as agent for

friends, a claim, of which I now
hold, individually, a portion. I then

made the discovery public." He had

been one of the organizers of the

mining district, Andrews added, but

if "military necessity" made it im-

possible to develop the claim as state

law required, work on it would be

deferred until the military emer-

gency had passed. 37

The Marin journal's Angel Island

correspondent reported on Novem-
ber 5 that "five tons of quartz from

the newly discovered gold mines

[have been shipped] to San Fran-

cisco," and that "the yield has been

$29 to the ton in gold. " After consult-

ing with U.S. Attorney Delos Lake,

General McDowell directed Andrews
on December 8 to "notify all persons

concerned in any undertaking, pre-

sent or prospective, for working any

mines or 'prospecting' for any mines

on Angel Island that they will not

be allowed to prosecute any such

business on this island; and that if

any such has been commenced, it

must be abandoned." 38 Since An-
drews relayed this order, gold-bear-

ing rose quartz has been unknown
on Angel Island.

RACCOON COVE was
renamed Hospital Cove when the

Camp Reynolds hospital was built

there in 1864, but the name is more
closely associated with the San Fran-

cisco Quarantine Station which
operated there from 1891 to 1937.

Responding to an 1878 epidemic of

yellow fever, Congress appropri-

ated funds the following year to

build quarantine stations in major

American ports. The Marine Hospi-

tal Service chose Angel Island as the

site for San Francisco's facility and

persuaded the Army to grant a ten-

acre easement at Hospital Cove.

Construction began in 1890, and al-

though it did not officially open until

May, 1892, the station was in shape

to receive the China with smallpox

aboard in April, 1891. " By that time

a dozen buildings were complete,

including houses for the surgeons,

pharmacists, and attendants, as well

as separate dormitories for cabin,

second, and steerage class passen-

gers, who were housed on the island

until they were declared disease

free. A steerage class bath and an

attendants' dining room were fin-

ished in 1893, and the old cruiser

Omaha was moored next to the pier
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The Quarantine Station at Hospital Cove,

ca. 1894-95. The U.S.S. Omaha, which

provided live steam to fumigate the holds of

ships, was moored next to the pier, now the

site of the Angel Island ferry terminal.

to pump steam and sulphur fumes

into contaminated ships.
40

Camp Reynolds was not comfort-

able with the Quarantine Station.

When it opened, post surgeon Major

W. H. Gardner made an urgent re-

quest to Colonel William Shaffer, the

commanding officer, that a high

fence be placed around the facility.

It was built a year later and was still

standing in 1915 when a survey of

Quarantine Station buildings ad-

vised against spending anything to

repair it "as it serves no useful pur-

pose." The report also suggested

that the inner half of the cove be

filled in to add four more acres of

building space. 41 Bureaucratic inertia

and a general decline in the Quaran-

tine Station's activity— it was shut

down in 1937—combined to thwart

this proposal. The last detainees

were a Japanese family exposed to

smallpox in 1935. The 400-person

crew of the German cruise ship Col-

umbus, scuttled off the east coast

of Mexico on December 19, 1939,

stayed in the empty barracks for sev-

eral months in 1940.
42 The closed

Quarantine Station remained until

1953, when the state of California

acquired thirty-five acres at Hospital

Cove.

OF ALL THE uses people

have made of Angel Island, it is

probably best known for its role as

the "Ellis Island of the West." Pas-

sage of the Chinese Exclusion Law
of 1882 and subsequent amendments
required that arriving Chinese immi-
grants be examined to determine

whether they fell into the increas-

es



\ir view ofthe Immigration Station at China

(now Winslow) Cove in 1927, showing the

headquarters building winch burned in 1940

and beyond it the detention dormitory

famous for the poems Chinese internees

left on its walls. This building housed

prisoners of war in World War II and is

now the Angel Island Museum.

(Below) Chinese women and children in the

detention center meet with an American

social worker about 1920.

ingly narrow categories of Chinese

allowed to enter the United States.

By the turn of the century the deten-

tion shed at the Pacific Mail Com-
pany's dock in San Francisco was so

crowded with Chinese waiting to be

examined that Secretary of Com-
merce Victor H. Metcalf called it

"discreditable in the extreme for the

Government" and requested funds

to build an immigration facility for

San Francisco similar to that estab-

lished at Ellis Island in 1892.
43 Con-

gress appropriated $150,000, and
the Secretary of War transferred ten

acres at Schofield Beach (later China

Cove and now Winslow Cove) to the

Immigration Service for use as a de-

tention and screening center.

Construction began in the summer
of 1906, and the new Angel Island

immigration station opened on Jan-

uary 12, 1910. The San Francisco

Chronicle described it as the "finest

immigration station in the world . . .

with most of the conveniences of a

first class hotel" and "lots of sun-

shine and a splendid marine view .

"u

The inmates, most of them Chinese,

were less enthusiastic. Many of them
expressed their anger and frustra-

tion in poetry carved in the redwood
walls of their barracks. For example:

America has power, but not justice.

In prison, we were victimized as if

we were guilty.

Given no opportunity to explain,

It was really brutal.

I bow my head in reflection but there

is nothing I can do.™

The most notorious deportation

hearing to take place at the immigra-
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tion station was that of Harry Ren-

ton Bridges in 1939. Bridges, a native

of Australia and leader of the Inter-

national Longshoremen's Associa-

tion, was so successful in organizing

strikes against West Coast shippers

that Secretary of Labor Frances Per-

kins bowed to employer pressure to

have him arrested for deportation as

a communist. 46
In a makeshift room

partitioned out of the administration

building's dining room, Harvard

Law School Dean James Landis pres-

ided over nine weeks of testimony.

Every morning the principals, eigh-

teen newspaper reporters, and rep-

resentatives of the American Leg-

ion, American Civil Liberties Union,

Associated Farmers, International

Labor Defense, and assorted other

organizations rode the Immigration

Service ferry Angel Island to the

China Cove pier. Bridges was rep-

resented by three attorneys and was

frequently accompanied by his four-

teen-year-old daughter Betty.
4h

In

the end he was cleared, and six years

later he was granted U.S. citizen-

ship. The administration building

burned on August 11, 1940, and the

remaining buildings became the

North Garrison of Fort McDowell a

year later.

ANGEL ISLANDwas used

most consistently for military pur-

poses until it became a state park.

Aside from its fortification as part of

the defense system for San Francisco

Bay, it was used as a support facility

Chinese men and boys in the Immigration

Station dining room, about 1920.

for three foreign wars. Soldiers re-

turning from the war in the Philip-

pines—87,000 by 1905—were de-

mobilized on Angel Island, and the

Army discovered that the island was
suitable for a large military base.

The whole island was named Fort

McDowell in April, 1900, and a

major construction program had

been planned by 1905 on the recom-

mendation of General Frederick

Funston. 48 The huts and tents that

had served the Philippines army's

Depot of Recruits and Casuals were

replaced in 1910 and 1911 by the

major East Garrison buildings still

standing today: the Thousand Man
Barracks, the mess hall and drill hall,

the Post Exchange, the hospital, the

headquarters building, and the row

of Mission Revival officers' houses

along East McDowell Drive. 49 Dur-

ing World War I the base was known
as the Fort McDowell Recruit and

Replacement Depot and was so full

that temporary wooden barracks

were built west of the Thousand
Man Barracks. In 1920, it became the

Discharge and Replacement Depot.

For the next twenty years, Fort

McDowell was quiet. In 1937, 268

enlisted men and 24 officers were
permanently posted there. Three

years later, in 1940, its capacity to

handle casual troops was raised

from 4,200 to 6,000 and the ferry

General Frank M. Coxe made eight

round trips a day to Fort Mason."'"

After Pearl Harbor the pace picked

up rapidly as Fort McDowell became
part of the San Francisco Port of Em-
barcation Authority. Eighteen new
barracks were built in 1942 at China
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Final retreat parade, Fort McDowell,

August 28, 1940. The Army had declared

Angel Island superfluous, and the fort

remained inactive until 1954, when the

installation of Nike missiles began and the

state park hedquarters was established at

Hospital Cove.

Cove and at Point Simpton to the

east. The central immigration station

buildings were fenced for use as a

prisoner-of-war camp. In July, 1942,

forty Japanese prisoners, including

five officers, were confined there.
51

The East Garrison became a staging

area for overseas replacements; by

the end of 1942 nearly seventy thou-

sand troops had been processed

there. The first contingent of veter-

ans returning from combat duty in

the Pacific arrived in February, 1943.

Traffic was heavy enough in 1944 to

add Army launch J710 to the Fort

Mason run. The first WAC detach-

ment arrived that year, reported the

Fort McDowell Salute, and an Italian

Service Unit was formed in which

Italian internees earned eighty cents

an hour as laborers.
52
Fort McDowell's

own band made its debut in Novem-
ber, 1944, and an Air Force band
arrived from Oregon in December."

When Germany surrendered in

May, 1945, almost three hundred
German prisoners were in the North

Garrison enclosure, and several

thousand American veterans were
in the East Garrison waiting to be

discharged. In September, as a

stream of troop ships was coming
through the Golden Gate with men
returning from the Pacific, General

Homer Gronninger ordered a sign

with sixty-foot letters saying WEL-
COME HOME and WELL DONE to

be placed over the road in the Alca-

traz Gardens area. Construction was
finished in three weeks and flood-

lights illuminated it for soldiers who
passed it at night.

54

The Army announced in 1946 that
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it would close Fort McDowell and

declared it surplus in July. After the

flag was lowered on August 28, the

National Park Service, the State of

California, Marin County, and the

cities of San Francisco and El Cerrito

showed varying degrees of interest

in acquiring the island from the War
Assets Administration.

It took until 1950—the year the

quarantine station was officially

closed—for the Angel Island Foun-

dation to be organized and begin a

campaign to make the island into a

park.
56 Three more years passed be-

fore the state began to acquire the

island. The California Division of

Beaches and Parks occupied the

Hospital Cove area in April, 1954,

but the Army had found a new use

for the rest of the island. The Secre-

tary of the Interior granted permis-

sion in February, 1954, to install a

battery of Nike missiles on Angel

Island, and Battery B of the Second

Missile Battalion, 51st Artillery,

arrived in May, 1955. Its launchers

were close to Point Blunt, its head-

quarters in the East Garrison hospi-

tal, its observation and fire control

center atop Mount Ida, and its eigh-

teen families settled in the East Gar-

rison officers' houses. 57
In addition

to the state's holdings at Hospital

Cove, the Coast Guard maintained

small enclaves at Point Blunt, Point

Knox, and Point Stuart.
58

In 1955, California renamed 1 los-

pital Cove to honor Juan Manuel de

Ayala, captain of the San Carlos; the
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Like the artillery emplacements of the

nineteenth century, the Nike base was viewed

as part ofa defense system encompassing the

entire San Francisco Bay.

(Below) Field-grade officers' quarters

above East McDowell Drive, 1942. These

Mission Revival houses have been preserved

and are in the process of restoration.

Several of them were used by families

associated with the Nike battery and later

by state park personnel.

following year Mount Ida was re-

named for Caroline S. Livermore, a

leader of the Angel Island Founda-

tion.
59 China Cove became Winslow

Cove, for Charles A. Winslow,

another early champion of the park,

in 1966.

The Nike battery—nearly obsolete

by the time its installation was com-
pleted—was demobilized in 1962,

and at the end of the year the rest

of the island was added to the park.

Regular ferry service from Tiburon

to Ayala Cove began in May, 1966.

That year the state commissioned a

survey of the island, its three hun-

dred buildings, and its history by
Oakland architect Marshall Welch
McDonald. McDonald's recommen-
dations for preservation and best

use of the island, together with a

plan prepared by the Department of

Parks and Recreation staff in 1979,

have been the basis for the park's

development. Among the recent

achievements of a small staff and
many volunteers are the museum in

the old China Cove barracks, the vis-

itors' center at the East Garrison

guard house, the refurbishing of the

brick warehouse at Camp Reynolds,

and the restoration by Robert and
Mary Noyes of the commanding
officer's house at Camp Reynolds.

In addition, new anchorages have
been completed at Quarry Point and
Winslow Cove. 6" Like the strata in

its rock formations, Angel Island's

varied structures tell a story of

changing human use to which new
chapters will no doubt be added in

the future.

See notes beginning on page 71.
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THE APPRENTICESHIP OF

KATHLEEN NORRIS
Kathleen Norris fulfilled the

dream of many aspiring

writers: she was paid to

write romantic fantasies.

Heralded as "America's Most Popu-

lar Woman Writer for Women," she

produced ninety-three novels, count-

less magazine articles and short

stories, and many serialized novel-

ettes, and for twenty years she wrote

a weekly syndicated newspaper col-

umn. Kathleen also oversaw the

transformation of sixteen of her

novels into Hollywood screenplays

and wrote two plays, two historical

essays, and a radio show. Her books,

including international translations,

have sold ten million copies; some
were reprinted in the 1970s as popu-

lar romatic novellas. The theme of

every piece Kathleen wrote—no
matter how slight or fabricated the

plot—was her definition of woman

.

With a simple, straightforward

style, Kathleen assured her readers

that their sexuality made them all-

important. For women to act as

the nurturers and caretakers of con-

ceived life was not a confining role,

she argued, but a source of power
that obligated women to define their

individual identity before marriage.

Kathleen claimed that women had

let men dominate them and thereby

lost sight of the power inherent in

their sexuality. Her biting rhetoric

on this subject never mellowed. 1

Kathleen's philosophy of woman

40

by Deanna Paoli Gumina

and her yearning to write were fos-

tered during her childhood in se-

cluded Mill Valley. The second child

and first daughter of James and
Josephine Thompson, Kathleen and

her younger sister Teresa wrote

stories to entertain their younger

brothers and sisters. The six Thomp-
son children were encouraged to

read voraciously and eclectically by

their father, who had them tutored

at home for four years before send-

ing them to an ungraded school. "My
father's main concerns were with

the moral rather than the intellectual

side of our development," Kathleen

wrote in Family Gathering. "We were

not allowed to bring any schoolwork

home, and he would inquire suspi-

ciously, if he saw one of us reading,

'You're not studying are you?' " The

effect of this caution was to make
Teresa, Kathleen, and Joe, the eldest

child, "passionate if stealthy stu-

dents.
" 2 The values Kathleen formed

under the tutelage of her Irish

Catholic parents and "Aunt Kitty,"

James's sister Kathleen Mary, who
lived with the Thompsons, were
even more important in her educa-

tion than book learning. In an age

when Protestantism was the national

cultural norm, Kathleen won a mass
audience for stories that frequently

depicted her Catholic faith and Irish

ethnicity.

In the holiday season of 1899,

while she was being fitted for a
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"dress that was to be all ruffles for

my first ball, " Kathleen's world shat-

tered. Just before Thanksgiving her

mother died of pneumonia, and by

Christmas her father was dead too.

Joe, Kathleen, then twenty, and
Teresa were left as the self-desig-

nated "breadwinners" for the three

younger children (aged sixteen,

twelve, and eight) and Aunt Kitty.

They found a flat in San Francisco,

because "the cost of commutation

[sic] to the city for the three of us

who must be breadwinners would
more than cover a city rent, schools

were much too far away for the chil-

dren to manage, and long lonesome

days in the old house would be too

hard on Aunt Kitty."
1 At thirty dol-

lars a month, the Hyde Street flat

was expensive for the young trio,

who together earned a mere eighty-

five dollars a month and had spent

what little money they were be-

queathed on headstones for their

parents' graves. But the neighbor-

hood was the one where their parents

had settled as newlyweds.

"There was no one to help us,

except with affection and advice,"

wrote Kathleen. "The terrible gap

between the protected old life, and

the raw harshness of the new, was

bridged by our sense of [the] drama-

tic."
4 During this tense period when

their grief was nearly unbearable,

they turned the uneasy solitude of

the days and evenings into tourna-



merits of writing contests or word
games. They took long tramps to the

beach and feasted upon coffee and

toast, gave impromptu "monthly"

birthday parties for their house,

and, to the dismay of their upstairs

neighbors, opened wide the front

room windows and sang the songs

that Josephine had played for them,

preferring to sing rather than cry,

for they were all beyond tears. They
took in boarders to defray the rent.

5

Writing at her leisure was no
longer a possibility for Kathleen. She
got her first job from family friend

and Bohemian Club member Raphael

Weill, the owner of the White House
Department Store. For six months
she sold shirtwaists in the ladies'

wear department before giving in to

pleas from her mother's family that

she quit. "The prospect of 'one

of poor dear Jo's daughters' becom-
ing a common, vulgar saleswoman
brought into contact with supercil-

ious society women all day, had
absolutely floored my aunt Margaret

and my grandmother," recalled

Kathleen. h While her elders were

relieved that she was no longer ex-

posed to the gossips of San Francisco

society, Kathleen regretted having

to give up a "good paying job" to

protect her social honor.

Her second job was as a clerk in

the accounting office of a hardware

firm. Her aunt and grandmother ap-

proved of this position once they

learned that Kathleen's desk was be-

hind a glass partition separating her

from the male employees. Kathleen's

employment with this firm became
the background for the opening of

her novel Saturday's Child (1914)

in which the heroine was an attrac-

tive, naive, nineteen-year-old, also

parentless, who found work calcu-

lating discounts.

Kathleen worked at the hardware

firm for two years and like Susan
Brown of Saturday's Child, quit be-

cause there "was no future for her,

or for any girl here, that she knew,"
as she wrote in Saturday's Child.

Office work was "monotonous . . .

grimy," and uninteresting. Each

Mill Valley around 1900. Still rural, the

community was growing as fog-weary San

Franciscans discovered commuting by ferry.

Kathleen Norris.
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of Susan's co-workers "dreamed

bright dreams In the dreary [office]

place, and waited, as youth must

wait, for fortune, or fame, or posi-

tion, love or power, to evolve her

from the dullness ..." of their

routine.

Kathleen left her desk in the

accounting department to

become a librarian at the

Mechanic's Institute Library,

a prestigious institution frequented

by San Francisco's intelligentsia. She

began writing short stories at this

time, one of which "Aux Italiens,"

was published in December, 1904,

by the Overland Monthly.* Leaving

the library sometime in 1905, Kath-

leen enrolled as a special student in

creative writing classes at the Berke-

ley campus of the University of Cal-

ifornia. She audited the daily themes

composition class offered by Profes-

sor Chauncy Wetmore Wells and
spent two afternoons a week study-

ing conversational French. After five

years of family responsibilities, "I

was reaching for freedom," she

wrote. This period in Kathleen's life

was filled with contrasting moments
of happiness when "one paper after

another was noted" by Professor

Wells with the remark that "we
appear to have a writer among us."

9

Yet there was also the loneliness

of "no associates, no young ward-

robe, no undergraduate entertain-

ment, no identity" which gnawed at

Kathleen.

But in the classroom with Profes-

sor Wells Kathleen could conceal

neither her talent nor her ambition.

Both Professor and Mrs. Wells, who
invited Kathleen to afternoon tea,

encouraged her to continue to write.

The Wells's praise and the publica-

tion of two short stories, "Julie" and

Deanna Paoli Gumina is the

author of The Italians of San

Francisco, 1850-1930 and
Old Saint Mary's, Crossroads

of the World.

"The Grand Duchess," in Occident

Magazine, a periodical sponsored by

the English Club of the University

of California, were the highlights of

her academic career. Years later she

remembered Wells's support and

dedicated to him her novel Storm

House.
10 At Christmas time, how-

ever, Kathleen's rekindled dream of

becoming a writer ended, for she

was urgently called to return home.

Aunt Kitty had contracted pneumo-
nia, and Teresa needed her help.

It was early spring before Kathleen

had regulated the household and

could start to think of writing again.

At the end of March, 1906, most of

the family moved back to Mill Valley

to ready the house for a summer
rental. The house and the communi-

ty, recalled Kathleen, held a "tonic

charm" for the parentless Thomp-
sons, and each brought friends to

spend a holiday in the country."

Two-and-a-half weeks later came
the great earthquake and fire which

destroyed much of San Francisco,

including the neighborhood they

had just left. Safe in Mill Valley, the

family brought mattresses outdoors

and slept in a row on the front porch,

watching San Francisco smolder

under a vermillion sky and breath-

ing the soot that drifted over the Bay

from the ruined city. Within forty-

eight hours, Kathleen and five other

aspiring writers—whom she never

named—rushed stories of the trag-

edy off to eastern magazines. Seven

weeks later, Kathleen received her

manuscript with a polite note thank-

ing her for her effort. Her colleagues

had received pink acceptance slips.

"It was a deep blow to me that my
efforts should be rejected when the

Eastern magazines were so obviously

eager for earthquake material," she

wrote. 12

While Kathleen's earthquake story

was in the East, the Argonaut pub-

lished three or four of her short

stories. (She could never remember
the exact number published, only

that their publication had been en-

couraging.) Her next story, "What

Happened to Alanna," was rejected.

Kathleen had hoped that her earth-

quake story would herald her debut

as a writer. The seriousness of her

aspirations was apparent in the jobs

she sought. For a few weeks, she

held a position as a reporter with

the San Francisco daily Evening Bul-

letin, but was discharged for no ap-

parent reason. She also did some
work for the Associated Press wire

service, but she was dismissed with

the kindly assurance that her forte

was not writing. "Long afterward I

learned that my famous brother-in-

law, Frank Norris, had been dis-

charged from the San Francisco Wave

for the same reason," she wrote, a

fact that gave her a shared sense of

struggle with him. 13

Abandoning hopes for a literary

career, Kathleen then went to work
for the Red Cross. For four months,

she was a social worker, "recom-

mending this applicant for a sewing

machine and that one for new eye-

glasses." Picking up "little human
interest stories" from the earthquake

refugees, she wrote stories "just for

the fun of the thing," signed them,

and left them at the office of the San

Francisco Daily Morning Call. It was
only after her aunt had read one that

she learned that the newspaper had

been publishing these stories. De-

lighted, she hurried down to the

newspaper office where she was
paid for her work and offered a job

by the city editor.
14

As a social reporter, Kathleen

wrote two half-columns a day and

four columns (accompanied by four

pictures) on Thursday for the Sun-

day morning edition. As San Fran-

ciscans readjusted themselves after

the shock of the earthquake and

began rebuilding their social lives as

well as their city, the society column

expanded into a full page. Kathleen

reported on gala parties, describing

the decorations and costumes, or an-

nounced engagements, marriages,

and births, and outlined the club

activities that were reported on the

women's page. "Wild with hope,"
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she commented, "I enlisted the en-

tire family, and everyone else of

whom I dared ask favors, and owing

to their combined sleuthing, a col-

umn took shape, a second column,

a third. I began to breathe." 15 Her

sisters—Teresa, now twenty-five

years old, and Margaret, nineteen

and engaged to a Navy midshipman

— kept Kathleen informed of the

events that concerned the young
members of the city's smart set, even

though they were not members of

it. Kathleen's aunts Kitty and Mar-

garet provided information on the

genealogies and family histories of

the socialites. Other help came from

"the social editors of the other four

papers [who] were friends, who
prompted and corrected with a loy-

alty never met anywhere else."
16

Later she wrote that she regarded

the opportunity of working for a

newspaper as

a Godsend, and looking back 1 date a

happier and more confident frame of

mind from the hour 1 accepted it. I

worked gratefully, tirelessly, early and

late; I went from one end of the city to

the other, searching news, interpreting

news, developing news. Life perhaps has

no greater thrill than the thrill of the

reporter who goes into the office with a

big story triumphantly secured upon the

scribbled yellow sheets in his pocket, and

I often knew this thrill.
17

Kathleen had to learn to write

with speed, clarity, and promptness

to meet her deadlines lest she be

subjected to the city editor's dry

admonishment to "Get a job on a

monthly!" This training in the tech-

niques of her craft contributed in

later years to her large output as

a writer. Furthermore, though she

complained at the time, the subject

of her reporting schooled her in the

modes and mores of San Francisco's

plutocracy, which became the back-

ground for such novels as Mother

(1911), Saturday's Child (1914), The

Story of Julia Page (1915), Hildegarde

(1926), Little Ships (1925), Barberry

Bush (1927), The Rich Mrs. Burgoyne

(1912), and her finest, Certain People

of Importance (1922). In these works,

as Kathleen directed the heroine

away from the temptations of the

idle rich, she contrasted the shallow

lifestyle of the elite with the happi-

ness that a young woman could find

in a simple life among those she

loved.

After a few months with the

Daily Morning Call, Kath-

leen was offered a job with

the San Francisco Examiner,

where she was paid "three golden

half eagles every week," thirty dol-

lars a month, which to her was a

"breathtaking" wage that eased the

Thompsons' financial strain. She
was assigned to "unimportant inter-

views, special women's stories, odd-

ities in women's news." But under

the tutelage of city editor Edmond
Coblentz, who trained "a small army
of writers," Kathleen perfected her

writing skills and began earning

larger assignments. She covered the

suffragist convention in Oakland

The White House department store, where

Kathleen held her first job, stood at the

corner of Kearny and Sutter. It is decorated

here to honor American soldiers returning

from war in the Philippines.
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t\nd the Convention of Women's
Clubs in Watsonville, where she was

more impressed with the farming

community and fruitpacking plants

than with the conventions, con-

vinced that there was an immense
story to be written about "this place

and these people." She was sent out

on a tugboat to interview the concubine

oj ti visiting Chinese dignitary who loftily

described the moral misgivings of our

fire-chastened city as mere rubbish. I

rode a big horse around the ring in a

rodeo; I affected feeble-tnindedness and

was taken by one of the older newspaper

women to be committed and take a good

look at the interior of the state hospital
"IK

Until Aunt Kitty relented, Kath-

leen abided by her aunt's stipulation

that she must "never enter the Press

Club," a haunt the elder woman en-

visioned as filled "with spittoons,

bar, tobacco smoke, and unscrupul-

ous males." But running deeper

than these concerns were both Aunt
Kitty's and Kathleen's grandmother's

fears that "Jo's girls never would
marry." 19

In February, 1908, Kathleen had
her first story syndicated by the wire

services and reprinted in the New
York Times. The story concerned

Margaret Illington Frohman, a prom-

inent actress who came to California

for a quiet rest at an undisclosed site.

Kathleen did some resourceful de-

tective work, and found Mrs. Froh-

man in Clarabon Hospital in San

Francisco. When the superintendent

of the hospital denied that the actress

was a patient, Kathleen remained,

and relied upon the histrionic talent

inbred in the Thompson character.

She wrote, "I took out my card, that

card that honestly said, 'Represent-

ing the Examiner.' Upon it I scrib-

bled, 'Margaret dear. They won't let

me in. Hope you are better, Kath-

leen.'
" 2" The ploy worked. Kathleen

was admitted to the actress's room
and granted an interview, which the

New York Times printed with her

by-line.

44

At twenty-eight, Kathleen had

supported her aunt, her younger

brother Jim, and her sister Margaret

for eight years. Many years later, in

an article for Good Housekeeping mag-

azine, she admitted to her readers

that she had been burdened

by responsibilities far too heavy for her

bearing, fatherless, motherless, and fur-

ther handicapped by ambition, restless-

ness, and all the boiling and pent-up

energy that tortured her, as it does

any woman who has not found her self-

expression.
21

To the world's eye, she was "an in-

teresting spinster in a brown suit

sent by the Examiner," who won-
dered if life might go on for her on
those terms indefinitely.

22

Kathleen came to another

milestone in her life one

rainy evening when she re-

luctantly attended a meet-

ing of the smart set's Skating Club

in the hope that a certain couple

would announce their engagement.

As she crossed the room she was
stopped by a young debutante who
several weeks earlier had announced

to her that she was engaged and

going to be married soon. According

to the rules of the newspaper, Kath-

leen had had to obtain the young
man's confirmation of this fact, and

when she called him, he told her,

"in a series of shouts," that the young
lady in question was a "mighty nice

girl, but she'd been engaged to some
six or seven fellows in turn, and he

wasn't among them."

Kathleen was now confronted by

the pair, and the young debutante

apologized for her silliness in an-

nouncing her engagement to "Char-

ley Norris," whom she had in hand.

Thus, tall and handsome and grin-

ning boyishly, Charles Gilman Nor-

ris
—

"Cigi"—came into Kathleen's

life, and the two spent the remain-

der of the evening together. He
identified the skaters Kathleen did

not know, and afterwards walked

her back to the Examiner office so
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she could file her story.
23

On the following Sunday, Cigi

presented himself at the Thompsons'

flat to drop off for Kathleen a book

written by his novelist brother, Frank

Norris. It was an awkward moment
when Kathleen answered the door.

She had been tearfully mulling over

a letter from the tall, equally Irish,

Jack Carrington, to whom she had

considered herself engaged. "Our
most ambitious plans were merely

dated 'sometime or other,' and in-

cluded a chicken farm," Kathleen

later wrote of the affair. Now Jack

had written to say that marriage

would be a "mistake" and that they

should best forget the whole thing.

With reddened eyes, Kathleen gra-

ciously accepted the book from Cigi

and he asked her to join him in a

walk. She accepted his invitation

and asked him to remain for dinner

that evening. He accepted.

The fortuitous meeting took place

in a lonely period in both their lives.

Kathleen been rejected by the man
she thought she would marry, and

Cigi, an aspiring writer, over-

shadowed by his deceased older

brother Frank's fame, had recently

returned from New York and was
working for a new western maga-

zine, Sunset. No matter that Cigi was

nearly two years younger than Kath-

leen,
24 or that his family was more

socially prominent than hers. All

that mattered was that "we loved

each other," wrote Kathleen, and,

it was all arranged in the course of three

meetings, . . . all perfected over many

a little table . . . in the French and Ital-

ian Quarters, where we used four dol-

lars' worth of light on each fifty-cent

meal. We would have a little house and

a garden, across the bay, and these would

be my domain, and "Himself"— it was

thus he was designated—should keep his

position upon the railroad magazine

Sunset. And eventually we would both

write books, or plays, or both. So that

was that.
2*

From the moment Kathleen began

to write, she had longed to go to

New York. Cigi proposed casually



one evening that since she was eager

to go East, they could marry im-

mediately and move to New York,

or he could go on ahead alone to

find a job and be joined by his bride-

to-be when all was in readiness.

"Solemnly, across the little luncheon

table in the Vienna Bakery," she

wrote, it was decided: "We joined

hands . . . We would be married.

We would write books. We would

live in New York." 26

Three months later Cigi left San

Francisco and returned to New York

to begin work at the American Mag-

azine, where he was hired because

of his brother's friendship with the

staff. Cigi's job, as he described it

years later, was "make-up man, art

editor, proof reader." With Cigi es-

tablished in New York, Kathleen

sought assurances from her sisters,

Teresa, Margaret, and brother Jim

that they would be able to support

themselves and Aunt Kitty without

her. Her brother Joe offered to pur-

chase the Mill Valley home from the

rest of the family for $1,500, a sum
that amounted to $300 for each of

the Thompson siblings plus Aunt
Kitty. Simultaneously, an outside

buyer made an offer for the Thomp-
sons' undeveloped area adjoining

Treehaven.

Cigi and Kathleen corresponded

daily, from September 9, 1908, when
Cigi departed San Francisco for New
York until Kathleen left the city eight

months later to meet him. The letters

they exchanged at this time were
categorized by Kathleen in later

years as the "early engagement let-

ters." Each one was numbered, and
as the day of the nuptials grew
nearer, each letter bore the number
of days before the wedding. Kath-

leen wrote that during this period

she was like a girl in a spell:

a dream—J go about all day, deliriously

excited—loving every instant of it . . .

I start things and won't finish them—
make engagements and break them—
. . . and like best to be alone . . . [and]

think of you—and nothing else.
27

Kathleen and Cigi's mother, Ger-

trude Norris, left San Francisco on

Friday, April 22, 1909, and arrived

in New York the following Tuesday.

Early on the morning of the wed-

ding, April 30, 1909, Kathleen at-

tended Mass at St. Agnes Catholic

Church and afterwards bought her-

self a cherry-pink hat. In the mean-

time, Cigi bought a ring at Tiffany's.

At seven o'clock that Saturday even-

ing, Cigi and Kathleen were married

at the Church of St. Paul the Apostle

on Sixteenth Street and Columbus
Avenue. 28 With her marriage, Kath-

leen began the second half of her

apprenticeship.

Overwhelmed with the ex-

hilaration of being in New
York, Kathleen found Cigi's

associates on the American

Magazine, America's oldest period-

ical, to be the most talented indi-

viduals she had thus far known.
Hobnobbing with these professional

writers, many of whom were making

headline news as muckrackers and

social reformers, and hearing their

gossip and going to parties, dinners,

and the theater with them made
Kathleen eager to begin her own
work, even though it would be

months before she could concentrate

on a theme. During her engagement

period, Kathleen had ambitiously

outlined stories that she hoped Cigi

would place for her, a dependency
upon his editorial acumen that grew

as he created a role for himself as

her literary agent. Before leaving

San Francisco, she had spoken to the

Hearst editors about sending back

from New York a series of letters

entitled "Rebecca's Letters" or

"Susan's Letters." But now she was
too dazzled by the city itself to write,

and the Hearst series as well as the

many stories she had planned never

materialized.

Cigi did not share Kathleen's en-

thusiasm for life in a "large drafty

studio" or in the "smoke-wreathed

cellars" of bohemian Greenwich Vil-

lage, but Kathleen was fascinated

with the confusing labyrinth of nar-
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During Kathleen's brief career at the Daily

Morning Call, the paper was published

from temporary quarters in the burned-out

Spreckels Building. The Call returned to

its downtown headquarters on May 23 to

cover the rebuilding of San Francisco from

the front lines.
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row, twisting streets in the Village,

where life w,is simple and cheap and

people were tree to be themselves.

She associated the poverty and frus-

tration of the area's artistic inhabit-

ants with the poverty she had known
in San Francisco as a working woman
supporting her family. Her high-

hearted optimism enabled her to

romanticize this life, as she would

do in countless stories, to suit her

fantasies. Very simply, she was

starstruck, as Cigi was fully aware.

Ever the businessman, however,

Cigi pointed Kathleen away from

Greenwich Village and toward her

desk and the business of magazine

writing. The only way into the tight

circle of New York's literary estab-

lishment was to publish, and by the

autumn of 1909 Kathleen had begun

to write—or to think in earnest about

writing. But all she was able to com-

pose at first were letters to her family

in rhyme, cake recipes also written

in verse, or neatly listed grocery

needs on a rented typewriter whose
letters "a" and "p" sometimes slipped

from their moorings. Occasionally,

she wrote letters to newspapers and
was pleased when they printed

them. Finally, the New York Evening

Telegram announced a short story

contest. The winner was to receive

the space rate for a story of between

1,800 and 2,000 words. A bonus of

fifty dollars was thrown into the

winnings for the one whose story

was selected as the week's best.

Kathleen searched her mind for

two days before choosing "Jane Ire-

land" as her pen name. She felt more
comfortable using this nom de plume,

fearful that if her story failed to win
she would be an embarrassment to

the family as sister-in-law of the

famous Frank Norris. With her iden-

tity so concealed, Kathleen worked
on a story for several days, but she

was frustrated and unable to make
the story flow and put aside thoughts

of entering the contest. She blamed
her inability to write on her shyness

which caused her to suffer agonies

at the thought of anyone—"even my
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husband—reading anything that I

wrote. 1 never let him even suspect

what I was doing," she wrote in

Noon. 29

Several months passed before

Kathleen settled down and again

took up her pen. This time she

courageously entered the contest,

sending in two stories to the Evening

Telegram, and to her complete sur-

prise the newspaper accepted both.

She was paid twelve dollars apiece

for them, and was also awarded the

fifty-dollar prize money for the

week's best story. When a third

story was accepted, the elated Kath-

leen combined the cash prizes as a

gift to Cigi for his upcoming birth-

day. The first of Kathleen's stories

appeared on May 7, 1910, and was
entitled, "A Present for a Gentle-

man," signed "Jane Ireland." The
two others followed that month

—

"The Convalescence of Mam'selle"

and "The Fifth Mrs. Frye." 30

Cigi's reaction to Kathleen's suc-

cess went far beyond her expecta-

tions. As she wrote in Family Gather-

ing, he was incredulous, exultant,

and then brooded as he pondered

her potential talent. If she would go

on writing, that would improve their

economic situation considerably, he

told her. Cigi made only $25 a week;

of this, $7.50 went for rent, $7 was
alloted to Kathleen for groceries, $1

went to Cigi for pocket money, and

the rest, $9.50, was set aside as sav-

ings. "If I would go on writing!" she

recalled. "How my feet touched the

ground after that I don't know. It

was one moment that ought to be

in every woman's life," she wrote,

"when her man is proud and a little

bewildered at a new development

in her, and they plan together as a

team." 11

Success lessened Kathleen's shy-

ness, and she eagerly sought Cigi's

advice and editorial opinion. They
struck a partnership based on the

strength of their talents. Kathleen

was the storyteller and Cigi the busi-

ness manager. While waiting for

Kathleen's stories to appear in the
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paper, Cigi took from his wife's

trunk two San Francisco stories:

"What Happened to Alanna," writ-

ten after the 1906 earthquake and
fire, and "The Tide Marsh." 12

After

carefully reading "Alanna," Cigi de-

cided that it would sell if properly

presented to a prospective maga-

zine, and he set about developing a

sales strategy. It was at this point

that Cigi stepped into his lifelong

role as Kathleen's literary agent.

. . . [The] matter was taken entirely out

of my hands, and Charles listed what we

felt were the 28—or perhaps it was 38
—most promising magazines, listed

them alphabetically, beginning with the

Atlantic.

For weeks and weeks the story traveled.

From every one of the 28, 38, editors,

Alanna returned. The summer declined

into autumn, . . . and still nobody

wanted the story.
33

For five long and discouraging

months, "Alanna" came and went.

When it returned for the twenty-

eighth time, exhausting the list of

prospective magazines, Cigi matter-

of-factly readdressed the envelope

and sent the story back to the Atlan-

tic Monthly, the first magazine on his

list. His experience as a manuscript

reader had taught him that some-

times a reader hastily misjudges a

work, and that it was best to give

the magazine and the story a second

chance.

Kathleen, now expecting their

first child, was spending the summer
with cousins in Catumet, Massachu-

setts, away from the sweltering heat

of New York when Cigi succeeded

in placing "Alanna." On the second

round the Atlantic Monthly accepted

the story. It was rumored that the

editorial staff had hesitated, because

"Alanna" was not in the tradition of

the magazine, but one editor had in-

sisted that it was "intimately told,

true to life." Its heavy Irish Catholic

emphasis, which would characterize

many of Kathleen's novels, particu-

larly Little Ships (1925) and The Calla-

hans and the Murphys (1924), caused



additional unease among editors

who preferred a Protestant, Anglo-

Saxon slant. "Alanna" was published

in the September, 1910, issue and

brought Kathleen $75.00. By early

November, when Kathleen gave

birth to her son, "The Tide Marsh"

was scheduled for publication in the

December issue of the American Mag-

azine. In the next year, seven of

Kathleen's stories were published,

all in leading journals.

At age thirty-two, Kathleen

published the work that

elevated her to the status

of an effective writer of fic-

tion. A concise novelette, published

in the American Magazine in 1911,

Mother was such an absorbing and

tenderly sentimental story that for-

mer President Theodore Roosevelt

—

the father of six children and an out-

spoken foe of planned parenthood

—

publicly praised it as a testimonial

to the joys of raising large families.
14

He shared Kathleen's love of chil-

dren and feared that the spread of

birth-control practices would destroy

the American family.

The story was inspired by the un-

selfish devotion of Kathleen's own
late mother, but it was undertaken

because of a short story contest

sponsored by Delineator magazine.

A thousand-dollar cash prize was of-

fered to the writer of the best three-

thousand-word essay, and the ambi-

tious Kathleen, eager not only to

supplement the Norris household
budget but, more importantly, to

establish herself as a serious writer

of fiction, set out to win the prize.

Kathleen worked on her story in

a corner of the family's sitting room
where she had arranged her rented

typewriter upon a small kitchen

table. While her infant son napped,

she wrote. "It was at first to be a

semi-humorous story," she revealed

in Noon,

called "Mary's Young Man," but as I

worked, the marvel and mystery and

miracle of a good mother began to seem

to me for the first time what it truly is,

the most beautiful thing in the world,

and I wrote the story as seriously and

as well as I could.
35

But before Kathleen could define

what she considered a true picture

of motherhood to be, she had over-

run the contest word limitation by

several thousand words. Rather than

sacrifice the subject of the story for

format, Kathleen claimed in her first

autobiography that she set "Mother"

aside and submitted another story

for the contest, which was won by

Zona Gale, a former New York World

reporter.

After some time Kathleen returned

to "Mother." Upon completing the

revised work, she gave it to her hus-

band to read for his editorial opin-

ion. He told his wife that "Mother"

could be worth ten times the prize

money that she would have received

from the Delineator contest. The fol-

lowing day, Cigi showed "Mother"

Charles Gilman Norris (second from right)

and fellow members of the Bohemian Club

at Bohemian Grove.
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to liis editor, John S. Phillips, who
accepted it for publication in the

August WW issue of the American

Magazine.

"Mother" was written both as a

work of fiction and as a tract against

birth control. The question to which

Kathleen addressed herself was
whether birth control would breed

promiscuity and threaten family life

as she idealized it or would enhance

sexual intimacy and create a more

stable family environment. She was
uncertain of the outcome of this di-

lemma. It was her wrestling with

this controversy that focused the

literary limelight upon her. Yet,

birth control was a conflicting per-

sonal issue for Kathleen. While she

publicly advocated no form of birth

control, she privately counseled

young mothers to practice abstinence

to avoid an unwanted pregnancy.

No half-baked boy from Ireland with

his collar turned around had the

right to tell some woman that

another baby was a blessing when
she and her family were already

emotionally and financially hard-

pressed, she confided to her niece,

Rosemary. 1h
Regrettably, Kathleen

never revealed this sentiment to her

reading audience.

Proud yet protective of his wife's

sensitivity as an unknown writer,

Cigi presented "Mother" without

Kathleen's knowledge to two book
publishers. The first saw no poten-

tial in the story, but the second was
encouraging. He told Cigi that if

Kathleen could expand the 8,000-

word story into a novelette of about

25,000 to 35,000 words by September

1, 1911, "Mother" could be released

in book form for the holiday sales.

"This was early July," wrote Kath-

leen in Noon, "and we were estab-

lished in a boardinghouse on Long
Island." The publisher had given

Kathleen less than two months to

lengthen her story, and she thought

the task impossible. Nevertheless,

despite the distractions of a hot sum-
mer, an active baby, and a boarding-

house filled with noisy guests, the
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manuscript was ready by the end of

August. Kathleen again gave it to

her husband to read in what would

become a ritual with each story that

she wrote. This time Cigi was emo-
tionally shaken by the story's force,

and with tears in his eyes, he told his

wife that it would make her famous.

He was right; the response to the

novel Mother was overwhelming.

With the publication of Mother,

Kathleen emerged both as one of the

nation's foremost "women writers"

and a chief advocate of family life.

In this later role she eventually

fulfilled her self-imposed mission to

take her written message beyond

her fiction readership to all who
would listen, addressing herself in

her radio broadcasts and her syndi-

cated newspaper column to the

sanctity of marriage and the preser-

vation of family life and mother-

hood. Of all the political crusades

and social causes that she supported

throughout her long life, her princi-

pal regard was for the maintenance

of family ties as she had known them
as a child.

By
fall, Macmillan Company,

the publisher of Mother, re-

ported record sales. Phillips,

Cigi's employer at the Ameri-

can Magazine, was so excited by the

response to Mother that he told vis-

iting Edward W. Bok, the editor and
publisher of the Ladies Home ]ournal,

about the novel. Politely, Bok replied

that although he had not seen the

book, he would, of course, like to

own a copy. Cigi immediately left

the office for the nearest bookstore,

hoping to purchase a copy of Mother

and present it to Bok at the train

station. To his astonishment, Cigi

found bookstore after bookstore sold

out, and his only recourse was to

borrow a friend's copy. Without a

minute to spare, Cigi reached the

train station, boarded the Philadel-

phia-bound train, and handed Bok
a copy of his wife's work.

Several days later, Bok returned
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to New York, visited the Norrises

and told the delighted Kathleen of

his intention to publish an abridged

form of Mother serially in the Ladies

Home Journal. This was the first time

in modern literature that a best-sell-

ing novel was serialized in a popular

magazine. Bok had paid Kathleen

one of the highest compliments a

writer could then receive.

The editors explained their in-

novative action as "unusual" in a

preface to "Mother: The Story of a

Girl's Home." They had regarded

this novelette as "one of the

strongest stories of its kind that has

been written of late years, " and were

hopeful that "it should be read and

enjoyed by thousands of readers of

this magazine in whose hands the

book, . . . may never fall."
37

With both the novelette and the

short story version of Mother a suc-

cess, Kathleen wrote in her auto-

biography that her "First Lesson"

—

and she capitalized the term—as a

writer was completed:

/ had passed the Rubicon of the writer,

that very definite dangerline where so

many aspiring authors stop forever. I

mean when they have had three or four,

or six short stories accepted, without

exactly knowing how or why, vaguely

thinking each plot may be the last, and

leaving the whole thing to blind impulse

and chance.
38

By this series of happy events,

continued Kathleen, she had become
an established writer. The simul-

taneous publication of Mother with

her short stories in popular maga-

zines such as the American Magazine,

the Ladies Home Journal, Everybody's,

and Woman's Home Companion had

given her the appearance of instant

success. "But I knew better," she

wrote in Noon. Every moment since

1899, the year in which both her

parents died, had been part of the

process of becoming a writer. "There

was not one bitter or discouraging

hour of it that had not been of use

to me since," she concluded.
1
''

See nuics beginning on page 72.



1851-1880

California suffered through

rapid change from 1850 to

1880, and in the eyes of some per-

sons crime appeared to endemic.

Certainly by 1852 it was obvious to

some that a state prison was needed.

One writer labeled this period

"California's three decades of ter-

ror."
1 That may be an exaggeration,

but as thousands of men swarmed
into the mining communities, pick-

pockets, crooked gamblers, and or-

dinary thieves made their presence

known among the honest law-abid-

ing citizens. Crime became so im-

portant an issue that vigilante com-
mittees formed in San Francisco and
in various mining camps throughout

the Sierra. Life seemed to have little

(Above) Prison ship Euphemia.

value in California, and murders oc-

curred frequently. Hubert Howe
Bancroft suggests that "diversity of

thought" and "the absence of indig-

enous institutions" helped to create

an atmosphere of excesses. In his

opinion, "crime is generally the re-

sult of ignorance or passion." He
also might have commented that the

excess of guns in the hands of

Californians made it easy for anyone

to rob a fellow citizen of his purse.

There can be little doubt that the

gold rush provided "easy pickings"

for both professional and amateur

thieves, yet Bancroft concluded that

"crimes against the person were
more general than crimes against

property." 2 That, however, was far

from the truth. A survey of San

Quentin Prison Registers from 1851
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to 1880 indicates just the opposite:

approximately two-thirds of the in-

mates were convicted of crimes

against property. 3

California's first prison developed

to fill the need to incarcerate a grow-

ing criminal population that seemed
to be overwhelming the honest citi-

zens. As will be seen, the state

prison system was poorly conceived

and the state legislature preferred to

spend as little money as possible to

operate the first state prison on San
Francisco Bay. 4

California adopted the lessee sys-

tem, a method commmonly used in

the Midwest and South of awarding

contracts to private individuals to

run prisons or use prison labor. In

1825, Kentucky prison authorities

had used that method in developing

49



their prison in Frankfort. The lessee

system also received support in Mis-

souri, Alabama, Texas, and Louisi-

ana. State legislatures quickly

learned that prisons were not self-

supporting and accepted offers from

private individuals to contract for

the use of convict labor. In 1871, the

Texas legislature forced the gover-

nor to lease the prison to the contrac-

tor presenting the highest bid.
5 This

practice at Huntsville continued for

many years. In some cases, such as

San Quentin, the lease included

physical control of the prison. The

lessee system provided cheap labor

and was not discontinued in the

South until the 1920s. It was a des-

picable business: legislatures and
contractors intended to make a

profit out of imprisonment. Few
were successful, however, and in

that sense, the California prison con-

tractors were typical.

San Quentin had an inauspi-

cious beginning in the hull of

the decrepit bark Waban. On April

25, 1851, James M. Estell and
Mariano Guadalupe Vallejo leased

the labor of California's convicts and
agreed to operate the prison for a

period of ten years. They converted

the Waban into a prison ship, towed
it to Angel Island, and put their

thirty or so inmates to work in the

quarry. 6
In May of 1852, the legisla-

ture ordered the prison inspectors

to find a permanent prison site. Two
months later they paid $10,000 for

twenty acres on Point San Quentin,

a promontory thrust into San Fran-

cisco Bay, surrounded by Corte

Madera and San Rafael coves.

The management of California's

first prison left much to be desired

during its formative years. Numer-
ous scandals and escapes provided

entertaining reading for subscribers

to the Alia California and other local

Clare V. McKanna, Jr. teaches

in the Department of American
Indian Studies at San Diego
State University.
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newspapers. James Estell's ten-year

contract allowed him to work the in-

mates in any way he saw fit. At first

he locked them in the prison ship

and worked them in the quarry, but

when the state purchased Point San

Quentin, Estell moved his oper-

ations there and soon established a

brickyard. He finished building the

"Stones," the first prison structure,

in 1854, but the prisoners already

outnumbered the cells 300 to 48. San

Quentin, throughout its entire his-

tory, has never had enough cells to

institute the single-cell system. Es-

cape was easy, since Estell refused to

build a wall around the prison com-

plex, which would mean taking in-

mates away from the task of making

bricks for profit, until the state legis-

lature agreed to provide money for

the undertaking. With a contract and

cash in hand, Estell constructed a

wall approximately five hundred

feet square and twenty feet high.

Though poorly designed, it made es-

cape more difficult.
7

The specifications for San Quentin

followed patterns used to build pris-

ons in New York, Ohio, and Pennsyl-

vania; in fact, the typical cell con-

tained more square footage than its

eastern counterparts. Cells in the

"Stones" building were five feet ele-

ven inches by nine feet ten inches.

State prison cells in Kentucky were

seven by three feet, and in Illinois

seven by four feet,
8 but four prison-

ers shared the "Stones" cells, while

in most eastern prisons only one or

two inmates occupied a cell.

Conditions at San Quentin were

abominable. Each cell in the "Stones"

had a sheet-iron door with a small

four by twelve-inch opening at the

top called the "Judas hole." There

were no windows. Four men were
forced to share these cramped quar-

ters without adequate ventilation,

light, or sanitary facilities. The
crowding caused a good deal of com-

ment, and in 1869 visiting physician

Alfred W. Taliaferro complained:

"As you know, the men when locked

up are literally piled one upon an-
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other; this fills the room with animal

heat and impure air."
9 The odor

emanating from the slop bucket pro-

vided for the prisoners at the far end

of the cell can now only be imagined,

and the stench encountered after

opening the cell door must have

been overwhelming. The bedding

consisted of a vermin-infested straw

mattress and a coarse double blan-

ket. Many of the blankets were used

until they virtually disintegrated. In

a 146 by 24 foot room on the lower

floor of the "Stones" approximately

three hundred men were forced to

live "like so many brute animals in

a corral" that confined fourteen-year-

old boys with hardened criminals.
10

Every morning when the inmates

stepped out of their cells, they

brought with them the whitewashed

slop buckets to be dumped, washed,

and placed upon a rack to dry. Insec-

tion committees, periodically sent

by the legislature, were appalled at

the condition of the prisoners held

by the contractor. Many inmates

were not properly clothed, and less

than half had shoes. Some were

barefoot; others wrapped burlap

bags around their feet. Some of the

prisoners looked like "the com-

monest street beggars," or worse.

They must have dreaded the winter,

since they lacked sufficient clothing

to keep them warm. Bathing facil-

ities were inadequate. 11

By time-honored tradition, the

captain of the guard administered

punishment: he flogged inmates

with a rawhide strap, typically from

twelve to twenty-four strokes for

minor infractions of the rules such

as talking at meals or while working.

Returned escapees received harsh

treatment, sometimes as many as

160 strokes. Despite the severity of

this punishment, however, there are

no records indicating that any in-

mate died from the floggings.

Another form of punishment, mild

by comparison, included the shav-

ing of half of the inmate's head to

distinguish him as a troublemaker.

Guards frequently used cross-irons
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(a device that held the prisoner's

arms immobile) and heavy chains on
recalcitrant inmates. 12 The punish-

ments administered at San Quentin

in the nineteenth century were sim-

ilar to those used in penitentiaries

throughout the United States.

The penitentiary system de-

veloped simultaneously in

Europe and the United States during

the early nineteenth century. Cesare

Beccaria declared: "The purpose of

punishment is not to torment a sen-

sible being, nor to undo a crime al-

ready committed. . . . The end of

punishment, therefore, is no other

than to prevent the criminal from
doing further injury to society and
to prevent others from committing
the like offense." 13 Most of the early

prison reformers believed that pris-

oners could be rehabilitated. Louis

Dwight and his followers provided

inmates with Bibles and sermons,

(Above) Floor plans for the "Stones"

building ca. 1853.

hoping to change them into useful

citizens. Yet, most prison officials

believed that strict discipline and

punishment for any violations of

conduct rules were necessary to re-

habilitate the inmates. Recalcitrant

prisoners often received severe

punishment whose rehabilitative

purposes were hard to detect. When
Pennsylvania prison officials insti-

tuted the "dark cell" to discipline in-

mates, the idea swept the prison

movement like wildfire. San Quen-
tin, though isolated from the East,

was no exception.

In March 1858, after a series of dis-

putes with the prison contractor,

Governor John B. Weller seized con-

trol and operated San Quentin for

approximately one year. Immedi-
ately he initiated what he considered

to be proper prison "reform." Weller

ordered the construction of fourteen

dungeon "dark" cells. He preferred

them to floggings that did not seem
to control the behavior of the prison-

ers. Officials placed the first victim,

James Garvin, into the new facilities

on March 13, 1858, with a diet of

bread and water. Eight escapees re-

ceived similar treatment thirteen

days later. The floggings decreased

dramatically during the next three

months. Prison officials had admin-

istered an average of three hundred
strokes per month during the first

two months of 1858, but that

number dropped to forty-two in

March and to zero in April.
14 The

dungeon had replaced the lash as a

method of punishment.

Michel Foucault suggests that

prison administrators in the early

nineteenth century decided that it

was cruel to punish the body phys-

ically, but reasonable to punish the

mind. This idea fit in with prison

"reform" in Europe as well as the

United States, and eventually

gained support at San Quentin. 15

Some critics recognized that switch-

ing from physical to mental punish-

ment by using the "dark cell" was
misguided at best and certainly de-

structive. Prison physician Alfred

Taliaferro detested it and exclaimed:
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"Down there, in that horrible hole,

the prisoner gets darkness, foul air,

dampness, cold, bread and water

simply, and no exercise.""' He called

for its abolition. Ironically, the dun-

geon did not change prisoner be-

havior; in fact, authorities returned

to the whip in conjunction with

chains and the dungeon and also

added a new form of punishment
that seemed more like torture. The
"shower bath" called for stripping

the prisoner naked and tying him to

a "ladder," then spraying a stream

of cold water under high pressure

from a large hose against the victim's

face, chest, and exposed genitalia.

Prison officials continued these

practices until 1880, when they

banished the lash. Two years later

they stopped using the "shower
bath," but they continued to operate

the dungeons until 1940.' 7

In the early years the food the in-

mates received resembled punish-

ment. Most observers claimed that

the prisoners were provided with an

(Above) San Quentin ca. 1870, with the

"Stones" cell block.

abundance of food but that the qual-

ity left much to be desired. Few San

Quentin visitors actually sampled

the food, and they were better off

not doing so. A reporter for the Alta

California tasted it and made the fol-

lowing observation: "Yesterday I ex-

amined the codfish more carefully,

and found most of it really very bad.

It tastes bitter, and appears rotted
.

"

1K

According to one source, meat sup-

plied to the prison arrived "in a most

revolting condition, being blue, green

and putrid'."" The quantity of meat

per inmate was small, with beans

and bread serving as the main filler.

The bread had an interesting consis-

tency that could be rolled up into a

ball and thrown against a wall,

where it would stick like putty.

Prison authorities often purchased

vermin-infested flour. Not surpris-

ingly, there are numerous reports of

sickness caused by bad food, and
the prison physician complained
often to prison inspection commit-
tees. By the late 1860s an improve-

ment occurred with the introduction

of vegetables, mush, and tea.

Guards hired by Estell were poor

in quality, but that was hardly sur-

prising since the pay was low and

the hours long. In 1855, a legislative

investigation into the management
of San Quentin revealed some rather

noteworthy items. Among them

was the report that Lieutenant of the

Guard John Gray appeared to be

"drunk about two-thirds" of the

time. One witness observed that he

had "seen Gray so drunk he could

not walk straight." Another testified

that he "never saw him sober."
20

Some of the prisoners were given

free drinks by Gray in one of several

bars situated on or near the prison

reservation. "Why, [the guards

asked], should these unfortunates,

deprived of their liberty, be also de-

prived of the staff of life?"
21 Captain

of the Guard J. N. Thompson re-

ceived sexual favors from female in-

mates—whether they freely con-

sented is not known. He apparently

placed several women in the over-

seer's house and visited them fre-

quently. Thompson preferred the

company of "Scotch" Mary Ann Wil-

son, and "it was well understood by

all the guards that he had free sexual
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intercourse with her." 22 Lieutenant

Gray also frequented the "house" to

while away the hours drinking and

consorting with Dolores Martinez.

There was no attempt to keep these

escapades secret from Estell, who
seemed to condone the bacchanalian

bouts.

Numerous complaints against Es-

tell forced the legislature to conduct

many investigations into his hand-

ling of San Quentin. Some men who
worked for or dealt with him spoke

out before the California legislative

committees. One businessman
stated: "I have had some business

transactions with General Estill; I

have sued the company, and have

suits now pending against him. I

dislike Estill very much, and be-

lieved him to be a dishonest man.
. . .""Others complained that he al-

lowed convicts to visit San Rafael

and San Francisco and used them to

do work around his house in San
Francisco. One women testified that

Estell accepted $195 in payment for

(Above) The "Stones" in the 1950s, after

the third floor had been added.

a pardon for her son. Other prison-

ers received special privileges rang-

ing from not being locked up in a

cell to being allowed to shop in San

Rafael and Corte Madera. Some in-

mates were seen fishing in the bay

with no guards. Thomas McFarland

Foley, an educated Englishman con-

fined to San Quentin for manslaugh-

ter, was one of the more conspicu-

ous of those who received special

favors from Estell. Shortly after en-

tering the prison, he became a close

confidant of Estell and was given a

gun and allowed to guard other pris-

oners. He also had access to a safe

where Estell kept money. After a

short stay, Foley left with $500 from

the safe, leaving a promissory note. 24

This seemed to be typical of Estell's

management of San Quentin. Alfred

Taliaferro, speaking of the private-

contract system of leasing inmates,

probably stated the situation best: "I

do not think the prisoners are safe in

private hands, nor that it can ever be

made so; I am opposed to the practice

of farming out the convicts. . .
." 25

Poor administration, harsh treat-

ment, substandard food, and drunk-
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en guards encouraged inmates to at-

tempt escapes. Escapes began with

the inception of San Quentin, when
twenty of sixty prisoners broke out

of the Waban in 1852. During the first

ten years, no less than five hundred

forty-seven inmates made good their

escape. The construction of the

"Stones" and the wall did not deter

this movement to any significant de-

gree. Several inmates escaped from

the "Stones" in 1854, before the ce-

ment had hardened. Many more fled

in open revolts against the guards.

Forty-two prisoners escaped in June,

1859, twenty-three in June 1860, and
another twenty-eight in July. Sum-
mer seemed to be the most popular

time for breakouts. Some prisoners

fled while being marched to meals,

when they could easily scramble

into the chaparral; summer fog often

helped them to make good their es-

cape into the trees and brush sur-

rounding the prison and on toward

Mount Tamalpais and the Pacific

Ocean. Equally important, Point San
Quentin jutted out into San Fran-

cisco Bay, which made it possible for

adventurous prisoners to climb
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aboard passing ships bound for San

Francisco. Many of the revolts,

which often involved ships used to

ferry bricks from the San Quentin

brickyards to San Francisco, ended

in the wounding or death of in-

mates. Yet escapes and revolts con-

tinued, and, considering the qual-

ities of the guards, it is little wonder
that so many prisoners managed to

escape.
26

By 1865, official prison reports

reveal a significant change in

the management of San Quentin.

The state had regained control of the

prison from the contractor and intro-

duced new techniques. A full-time

prison physician cared for the sick

and prisoners injured by the lash.

Striped uniforms were introduced,

not for the comfort of the inmates

but to separate them from the

guards. Rigid discipline brought

about a decline in breakouts. Only
4.2 prisoners escaped per year after

1865, a dramatic change from the

first fifteen years, when the average

reached 47.2 per year. The introduc-

tion of lock-step marching and en-

forced silence at all times helped

to change the atmosphere in San

Quentin, as did new surroundings

(Above) Hand drawn map of Punta del

San Quentin ca. 1855.
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furnished by the state legislature.

Two newly appointed prison direc-

tors watched over the construction

of two three-story cell blocks with a

capacity of 396 cells. A few years

later a four-story building for work-

shops reached completion, along

with a new floor on the "Stones" to

help alleviate overcrowding. Even

with the new buildings, however,

too many prisoners were crammed
into limited space. Legislators look-

ing for votes in their home districts

refused to allocate enough money to

house prisoners adequately. By

1873, nine hundred thirty-one in-

mates were housed in four hundred
forty-four cells. Even after the con-

struction of Folsom prison in 1880

and the transfer of hundreds of pris-

oners, there was not enough space

for all the inmates. Yet throughout

the entire period, San Quentin offi-

cials bragged about maintaining a

cost-efficient system commensurate
with that of other prisons in the

United States. Although cost effi-

ciency seemed to be a major criterion

for measuring the success of prison

management in the nineteenth cen-

tury, it did not take into considera-

tion the real needs of the inmates

—

but few citizens accepted their com-
plaints as legitimate.

27

San Quentin in 1880, after twenty-

nine years of turmoil and contro-
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versy, began to settle into a period

of calm that characterized most pris-

ons in the late nineteenth century. 28

Penitentiaries were unpleasant places

which were extremely destructive to

the younger prisoners. The practice

of mixing youthful offenders with

hardened criminals provided a crime

school of the worst sort, with tragic

results. Many repeat offenders were

under age twenty when they received

their first sentence. Forty-seven per-

cent of the Hispanic prisoners who
were repeat offenders were under

sixteen when they committed their

first offense. This was not unusual.

In Huntsville, Texas, prison inmates

aged ten to sixteen made up twenty-

five percent of the total prison popu-

lation, and in Louisiana, authorities

locked up children as young as

seven. 29 Michel Foucault suggests

that "the conditions to which the

free inmates are subjected necessar-

ily condemn them to recidivism." 30

San Quentin failed to separate youth-

ful offenders from corrupting forces

within the prison walls, yet Califor-

nia fit comfortably within the peni-

tentiary system of mid-nineteenth

century America.

In retrospect, all prison systems,

particularly those that employed the

use of "dark cells" or dungeons,

seemed to be a step backward from

the practices of the eighteenth cen-

tury into the dark ages. As David J.

Rothman has asked: "By what criter-

ion is a penitentiary an improve-

ment over the stocks or system of

fines and whippings?" 11 Prison offi-

cials preferred punishing the mind
rather than the body, but paid little

attention to psychological wounds
that scarred the inmates perma-

nently. It was in this context that

San Quentin began—baptized by

endemic crime in California and an

equally violent and often inept

prison administration that mimicked

methods employed in eastern prov-

inces. It may not have been a good

system, but it was acceptable to

legislator and taxpayer alike.

See notes beginning on page 73.



Printing, Publishing, and Ancillary Trades:

A Checklist of Manuscript and Archival Holdings

in the Edward C. Kemble Collections on

Western Printing & Publishing,

California Historical Society Library, San Francisco

Compiled by Glenn E. Humphreys, Curator of the Kemble Collections

From time to time California History publishes a bibiliographic guide to a special collection as a special service.

Because the following checklist is extraordinarily long, we are publishing it in this issue in lieu of the usual

reviews and California Checklist.

The Kemble Collections offer remark-

able documentation of the field of

Western printing and publishing. As-

sembled by George Laban Harding,

whose life-long interest in printing his-

tory began as a student at Harvard

University's Graduate School of Busi-

ness, the Collections developed a West-

ern focus when Mr. Harding settled

on the West Coast. His exhaustive

accumulation of books, periodicals, and
ephemera, as well as original material

of all kinds, became part of the CHS
Library in 1963, since which time the

holdings of both the Library and the

Kemble Collections have more than

doubled. The Kemble Collections thus

contain manuscript and archival ma-
terial that supplement and enhance the

holdings of the CHS Library generally.

Many of the more than 3,000 collections

in the CHS Library's Department of

Manuscripts and Archives deal with

printing, publishing, and ancillary trades,

and they contain financial records, in-

ventories, business correspondence, and

the personal journals of California crafts-

men. This checklist, therefore, is a

compilation of the holdings of original

material from both the Department of

Manuscripts and Archives and the

Kemble Collections on Western Printing

& Publishing of the CHS Library.

The checklist includes both nineteenth-

and twentieth-century collections, be-

ginning with the Alta California account

book (1849-1850), which contains the

financial records of the first substantial

job-printing office in the state, and
ending with the archives of The Somer-

villes' (1948-1983), which include fi-

nancial records, correspondence, work
dockets, and employee records of this

San Francisco printing firm. The col-

lections range in size from a single

letter written by Columbus Bartlett, a

San Francisco printer, to the more than

450 boxes of the Taylor & Taylor Ar-

chives, one of the largest and most

comprehensive assemblages anywhere

in the world concerned with the history

of a single printing firm. The checklist

contains manuscript collections about

printing, publishing, book organizations,

type founding, paper making, book-

selling, librarianship, and book collect-

ing. It does not include, however, ma-

terials such as the James King of William

letterbook, which was written before he

became a newspaper editor and pub-

lisher and is about his career in banking.

A large number of the collections docu-

ment the careers of California printers;

among the most notable collections

about printing are the O'Meara &
Painter account book, the James Weld

Towne papers, and the Lehmann Lithog-

raphy Company records. The subjects

of publishing and book organizations

are strongly represented by the Jerome

A. Hart papers, the American West

Publishing Company Archives, and the

records of the Ina Coolbrith Circle.

There are extensive holdings related to

type founding and paper making, such

as the Nelson C. Hawks papers, the A.

Foreman & Son account book, the rec-

ords of Blake, Moffitt & Towne, and the

Pioneer Pulp Company records. The
checklist also includes the records of
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nineteenth-century booksellers, librar-

ians, and book collectors, such as Epes

Ellery of the Antiquarian Bookstore,

Alfred Whitaker of the Mercantile Li-

brary Association, and Isaiah Lees and

Ralph Kirkham, both private collectors.

The entries in the checklist are ar-

ranged alphabetically by the formal title

of the collection. The subheadings iden-

tify the types of material in the collec-

tion, the dates covered, the size of the

collection, a descriptive guide notation,

and the call number. Size categories are

described by four notations: folder, vol-

ume, box (15.5" x 10" x 5"), and record

storage box (15.5" x 12.5" x 10.5"). If a

descriptive guide is available for the col-

lection, it is noted in the subheadings.

The body of each entry contains a

brief description of the collection, which

usually begins with a short discussion

of the company or individual. The

materials in the processed and the

smaller, unprocessed collections are then

listed in as much detail as possible. It

was not practical, however, to list all

materials in several large, unprocessed

collections, such as Britton & Rey,

Lithographers. Some of the collections

were previously described by Diana

Lachatanere in her Preliminary Listing of

the San Francisco Manuscript Collections in

the Library of the California Historical

Society (San Francisco: California His-

torical Society Library, 1980). The entries

for those collections in the present

checklist are based upon the earlier

descriptions, but in most cases they

have been expanded.

Glenn E. Humphreys
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Alta California (1849 1891)

Records, 1849 1850." 1 volume.

V. F865.1. A7

The Alta California was the first daily

newspaper in San Francisco, and the

office of the Alta California was the first

substantial commercial printing business

in the city. The newspaper was founded

in January 1849 by George C. Hubbard,

Edward Gilbert, and Edward C. Kemble;

the Kemble Collections are named in

honor of the last of these pioneering

printers. The collection consists of the

newspaper's account book (January

1849-June 1849, July 1850; 42 pp.),

which shows the daily debits and cred-

its not only of the newspaper, but also

of the job-printing office, which was an

important part of the firm's business.

The entries, which were written by

Gilbert (later California's first Congress-

man), include such information as the

name of the customer; prices charged

for jobs; payments for supplies (a new
printing press, paper, ink, and other

materials); owners' profits; labor costs;

and a brief description of many jobs.

American Type Founders Company
(1892-)

Records, 1908. 2 folders.

F856.1. A3

The San Francisco branch of the Amer-
ican Type Founders Company was de-

stroyed in the 1906 Earthquake and
Fire, but the firm recovered quickly.

Eighteen months after the disaster, ATF
left its temporary office in Oakland and
moved into a new five-story building at

820-822 Mission Street. This collection

comprises the text and layout of a

pamphlet, which was prepared to cele-

brate ATF's new building. The text

describes the departments of the com-
pany, and chapters include: Sales De-

partment, Casting Room, Type in Stock,

Brass Rule, Wood Goods, Machinery,

Rebuilt Goods, and San Francisco News-
paper Misc. There are two versions of

the text: a detailed, handwritten descrip-

tion of the departments and an ab-

breviated typescript. The halftone illus-

trations are laid in, and in a separate

envelope are thirty-two original photo-

graphs which were used to produce

many of the halftone illustrations.
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American West Publishing Company
Archives, 1965-1975. 9 record storage

boxes and 3 five-drawer file cabinets.

Unprocessed.

Beginning in 1965, George Pfeiffer III

developed what became the American

West Publishing Company into one of

the most respected companies in the

field of Western Americana. In addition

to the magazine, American West, Pfeiffer

published such books as California: An
Illustrated History by T.H. Watkins, High

Road to Promotory by George Kraus, and

David Lavender's Nothing Seemed Im-

possible. The Archives of the American

West Publishing Company are among
the larger collections in the Kemble

Collections. They contain correspon-

dence, invoices, account sheets, sales-

men's memos, ephemera, and agree-

ments with distributors. Also present

are the production folders for the books

that the company published. The fold-

ers contain such information as pro-

duction costs, promotional mailings,

production schedules, correspondence,

and contracts.

Antioch Ledger

Records, 1871-1875. 1 folder.

MS. 3439

In December 1870, nine months after

the Antioch Ledger was established,

Joshua P. Abbott purchased a half-

interest in the newspaper. By 1873 he

was the sole proprietor. He continued

to edit and publish the Ledger until

1881, when he leased it to C.H. Smith.

This collection consists of correspon-

dence that Abbott received from type

founders and advertisers, such as Painter

& Company; Sherman & Hyde; and

S.M. Pettingill, Newspaper Advertising

Agent, New York.

Argonaut Publishing Company (1877-

1958).

Records, 1880-1905. 2 volumes.

MS. 64

The Argonaut, founded by Frank M.
Pixley and Frederick M. Somers, was a

weekly San Francisco magazine, which

focused on social news and literature. It

enjoyed its greatest popularity while

edited by Jerome A. Hart, who was
Associate Editor from 1880 to 1891 and
Editor from 1891 to 1907. The Argonaut
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records consist of two volumes. The
first volume (6 pp.) is a transfer journal

(August 1880—January 1902), which re-

cords the changes in stock ownership.

Laid in are "Treasurer's Annual State-

ments" for the years ending 31 May
1894-1895, 1902-1905; annual reports of

the president and treasurer (31 May
1893); proxys (1894-1895); and gain &
loss reports (1894-1895, 1901-1902). The
second volume (107 pp.) records the

dividends paid by the company (1881-

1893).

Bancroft, Albert Little (1841-1914)

Papers, 1866-1913. IV* boxes.

MS. 123

In 1859 Albert L. Bancroft joined his

brother Hubert Howe Bancroft in San

Francisco and became a partner in the

elder Bancroft's book and stationery

firm, H.H. Bancroft Company, which

was renamed A.L. Bancroft & Company
in 1869. The Bancroft papers consist of

fifteen personal account books, two

diaries, and five notebooks of genealogi-

cal material. The account books contain

Bancroft's personal and household ex-

penses (1866-1885), and although the

documents do not include financial

records of A.L. Bancroft & Company,
they do include his earnings and shares

in the firm. In addition the collection

includes sheets with annual business

summaries of A.L. Bancroft & Com-
pany (1879-1882). The two diaries con-

tain notes about hunting and camping

trips (1873-1876, 1880). Bancroft com-

piled five notebooks about his family

and a "Card String of Events," which

contains a chronology and genealogy of

the Bancroft family. There is also a

folder of miscellaneous correspondence,

personal papers, and receipts (1860-

1913).

Bartlett, Columbus
Letter, 1853. 1 folder.

Z3. B70

Columbus Bartlett was the brother of

Washington Bartlett, who was a pioneer

printer and governor of California. Co-

lumbus Bartlett, in partnership with

Washington Bartlett and a third brother,

C. Julian Bartlett, was involved in sev-

eral printing offices and publishing ven-

tures, such as the San Francisco Eve-



ning News (1 November 1853-20 January

1854). In early 1853 the office was

known as C. Bartlett & Company. On
15 June 1853 Columbus Bartlett wrote to

R. Hoe & Company and ordered a

printing press and a paper cutter. The

Bartlett papers contain the original letter

and the office copy

Blake, Moffitt & Towne (1868-)

Records, 1876-1893. 43 volumes.

Unprocessed.

In 1868 Blake, Robbins & Company was

formed by the merger of the two leading

paper-supply houses in San Francisco

(Blake & Moffitt and Charles F. Robbins

& Company), and the most successful

printing firm in the city (Towne &
Bacon). The four original partners were.

Francis Blake, James Moffitt, Charles F.

Robbins, and James W. Towne, the last

of whom served as East Coast represen-

tative of the firm. When Robbins died

in 1884, the three remaining partners

incorporated under the name of Blake,

Moffitt & Towne, which firm continues

today, although the name was changed

to Unisource Corporation in 1985. The

collection includes the records of Blake,

Robbins & Company as well as those of

Blake, Moffitt & Towne. Included in the

collection are: 15 cashbooks (January

1876-October 1884); 2 daily cash debit

and credit summaries (June 1880-July

1882); 5 petty cashbooks and bank ac-

count books (petty cash: December 1880-

June 1884, January 1887-January 1891;

bank accounts: January 1881 -June 1884,

January 1887-June 1888); 2 journals (Au-

gust 1883-December 1884); 13 general

and country ledgers with indexes (Jan-

uary 1876-August 1893); 2 trial balance

volumes (January 1878-December 1878,

January 1883-December 1884); 3 per-

sonal accounts ledgers (August 1883-

December 1884, September 1886-De-

cember 1888, January 1889-August 1891);

1 freight overcharges (October 1877-

May 1884). Also included are a series of

cancelled checks (January 1884-Novem-
ber 1884; August, November-December
1892). As the leading San Francisco

paper merchant, the firm's records in-

clude every major printer, bookbinder,

stationer, and type founder in the Bay

Area, such as A.L. Bancroft & Com-
pany; James H. Barry; H.S. Crocker

& Company; Winterburn & Company;
Althof & Bahls; A. Buswell & Company;
Cunningham, Curtiss & Welch; Payot,

Upham & Company; Painter & Com-
pany; and Palmer & Rey, among others.

The firm also had "country" customers

in towns throughout California and the

neighboring states (including Willows,

Marysville, Salinas, Santa Barbara,

and Needles, California; Tacoma, Wash-

ington; Hawthorne, Nevada; Astoria,

Oregon).

Britton & Rey, Lithographers

Records, 1901-1928. 10 record storage

boxes.

MS. 3592 (unprocessed)

Britton & Rey Company, founded by

Joseph Britton and Jacques J. Rey, was
one of the most respected and longest-

lived lithographic printing firms in San

Francisco. In addition to printing, the

partners were involved in other busi-

ness activities, such as plumbing, and,

especially after Valentine J. A. Rey joined

the firm in 1901, real estate. This col-

lection concerns Britton & Rey, Lithog-

raphers; and Britton & Rey Company,
Realtors. Materials about the lithography

firm include: financial records (auditors'

reports, profit-and-loss statements, lists

of outstanding accounts, analysis of the

departments in the company, tax rec-

ords, a "private ledger" [1914], oper-

ating costs and sales reports, payroll

sheets, and bank statements; [1901-

1928]); printing contracts; equipment

purchase and lease agreements; cor-

respondence; bylaws of the firm (1901);

minutes of stockholders' meetings (1901-

1911); and minutes of annual and special

meetings (1908-1928).

Brown, Beriah

Papers, 1863-1865. 1 folder.

MS. 2406

This collection consists of the papers

generated by a disagreement between

George Guthrie, the proprietor of the

San Francisco Daily Republic, and sev-

eral other men, including Samuel Bran-

nan. Guthrie asserted that he had had a

contract with Brannan and the others,

who were seeking public office, to print

10,000 extra copies of the Republic for

four days (29 & 30 August, 1 & 2

September 1863). In October 1863 Guth-
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rie sold the newspaper to Beriah Brown,

who changed the name of the news-

paper to the Democratic Press and sued

Brannan for $800, which was the cost of

the 40,000 newspapers. The collection

documents the lawsuit through 13 April

1865 when one of the defendants asked

that the case be dropped because Brown

was disloyal to the government. Two
days later when the news of the assas-

sination of Abraham Lincoln reached

San Francisco, an outraged mob, rep-

resenting people who had long been

angered by Brown's pro-South editori-

als, wrecked the office of the Democratic

Press. Brown quickly left the area. In

June 1864 Brown's partner, William S.

Moss, began publishing the newspaper

again, but changed its name to the

Examiner.

Burgess, William Hubert (18257-1893)

Papers, 1850-1893. V2 box.

Descriptive guide.

V. MS. 10

William Hubert Burgess was a nine-

teenth-century artist, lithographer, and

teacher in San Francisco. In addition to

correspondence the Burgess papers con-

tain a five-page article about lithog-

raphy and chromolithography in which

he describes the preparation of the

stones and the process of adding colors.

Butler, Benjamin Franklin

Papers, 1853-1891. 1 folder.

Descriptive guide.

MS. 275

Benjamin Franklin Butler was one of

the earliest lithographers and booksell-

ers in San Francisco. Working with the

leading California artists of the time,

such as Edward Jump and the Nahl

Brothers, Butler was noted for his city

views and mining scenes. The collection

includes the partnership agreement be-

tween John H. Gihon and Butler to

establish a company to engage in book-

selling, bookbinding, publishing, and
lithography (1853); a lease between
Gihon and Butler and Samuel Brannan
for a shop on Montgomery Street (1853);

a receipt from James Walker for en-

graved bonds for the Republic of Nica-

ragua (1856); and a letter from George
H. Baker negotiating the purchase of
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Butler's lithographic shop (1857). Also

present is a thirteen-page reminiscence

by Butlei's wife, Harriet Hitchcock But-

ler. The narrative deals with her voyage

from New York to San Francisco, the

1851 San Francisco fire, her husband's

business concerns, and her life after his

death.

Cohen, Alfred A. (1829-1887)

Catalog, n.d. 1 folder.

MS. 410

The collection consists of the 107-page

catalog of the personal library of Alfred

A. Cohen, who was a prominent Bay

Area attorney with railroad and ferry

interests. Cohen formed an extensive

collection of books, which was cata-

loged in 1873, and then recataloged in

the early twentieth century (ca. 1916).

According to the appraisal in the cata-

log, the total value of Cohen's library

was $6,063. It was a gentleman's library

and included such works as, Facsimile of

Ancient Charters in the British Museum
(1873), Shakespeare's Works (1802), George

Vancouver's Voyage of Discovery (1790-

1795), and H.H. Bancroft's Works (1882-

1890).

Cooper, Elias, M.D. (1822-1862).

Papers, 1844-1862. 10 boxes.

Descriptive guide.

MS. 458

In 1855 Dr. Cooper arrived in San

Francisco and was soon recognized as

one of the leading physicians in the

city. In 1858 he founded the Medical

Department of the University of the

Pacific and two years later published

the first issue of the Medical Press,

which was the organ of the school. It

was respected for its technical papers,

editorials, and book reviews. The jour-

nal was absorbed by the Pacific Medical

& Surgical Journal in 1865. The collection

contains the list of subscriptions and
exchanges for the Medical Press (1860-

1862); a scrapbook listing "Prominent

Persons" on the Pacific Coast from Peru

to Oregon with lists of agents for other

periodicals; and the invoices from

Towne & Bacon and the Bay City

Printing Office, which were the printers

of the journal. The other materials in

the collection document Cooper's career

and consist of his lectures, case reports,

account books, patient records, and
correspondence.

Cummings, Melbourne W.

Oral history. 1 volume, 27 pp.;

2 cassettes.

CT 42.1-.2

On 13 June 1977 Elede Hall interviewed

Melbourne Wesley Cummings, the Chair-

man of the Board of the Addison-Wesley

Publishing Company, which was found-

ed in Massachusetts in 1942 by Cum-
mings and his partner, Lew Addison

Cummings. In the interview Cummings
reminisces about the founding of the

firm and discusses the development of

the company and the opening of the

California branch in 1968. Although

the company has a trade division,

it is known primarily for publishing

textbooks.

Edwards Publishing Company
Papers, 1893-1906. 1 folder.

MS. 1359

The Edwards Publishing Company,
which was formed by Mr. & Mrs. Frank

G. Edwards, published a number of

land-title periodicals, including Edwards'

Abstract From Records (San Francisco,

daily); Edwards' Transcript of Records (Al-

ameda County, daily); Breviate of Records

(Marin County, weekly); and Edwards'

Criterion (monthly). The collection in-

cludes subscription records, correspon-

dence, office-rent receipts, and the firm's

orders for type from Palmer & Rey, the

San Francisco type founder.

Ellery, Epes (1830-1894)

Papers, 1852-1885. 3 folders.

Descriptive guide.

MS. 649A

MS. 2336

In 1852 Epes Ellery, who had been

trained as a bookbinder in Boston,

sailed aboard his father's ship to Cali-

fornia. In 1854 in San Francisco he

established the Antiquarian Book Store,

which became known for its carefully

selected stock, especially of used books.

Ellery closed his bookstore in 1864. The
collection documents Ellery's voyage to

California and his career as a bookseller

in San Francisco. While aboard the

Barque Gallego on his voyage from New

York, Ellery kept a journal (August

1852-October 1852; 59 pp.). At the end

of the volume are seven pages of per-

sonal and professional notes, including

"receipts" for edge gilding, colors, and

acids used by bookbinders. Also pres-

ent is Ellery's letterbook (November

1853-July 1863; 207 pp.) which contains

the outgoing correspondence of Charles

Wooley, a periodical and newspaper

dealer, and Ellery, who purchased Wool-

ey's business and changed the emphasis

from periodicals to books. The letter-

book illustrates not only the kinds of

books Ellery was selling, but also sheds

light on many aspects of the book

trade, such as cash discounts, payment

of orders, transportation problems, and

insurance costs. Also included are per-

sonal and professional papers, such as

U.S. Post Office receipts, a state and

county license to conduct business, and

letterheads, as well as materials relating

to Ellery's later career in mining.

Ewer, Ferdinand C. (1816-1883)

Diary, 1826-1860. 1 volume.

Descriptive guide.

V. MS. 21

In the introduction to this 322-page

volume (22 May 1861), Ewer states that

he began keeping a journal on 28 June

1848 and that this "more permanent

volume" contains the entries from the

original diary. In addition to copying

the original entries, Ewer tipped in

materials, such as letters and pieces of

ephemera. This revised volume, then,

covers Ewer's early years on the East

Coast, his education at Harvard, his

voyage to the West Coast in 1849, and

his activities in California from 1849 to

1860 when he moved to New York.

Ewer's career in journalism began in

1842 when he edited and published a

four-page newspaper titled "The High-

schooler," which was in manuscript,

although the masthead was printed.

Ewer continued his career as a journalist

in California; he describes his early

days on the staff of the Pacific News and

his rise to Editor-in-Charge on 1 January

1850. By April 1851 he had left the

News, and from then until December

1853 he was associated with a series ol

newspapers, including the Sacramento

Transcript, San Francisco Sunday Dis-
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patch, Alta California, San Francisco

Times & Transcript, and San Francisco

Prices Current. In December 1853 Wil-

liam Brooks approached Ewer about

editing a literary monthly, The Pioneer,

which became a notable literary maga-

zine. As editor of The Pioneer Ewer

published articles by many California

authors, including Louise Clapp ("Dame

Shirley"), George Derby ("John Phoe-

nix"), and John S. Hittell. For most

of the publications mentioned above,

Ewer made diary entries that describe

his work, associates, and working con-

ditions. Throughout the volumes are

original sketches of San Francisco,

Stockton, and Yosemite Valley.

Fairfield, Frederick Pease

Papers, 1931-1932. 1 folder.

MS. 3024

The Frederick Pease Fairfield papers

contain a 74-page scrapbook diary of

Fairfield who was the publisher of the

San Jose Post. In the diary Fairfield

writes about the difficulties he faces

publishing a newspaper in the Great

Depression, his efforts to sell the busi-

ness, his relationship with the new
owners, and his life in San Jose and

Oakland. Pasted in are letters, post-

cards, and photographs.

Foreman, A. & Son (1880-1906)

Records, 1893-1906. 1 volume.

V. F856.1 .F76

Z3 .F43

Andrew Foreman was a master type

founder who learned his trade at the

Miller & Richard foundry in Edinburgh.

In 1866 he came to San Francisco to set

up William Faulkner's California Type

Foundry. Foreman remained with Faulk-

ner until 1880, when he and his son,

Andrew Foreman, Jr., established A.

Foreman & Son, type foundry. The
company was destroyed in the 1906

Earthquake and Fire. This 443-page

account book is in two sections. The
first section is arranged by month and
lists the firm's income by source (usually

the company name), and its expendi-

tures on, for example, rent, materials

(galleys, mallets, "old metal"), and la-

bor. The second part is organized by

customer names and includes the lead-

ing printers of late nineteenth-century

San Francisco, such as H.S. Crocker &
Company, Hicks-Judd, the Edward C.

Hughes Company, and C.A. Murdock

& Company. Other large accounts in-

clude San Francisco newspapers, such

as the Bulletin, Call, Examiner, and La

Voce del Popolo, and other type foun-

dries, such as the Pacific States Type

Foundry, and Painter & Company. Ac-

companying the account book are mis-

cellaneous invoices and correspondence,

including an 1893 letter about discounts

offered by the "syndicate," a bank

book, and copies of the papers relating

to the estate of Andrew Foreman, Sr.

Francis-Valentine Company
Records, 1896-1897. 1 folder.

Z3 .F46

By 1896 the Francis-Valentine Company,

which was also known as the Commer-
cial Steam Printing House, had been in

business for more than forty years. In

the 1860s the principals in the business

advertised the firm, with its twenty

presses, as the largest printing estab-

lishment in the state. This collection

consists of an 18-page volume which

contains the firm's bylaws (1896), min-

utes of the board of directors' meetings

(1896, 1897), organization papers (1896),

and minutes of a stockholders' meeting

(1896). Accompanying the collection are

miscellaneous ephemera and a photo-

graph (ca. 1891) of the staff of the

Francis-Valentine Company.

Gordon, David Everett (18307-1913)

Letters, 1855-1856. 1 folder.

MS. 369

A

David E. Gordon was closely associated

with several newspapers in northern

California, most notably the Trinity Jour-

nal (1856-). The six letters in this col-

lection cover the establishment of the

Trinity Journal by Henry J. Seaman and

Gordon, who eventually became the

sole proprietor. In the letters, which

were written to his brother, Gordon

discusses the difficulties he faced as a

printer, his life in Weaverville, and

events in California.

Hale, Reuben Brooks (1869-1950)

Papers, 1925-1933. 11 boxes.

MS. 912

Reuben B. Hale was president of the

Hale Brothers Realty Company and the

Panama Realty Company, and vice pres-

ident of the Hale Brothers Stores. In

1925 he became a director of the San

Francisco Shipping News Company,

which printed and published an ad-

vertising newspaper. The Hale papers

contain the articles of incorporation and

bylaws, policy statements, and corre-

spondence of the San Francisco Shipping

News Company. This material is part of

a larger collection which concerns Hale's

position with the Panama-Pacific Inter-

national Exposition Company.

Harding, George L. (1893-1976)

Papers, 1929-1976. 4 boxes and 1 record

storage box.

Descriptive guide.

MS. 3156

George Harding was one of the pre-

eminent book collectors and printing

historians in the twentieth century. Al-

though he chose a business career with

Pacific Telephone, he had a life-long

interest in printing. After settling on

the West Coast he became interested in

Western printing history; in 1934 his

definitive biography of Agustin Zam-
orano was published. Before his death

in 1976 he amassed a remarkable col-

lection of books, periodicals, ephemera,

and archival and manuscript material

that today forms the core of the Kemble

Collections. This manuscript collection

documents Harding's activities as a book

collector and printing historian. Ap-

proximately half of the collection con-

sists of correspondence with booksellers

(such as Glen & Muir Dawson, Philip

Duschnes, and Herman Cohen), print-

ers (such as Greg Anderson and Roger

Levenson), librarians (such as Lawrence

C. Wroth and Lawrence Clark Powell),

and fellow collectors and historians

(such as David Pottinger, Ray Nash,

and Maurice Annenberg). The other

part of the collection consists of research

notes for his publications including

A Census of California Spanish Imprints

(1933), Don Agustin V. Zamorano (1934),

Tahitian Imprints (1950), and A Copybook

From the Hand of Agustin V. Zamorano

(1974).
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Oral history. I cassette,

CT 37.1

The cassette records George L. Hard-

ing's lecture about Agustin V. Zamo-

rano, the first printer in California. The

lecture was given before the Zamorano
Club in 1973.

Oral history. 3 cassettes.

CT 37. 3-.

5

On 17 September 1976 the California

Historical Society held a memorial pro-

gram to honor George L. Harding for

his accomplishments in printing and
publishing. The speakers that evening

included Dr. Albert Shumate, Roger

Levenson, Roby Wentz, and Dean An-

derson. The evening was recorded on

three cassettes.

Hart, Jerome A. (1854-1937)

Papers, 18 boxes and 43 volumes.

MS. 951

Jerome A. Hart served as the Associate

Editor (1880-1891) and Editor (1891-1907)

of the Argonaut and in this collection

are the magazine's "Editorial Books"

(June 1878-December 1905, April 1906-

December 1906; 24 vols.), which record

staff salaries and the amounts paid to

contributors to the magazine. In 1878

the staff included Ambrose Bierce, who
received $40 an issue when the total

recorded expenditures per issue were
usually $120 or less. Contributors to the

Argonaut in this period included most

major California authors from Charles

Warren Stoddard and Emma Dawson
to W.C. Morrow and Gertrude Ather-

ton. Beginning in January 1891 Hart

began a series of "Ed. Mem." books

(January 1892-January 1897; 5 vols.)

which consist of his notes about the

editorial columns in the Argonaut. The
Hart papers also include drafts of many
of his writings; several boxes of ephem-
era, most notably about the publication

of Two Argonauts in Spain; personal

correspondence and receipts (1883-1906);

and business correspondence and re-

ceipts (1879-1933). Hart compiled 43

scrapbooks of ephemera, newspaper

clippings, photographs, and articles and

tables of contents from the Argonaut.

Hawks, Nelson Crocker (1840-1929)

Papers, 1855-1896. l'/2 record storage

boxes.

V. F856.1 .H30-35, 40

Although his name is not well known,

Nelson C. Hawks was the developer of

the American point system of printing

type, which instituted one of the most

important changes in American printing

in the nineteenth century: standardiza-

tion of type measurement. The collec-

tion documents Hawks's career as a

printer, publisher, type founder, and

printers' supplies dealer. The bulk of

the collection consists of fifteen diaries,

which Hawks began while living in

Delafield, Wisconsin, and continued

after he moved to San Francisco in 1874,

where he founded the Pacific Type

Foundry as a branch of the Chicago

Type Foundry (Marder, Luse & Co.).

The diaries provide detailed descrip-

tions of his personal and business af-

fairs (January 1855-August 1856, Jan-

uary 1862-December 1863, April 1868-

December 1880, April 1882-March 1896).

Complementing the diaries are two

letterbooks with tissue copies of Hawks's

business correspondence (June 1875-

September 1876 [500 pp.]; and February

1882-January 1883, February 1884-March

1885 [approximately 475 pp.]). A third

letterbook contains letters written to

Hawks by the principals of Marder,

Luse & Company (February 1876-De-

cember 1881). Hawks also compiled

two scrapbooks. The first scrapbook

consists of ephemera that he printed

while in Wisconsin, and the second

contains newspaper clippings about his

activities on the Pacific Coast (manager

of the Pacific Type Foundry, publisher

of the Pacific Specimen, developer of the

American point system, and partner in

Hawks & Shattuck, printers' supplies).

Also included is a volume in which is

recorded the production and distribu-

tion of an iron composing stand that

Hawks patented in November 1869.

Accompanying the collection is one of

three known copies of Explanation of the

Point System of Printing Type, which

Hawks published in an edition of 500

copies in 1918. In the pamphlet he

explains his role in developing the

American point system.

Hearst, William Randolph (1863-1951)

Papers, 1931-1942. 2 folders.

MS. 978

Beginning with the San Francisco Ex-

aminer in 1887, William Randolph Hearst

built a publishing empire that came to

include a string of newspapers and
magazines. The Hearst papers contain

correspondence to and from Hearst

regarding the Examiner, the New York

Evening Herald, and the Chicago Herald.

Also included are typescripts of public

policy positions taken by Hearst and

an eight-page typescript of anecdotes

about him.

Henderson, Alexander B.

Correspondence, 1888-1893. 1 folder.

MS. 973

Alexander B. Henderson worked for

several local newspapers, including the

Chronicle, Examiner, and Call. In 1887,

when William Randolph Hearst became
the publisher of the Examiner, he pro-

moted Henderson to the position of

Managing Editor. In this position Hen-

derson worked closely with Hearst to

transform the Examiner from a small,

deficit-ridden newspaper into one that

labelled itself the "Monarch of the

Dailies." Nearly half of the letters in

the collection are from Hearst and con-

tain his instructions for managing the

newspaper.

H.S. Crocker & Company (1856-)

Records, 1866-1901. 1 folder.

MS. 487

In 1871 Henry S. Crocker and his part-

ner, John D. Yost, opened the San

Francisco branch of H.S. Crocker &
Company, which eventually became
larger than the original office in Sac-

ramento. This collection includes a 66-

page volume with a roster of names of

employees from 1887 to 1901, which

includes the date hired, wages per

month or week with the amount in

code, and the date the employee left or

was discharged. At the back of the

volume is a list of payments to various

charities. Also included in the collection

are payment agreements between IIS

Crocker & Company and the Central

Pacific Railroad Company and a pho-

tocopy of an advertising contract be-
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tween the two firms. Complementing

this collection is the Mary Ives Crocker

collection (MS. 3593), which documents

the private life of Henry J. Crocker,

the late nineteenth-century president of

U.S. Crocker & Company.

Hunt, Haywood (1888-1974)

Papers, 1903-1969. 6 boxes.

Unprocessed.

Haywood Hunt was one of San Fran-

cisco's master printers. In 1915 he settled

in San Francisco where he was asso-

ciated with Kennedy-ten Bosch Com-
pany until 1940, when he established

his own printing office. His firm, known
as Hunt Towers, was a center for the

local printing trade. The bulk of the

collection falls into three divisions. One
portion consists of letters dealing with

The Southern Amateur, a journal Hunt
edited and published in Greenwood,

North Carolina; and his efforts to find

employment with printing firms (1903-

1910, 1915). During these years he was a

tramp printer until he settled in San

Francisco in 1915. The next major por-

tion of the collection consists of busi-

ness correspondence (1925-1929). Many
of the letters concern the Pacific Coast

Society of Printing House Craftsmen

Clubs. Hunt was a charter member of

the Society and was instrumental in its

founding. The correspondence relates

to the organization and activities of

local clubs in the West, the preparations

for annual conventions, the Interna-

tional Association of Printing House
Craftsmen, a tribute to John Henry
Nash, and the Henry Lewis Bullen

exhibit at the Typographic Library and
Museum in New Jersey. Correspond-

ents include Horace A. Sykes, Charles

A. Whitmore, Signor Sivertson, A.B.

McCallister, C. Raiff Miller, Henry Bul-

len, and members and officers of local

craftsmen clubs. The third portion of

the collection contains business records

(incoming and outgoing invoices, 1957,

1967-1968); a book of price estimates for

jobs (1943-1952, incomplete); and mis-

cellaneous correspondence of his print-

ing business. Also included are his

personal papers. Complementing the

collection are a box and a half of

photographs of Hunt and Hunt Towers,

and his periodical library, which is now

housed in the Kemble Collections.

Ina Coolbrith Circle (1919-)

Records, 1921-1969. 4 boxes.

Descriptive guide.

MS. 457

In 1919 the Ina Coolbrith Circle, which

was named in honor of the first poet

laureate of California, was established

to study the history and literature of

California. The Club, which continues

today, sponsors lectures, poetry read-

ings, and musical programs; and it

maintains a library. The history of the

group is well documented in this col-

lection, which includes: correspondence

(1921-1969); newsletters and announce-

ments of meetings, (1927-1962); financial

reports (1942-1962); a ledger (1931-1939,

1941-1951); a meeting register (1943-

1944, 1950-1958); a checklist of books in

the library (n.d.); legal papers and

constitutions; a scrapbook which con-

tains newspaper clippings, (1943-1958)

and minutes of meetings (1941-1944); a

second scrapbook of newspaper clip-

pings (1921-1956); and a scrapbook of

member-related ephemera, which in-

cludes a parmelian print of Ina Cool-

brith by Ansel Adams.

Inland Press

Records, 1915-1930. 1 folder.

Z3 .115

By 1915 the Inland Press of Sacramento

had been established by Tom Frank-

land, Charles E. May, and Joseph S.

Williams, who had worked together at

Joseph M. Anderson Company, print-

ers. The collection consists of corre-

spondence Frankland and Williams re-

ceived in the early years of the firm.

Also included are layouts and samples

of their work.

John Howell-Books (1912-1984)

Guest Register, 1915. 1 box.

Unprocessed.

Established by John Howell in 1912,

John Howell— Books became the lead-

ing bookstore in San Francisco. Under
the guidance of John's son Warren, it

achieved an international reputation for

its fine stock. In 1915 John Howell

commissioned Bernard Maybeck to de-

sign a cottage at the Panama-Pacific

International Exposition to house his

exhibit of books, early printing, bind-

ings, illuminated manuscripts, and au-

tographs. At the Fair Howell asked

each visitor to sign the guest register,

which was a two-volume dummy of

Arias the Libyan: A Romance of the Prim-

itive Church (New York: D. Appleton

and Company, 1914). The signatures

include those of authors, printers, col-

lectors, and booksellers who were at-

tracted to the exhibit as well as those of

the general public. Also included in the

collection are nine cuts, which were

used in the firm's publications and
letterheads. In addition the collection

contains genealogical materials about

the Howell family, and presentation

copies of local authors' books.

Kemble, Edward C. (1828-1886)

Letter, 188. . 1 folder.

Unprocessed.

Edward C. Kemble was a printer with

the first newspaper in San Francisco,

the California Star; the publisher of the

first daily newspaper in California, the

Alta California; and on 25 December
1858 he had published "The History of

California Newspapers" in the Sacra-

mento Union. This collection contains a

letter in which Kemble explains his

reaction to the discovery of gold in 1848

and why he advised his readers "not to

get excited about the prospect of gold."

The Kemble Club

Papers, 1934-1935. 1 folder.

Z3 .K2

In the Fall of 1934 a group of men
formed The Kemble Club "in order to

provide a more perfect union of con-

genial souls interested in the arts of the

book and the history of the West. . .
."

Members included Charles Camp,
Thomas Cowles, George Ezra Dane,
John Johnck, George L. Harding, Law-
ton Kennedy, David Newberry, Harold
Seeger, Douglas Watson, George Ly-

man, and Edwin Grabhorn. The papers

consist of postcard announcements of

the monthly dinner meetings, lists of

the names of members who attended

the meetings, the Club's statement of

purpose, and a piece of ephemera pub-
lished by the Club: Crow (Comix Cincrea)

by Edward C. Kemble (1934).
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Kester, Frank (1888 1981)

Papers, 1888 1

C»8D. I box and 3 record

storage boxes.

MS. 3588

Beginning in 1901 with the Elm, his

school newspaper, Frank Kester was

associated with newspapers in northern

California for more than sixty years.

Kester is best-remembered as the Ma-

rine Editor of the Oakland Tribune from

1921 to 1942. After leaving the Tribune

he worked as a reporter, columnist, and

editor on newspapers from Gilroy to

Redding. The Kester papers contain

an eighteen-folder typescript autobiog-

raphy that describes aspects of his

career and travels. In addition, the

collection includes typescripts of many
of his columns on the Mother Lode area

and the coast of California. The papers

are complemented by a large collection

of photographs.

Kirkham, Ralph W.

Catalog, n.d. 1 folder.

MS. 1197

Ralph W. Kirkham formed a large col-

lection of books, which was described

by Flora Haines Apponyi in The Libraries

of California (San Francisco: A.L. Ban-

croft & Company, 1878). According to

Apponyi the library contained "an unu-

sually fine collection on military sub-

jects." The Kirkham manuscript collec-

tion consists of a 70-page catalog of the

library, which is arranged by twenty-

two subjects, including a miscellaneous

section of sixteenth-, seventeenth-, and
eighteenth-century books. Accompany-
ing the catalog is a letter from Apponyi
concerning Kirkham's purchase of her

book.

Knowland, Joseph R. (1873-1966)

Papers, 1889-1961. 16 boxes.

Descriptive guide.

MS. 3154

In 1915 Joseph Knowland purchased

the Oakland Tribune, and under his

leadership it became the leading news-

paper in the East Bay. The Knowland
papers contain a rough-draft autobiog-

raphy (1961); files about the Tribune,

which include a confidential report about

Bay Area readers of afternoon newspa-

pers (n.d.); and materials issued by or-

ganizations such as the Associated Press

Association, the International Typo-

graphical Union, and the San Francisco-

Oakland Newspaper Publishers' Asso-

ciation. The bulk of the collection con-

cerns the development of Oakland, the

California State Parks Commission, and

the California Centennial Celebration.

San Francisco Law Journal

Records, 1877-1878. 1 folder.

MS. 1874A

On 1 September 1877 William T Baggett

and FA. Scofield published the first

issue of the San Francisco Law Journal, a

weekly periodical that contained full

reports and abstracts of the decisions of

the California Supreme Court and the

United States District and Circuit courts.

Baggett arranged the subscription list of

the journal by location, and this col-

lection contains the volume (September

1877-August 1878; 31 pp.) that records

the names and addresses of subscribers

who lived in San Francisco.

Lees, Isaiah W. (1830-1902)

Catalog, n.d. 1 folder.

MS. 1252

Isaiah W. Lees was a long-time San

Francisco policeman who rose to the

position of Chief of Police in 1897. He
formed a large library, which was no-

table for its Western Americana and

local imprints. The Lees manuscript

collection consists of his catalog of

"Pacific Coast Books" (121 pp.). The

entries, which include author, title, place

of publication, date, and often the size

and the number of pages, are arranged

alphabetically by main entry. Magazines,

poetry, and songs are listed separately

at the back of the volume.

Lehmann Lithograph Company
Records. 1 record storage box.

Unprocessed.

The Lehmann Lithograph Company was

established by Adolph Lehmann, and
under his leadership it became one of

the most successful lithography firms

in San Francisco. Lehmann specialized

in the designing and printing of labels.

The collection contains microfilm copies

of the company's financial records and
artwork of the house artists. Accom-

panying the microfilm records is a large

collection of the firm's labels.

Lewers, John (1822-1862)

Papers, 1857-1862. Vi box.

Unprocessed.

John Lewers immigrated from Ireland

to the United States in 1837. While in

New York and Louisville he learned the

printing trade, which he pursued when
he came to California in 1857. Lewers

worked for several newspapers in Sac-

ramento and was a member of the local

union, No. 46. The Lewers' papers

consist of more than seventy letters,

with an accompanying typescript, writ-

ten by members of the Lewers family,

most notably by John Lewers to his

mother. In his letters he describes his

life in Sacramento and visits to other

members of his family in California.

Loy, William E. (1847-1906)

Papers, 1873, 1900-1904. 2 folders.

Z3 .L21

In 1877 William Loy moved to California

where he reported on the printing trade

for the American Newspaper Reporter &
Printers' Gazette (New York). Through-

out his career Loy wrote about the

contemporary printing trade and the

history of printing in California for

several journals, most notably Paper

World and The Inland Printer. While

working as a correspondent Loy was

active as a printer, editor, type founder,

and printers' supplies dealer and was

associated with the Chico Enterprise,

the Pacific Type Foundry, Tatum &
Bowen, the Pacific States Type Foundry,

and the American Type Founders Com-
pany, among other companies. The

largest portion of the collection consists

of correspondence to and from Loy.

Accompanying the letters are invoices,

a payment contract, and advertisements

(1901-1904) concerned with Loy's ac-

tivities. Also included is an inventory of

materials in his printing office in Vil-

lisca, Iowa; genealogical information;

and miscellaneous ephemera. The col-

lection also contains a checklist ol the

items in Loy's library, which is now in

the Kemble Collections.
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McDevitt, William

Trial transcript, 1916. 1 volume.

MS. 1340

William McDevitt operated bookstores

on Sutter and Fillmore streets in San

Francisco for more than forty years.

Most of the stock was general used

books, which has been described as

"not only dusty, [but] they were hig-

gledy-piggledy piled up all over the

place, by the tens of thousands." In

addition to selling books, McDevitt was

politically active both as a member of

the Socialist Party and as an election

commissioner while James Rolph was

Mayor of San Francisco. Several days

before the 1916 Preparedness Day Pa-

rade, in which several people were

killed by a bomb, McDevitt made a

speech protesting the parade. This ac-

tion angered members of the Chamber
of Commerce, who brought charges

against him and asked Mayor Rolph to

remove McDevitt from his position as

an election commissioner. This collec-

tion consists of the transcript of the

informal trial that was held before May-
or Rolph.

McGlashan, John
Letter, 1857. 1 folder.

Unprocessed.

John McGlashan was a pioneer San

Francisco bookseller. This collection con-

tains a letter that he wrote to the G. &
C. Merriam Company in Springfield,

Massachusetts, in which he discusses

the condition of the book trade in San

Francisco.

Mackay Printing Service

Records, ca. 1952-1957. 6 record storage

boxes.

Unprocessed.

Robert D. Mackay has been a printer

with offices in downtown San Francisco

for more than forty years. The records

of the Mackay Printing Service consist

of more than 1,000 work dockets from
the 1950s, samples of the firm's work,

and invoices the company received from

suppliers such as the Commercial Paper

Corporation, the California Typesetting

Company, and the Golden Gate Photo-

Engraving Company.

Mackenzie & Harris Company (1915-)

Records, 1924-1974. 15 volumes.

Unprocessed.

Mackenzie & Harris, established as the

Monotype Composition Company in

1915 and continued as Mackenzie-Harris

Corporation since 1975, was (and still

is) the leading composition company and

type foundry on the Pacific Coast. The

business was formed by George Mac-

kenzie after the close of the Panama-

Pacific International Exposition where

he had worked at the Lanston Mono-
type exhibit. In 1924 Carroll Harris

joined the firm and two years later they

changed the name to Mackenzie &
Harris. Mackenzie and Harris built an

international reputation for the quality

of their work and their leadership in

stocking new typefaces. The Mackenzie

& Harris archives consist of financial

records (ledgers, 1947-1965; journals,

1943-1965; transfer records, 1971-1974;

payroll records, 1949-1970); bylaws of

the Monotype Composition Company,
27 March 1924; three volumes of stock

certificates, 1924-1969; and three vol-

umes of minutes of stockholders' meet-

ings, 1924-1965.

Mercantile Library Association

Records, 1874, 1876-1877. 2 volumes.

MS. 1444

MS. 3261

In 1853 when the Mercantile Library

Association was founded the framers of

its constitution stated that the organi-

zation's objectives were "the establish-

ment of a library and Reading Room;

the collection of a Cabinet, Scientific

Apparatus, Works of Art, and other

literary and scientific purposes." The
focus of the organization was on the

Library and by 1876, under the guidance

of Alfred E. Whittaker, it had become
one of the finest libraries in San Fran-

cisco. The library was at its zenith in

1876; by January 1906 it had been

merged with the Mechanics' Institute

Library, and three months later it was
destroyed in the Earthquake and Fire.

The first volume in the collection is the

"Librarian's Reports, Order of Business,

Misc. Matters," (January 1876-January

1877; 73 pp.) which was prepared by

Whittaker. The volume includes the

library accounts, circulation reports, pur-

chases from booksellers (such as B.
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Quaritch in London, G.P. Putnam's

Sons in New York, and LeCount Brothers

in San Francisco), orders to bookbinders

(such as Bartling & Kimball in San

Francisco), and reports from the librari-

an on miscellaneous matters. The sec-

ond volume is a record of subscriptions

to the Association's catalog (1874), which

is a dictionary catalog of 36,000 volumes

in the library. The 47-page subscription

list includes a record of the number and

kind of binding the catalogs received

from the binder in March and April

1874.

Meyerfeldt, Albert

Records, 1906. 1 folder.

MS. 3634

Like most San Francisco printers, Mey-
erfeldt's printing office was situated

in downtown San Francisco (414 Pine

Street); it was destroyed in the 1906

Earthquake and Fire. After the disaster

Meyerfeldt prepared an inventory of

the material that was lost (printing

presses, type, stock, office furniture.

. . . ), the total appraised value of which

was $8,405. Also included in the col-

lection are two passes to enter San

Francisco after the Earthquake and Fire

and a permit issued to Meyerfeldt to

open his safe. He recovered quickly

from the disaster and opened a tem-

porary office in Oakland until he could

move into a new location on Market

Street in San Francisco.

Mighels, Ella Sterling (1853-1934)

Papers, 1870-1934. 13 boxes.

Descriptive guide.

MS. 1470

The collection consists of the papers of

Ella Sterling Mighels, best-known as

the author of The Story of the Files: A
Review of Californian Writers and Literature

(1893) which originally appeared serially

in the Wasp and was later expanded and
published in book form under the aus-

pices of the World's Fair Commission of

California (1893). In addition to The

Story of the Files she wrote Literary

California (1918) and The Story of a Forty-

Niners Daughter (1934), her autobiog-

raphy. In June 1913 she and George
Hamlin Fitch organized the California

Literature Society to study the work of

California writers. The Society held
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monthly meetings at which members or

^ui'st speakers presented .1 talk on

some aspect ot California literature.

Members included Ilarr Wagner, J.C.

Rowell, Zoeth Fldridge, Charles Mur-

dock, and many less well-known San

I ranciscans. The collection includes pro-

grams of the meetings, which are an-

notated by the secretary; announcements

of the meetings; and ephemera associ-

ated with the Society. The collection

also includes two volumes with in-

formation about the children's library of

the Ark-adian Brothers and Sisters, an

organization that Mighels established

to promote her ideas about the raising

of children. In 1910 she began collecting

books for the library, which, by 1916,

was housed in William McDevitt's book-

store. The two volumes contain reports

from the librarians of the group, circu-

lation records, and a checklist of titles

in the library (1917). A large portion of

the collection consists of Mighels' cor-

respondence (1870-1934) and her diaries

(1904-1927), which give her point of

view about her many literary activities

and her relationships with publishers,

printers, and booksellers, such as Wag-
ner, Murdock, John J. Newbegin, and
Nathaniel Anderson. The life of the

self-styled "link between the Gold Rush
days and the twentieth century's brave

new world" is well documented in

the collection which, in addition to

the above-mentioned material, includes

several manuscripts.

Murdock, Charles A. (1841-1928)

Papers, 1868-1926. 1 folder and 1

scrapbook.

MS. 1528

Scrapbook 1

From 1867 until he retired in 1915

Charles Murdock was the finest com-
mercial printer in San Francisco. The
beginning and the end of Murdock's

career are documented in this collec-

tion, which includes the articles of

incorporation between Murdock and
Matthew D. Carr, and the dissolution

agreement between Murdock and R.

Kirkham Blair. Also present is an order

for printing from the San Francisco

Public Library (1884) and an itemized

bill for the printing necessary to pro-

mote the lectures of Ralph Waldo Em-
erson, who visited California in 1871.
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The collection also contains miscellane-

ous personal papers related to his terms

as a San Francisco supervisor. Accom-
panying the manuscript collection is a

scrapbook that contains samples of his

work; "Records of C.A. Murdock &
Company," which lists gross receipts

(1867-1915), profits (1867-1893), and re-

marks (1867-1893); a list of employees

(1886); notes about the firm's finances

(1893, 1900); newspaper articles by or

about Murdock; photographs; sketches

of San Francisco and other locations;

and miscellaneous ephemera.

Murdock, Margaret (1894-1985)

Oral history. 1 volume, 32 pp.; 2 cassettes.

CT 38.1-.2

Margaret Murdock, daughter of the

distinguished printer Charles Murdock,

was a volunteer in the Kemble Col-

lections from 1972 to 1983. Many of the

names of the local printers, publishers,

and booksellers were familiar to her

and in the oral history she recalls their

connection to her father. She also dis-

cusses other aspects of her father's life

and reminisces about her own life at the

University of California, Berkeley.

O'Meara & Painter

Records, 1857-1859. 1 volume.

V. F856.1 .02

The San Francisco printing firm of

O'Meara & Painter was formed by two
pioneer printers, John O'Meara (1827?-

1860) and Jerome B. Painter (1827-1883).

O'Meara, who had worked for the New
York Tribune, arrived in San Francisco in

1850 and worked for several local news-

papers; while Painter was a partner in

the first commercial printing office in

San Francisco: Jobson, Sterett & Painter,

which was destroyed by fire in 1851.

By 1854 the two printers had formed

O'Meara & Painter, job printers at 132

Clay Street. The firm was successful,

especially after O'Meara was elected

State Printer in September 1857 After

O'Meara's death in 1860, Painter formed

Painter & Company, which became one
of the leading type foundries in Cali-

fornia. The printing firm's account book

(July 1857-November 1859; 182 pp.)

records the number of items printed,

type of item, account name, price

charged, and payment received. At the

back of the volume is the weekly "Bill
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of Hands," January 1858-December
1858, February 1859-November 1859.

The "Bill of Hands" lists the names of

the employees and their weekly wage.

Paul, Almarin Brooks

Reminiscences, 1823-1883. 1 volume.

Descriptive guide

MS. 3010

In 1849 Almarin Paul caught Gold Fever

and came to California. After four years

in the mines he moved to San Francisco

where he devoted most of his energies

to serving as a correspondent for the St.

Louis Herald and writing, under the

name "Cosmos," for the Evening Bul-

letin. In the fall of 1856 Paul, W.H.
"Caxton" Rhodes, E. Connor, Wash-

ington Bartlett, and C.J. Bartlett formed

Paul & Company, which took over the

publication of the True California (26

May 1856-31 May 1857). In 1857 Paul

moved to Washoe, Nevada to pursue a

career in mining. In this 92-page rem-

iniscence Paul discusses his youth and

his activities in California.

Paul Elder & Company
Records, 1900-1968. 1 folder.

Z3 .E25

Z3 .E45

Paul Elder (1872-1948) was well-known

as a publisher and bookseller of fine

books. His shop, which was designed

by Bernard Maybeck, was as fine as his

stock. This collection includes a 1933

letter promoting Dr. H.A. van Torchi-

ana's History of the Mission Santa Cruz.

Also present are reproductions of the

firm's Articles of Incorporation (1903),

Certificate of Increase of Capital Stock

(1911), Certificate to Wind Up and Dis-

solve (1945), Certificate of Dissolution

(1945), Articles of Incorporation (1948),

Amendment of Articles of Incorporation

(1948), Address of Principal Office (1949),

Amendment of Articles of Incorporation

(1968), and a financial statement (1909).

Accompanying the collection are miscel-

laneous ephemera.

Pioneer Pulp Company
Records, 1885-1906. 2 boxes.

MS. 1704

MS. 2182

In May 1885 Egbert Judson; Ant lion v

Chabot; Albert Dibblee; Janus Gould;



and Allen, George, and Edwin Towle of

the Towle Brothers Company incorpor-

ated the Pioneer Pulp Company to

"carry on and conduct the business of

making, and dealing in paper, paper

pulp, and all products of paper or

paper pulp.'' The company was located

at lowles Station, Placer County, which

was the headquarters of the Towle

Brothers Company, a lumber business.

The collection consists of the firm's

daybook (March 1895-April 1903); cash-

book (September 1888-August 1903);

journal (September 1888-July 1903); and

ledger (September 1888-October 1903).

Also included are legal documents of

the firm, such as the partnership agree-

ment (1885); an inventory of materials

at the mill (1888); and a land purchase

agreement with the Central Pacific Rail-

road Company (1886).

Reineger, Novella

Papers, 1968. 1 folder.

MS. 2050

On 5 January 1968 Local 18 of the

Mailers' Union called for a strike against

the San Francisco Newspaper Printing

Company, which published the Chron-

icle and the Examiner. The mailers' strike

was supported by Chronicle and Ex-

aminer employees who were members
of other unions, such as the Interna-

tional Typographical Union, Web Press-

men's Union, and the Paper Handler's

Union. The collection consists of a

59-page typescript of a booklet for union

members. Included in the booklet is a

union fact-sheet on the strike; instruc-

tions for picketing; an interview with

Dick Meister, the labor correspondent

of the Chronicle; and printed statements

by columnists such as Herb Caen and
Art Hoppe. Also included are copies of

Strike Bulletin, nos. 1-10, 12, 14-17, 19-20.

Rose, Roderick

Oral history. 1 cassette.

CT39

On 19 October 1976 Elede Hall inter-

viewed Roderick Rose, the Chairman
of the Board of the Bancroft-Whitney

Company, the well-known San Fran-

cisco publisher of legal texts. The Ban-

croft-Whitney Company was formed in

1886 by the merger of the law depart-

ment of A.L. Bancroft & Company and
the publishing business of Sumner

Whitney. In the interview Rose dis-

cusses the early history of the Bancroft-

Whitney Company and his association

with the firm, which began in 1929.

Santa Clara Shakespeare Club

Records, 1922-1929. 1 folder.

MS. 1899

The Santa Clara Shakespeare Club rec-

ords consist of a 149-page volume con-

taining the constitution of the Club, list

of members and meetings (1922-1929),

minutes of the meetings (1923-1929),

newspaper clippings, and annual re-

ports (1923-1927). The Club, which was
formed to study the works of Shake-

speare, sponsored papers and book
reviews, and was involved with local

high schools.

Schwabacher, Frank

Papers, 1911-1954. 1 folder.

MS. 1924

The collection consists of a four-page

reminiscence of the Crown Paper Com-
pany by Frank Schwabacher, whose
father, Sigmund Schwabacher, was one

of the firm's founders in 1889. The
reminiscence focuses on the paper mill

in Floristan, California. Also included is

a forty-eight-page typed report titled,

"Plan of Management for Certain Hold-

ings of the Floristan Pulp and Paper

Company," (1911). The report is accom-

panied by a map of the Truckee Tract,

which was owned by the paper com-

pany. After several mergers, the Crown
Paper Company became part of the

Crown Zellerbach Corporation.

Shinn, Milicent Washburn (1858-1940)

Papers, 1880-1925. 3 folders.

Descriptive guide.

MS. 1960

In 1883 when Anton Roman revived the

Overland Monthly he hired Milicent

Washburn Shinn as the editor. She

continued as the editor of the magazine

through many difficult years until 1894

when she began doctoral work in the

Psychology Department of the Univer-

sity of California, Berkeley, where she

was the first woman to receive a Ph.D.

The Shinn collection consists of three

folders of business and personal papers.

The largest portion of the collection

contains the correspondence Shinn re-
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ceived while she was editor of the

Overland Monthly. Correspondents in-

clude Ina Coolbrith, Charles Warren

Stoddard, Helen Hunt Jackson, and

Ernest Peixotto, among others. The

second folder contains correspondence

Shinn received while investigating the

Lick Observatory, which was the subject

of an article she wrote for the Overland

Monthly. The third folder contains fam-

ily papers.

Smalley, Carl J.

Papers, 1913-1965. 2 folders.

Unprocessed.

Carl J. Smalley was a publishers' repre-

sentative who was based in California,

but whose territory included the Western

United States. He represented such

East Coast publishers as E.P. Dutton &
Company and the D. Van Nostrand

Company, but more importantly Smalley

represented nearly every major Western

university press as well as local pub-

lishers such as John Howell— Books

and the California Historical Society.

The collection includes financial records

(balance sheets, profit & loss statements,

and commission reports for 1945, 1956-

1957, 1959- 1960, 1962-1965); names of

bookstores in his territory; and corre-

spondence (1931-1965). Also included

are materials from his colleagues, such

as Ellis K. Baker's order book (1931-

1932), which is a salesman's dummy of

the 1930 Random House edition of

Candide; and a report of Margaret and

Walker Frese's editorial trip (26 March-4
May 1946; 16 pp., incomplete).

Society of California Pioneers (1850-)

Records, 1927. 1 folder.

MS. 2020

In March 1927 an inventory and ap-

praisal was made of the collections of

the Society of California Pioneers. This

collection consists of the resulting 81-

page inventory, which includes books,

manuscripts, negatives and photo-

graphs, lithographs, paintings, newspa-
pers, and "relics" among other cate-

gories. Most items were appraised indi-

vidually, but materials such as stock

certificates were appraised collectively.

The Somervilles (1946-1983)

Records, 1948-1981. 40 boxes.

Unprocessed.
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In October 1946 Mr. & Mrs. Bill Somer-

ville purchased the Scammon Printing

Company and tor thirty-seven years

rhe Somervilles (the company name
from 1949 to 1983) was one of the finest

medium-sized printing offices in San

Francisco. Among the firm's large ac-

counts were Swensons, Pan Am, and

phone companies across the United

States. The Somervilles Archives in-

clude financial records (accounts pay-

able, bank-deposit records, invoices,

work dockets, and employee records

[1975-1981]). Also present are twelve

folders of correspondence and the firm's

mailing list. Accompanying the busi-

ness records of the company are the

supply and reference books the Somer-

villes used to run the business, such as

type specimen books, paper sample

books, equipment catalogs, and machin-

ery manuals. Also present are scrap-

books and several boxes of samples of

work produced by the firm. The firm

closed in 1983.

Sowers, Roy Vernon

Oral history. 1 cassette.

CT45

In April 1958 Robert McCollister in-

terviewed Roy Vernon Sowers, who
was a rare-book and print dealer. In the

interview he discusses his career and

the roles that librarians and private

collectors play in the book world.

Taylor & Taylor (1896-1961)

Archives, 1898-1961. 450 boxes.

Descriptive guide.

Taylor & Taylor Archives Room.

The Taylor & Taylor Archives is one of

the largest and most comprehensive

assemblages of materials in the world

concerned with the history of a single

printing firm. The collection comprises

records of the four printing firms with

the Taylor name: E.D. Taylor Company
(1896-1898); Stanley-Taylor & Company
(1898-1911); Taylor, Nash & Taylor (1911-

1915); and Taylor & Taylor (1915-1961).

The records for the early years of the

firm (1896-1911) include financial rec-

ords, advertising materials, historical

documents (such as an account of the

destruction of the plant in the 1906

Earthquake and Fire), awards, sales

records, and specimens of the firm's

work. The majority of the records covers

the years 1915 to 1961. After the flam-

boyant John Henry Nash's departure in

1915, the Taylor brothers, Edward
DeVVitt and Henry Huntly Taylor, re-

named the company Taylor & Taylor.

The Taylors established an international

reputation for their elegant typefaces

and spare use of ornamentation. Al-

though the work of Edward and Henry

Taylor and later James Welsh Elliott,

employed by the firm in 1931, was

known for a high quality usually as-

sociated with fine presses, theirs was a

commercial firm. After the death of

Henry Taylor in 1937 and the retirement

of Edward Taylor in 1946, Mr. Elliott

purchased the firm and maintained its

fine traditions for fifteen years before

giving way to the onslaught of offset

lithography. The records for the years

1915 to 1961 include advertising and

promotional materials; awards; bibliog-

raphies of the firm's work; correspon-

dence; detailed accounting records; his-

torical documents (such as a handwritten

account of the firm's financial history

from 1901 to 1916 by Henry Taylor);

printer's devices (such as the 1915 Taylor

& Taylor device that was designed by

Frederic W. Goudy); legal papers; in-

formation about the company library;

manuals of style; plant inventories and

layouts (including a scale model of the

plant at 246 First Street); production

records, charts, and schedules; type

catalogs; work dockets; and specimens

of the firm's work. Also included in the

collection are personal papers of the

owners; oral history interviews with

James Welsh Elliott and George L.

Harding in which they discuss the

Taylor brothers; an account of the firm

by Mr. Elliott which traces both the

early history of Taylor & Taylor and Mr.

Elliott's association with the firm be-

ginning in 1931; and photographs of the

plants.

Thomas, Edgar P.

Oral history. 1 volume, 17 pp.

Unprocessed.

In 1947 Edgar Thomas began his career

in educational publishing with Prentice-

Hall as a field representative in south-

ern California. He rose to the position

of President of the Educational Book
Division before he left Prentice-Hall to

become the Director of the School Di-

vision of Addison-Wesley in California

in 1973. In the interview, which was

conducted by Elede Hall, Thomas dis-

cusses his career and the changes that

occurred in educational publishing be-

tween 1947 and 1980.

Tommasini, Amadeo R. "Tommy"
Oral history. 1 volume, 41 pp., 2 cassettes.

CT 36.1.2

Amadeo R. Tommasini was one of the

most respected and most colorful print-

ers and book designers in the United

States. He was foreman and designer at

the University of California Press. Al-

though both he and the books he

designed were frequently honored, he

is perhaps best-remembered as the de-

signer of the United Nations Charter.

On 15 April 1977 Elede Hall interviewed

Tommasini about his printing career. In

the interview he discusses his youth,

his involvement in the Printing House
Craftsmen Clubs, and his work at the

UC Press, especially the printing of the

UN Charter.

Towne, James Weld (1829-1917).

Papers, 1856-1873.

V. F856.1 T662

James Weld Towne was one of the most

typographically and financially success-

ful printers in nineteenth-century San

Francisco. He was a partner in two

well-known printing firms (Whitton,

Towne & Company, and Towne & Bacon,

which became Bacon & Company) be-

fore becoming the East Coast repre-

sentative of Blake, Robbins & Company
(the forerunner of Blake, Moffitt &
Towne, paper merchant). This collection

contains four letterbooks that include

nearly all the outgoing correspondence

generated by James Towne (and his

partners) from June 1856 to January

1873. Correspondents range from sup-

pliers, such as type founders and paper

makers, to customers of the firm and

include: Phelps & Dalton, the California

Type Foundry, S.D. Warren & Com-
pany, Blake & Moffitt, the San Francisco

Bulletin, the San Francisco Call, the

Santa Cruz Sentinel, Wells Fargo, H.H.

Bancroft, Marvin & 1 litchcock, and Wil-

liam Filmer, among others. Accompany-

ing the letterbooks are the letters Towne

received in 1865, which can be matched

with the outgoing correspondence. Also
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included are incoming invoices and the

weekly "workman's bills" for 1865, which

contain the employee's name, work

completed, and wages paid. Comple-

menting this collection is the private

library of Arthur W. Towne, grandson

of James W. Towne. The Towne Library

includes more than 160 books and other

materials printed by James Towne; many
of the items are printer's copies.

Union Lithograph Company
Records, 1894-1908. 2 boxes.

Unprocessed.

The Union Lithograph Company was
organized in 1890, and, although de-

stroyed in the 1906 Earthquake and

Fire, it was rebuilt and continued to

operate independently until it was pur-

chased by H.S. Crocker & Company in

1922. The collection includes a 151-page

volume that contains the bylaws of the

firm, which were adopted at the first

stockholders' meeting in March 1894,

and minutes of the stockholders' meet-

ings from March 1894 to September

1906. Tipped in are the annual financial

statements for the years ending March

1895, 1897, and 1899, and balance sheets

for June 1894 and March 1896. Also

present is a lease agreement (1897)

between the Union Lithograph Com-
pany and Cunningham, Curtiss & Welch,

and a contract (1894) between the Union
Lithograph Company and William Carter

to purchase his share of materials at the

firm (machinery, stones, and fixtures).

Accompanying the collection are two
undated books of standard cuts avail-

able from the firm, and a 60-page

scrapbook and a folder, which contain

samples of the firm's work.

Vincent, Joshua S. (18237-1891)

Papers, 1846-1847. Vi box.

Descriptive guide.

V. MS. 12

Joshua S. Vincent was one of thirty-

three printers in Col. Stevenson's First

Regiment of New York Volunteers who
sailed for California aboard the Susan

Drew on 26 September 1846. Although
they did not have a printing press on
the ship, the printers did issue a news-
paper, "The Fish Market Reporter,"

which was published by Obadiah Dol-

phin, Zachariah Flounder, Zephomiah
Blackfish, and Ezekiel Sheepshead. In

his diary (July 1846-November 1847;

100 pages) Vincent describes the news-

paper and quotes passages from it.

After leaving the Regiment, Vincent

worked briefly for the Alta California in

1849, but he eventually left California

and pursued his career as a printer and

publisher in the Midwest, most notably

in Linn Creek, Missouri, where he was
the proprietor of the Reveille.

Wagner, Morris

Oral history. 1 volume, 19 pp.

CT40.1-.2

From 1936, when her father Harr Wag-
ner died, until 1946, when she sold the

company, Morris Wagner was the presi-

dent of the Harr Wagner Publishing

Company, which specialized in educa-

tional books and magazines. The com-

pany was formed by Harr Wagner in

1916 when he purchased the publishing

branch of the Whitaker, Ray-Wiggin

Company. In the oral history Miss

Wagner discusses her parents, Harr &
Madge Morris Wagner, and the years

she was president of the Harr Wagner
Publishing Company. Many of the books

that she and her partner, Irmagarde

Richards, wrote and published were

accepted as California State textbooks.

The company is now part of the School

Division of the Addison-Wesley Pub-

lishing Company.

Ward, J. Francis

Papers, 1960. 2 folders.

Descriptive guide.

MS. 1064

In 1891 the California Ink Company
was established by members of the

Union Oil Company, most notably Wal-

lace Hardison who wanted to expand
the interests of the company by making
printers' ink. Through a series of merg-

ers and different owners the California

Ink Company became an important

West Coast manufacturer of printers'

ink and rollers. Although the main
plant was in Berkeley, the firm main-

tained a branch in San Francisco and in

1960 commissioned J. Francis Ward to

design a building at San Bruno Avenue
and 15th Street in San Francisco. In

May 1961 the company moved into the

new building, which housed an ink

service center, roller-making plant, and

a graphic arts warehouse. This collec-

tion consists of a seventy-seven page

volume of the architectural specifica-

tions for the new building and eleven

blueprint sheets of the building. [Re-

cently George Matsumoto & Associates,

successors to J. Francis Ward Company,

donated a collection of the firm's ar-

chitectural tracings and specifications

(1918-1973). In this period the firm's

clients included Bancroft-Whitney Com-
pany; Pollock Paper; South-Western

Publishing Company; Harcourt, Brace

& Company; and Milprint, Inc.]

Weil, Isabel

Records, 1946. 1 folder.

Unprocessed.

In 1942 two employees of Paul Elder,

Gladys E. Seymour and Isabel Weil,

opened their own bookstore, Personal

Book Shop of San Francisco. Three

years later the junior partner, Weil, sold

her interest in the business to Seymour,

who continued to sell books at 228

Montgomery Street. The collection con-

sists of the agreement to terminate the

partnership, a balance sheet, statement

of income and expenses, and a method
of allocating the net gain for year

ending 31 January 1946.

Winchester, Jonas (1810-1887).

Papers, 1829-1879. 1 box.

MS. 2332

Jonas Winchester, who came to San
Francisco in July 1849 and remained in

the state until he died in Columbia in

1887, wrote long, detailed letters to his

wife Susan and brother Ebenezer, in

which he described his printing and
publishing activities as well as life in

California. Winchester worked as an

editor with Ferdinand Ewer on the

Pacific News, and eventually became a

part-owner of the newspaper. In May
1850, while still associated with the

News, he was appointed to the lucrative

position of State Printer. He held this

position until he resigned in March
1851. This collection consists of letters

and typewritten copies of letters and
diary excerpts. In addition to family

members, Winchester corresponded with

Peter Burnnett, Horace Greeley, and
Ferdinand Ewer, among others.
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Mary Carr Moore once remarked that she had three strikes

against her. She was alive. She was an American. And she was

a woman.

Music was an essential ingredient in the shaping of the well-

brought-up young woman of the late nineteenth century. But,

by and large, it was not a field in which women were welcomed

as professionals. Mary Carr Moore had both talent and ambi-

tion. Trained as a singer in San Francisco and Seattle, she

eventually concentrated on composition. During her long

career— most of which was spent in San Francisco and
Los Angeles— she was a prolific composer of operas, orch-

estral and chamber music, as well as music for piano, choir,

and solo voice. But she was alternately nurtured, ignored,

and ridiculed by critics and colleagues.

Her music reflected the regional tone of the western United

States. It affirmed the American experience and American
values over European influences. It stressed melody at a time

when Bartok, Schoenberg, and Copland were experimenting

with dissonance. This new biography of Mary Carr Moore tells

the story of an extraordinary woman and of the society and
profession that did not welcome her talent or grant her the

acclaim she merited.
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ination in housing . . . maintaining Berkeley

as a city of friendly homes and good neigh-

bors . . .

en

Continuing an insulting and degrading pat-

tern of discrimination ... a city of tension

and conflict . . . quiet but insistent segrega-

tion ... a city of indignity and disunity.

vote FOR Fair Housing

CITIZENS for Fair Housing

Prof Owen Chamberlain, Rev Edward Stovall,

co-chairmen
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California Snapshots

(Above) Red Cross workers in Oakland, 1917. In the national mobilization following the U.S. entry into World War I, it was,

according to an official history of supply activities at Fort Mason, "early realized that next to the procurement of the necessary

equipment, it was important to conserve that which was in use, and to repair or reclaim that which had become damaged or worn
out . .

." The salvage operation at Fort Mason was begun with a staff of two, but by April 30, 1919, it had grown to one hundred

and eighty-eight. Nonetheless, the Army was unable to keep pace with the rapid accumulation of repairable clothing. In San

Francisco, two hundred and fifty Red Cross volunteers worked in a clothing repair shop which turned out up to a thousand items

of woolen clothing a day, totaling about thirty thousand items by the time the shop was closed in October, 1919, due to the

influenza epidemic. The repaired woolen clothing was distributed to soldiers and to needy civilians in Europe; some items were

sold by the military or by the Red Cross for revenue to support war activities. Torn and unusable underwear delivered to Fort

Mason was cut up and sent to naval training stations and army and artillery posts for use as wiping rags.

Appeals to the public for salvage materials were made under such slogans as "HELP Win the War! Help American Soldiers and
Sailors by Saving These for the RED CROSS." Items collected by the Red Cross included metal, rubber, glass, burlap and gunny
sacks, and soft leather. Throughout the American involvement in the war, Red Cross relief activities were promoted as

contributing to the war effort by aiding soldiers at the front. In 1918, a poster issued by the War Council of the Red Cross proudly

proclaimed, "8 million patriotic Red Cross workers have made 291,004,000 necessary articles for war purposes."

California claimed a special commitment to supply and relief efforts in support of the war. As early as January, 1916, the

California House for Belgian Disabled Soldiers opened in London, directed by ]ulie Helen Heyneman under Red Cross auspices

and funded by such prominent Californians as Mrs. William Crocker, Mrs. M.H. de Young, Mrs. Mortimer Fleischhacker, and
Mrs. Phoebe Hearst. In a July, 1917, address to the Los Angeles Chataugua, Governor William D. Stephens pointed out that two

of the "'big three' civilian aides to President Wilson" were Californians—Herbert Hoover, in charge offood, and William

Denman, in charge of ship-building. Moreover, noted the governor, "within a half hour after President Wilson promulgated his

memorable war message, there was assembled at our State Capitol upon call of your Governor, thirty-three of the foremost men
and women of the state. A State Council of Defense was organized, and at once was begun the work of preparing California for

war." "Come what will," he concluded, "the fires of American patriotism will be found burning just as brightly here on the Pacific

coast as upon the Atlantic." chs library, san francisco

(COVER) Machines in the woods replaced oxen rather than men. Photo by A.W. Ericson. peter calmquist collection
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A CENTENNIAL
FOR JOSIAH ROYCE

J;

osiah Royce was anxious to

go, to leave his native Cali-

fornia'. The young philosopher wrote

William James, who had instigated

his move to Harvard, that he consid-

ered "an egg in Cambridge as worth

more than a brood of chickens" in

Berkeley. The "chickens" of Califor-

nia were now providing no intellec-

tual sustenance for him. "Califor-

nians generally, and on the whole
with very good reason, regard one

another with profound suspicion

and contempt," he wrote. "I have

now a little son, three weeks old. . . .

I shall be overjoyed at the thought

of bringing him up in an Eastern at-

mosphere.'" Within three years this

jaundiced observer of his homeland
would pen one of the sharpest inter-

pretations of his state ever written.

His history of California, a pithy

volume of insight and foresight and
a focus of frequent controversy,

now celebrates its one hundredth

anniversary.

A year after Royce's arrival at Har-

vard, an acquaintance in San Fran-

cisco, William W. Crane, died. Crane

had signed with Houghton Mifflin

of Boston to write a history of

California, and his death caused the

publishers to seek out Royce, now

(Insert) Josiah Royce.

Technological innovation and social

adaptation enabled early Californians to

dominate and exploit an overwhelming

physical environment. His own childhood

observations of this process provided

some of the inspiration for Royce's later

research and analysis of the evolution

of frontier society.

JUNE 1987

across the river in Cambridge, for

the project. Royce, with no historical

training and little knowledge of the

subject beyond his own Californian

background, undertook the book,

which he foresaw as the first history

of California written by a native son.

He called it "a side-work, an amuse-

ment of idle hours," but he admitted

that such amusements can be "pretty

serious things." To another friend

he acknowledged being tempted by

the money, "by the affection that I

should feel for the task," and by the

good which might be accomplished

in examining "the moral and general

significance" of California history. 2

In the summer of 1884 he threw

himself into the job. Mercifully for

Royce, Hubert Howe Bancroft and

his crew of writers, then in the midst

of their monumental labors on the

West and just then publishing the

first of their California volumes, al-

lowed him free access to their docu-

ments. In their rooms at 1538 Valen-

cia Street in San Francisco Royce

pored over collections like those of

Thomas Oliver Larkin and Mariano

Vallejo. He tried valiantly to be his

own researcher, but in the end had
to admit that "without Mr. Ban-

croft's documents I should have
been . . . unable to find my way out

of the labyrinth." In another situa-

tion he confessed, "His [Bancroft's]

library is the truly original source

here, and my research ... is at this

one most important place but a fol-

lowing of his already beaten trail."
1

Royce befriended Bancroft and one
of his writers, Henry Lebbeus Oak.
Those relationships would deeply

83



The University of California campus in the 1880s.

When Royce left it in 1882, the university was an

academic outpost, a young institution not yet able to

satisfy the intellectual yearnings of the state's ablest

minds. For all his eagerness to go East, however,

Royce relished his work on California, writing in an

1885 letter that he needed to "clear my hands of this

cloying and delicious California preserve . . . I have

had my fingers in it too long already ..."

influence his work and stand in curi-

ous contrast to his failure in contact-

ing another active contemporary

writer of California history, the

lawyer Theodore Hittell. The fault

must have lain with Hittell, a far

more private man than Bancroft. But

even Bancroft might have been more
chary of his raw material had not

Royce's limited agenda seemed to

him no competitive threat to his

multi-volume work. 4

As Royce researched and wrote,

his purposes expanded. Before he

was through, he saw his history as

nothing less than a revelation of the

national character. Ultimately it

might "serve the true patriot's inter-

est in a clear self-knowledge and in

the formation of sensible ideals of

national greatness." 5 Inasmuch as

there had been wrong-doing, his

writing might be an atonement for

his country's honor.

He restricted his history to ten

years, 1846 to 1856, years he saw as

absolutely pivotal. He himself had

been born on the cusp end of this

period, so that the bridges into his

own contemporary world lay rather

close. When he described Califor-

nia's varied landscape he included

his own Grass Valley childhood

memories of "frowning higher

mountains" and buttes "springing

up like young giants." He may have

been commenting on himself rather

than the state when he noted a draw-

Robert V. Hine is Professor of History at the

University of California, Riverside. He is

the author of Community on the Ameri-
can Frontier and many other books and
articles on the American West and American
thought and culture.

This article was made possible by a generous

grant from Mrs. LeRoy F. Krusi in memory

of her late husband.
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back in the healthful climate: it

prompted "active people to work too

steadily, to skip their holidays, and,

by reason of their very enjoyment

of life, to wear out their constitutions

with overwork." 6

It was the conquest of California

that for Royce most exposed the

American character. The nation here

engaged in a morally if not politically

indefensible act. The Bear Flag Re-

volt was incited by the false rumors

of John Charles Fremont, who for

Royce became the butt of the moral

problem. Far from justifiable, Fre-

mont's call to military action before

the United States Navy arrived could

have brought such anarchy to Cali-

fornia that England might well have

accepted overtures from the inhabit-

ants for a protectorate. In any case,

the institution of guerrilla warfare

was not in the best interests of the

United States either politically or

morally; in it "we can date the begin-

ning of the degradation, the ruin,

and the oppression of the Californian

people by our own." 7

The unprovoked violence, a con-

sequence of Thomas Hart Benton's

dispatches to Fremont in the Kla-

math forests, became "a violation of

the laws of nations, under circum-

stances of peculiar atrocity."
8

Thomas O. Larkin, not Fremont,

was pursuing the proper national

course, the peaceful support of a

local movement for independence

from Mexico, presuming eventual

annexation to the United States. In

these acts and in the official military

conquest that followed, Royce saw
the nation typically ambiguous in its

desire to conquer but in its unwill-

ingness to assume the role of con-

querer. Instead it clothed its aggres-

sion, as Fremont himself had done,

in the garb of peaceful intentions

CALIFORNIA HISTORY

and conscientious duty. Royce's own
generation, beginning to wrestle

with overseas markets, acquisitions

like Alaska, and Chinese exclusion,

was addressed in an oft-quoted

digression:

It is to be hoped that this lesson, showing

us as it does how much of conscience and

even of personal sincerity can coexist

with a minimum of effective morality in

international undertakings, will some

day be once more remembered; so that

when our nation is another time about

to serve the devil, it will do so with more

frankness and will deceive itself less by

half-conscious cant. For the rest, our

mission in the cause of liberty is to be

accomplished through a steadfast devo-

tion to the cultivation of our own inner

life, and not by going abroad as mis-

sionaries, as conquerers, or as maraud-

ers, among weaker peoples.
9

Between the conquest and admis-

sion, California was destined to en-

dure "a time of doubts, of problems,

of complaints, and of weariness." 10

In such moments the American na-

ture could be at its best—moderate,

self-controlled, and astute in the de-

sign of new communities. But in the

Gold Rush, California was "to be

morally and socially tried as no other

American community ever has been

tried," and it would exhibit "both

the true nobility and the true weak-

ness of our national character.
" '

' The

nobility was seen in a polyglot popu-

lation which successfully dealt with

North-South dissensions; in the ac-

tivities of women who injected fam-

ily and religious values into a raw

society; and in the average Ameri-

can's "instinctive cleverness" at self-

government. 12

Royce cautioned, however, at

exaggerating that "marvelous politi-

cal talent."
11

It must be seen against



two evidences of weakness: civic

irresponsibility and the local man-
ifestation of a diseased national feel-

ing toward foreigners. Both of these

tendencies allowed orderly, friendly

life to degenerate into serious, vio-

lent disorder. Though miners in

a spirit of compromise and good
humor bound themselves into "little

republics," their camps were so de-

void of broader civic responsibility

that they endured difficult years of

disorder and violence.

The social fabric needed consider-

able mending. Royce bitterly de-

scribed the cruelty, irresponsibility,

and ineffectiveness of lynch law in

the mines and pointed out the in-

consistency of contemporaries who
whined about law and order but re-

fused to be taxed for jails.
14 As for

foreigners, Royce wrote, "You can-

not build up a prosperous and peace-

ful community so long as you pass

laws to oppress and torment a large

resident class of the community." 15

Foreigners were kept by law and vig-

ilantism in fear and misery.

Disorder served in the end to teach

social responsibility. San Francisco's

fearful fires of the early 1850s pre-

ceded sounder buildings, safer

docks, more organized fire depart-

ments. Over-excitement, self-ab-

sorption, extravagance, and nervous

strain were in time balanced by fam-

ily life and church-oriented circles.

The vigilance committees of 1851

and 1856 eventually rooted out the

social apathy and public careless-

ness which surrounded them. This

trip through the valley of despond

also included the Land Act of 1851

(requiring all existing titles to be con-

firmed by a commission, expressing

"our natural meanness and love of

good order in one") and all of the

new state politicians like Bigler,

Broderick, and Gwin ("too selfish to

be wise").
16 In the end, however, the

journey produced a living, dynamic

community:

It is the State, the Social Order, that is

divine. We are all but dust save as this

social order gives us life. When we think

it our instrument , . . . we call it sordid,

degraded, corrupt, unspiritual, and ask

how we may escape from it forever. But

if we turn again and serve the social

order, and not merely ourselves, we soon

find that what we are serving is simply

our own highest spiritual destiny in bod-

ily form. It is never truly sordid or cor-

rupt or unspiritual; it is only we that

are so when we neglect our duty.
17

Seldom has a history led to such

lofty conclusions. California's ten

formative years were not just the

germ of a future, not just a parable

for the American character; they

were lessons in the proper ordering

of human society.

His history was hardly

finished when in the

summer of 1886 the young college

professor wrote a novel. Royce thus

joined many another young aca-

demic, past and present, in trying

his hand at fiction. Even that same
summer Henry Adams and Adolph
Bandelier were so engaged. "I think

it has something to do with earning

my living," Royce wrote, and he

must have been thinking of his ill

wife pregnant with their second

child. But social purposes, though
less obvious than those of a Helen
Hunt Jackson or an Ignatius Don-
nelly, were nevertheless involved,
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The fires which ravaged San Francisco in the early

1850s forced the growth of a sense of civic

responsibility which Royce saw as a necessary

component of an enduring community

.

and he gave his story the same kind

of philosophical base that he had

given his history. He had learned

that history "talks back," leaves

documents that must be coped with,

and never "stands still to be count-

ed." Philosophy (and by implication

its counterpart in literature) is "sub-

missive and plastic." The novel gives

the historian new freedom, inviting

him to go beyond the document
where nothing "talks back" but his

own imagination. 18

Royce had long embraced litera-

ture. As a junior at the fledgling Uni-

versity of California, he delivered a

prize Charter Day oration on the

modern novel. The future historian,

he said, will place few "influences

that have molded our destiny" high-

er in importance than current fiction.

His favorite novelist then was the

contemporary George Eliot, and her

Mill on the Floss, because it exceeded

Adam Bede and Middlemarch in its

moral lesson, showed "the instruc-

tive influence a novel may exercise."
19

Royce's own novel is usually seen

as an exercise or stepping-stone on
his philosophical path—a study in

the conflict between duty and desire,

a "perspective on identity and mor-

ality."
20

It is far more. Royce here

continued the exploration of his

state's history; it became history and
fiction combined for a philosophic

message. The central problem of the

novel comes straight out of his

California—whether land should be

held in the traditional large holdings

or should be broken into smaller par-

cels. The section in his history deal-

ing with the Sacramento squatter

riots of 1850 was the only portion of

his book which he had extracted and
expanded for a separate article in the

Overland, and he would eventually

use that essay for one of his Studies

of Good and Evil (1898). For the novel

he turned down the publisher's sug-

gestions of a more literary title and

chose one closer to the geography

and the history: The Feud of Oakfield

Creek: A Novel of California Life.
21

The land in question, between

Mount Diablo and the Contra Costa

hills, was claimed by small squat-

ters, including a bohemian college

professor, Alf Escott (patterned in

his idealism after the leader of the

Sacramento squatters), and a mag-

nate living in a Nob Hill mansion,

Alonzo Eldon. They were both old

Californians and had fought the

Paiutes together. But they had

clashed over Eldon's desire to build

a Medici-like fortune rather than be

concerned, like Escott, with the

common people who made such af-

fluence possible. Ironically Eldon as-

suaged his conscience with a closet

attachment to the teachings of Henry
George, yearning for a society in

which opulence like his would be

impossible.

The plot is complicated and need

not detain us here. The characters

are varicolored, including Eldon's

son, who has jilted Escott's daughter

and married a complicated woman,
Margaret; a wandering widower;

and a flamboyant, corrupt newspa-

per editor. The action includes the

Brotherhood of the Noble Rangers,

squatters defending their rights

under a higher law in the pattern of

the Sacramento Settlers' Association

or the San Francisco vigilance com-

mittees. In the end forty settlers

resist the approach of Eldon and

his men, and four others die. The
final scene is a virtual replay of the

events in Sacramento in 1850, and

they are reminiscent, too, of the

Mussell Slough incident (May 11,

1880), which Frank Norris recreated

in The Octopus (1901). For Norris,

characters were victims in naturalis-

tic traps—the surging growth of the

wheat; the uncontrollable energy of

the railroad—surrounded by values

at flux in the surge of evolution. For

Royce characters stood in moral di-

lemmas, facing conflicting loyalties

between higher law or immediate

needs, between personal or com-
munal attachments, but the ultimate

values were unshakable. Royce, like

Norris, had found that a California

novel, like California history, was an

effective tool for a moral purpose.

The debut of Royce as Cali-

fornia historian and nov-

elist was anything but bright. Re-

viewers of both California and The

Feud hit hard his wordiness and
moralizing. Even an age accustomed

to rhetorical excess rejected the style

and the manner, and little perspec-

tive could be expected on the ideas

of a freshman historian and a first

novelist.

California took the brunt of the

attack. An unsigned review in the

Overland Monthly, for which Royce

had written during his days in Berke-

ley and for which he held real attach-

ment, was vicious. The book was

described as "contract work, done

under press," without unity "except

in its uniformity of sermonizing

reproof of Americans." Sprinkled

through the review were words like

immaturity, flippancy, diffuseness,

unidiomatic English, and it con-

cluded with a patronizing nod: "de-

fects like this . . . will naturally dis-

appear with longer experience in

writing history; and we advert to

them for Professor Royce's good."

The anonymous reviewer found the

censure of Fremont and California
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frontiersmen excessive and un-

proved. And in the end "both as lit-

erature and as history, it is, on the

whole, a failure."
22

Shortly before in the Nation Royce
had unfavorably compared Theodore
Hittell's new history with Bancroft's

emerging work, and now Royce mis-

takenly assumed that the Overland

reviewer was the incensed Hittell.

Royce revealed little resentment,

however, at least in a letter to his

friend and the journal's editor, Mili-

cent Shinn. Henry Oak in the next

month's issue of the Overland firmly

supported Royce's position on Fre-

mont and affirmed the book "both

as literature and as history" to be "a

very perfect piece of work, " superior

to anything yet done. William A.

Dunning in the Political Science Quar-

terly was more guarded: "If only the

excellence of the author's literary

style were at all proportionate to the

captiousness of his criticism, his

book would easily take rank as a

classic."
21

Royce's interest in history was
now too deep to be easily deflected.

The rebukes he suffered from re-

viewers led to more activity, not

less. He corrected a minor detail in

the California by a letter to the editor

of the Overland. He contributed a

series of biographies on figures in

California history to Appleton's Cyclo-
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paedia. He edited lengthy documents

and letters by George H. Fitch, Wil-

liam Coleman, William Tecumseh
Sherman, John B. Montgomery,
George Bancroft and James Bucha-

nan in a series of contributions to

Century. At the same time he wrote

five lengthy reviews of the emerging

Bancroft and Hittell volumes. In

these he championed Bancroft's

sound archival evidence and Hittell's

readability while castigating Ban-

croft's failure to credit his co-authors

and Hittell's failure to profit from

Bancroft's documentary leadership.
24

Royce was a fighter. His writings

in this period took on the nature of

an extended rebuttal to his critics,

clarifying questions, and adding

proofs. Fremont died in July 1890

and Royce was quick to assess the

general's life and work in an Atlantic

article. Royce pronounced Fremont

a "faithful knight and hero" with

"winning eyes and gentle voice,"

one who "possessed all the qualities

of genius except ability." He was "a

creature escaped from a book, wan-
dering about in a real world when
he was made for dreamland." Royce

again charged Fremont with refusal

to take the ordered and more desir-

able course of neutrality, concilia-

tion, and ultimate annexation with

less fighting and with fewer resent-

ments. "General Fremont was sim-

ply not the conquerer of California.

All that he did . . . was of no effect

except to alienate its people." 25

Although Fremont's death might

have dashed the hope that the gen-

eral would disclose anything more
on the California conquest, a twelve-

page, double-columned article ap-

peared in the April 1891 Century,

"edited" by Jessie Benton Fremont
from the notes of her deceased hus-

band. Here Fremont's military ac-

tions were justified by the threat of

British occupation of California. The
article contended that Fremont was
given the power to act in his secret

instructions for the 1845 scientfic ex-

pedition. When Lt. Archibald Gilles-

pie found him on the Oregon bor-

der, the messages showed that con-

ciliation was "no longer practicable"

and in any case would have been

"in conflict with our own instruc-

tions." Fremont dismissed one part

of Gillespie's dispatches (Buchanan's

orders to Larkin) and concentrated

on the other (the packet from Ben-

ton), "a trumpet," which "made me
know distinctly that at last the time

had come when England must not

get a foothold; that we must be first.

I was to act, discreetly but posi-

tively."
26 To support his position,

Fremont submitted an 1886 memo-
randum from George Bancroft, Sec-

retary of the Navy in 1846, now re-

tired. In it Bancroft denied that there

had been much fear of England, but

he admitted that if he had been in

Fremont's place he would have felt

bound to do what he could to pro-

mote the purpose of the President,

the possession of California.

In the same issue following the

Fremont article, the Century printed

Secretary of State Buchanan's letter

to Larkin (the Gillespie dispatch)

with an editorial note by Royce.

Royce pointed to this as the only offi-

cial dispatch received by Fremont.

Buchanan had indicated that, though

the government wished no foreign

control over California, still "this

government has no ambitions to

gratify and no desire to extend our

federal system over more territory

than we already possess, unless by

the free and spontaneous wish of

the independent people of adjoining

territories."

The Century readers were weary-

ing of the California controversy so

Royce was forced to turn to the

Nation, where in May 1891 (while

completing a book on philosophy,

contemplating six articles on Goethe,

and considering an offer to move
from Harvard to Stanford) he of-

fered his final words on the subject.

He protested that George Bancroft's

comments did not change the pic-

ture; that every agent of the United

States had orders to conciliate the

Mexicans; that cooperation was
thwarted by Fremont's false reports

and irregular warfare; and that the

retired Bancroft's letter was sprin-

kled with errors in memory. For fur-

ther evidence Royce quoted verbatim

the dispatch of Bancroft to Commo-
dore Sloat, once more ordering con-

ciliation. The truth was that Fre-

mont, "lawlessly thwarted [orders]

for his own glory." "I should myself

never think of attacking the Fremont

legend so often, were it not so un-

substantially immortal. I shall re-

joice indeed, if ever the pale ghost

ceases to walk in broad daylight. The

twilight regions of our historical con-

sciousness in this country will prob-

ably never be rid of it."
27 And with

these words he closed his public

comment on John Charles Fremont

and the history of California.

Royce's preoccupation with the

role of Fremont in the conquest had

lasted for six years. In his letters dur-

ing the period he vacillated between

giving Fremont the benefit of the

doubt and, at the other extreme, ap-

plying the "thumb-screws" to "the

deceiver." 28 Something inexplicable

seems to motivate Royce in his un-

willingness at least to assume Fre-

mont's good intentions, even if he

were thoroughly mistaken. Why did

Royce not understand, to use his
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own later words, "the art of honoring

your opponent's loyalty"?
29 Perhaps

it is enough to know that throughout

his life he loved to explore differences

and heartily championed the clash

of minds. Even in his childhood

he enjoyed frequent philosophical

wranglings with his sister.
1" And his

later life would see gargantuan de-

bates with his Harvard colleagues,

Francis Abbott and William lames.

In spite of its cool welcome, Cali-

fornia was in its first century re-

printed twice. In 1948 during the

Gold Rush centennial, Alfred Knopf
commissioned Robert Glass Cleland

for an introduction, kept the new
edition in print till 1961, and sold

3,000 copies (about average among
its historical re-issues of that day).

11

The reviewers this time were far

more positive than the first ones had

been. True, George R. Stewart and

Joseph Henry Jackson cautiously

reiterated the concern with balance.

But Rodman Paul praised the excel-

lence of the research and the way
Royce probed ultimate significance,

and Charles Barker complimented

the author on his condemnation of

Fremont, respect for Larkin, tech-

nological insights, and recognition

of place in law and religion.
32

In 1970 Gibbs M. Smith chose

Royce's California as one of the first

four books published by his new
Peregrine Press in Santa Barbara.

Since he considered it "the most in-

sightful history of California ever

written," he was disappointed that

it had sold only 3,000 copies and had
gone out of print long before one of

the companion volumes, The Shirley

Letters. This time Earl Pomeroy wrote

the introduction, a splendid assess-

ment of Royce as historian. Review-
ers unanimously praised Pomeroy's

contribution, and the book was gen-

erally accepted as a classic in the

Zamorano 80 tradition.
33

X
udged by the standards of

his day or by the basic canons

of scKblarship, Royce as historian of

California comes off rather well. For

errors of detail his California is occa-

sionally vulnerable, especially in the

introduction on pre-American Cali-

fornia, the section in which he was
little concerned and for which he

claimed no scholarship. In it he

underestimated Indian uprisings

against the missions, underplayed

the Monterey stay of Commodore
ap Catesby Jones in 1846, and had

the Donner Party's Reed banished

on foot rather than horseback. He
confused the number and nature of

the prisoners taken by the Bear

Flaggers.
14 And he wholeheartedly

accepted J. Tyrwhitt Brooks ("a per-

fectly trustworthy observer") as a

prime source for life in the mines.

We now know that Brooks's journal

was a hoax, revealed fifty years af-

terward by its author (Henry Vize-

telly), but, of course, the entire his-

torical profession believed Brooks

in Royce's day. 35

Against these details must be

placed the body of the work. Over
and over Royce's reverence for doc-

umentation shone clearly. "The
purpose has been throughout to

write from the sources," 36 and by
sources he meant a range of news-
papers, letters, and diaries. The
importance of detail even led him
to construct a statistical table for

the members of the Constitutional

Convention of 1849 showing nativ-

ity, length of residence, occupation,

and age. He called his historical bent

"my respect for thoroughness," and
this lay behind his enthusiasm for

Bancroft's work. 37 Like Bancroft,

Royce, too, realized the significance

of oral testimony to corroborate the

detail. Hence his decision to take

oral histories from John and Jessie

Fremont. He conducted the inter-

views in a highly professional man-
ner, allowing the subjects a chance

to amend, read the proofs, and offer

their rebuttal.
38 As he was writing

his California he expressed to Henry
Oak the anguish of the careful doc-

umentary historian: "It is fearfully

hard to tell the truth in these things.

Again and again I write what I think

I have just learned from a document
or book, and, looking again at my
source, have to tear up my MS. in

disgust." 39

As for style, he dreamed of brevity,

but, alas, often sank into verbosity.

The year before his death, looking

backward, he bemoaned his own
profuseness by extolling a friend's

finished self control and brevity of

style."
40 The lament was astute self-

criticism. In both the history and the

novel Royce wrote countless sen-

tences of twelve to fifteen lines,

many of which would be infinitely

clearer were they shorter. His para-

graphs were sometimes intermina-

ble. Wordiness occasionally veered

into pedantry; a few times he even

described the provenance of a source

in the text.
41 He could be sarcastic:

"Providence, again, is known to be

opposed to every form of oppres-

sion; and grabbing eleven leagues of

land is a great oppression. And so

the worthlessness of Mexican land-

titles is evident." 42 He could argue

from analogy: "If we desired to steal

our neighbor's fine horse, why
should we first coax him into con-

finement and then scourge him with

whips in his stall, to make him break

his bones?" 41
His metaphors could
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General and Mrs. Fremont and their daughter in

Santa Cruz. In attacking Fremont—who had become

a legendary figure in his own lifetime, Royce was
confronting a persistent American mythology of

expansion led by heroic individuals unfettered by

social or legal conventions.

be overdrawn: "The devil's instru-

ment it actually proved to be, . . .

and we have got our full share of

the devil's wages for our use of it

[Land Act of 1851].

"

44 He could

editorialize and personalize his argu-

ments in ways the modern historian

might envy but never dream of

doing. 45

Yet the final stylistic impact is one

of grandness, of an exciting mind
caught up in the joy of intellectual

pursuit. His phrasing betrays that

exhilaration: "April and May are the

spendthrift months of wealthy na-

ture." 1849 is "the boyish year of

California." Speculative investors

"will be destroyed like flies in the

autumn." 46 When not overdrawn,

his similes were apt: "California

would have been ready to drop into

our basket like a mellow apple."
47

His literary allusions revealed a

thoughtful breadth. The Bible was
ever ready. From it he viewed the

Mexican War through the Old Testa-

ment story of Ahab coveting Na-

both's vineyard. Again, the popula-

tion "was full of Jonahs, . . . fleeing

over seas and deserts." Elsewhere

were scattered wild grapes and
manna and ravens in the wilderness.

Thucydides and Aristotle were also

there. And so were Jonathan Swift

and Lewis Carroll (no less than the

Boojum from The Hunting of the

Snark). In all, Royce was a writer of

literary merit. He was, as the Prince-

ton critic Vincent Buranelli has writ-

ten, "an artist capable of rising into

great prose." 4"

Still, a hundred years have

passed, and we should

ask whether Royce, beyond what he

meant to his own time, speaks to us

now. How does he relate to more

recent currents of intellectual in-

quiry? To begin with, his stated pur-

pose sounds surprisingly like a dic-

tum from the new social history:

"The social condition has been
throughout of more interest than the

individual men, and the men them-

selves of more interest than their for-

tunes. . .
,"49 Thus he wrote no biog-

raphy of Fremont but a critique of

how Fremont's actions muddied fu-

ture racial relations; he related little

of the life of James King of William

but explored at length how King's

death changed the reform conscious-

ness of San Francisco.

Royce was an ecologist in that he

conceived of life as interacting with

an environment. In an address to

the National Geographic Society in

1898, "A Psychological Study of the

Relations of Climate and Civiliza-

tion," he continued an interest, first

explored in his California, in "how
the physical features of the Pacific

Coast may be expected to mould our

national type." In part, he said, the

mild climate leads to an intimacy

with nature and ultimately to a habit

of personal independence.-" It was
the land and its resources, not sim-

ply political decisions, that deter-

mined patterns of legal title and set-

tlement. Land was the base of his

article on the Sacramento squatter

riots and it lay at the heart of The

Feud. But land for Royce went
beyond a question of possession; it

should lead ultimately to a devel-

oped sense of place. Thus geography

fed psychology. True, in his own life

he abandoned his place, his West,

for the East, as Bernard de Voto

would do later, rather than address-

ing the East from a base in the West,

like Vernon Louis Parrington or

Charles Shinn. But as Kevin Starr

has observed, Royce, whatever his

personal hegira, always understood

the fundamental importance of place

and rootedness in a well-ordered

community. 51

As a sociologist Royce recognized

racial issues. His sympathetic treat-

ment of Mexican society is not unlike

that in Leonard Pitt's Decline of the

Californios (although when Royce
described that society as free, care-

less, and charming, he sounded
more like the generation of Robert

Glass Cleland). In the description of

the Mexican lineage of Tom in The

Feud Royce pursued his racial gener-

alization into a strain of elitism

which had also emerged in the his-

tory, as when he called "the better

families" of the community "supe-

rior to the average Mexicans." 52

But his enlightened attitudes on
race were reflected later in his life

when, against a tide of national

nativism, he publicly supported free

immigration. 53

"Every man looked out for himself

in those days," wrote Royce about

the mining camps, voicing his refrain

on the kind of individualism which

had proved so destructive to soci-

ety.
54 Given the importance of indi-

viduality, how could one hope for

community? The problem was in-

trinsically American, having first

been formulated by de Tocqueville

half a century before. Royce like de

Tocqueville worried about the level-

ing "tendency to crush the indi-

vidual."
55 This intricate tension be-

tween the individual and the group

would intrigue Royce for the re-

mainder of his life, flowering at the

turn of the century in The World and

the Individual. But always for him the

universal came first, as it does for

the child beginning with an undif-

ferentiated world and then only

slowly recognizing the specifics of
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individualized milk and mother. Ul-

timately, however, the individual

must return to the realization that

he is grounded in the universal, in

the one reality.
56 For example, Royce

sees the mining camps composed of

atomized individuals at the child's

stage of milk and mother who must
someday grope for social cohesion.

Such a concept thus foreshadowed

his ultimate philosophy.

He likewise understood, like Rob-

ert Bellah in our day, how tricky is

the concept of individualism, how
important it is to isolate its elements.

Bellah recognizes two aspects, the

expressive and the utilitarian. Royce

saw a moral and an immoral side to

individualism, depending on whe-
ther it led to a strengthening or a

weakening of the society.
57 He could

embrace some forms of individual-

ism while remaining devoted to the

ultimate community. The values and

joys of individualism produced a

tension, but finally there should

come a release from that tension

which would be found in social cohe-

sion. Later in his life he claimed to

be a pragmatist while refusing to

give up the antithetical position

of absolutism. It was as if he ac-

cepted, even courted, ambiguity

as a proper ingredient in human
affairs, and so he would not worry

at appearing to be both individualis-

tic and communitarian.

Knowing both a dominant mother

and a talented wife, Royce was never

ambiguous about the importance of

women. In The Feud he created a

woman of great strength, Margaret,

whose complexity went far beyond

any narrowly Victorian concept of

womankind. She was fallible, strug-

gling with moral problems such as

her love for a married man, and she

earned her goodness, unlike the

men of the story for whom moral

dilemmas were given and clear cut.

It is Margaret who questions the

stereotype of women as creatures of

feeling and concludes, "men are the

least rational beings on earth." In

the history Royce clearly saw women
—the catalysts of family, church,

school, and local interest—as a

strong counterweight to social dis-

ruption and mob disorder. 58

In the process of examining do-

mestic life, marital relations, and the

behavior of women, Royce thought

to ask his own mother, Sarah Bayliss

Royce, to write her memoirs. She

responded in a book-length account

of her months on the trail in 1849

and her years in Weaverville, Sac-

ramento, and San Francisco. The

manuscript illustrated for Royce

how a religious steadfastness could

be intensified on the plains journey,

how a few lonesome families could

forge a community, and how vital a

role religion played in early San

Francisco life.
59 Royce, who owed so

much to her, gratefully dedicated his

history "To my mother, a California

pioneer of 1849."

Amajor strain of modern
sociological history is

built on Max Weber's work on collec-

tive consciousness (the collective

mores of Protestantism, for exam-

ple, support the presuppositions of

capitalism)—what the more recent

historian calls mentalities. In such

thinking biography is eschewed in

favor of a more embracing social
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Royce submitted his notes from their interviews to the

Fremonts for comment in a methodology that is now
required of collectors of oral history. Royce''s notes are

at the top of the page. At the bottom is Jessie Benton

Fremont's reiterated challenge to the idea that

California could have been acquired by peaceful means.

entity, and Royce was on an early

version of that track. He saw the

struggle for order transcending the

conflicting and confused voices of

individuals. Vigilante justice was
more than meetings and hangings;

it was no less than "the confession

of the past sin of the whole commu-
nity"

60 and as such held communal
meaning. In The Feud it was the col-

lective cause, the fight of Escott's

neighbors in the land dispute, that

finally brought changes in individual

consciousness.

Like the modern cultural anthro-

pologist, Royce was concerned with

the sources of order and disorder.

Perhaps his emphasis on social order

is not surprising, since he came to

maturity in the 1880s, the period in

which the modern historian Robert

Wiebe found America's self-directed

communities faltering before central-

ized government and the tendency

to separate by occupation rather

than by community. In Royce's mind
early Californians were creating the

very forms that Royce's own society

was losing, and he might in conse-

quence have championed the found-

ers of community in California more
than he did the perpetuators of self-

reliance. The builders of the com-
monwealth for Royce were not the

entrepreneurs and businessmen, as

important as they were to him, but

the men and women who were
bringing traditional forms to a raw,

unkempt life. The new society Royce

championed was a renewal not a de-

nial of the old; ontogeny recapitu-

lated phylogeny. And that society

of close-knit community had been
undermined by the frontier and was
now under attack again by the mod-
ern marketplace, factory, and city.

This is not to say that Royce ac-

cepted uncritically all forms of tradi-

tional community. Groups, like indi-

viduals, could act immorally. The
vigilance committee of 1856, for ex-

ample, for all of its beneficial social

effects, was itself no more than a

"businessman's revolution," a group

of entrepreneurs furthering its

own economic interests. This hard-

headed concept of the vigilance com-

mittee has taken a firm hold on sub-

sequent historical interpretation. 61

As a part of culture Royce saw re-

ligion as a keystone. In the 1850s

San Francisco viewed through the

eyes of his mother included "a very

goodly array of pioneer churches,

supported by active and not pov-

erty-stricken societies." In so balanc-

ing the stereotype of the wild and
licentious society, he foreshadowed

the later writings of John Caughey
and Kevin Starr, to name only two. 62

Religion was not just social cement;

it was society's affirmation of the

universal, the door through which

individuals could exercise expres-

sive differences while conforming to

the unity of tradition.

And, worthy of the modern French

Annales school of historians, Royce

foresaw the modern carry-over from

technology to culture, notably in un-

derlining the social effects of mining

techniques. The shovel and the pan

allowed pure individualism; they

precluded "secure progress in the

organized life of the camps." The

cradle was an agent of social change,

creating "a collection of mutually

more or less independent, but in-

wardly united bands." Later mining

techniques "acted indirectly on soci-

ety, as a check to the confusion and

disorder . . .
," finally bringing men

together in companies and more
complex social relations. The sluice

thus became "the basis for the social

life of a civilized community." 61

Politics as politicians and parties

did not much interest Royce. He
confined that kind of California ac-

tivity to a scant six pages at the end
of his history. Instead he frequently

delved into political theory as, for

example, in extolling the political

bent of the typical American or eval-

uating the forces at the constitu-

tional convention. 64
In his interpre-

tive stance, however, he did not em-

brace the theoretical radicalism of

his own time. He was aware of it,

had once in a lecture appeared as an

idealistic socialist, and in his history

threw side glances at Henry George

and the Populists (though never at

Karl Marx). The ideas of his fellow

Californian, Henry George, certainly

lay behind his concerns for "the un-

fortunate concentration of the land

in a comparatively few hands," and
it is hardly accidental that Escott in

The Feud was a closet follower of

Progress and Poverty.

^

In the arena of the newer intellec-

tual history Royce might today face

the largest number of raised eye-

brows. Royce wrote in the history

of ideas tradition best exemplified

by Perry Miller in his monumental

efforts to evoke the New England

mind. It is the lumping together of

such aggregates that most bothers

the recent intellectual historian. He
or she is leery of treatises on the na-

tional mind or even on the regional

mind, preferring to examine groups

like the genteel or particular phe-

nomena like the Edenic image, re-

generation, or "the hegemonic func-

tion of the jeremiad." Historians

now typically use individuals in

their work as avenues to concepts

like antimodernism rather than as

insights into something as amor-

phous as the national character. As

a consequence, the new history
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tends to fragment the past, dissect-

ing classes and separating currents

of ideas, which Royce did only on
the path to synthesis. Modernists

are often more concerned with con-

flict, as between elites and the com-
mon man; when they synthesize,

they walk closer to Royce's footsteps.

But he attempted more than a simple

synthesis; rather he searched for the

essential consensus at the heart of

all experience.

Perhaps one best grasps large na-

tional dimensions from a marginal

locus. California was hardly a center

of power, but Americans in action

there may have come closer to essen-

tially American traits than the

people of Washington or New York.

Royce understood the importance of

the local as an avenue to the univer-

sal. The idea would flower in his Phi-

losophy of Loyalty (1908): ".
. . if you

want a great people to be strong,

you must depend upon provincial

loyalties to mediate between the

people and their nation." 66 Thus
diversity could embrace unify; Cali-

fornia could prefigure the nation.

Iabo
osiah Royce loved his native

California for what its story

said about American values. Physi-

cally he had to leave it; intellectually

he embraced its message through-

out his life. How could a homeland
he was so anxious to leave become
so soon extolled and revered? Of
course, it has been argued that

Royce had to transcend California in

order to become an intellectual, that

he was in no sense a California phi-

losopher, but rather a German Ideal-

ist, and that all of his significant

ideas germinated elsewhere. 67 Such

a view can at best be defined as nar-

row. Any life is the intersection be-

tween the direction it faces and the

experiences that intersect that bear-

ing. Royce's course was determined

in California; the rest was elabora-

tion, though admittedly extensive.

All great men must intellectually

outgrow the society in which they

were born. Royce's birthplace gave

him an experience with a very young,

immature community, an experience

which he focussed and expanded in

his history and novel. He came to

feel that the rest of his life was a
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resonance from those beginnings.

As a budding philosopher Royce

saw history and literature on a grand

scale. Beyond his facts lay an over-

arching world of meaning. Even his

obsession with Fremont's role in the

conquest was in the end a matter of

authority and damaged race rela-

tions; the gold rush society was an

early study in the search for what
he would later call the beloved com-

munity. Still, through his philoso-

phy emerged remarkable premoni-

tions of a social science history

whose canons would not capture

most historians for generations. He
saw mining camps as societies wres-

tling with technological change. He
realized the importance of a sense

of place, of technology as a factor in

social change, of collective con-

sciousness, of the limitations on in-

dividualism. "I have learned, as I

have toiled for a while over the

sources, to see in these days a proc-

ess of divinely moral significance,"

he wrote. 68 Divine or otherwise, the

significance he saw still speaks to

those who yearn for community.

See notes beginning on page 153.
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Very great progress," wrote

Superintendent of Schools

Albert Shiels in March,

1917, "has been made in

the education of our immigrant

population so that they may not be

a menace to the city of Los Angeles
. "

'

Shiels sought to assure the members
of the Board of Education that inten-

sive mechanisms to "Americanize"

immigrants were in place. Conscious

of the growing ethnic diversity in

the schools, Shiels and his native-

born, white board feared the poten-

tial impact of unassimilated im-

migrants upon the city's cultural

The Penny Lunchroom at Castelar Street

Elementary School around 1913. Conceived

as a charity measure staffed by volunteers to

provide low-cost meals to poor children, the

penny lunchrooms eventually evolved into

school cafeterias with exclusive rights to sell

food on school grounds.
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homogeneity. Shiels's letter, in ef-

fect, told the board that assimilation

had become the cornerstone of school

policy in dealing with immigrants

prior to the United States' entrance

into World War I.

This article focuses on how reform-

ers and educators in Los Angeles

city schools orchestrated early Amer-

icanization programs to meet the

narrow aims of cultural hegemony
and the broader needs of immigrant

communities, and on the reaction of

immigrant groups to the organized

campaigns at conformity. By assess-

ing the development of three pro-

grams—penny lunches, after-hour

playgrounds, and home teachers

—

and by analyzing the conflict among
volunteers, school officials, and the

immigrant communities, we may
gain not only a clearer picture of

early educational reform and pro-
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fessionalization, but also a clearer

understanding of both the negative

and the positive motives of Progres-

sive social control.

When Shiels wrote his letter to the

board, he saw a community in tran-

sition. The city's population pushed

upward toward a half million, nearly

a quarter of whom were foreign born;

a majority lived in an area of the city

referred to as the "foreign district."

The rapid rise from a small city of

50,000 in 1890 to 300,000 in 1910

turned Los Angeles into a major city;

by 1930, it became the fourth largest

city in the nation. In a highly

charged atmosphere of change and

expectation, the city's leaders hoped

to turn Los Angeles into a model

community. Its leaders epitomized

Progressivism: by 1903 they had

reorganized municipal government

to include the initiative, the recall,
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and the referendum, and by 1911

they took pride in six settlement

houses and a successful campaign

for women's suffrage.

School leaders also demonstrated

the Progressive impulse. An impor-

tant part of school reform centered

on social-welfare services initiated

by volunteers who took up the cause

of public education in Los Angeles

and became the backbone of the

welfare programs. Before profes-

sionalization changed the nature of

volunteerism, it was the volunteers'

persistence and refusal to accept

conditions as they were that changed

the course of educational policy.

Responding to the challenge of a

large impoverished immigrant stu-

dent body, volunteers intended their

services to meliorate some of the

harsher conditions of urban life, up-

lift both the spirits and bodies of the

students, and at the same time, rid

immigrants of their foreignness.

The experience of one immigrant

group, the Russian Molokans at Utah

Street School, illustrates the manner
in which the schools responded to a

foreign population, and the reaction

of an immigrant community to pro-

gressive methods of social control.

The Molokans, a pietistic Protes-

tant sect caught in the web of social

change, had immigrated from the

Transcaucasus region of Russia in

1905. By 1910 almost 5,000 of them
lived in Los Angeles. Somewhat like

Eastern European Jews who fled

from religious and cultural persecu-

tion, Molokans came to the United

States in family groups with inten-

tions of staying, but unlike Jews,

Molokans had no secular literary tra-

dition, and instead relied almost en-

tirely on the scriptures for their
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teaching. Moreover, except for a lim-

ited reading of the Bible, they em-
braced oral traditions. The Molokans

were pacifists. Their departure from

Russia coincided with the Russo-

Japanese war, when they faced con-

scription and harassment by Czarist

officials. With no clerical hierarchy

—they elected elders from the com-
munity and built no churches— their

meetings or sobranes resembled

Quaker meetings. Molokan commu-
nal life centered around their sobranes

and ignored the general community,
except when necessary. They had no
foreign language press, and only a

few of them were literate.
2

The Utah Street Day Nursery around 1913.

Progressive reformers used schools to offer

a whole array of services which were
intended to hasten the Americanization of

immigrants. Note the two girls in traditional

Molokan shawls; older girls in regular

classes were not allowed to wear them.
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The Molokans picked Los Angeles

because the climate reminded them
of their homeland. They congre-

gated on the west side of the Los

Angeles river, near lumber yards

and industrial plants where they

worked. Most of the men sought

jobs as unskilled laborers, and those

women who worked outside their

homes took jobs as domestics. They
lived in crowded conditions; many
families shared one house. Families

pooled their incomes, however, and
within a few years many moved
across the river, to the "flats" adja-

cent to Boyle Heights. Married chil-

dren lived with the man's family,

and the new daughter was expected

to contribute to the family's income.

The Molokans' foreignness had a

considerable impact on their neigh-

borhood. Most Americans who en-

countered them probably saw them
as "strange . . . Russian peasants

. . . industrious, dignified, preoc-

cupied with their own affairs."
3

Their attire attracted attention in a

district full of unusual dress. The
men wore suits over their Russian

shirts. Women and girls wore
dresses with very full, long skirts,

shawls covered their heads, and
married women wore skull caps

under their shawls. Most of the men
wore beards.

The Molokan migration followed

the new state compulsory education

laws of 1903. A fear of the truant

officer and a desire for some pro-

ficiency in English compelled Molo-

kans to register their children at

Utah Street School. The four-room
schoolhouse in "the flats" had been
built in 1904, about a year before the

migration began. The job of teaching

Judith Raftery teaches history at California

State University, Chico.

American speech and customs fell

on the shoulders of principal Alice

Cushing and her teachers. By the

late teen years, there were over a

thousand students of whom forty

percent were Molokans. 4

The Molokans' entrance into

American society coincided

with the practice of institu-

tionalizing services. Taking

volunteer-initiated programs out of

the hands of the volunteers and put-

ting professionals in charge rep-

resented the quintessence of the

Progressives' propensity for order.

Generally middle-class, white, na-

tive-born Americans, the volunteers

established programs that reflected

their class and racial concerns. They
viewed immigrants paternalistically,

as people needing assistance in as-

similating into American culture.

They discouraged any tradition that

might hinder or interfere with as-

similation. Molokan traditions were

often suspect. The girls' shawls, for

example, a symbol of purity within

the Russian community, seemed a

health menace. More concerned

with an active louse population than

with old world customs, school and

city health officials viewed the

shawls as parasitic incubators and

dictated that the girls take them off

at school.
5

One of the earliest and most suc-

cessful volunteer-initiated services,

the cafeteria system, began as penny
lunches. Settlement houses had pro-

vided soup kitchens along with child

care facilities, and to many it seemed
a natural step to bring food to needy

students in the schools. Prompted

by the influx of poor, immigrant chil-

dren like the Molokans into the

schools, teachers complained that

many children went all day without

nourishment and that it was difficult

to teach undernourished children.

Moreover, by the 1890s nutritional

research in academia had supplied

new information on the relationship

of diet and health. 6

The Civic Association assumed
the responsibility of feeding hungry
school children with the Board of

Education's support. Joseph Scott,

one of the Civic Association's lead-

ing members, also served on the

board. In 1906, the Child Study Cir-

cle and teachers at Custer Avenue
School requested that the board

allow them to serve lunches to their

students. They also asked that the

board outfit the school with a stove,

a sink with running water, pots,

pans, and knives. Presumably, the

dishes and eating utensils had come
from another source.

7
In February,

1909, Mrs. Carrie Bryant, secretary

of the School Lunch Committee of

the Civic Association, requested that

the board experiment with a penny
lunch program at Ann Street School.

She promised no further expense to

the board. 8 Nine months later, in

November, the association asked the

board to pay the salaries of matrons

who helped with the lunches while

the association continued to pay for

the other services.
9 The following

year, Superintendent John H. Fran-

cis recommended that the lunch

equipment at Ann Street be moved
to Castelar Street with Bryant and

her committee continuing to

administer the lunches. No explana-

tion exists as to why the principal at

Ann Street wished to discontinue

the program while the principal at

Castelar Street favored it.'" Thirteen

months later, however, the lunch

program reopened at Ann Street

along with one at Macy Street.
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The "direct method of learning Eng-

lish." This class for adults at the Macy Street Elementary

School emphasized competence in real-life situations.

The penny lunches provided a hot

midday meal to needy children at the

cost of one cent, but children who
could not afford the penny received

a lunch anyway. According to Mrs.

Etta Flagg, Superintendent Francis

did not favor the program in 1909,

but by 1914 when penny lunches

were established at the Utah Street

School, he agreed to manage them.

Perhaps his newly found interest re-

flected a fear that the board intended

to replace him with someone more
sympathetic to social-welfare pro-

grams, rather than a genuine change

of heart. By then seven schools had

hot lunch programs. The cost for

each school was about $80 per

month, the schools supplying $20

and the Civic Association making up
the difference. 11

Superintendent Francis, in his

1914 Annual Report, written in part

to justify his position and to counter

charges made by three of the seven

board members who threatened to

launch a recall drive against him,

proudly acknowledged that the

schools expected to have nine lunch

centers in operation by the end of

1915. The lunch program served the

poor children who lived in the for-

eign district of the city. Each princi-

pal decided which children could

not pay. In late 1916 the Law and
Rules Committee reported raising

the price to five cents or ten cents a

dish and suggested that the board

adopt a general policy on the sale of

food on school grounds. Apparently

the service had become so popular

that schools located in other sections

of the city wanted to participate and

had requested assistance. Without a

policy the board had no control over

who sold food or the quality of food

served. 12

There is no indication that either

the Civic Association or the board

asked the people in each school what

they thought constituted a proper

lunch for their children. For instance,

Molokans and Orthodox Jews kept

strict dietary laws based on the Old

Testament, and there is no record

that the organizers of the penny
lunch concerned themselves over

such matters. Mexican families may
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have been more satisfied with the

tamales sold by local vendors whose
carts stood just outside the school

yard than with the school lunches.

Street vendors were a colorful

addition to the city's foreign com-

munity. Harry Maidenberg reminded

his classmates from Amelia Street

School of Nicholas Martinez, fea-

tured in an 1895 photograph with a

tub of ice cream on his head. The
"old timer . . . yelling 'Hot tamal-ee-

ee,' and in the summer the same old

man with 'Ic-ee-ee Cre-ee-am,' you
could hear him for blocks." Other
vendors sold hot waffles. Maiden-

berg fondly remembered "the Hot
Waffle Seller in his canopy buggy,

selling his waffles as he sang arias

from Grand Operas. He was an inspi-

ration to the youth of that day who
wondered what Grand Opera was." 11

No one has accused the penny
lunches of adding color to Los Ange-
les, but they were successful. They
offered nourishing food at reason-

able prices, and gradually conveni-

ence and economics persuaded the

communities to accept them.
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A class of immigrant mothers and their

teacher. Ethnic and cultural diversity and the obstacles

it posed to communicating with each other may have added incentive

to the English language program for both mothers and teachers.

In
contrast to the role of the

Civic Association in organizing

the penny lunches, the vacation

playgrounds had closer ties to

the Los Angeles settlement houses.

In 1910 six settlements operated in

the foreign districts; four had reli-

gious affiliations, two did not. To-

gether they provided residents with

playgrounds, plunge baths, librar-

ies, vocational shops, health care,

day nurseries, night schools, and
English language lessons.

The Molokans held their religious

services in the Bethlehem Settle-

ment, but far and away the most
active settlement in the city was the

College Settlement. Based on a Hull

House model and founded in 1894

by the Los Angeles Branch of the

Association of Collegiate Alumnae,

it maintained a residence in an eth-

nically diverse neighborhood. The
director and the assistant lived on
the premises in a manner similar to

that of jane Addams and her associ-

ates in Chicago's Hull House, and
they too involved themselves not

only in the problems of their com-
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munity but also in issues affecting

the entire city. The College Settle-

ment's guiding light, Bessie D. Stod-

dard, worked for many social re-

forms. She solicited the city for a dis-

trict nurse and in 1897 the city ap-

pointed the first one. Six years later,

again under the persistent prodding

of Stoddard, the Board of Education

hired the first school nurse; and in

1906 Stoddard helped found the

city's Housing Commission. Stod-

dard and her co-workers served on

many civic commissions, including

probation committees of the Juvenile

Court, and the commissions for

housing, and visiting nurses. In

1918, Stoddard herself became a

member of the Board of Education

.

M

In 1909 Stoddard appeared before

the Board of Education in her capac-

ity as Secretary of the Playground

Commission to ask for the use of

school playgrounds during the sum-
mer. Volunteers hoped that vacation

playgrounds might prevent children

from engaging in delinquent acts by

providing supervised activities. They

also wanted acceptable recreation

CALIFORNIA HISTORY

opportunities for Los Angeles immi-

grant groups. Without playgrounds

as alternatives, the working-class

community might turn to pastimes

that the new mass culture offered.

To Progressives, supervised play-

grounds offered the poor more ac-

ceptable activities than did nickelo-

deons and pool halls. Moreover,

children used the facilities regard-

less of school policy, and unsuper-

vised playgrounds seemed an open

invitation to vandals. In 1914, in re-

sponse to requests from residents

near Bernardo school, outside the

foreign district, Superintendent

Francis recommended that a play-

ground supervisor be appointed on

weekends and evenings to relieve

the "unsatisfactory conditions." 13

For working parents the play-

grounds represented a continuation

of child-care services, but whether

they retarded delinquency remains

debatable.'" The Russian colony fa-

vored them, and some years later

they petitioned the city for a play-

ground to keep their older children

out of mischief. The petition poig-



The Home Teacher pays a visit to her

pupils. The effort to involve immigrant mothers in the

Americanization of their children required that the teachers go to the

mothers. Perhaps, in working with their adult clients on such tasks as making beds,

the teachers acquired some understanding of the cultures they were trying to displace.

nantly describes their feelings as

they saw their traditions eroding:

We think that you Americans can under-

stand us and understand how hard it is

for us in some ways to adjust ourselves

and our children in the life of nowadays,

to keep the good that we have and to

help increase both. Our children got

into mischief and trouble on the street

because they have no place to play. ]Ne

beg you to have playgrounds open for

our children. . . .

u

Unlike the penny lunch

and the vacation play-

ground, the Home
Teacher program repre-

sented an all-out attempt at assimila-

tion because it was aimed at cultural

patterns at their source, in the home
and with the mother. 18 The program
was designed to establish non-tradi-

tional methods of teaching in order

to attract foreign-born mothers into

adult education classes. Classrooms

were set up in immigrant homes, or

in factories, or in railroad cars, or in

any place foreign women congre-

gated. The idea was to bring Ameri-

can education to mothers, whether

at home or at the work place.

Mothers were the least likely mem-
bers of the family to take advantage

of formal night classes that the Los

Angeles schools offered.

Assimilation came to immigrant

groups at different stages depend-

ing on the goals of the immigrants,

the cohesiveness of their community,

the length of time spent in the coun-

try, and the vigor of American soci-

ety to acculturate them. Los Angeles

teachers and nurses had been visit-

ing immigrants in their homes and

instructing foreign women in

rudimentary English before a formal

program was established. But as the

foreign population increased in Los

Angeles and throughout the state,

Governor Hiram Johnson in 1913 es-

tablished a Commission of Immigra-

tion and Housing to study the mat-

ter. The commission, a part of the

state's newly instituted Progressive

reform program, had been asked by

Johnson to find out the distribution

of immigrants; to make inquiries

into industrial opportunities avail-

able for them; to investigate their

housing conditions; and to find ways

to assimilate them.

Two of the commissioners had

direct connections with Los Angeles:

Reverend Dana Bartlett of the Beth-

lehem Church and Settlement and

Mary S. Gibson, a former teacher.

Bartlett, through his church and set-

tlement work, had been appointed

a representative to the 1912 Tacoma
Conference and to the Pacific Coast

Congress the following year in San

Francisco. The Young Men's Chris-

tian Association sponsored both Pa-

cific slope conferences to further the

discussion of mutual interest, addi-

tional immigration. Gibson, a former

teacher and the widow of a Board

of Education member, had cam-
paigned tirelessly for women's suf-

frage and earned a national reputa-

tion as a Progressive reformer and

clubwoman. As a major author of

the commission's first Report in 1915,

Gibson and Amanda M. Chase of

the College Settlement became the
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leading proponents of legislation for

Home Teachers.
19

Assimilation of immigrant mothers

seemed to the reformers to pose an

urgent problem, because they saw
foreign women losing control of

their English-speaking children. Re-

formers interpreted the presence of

juvenile halls full of immigrant chil-

dren as evidence of the breakdown
of family structure. For the mother

to be restored to her rightful position,

she must become Americanized.

Simply learning English was not

enough; she must also learn Ameri-

can customs and habits to keep up
with the changes taking place within

her family. For instance, learning

middle-class patterns of setting a

proper tea table and employing stan-

dards of cleanliness became synony-

mous with Americanization. 20

Immigrants, however, did not al-

ways welcome the idea of an Ameri-

can tea table into their homes, and
their perceptions often clashed with

those of the Americanizers. A tea

table in a Molokan home, for exam-
ple, must have caused quite a bit of

confusion since Molokans served

their tea from samovars and not tea

pots. Moreover, they ate their meals

out of communal bowls and used
wooden spoons; and the women ate

after the men and children had
finished. Although immigrants

wanted their children to learn Eng-

lish to survive in the United States,

they did not want them to become
so Americanized that they surren-

dered their ethnic heritage.

So far as advocates for Home
Teachers were concerned, the cul-

tural clash was a problem to over-

come. Gibson, who spearheaded the

drive to secure legislation for Home
Teachers, proposed that the qualifi-

cations of the teachers parallel those

of regular certified teachers. In addi-

tion, they were required to have

some knowledge of household duties

and child care.
21 She also suggested

that the Home Teachers be well

versed in the principles of govern-

ment and the responsibilities of

citizenship. In 1916 The Home Teacher,

an educational magazine, presented

a working plan for teaching rudi-

mentary English and American-style

homemaking. The simplistic level at

which the teachers were expected to

instruct can be seen by the phrases

they used: "We sew, We cook, You
iron, You mop" in lesson two; "I take

off the dirty sheets, I put on the clean

pillowcases" in lesson eight. By the

final lesson the women were shown
how to "attractively set a tea table"

and taught the words and music to

the patriotic song, "America." 22

The Home Teacher Act of 1915

tried to increase the status of the

mothers within the immigrant family

by restoring to them the task of con-

trolling their children. Reformers

reasoned that the children would no

longer be ashamed of their mother's

foreignness, and, therefore, mothers

would regain the respect of their

Americanized offspring. In short,

foreign mothers could mold their

children into model American citi-

zens and prevent them from com-

mitting delinquent acts.
23 Perhaps

unwittingly, these reformers tried to

lessen the responsibilities of the

fathers, who usually worked away
from the home and had less contact

with the children anyway. In addi-

tion, the reformers, particularly the

females, may have had more diffi-

culty in working with the fathers.

This gender expectation singled out

women to carry the burden of assim-

ilation within the home. Consciously

or unconsciously, the reformers

tried to expand the role of foreign-

born females as conveyers of the

new culture.

The emphasis on women as con-

veyers of culture has a long history

in the United States. Beginning with

the American Revolution, and under

the rubric of Republican Mother-

hood, middle-class American

women had assumed the responsi-

bility of moral teachers. First, within

the private sphere of their families

and later, in the public sphere as

schoolteachers, the cult of domestic-

ity had given women the obligation

to act as instructors of culture. By
placing foreign-born women in the

position of carriers of American cul-

ture, Mary Gibson and other like-

minded reformers endowed these

immigrant women with the same

obligations and responsibilities as

middle-class, native-born American

mothers. In this way, reformers

acted in the most egalitarian man-

ner. They assumed that poor, immi-

grant women had the desire to ab-

sorb and retain American culture

and the capability of transmitting it

to their children, a role carefully de-

fined and expected of middle-class

American women. 24 On the other

hand, and in not such an egalitarian

manner, Gibson and her fellow

California reformers were imposing

their views of Republican Mother-

hood onto immigrant mothers.

The Home Teacher Act was an ex-

tension of the earlier assimilation

work in the city's foreign commun-
ity, and by 1927 Los Angeles public

schools employed sixty-three home
teachers. It is not clear how many
Molokan mothers the teachers ac-

tually reached. Nevertheless,

Gibson and the reformers toiled

ardently to incorporate their wel-

fare programs into the schools. By
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Energetic reformers carried Americani-

zation programs wherever there were potential clients.

Patients at the Los Angeles General Hospital may have been a captive

audience hut the outdoor setting made English lessons a pleasant pasttime.

the time the United States entered

World War I, the Molokan and other

immigrant children at Utah Street

could expect to find a day nursery

fully equipped to take care of their

preschool siblings, a kindergarten,

a penny lunch program, medical

care with a visiting nurse and a con-

sulting doctor, a medical and dental

clinic supported by the Parent

Teacher Association, transportation

to the clinic paid for by the board

when needed, bath tubs if their

homes had none, a Model Cottage

where girls were taught American

domestic arts, an after-hours play-

ground, an Evening School where
working adults and teenagers had
an opportunity to learn English and
citizenship, and vocational training.

If their mothers could not attend the

Evening School, a Home Teacher

program would arrange a time and
place to suit their convenience. Be-

sides these organized programs, the

schools were available for commu-
nity functions. Ethnic groups peti-

tioned to use the schools for a mul-

titude of purposes that ranged from

musical entertainments to political

meetings. In 1918 the Russian colony

requested the use of Utah Street's

facilities when Alexander Kerensky's

secretary came to inform them about

the current state of the Russian

Revolution. 25

Not all ethnics responded

favorably to the schools

and their expanded serv-

ices. Clashes occurred

when parents saw the programs as

attempts to drive a wedge between

themselves and their children. This

was true of the Molokans who put

little emphasis on formal education.

Book learning had no apparent value

and schools held no specific position

in their culture, because they based

their teachings on the scriptures and
oral traditions. In fact, the best in-

tentions of the reformers played

havoc within the family tradition

and economy. Compulsory educa-

tion laws meant that boys could not

help in the family's support, and
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older female children were not avail-

able to care for their younger siblings

when their mothers took jobs out-

side the home.

Ethnic groups had learned valu-

able lessons from reformers in ways
to use schools to their advantage.

They began to organize campaigns

for schoolrooms to maintain their

cultural hegemony. Molokan elders

and parents called a meeting in 1908

and decided to petition the Board of

Education to open a room at Utah

Street School every afternoon for

Russian language instruction from

a teacher they had engaged. The
sessions appeared successful, be-

cause eight months later they re-

quested the use of another room.

The classes continued and in 1912

the community thanked the board

for its support. 26

The Molokans' petition appears to

be one of the earliest, but it was by
no means the only one. During the

pre-war period, many ethnic groups

petitioned the board for the use of

school facilities, and most of these

requests were granted. The Dante
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Alighieri Society asked to use rooms

at several schools to teach Italian lan-

guage and culture.
27 The Alliance

Francais requested rooms to teach

French; 28
rabbis asked for rooms to

teach Hebrew and Yiddish. 29 The
Jewish Radical Club wanted rooms

at Custer Street and at Cornwell to

teach Jewish culture.
30 Some groups

joined forces: French, German, and
Italian residents petitioned for a Cos-

mopolitan School to teach their lan-

guages and for a short time the Cos-

mopolitan School combined teach-

ing in foreign tongues as well as in

English." Armenians held evening

classes at First Street School, 32 and
the Croatians requested rooms at

Castelar.
33 Some requests were de-

nied. A Swedish group proposed

using rooms at Grant Avenue School

but was turned down because the

board felt the meeting had too many
religious overtones. The schools

could not be used for religious

purposes. 34

Private organizations, aware of

the city's growing non-English

speaking population, approached

the board to counteract the trend of

reinforcing native languages. Volun-

teers requested facilities for a spe-

cific group, as the Y.M.C.A. did in

1914 to teach English to Japanese

immigrants at Boyd Street School.
3S

Later the same group asked for ac-

commodations to teach Armenians. 3h

Typically, an organization would
ask the board's permission to estab-

lish an evening class within a school.

The Friday Morning Club, the largest

women's club in Los Angeles with

a membership of several thousand,

requested night and home teachers;
17

the Y.M.C.A. wanted rooms at Macy
Street;

38
the Daughters of the Amer-

ican Revolution requested to use

Utah Street.
39 Residents themselves
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asked for special classes, such as

those from Belvedere who petitioned

for an evening school.
4" Some re-

quests came from English-speaking

citizens; black Americans wanted an

evening school set up at Rosemont
School. 41

The many requests indicated that

school officials had not met the

needs of the foreign population—or

at least not according to the petition-

ers. Schools had been delinquent in

providing enough English classes.

Alerted to the omission, Superinten-

dent Francis decided to expand the

Elementary Evening Schools, and

between 1911 and 1915 their enroll-

ments increased 287 percent. By
1916, fourteen schools offered classes

in Americanization, and Los Angeles

became the first city to have its Eve-

ning Schools' work accepted in the

courts in lieu of an examination for

citizenship. 42

In
March, 1917, when newly ap-

pointed Superintendent Albert

Shiels wrote his letter to the

board he knew full well the

Americanization programs were well

established. He had already reorga-

nized the evening schools and ap-

pointed a supervisor for immigrant

education. Shiels noted that al-

though "excellent philanthropic mo-
tives" lay behind the many volun-

teer initiatives to teach foreigners,

professionals really knew what best

suited students. 43

As schools began to take over the

functions of private organizations,

their importance in the community
grew. Francis recognized this and
wanted the schools to become indis-

pensable centers in their neighbor-

hoods. "During stringent times," he
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wrote, "their people came for help

securing employment, for food and
clothing, for advice on personal af-

fairs and when in trouble with the

officers of the law." 44

Francis's assessment was accu-

rate. Los Angeles schools became
one of the most important American

institutions for immigrants. The
schools taught American values

along with American culture, and
many immigrant children soon

learned that if they aspired to get

ahead in America they would have

to discard their family's traditions

when these traditions conflicted

with values taught in the schools.

Reformers responded to what they

perceived as the needs of the for-

eign-born, and by doing so they has-

tened the process of assimilation. By
weaning immigrant children away
from their traditions, they created a

generational fissure within families

that became difficult to bridge.

Molokan parents summed up their

experiences in Los Angeles this way:

It seems that in the city we don't have

much voice over our children. . . . We
recognize the value of an education but

also see its evils when . . . [o]ur children

have not learned respect for God, for

home, for elders. They have gained a little

knowledge, but they have no fear of God

in their hearts. They have no conscience.

We can't appeal to them anymore**

The total population in Los

Angeles continued to grow in the

following years and the percentage

of immigrants increased,
46 but no

new wave of Molokans arrived in

Los Angeles to reinforce the tradi-

tions of the original settlers. Within

the next decades, educators worked

to absorb the Molokans into their

new homeland. They and their chil-

dren adapted more and more to their



An Evening High School class at the

Utah Street School in the 1920s. By this time the Molo-

kans had virtually disappeared from the Utah Street attendance area

to be replaced by Mexicans , but the school continued to serve as an Americanization

institution for its changing population.

host culture and in time moved
away from Utah Street.

47

The Molokan experiences illustrate

the complex interaction between ef-

forts at social control and assimila-

tion of immigrant culture. Reformers

had made deliberate attempts to

modify immigrant social behavior,

and they carried out their plans

through the public schools. The

Molokans were not an exception in

Los Angeles; in different ways each

immigrant group became involved

with public schools. Sometimes the

ideas of immigrants clashed with

those of reformers, and at other

times immigrants and educators

worked together. A complete pic-

ture does not depict immigrants as

passive foreign-speaking people or

reformers as ruthless manipulators.

In this story there are no heroes, no
villains, just people making trade-

offs and accommodating each other.

The importance of schools in the

community grew as they assumed
the successful functions of private

organizations. An institution such

as the public school could supply the

money and the influence to keep the

programs running. The Los Angeles

experience mirrored a national trend

in the aggressive expansion of the

role of schools. In 1920 John Daniels,

a sociologist, noted that nine out of

ten immigrants felt the most impor-

tant American institution effective

"in making the immigrant part and

parcel of American life" was the

public school.
48

Professionalism reshaped Ameri-

canization programs. The school,

with its burgeoning pool of trained

staff, could administer programs

grown too massive for the volunteers

to operate. Volunteers had initiated

many of the welfare programs to

make the transition from immigrant

to citizen easier on everyone con-

cerned. As the programs gained

community acceptance and grew too

large for volunteers to manage, they

called upon the schools to step in

and take over. By the beginning of

the 1920s, most of the volunteer-

initiated programs had been incor-

porated by the Board of Education,

with the result that Americanization
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became a part of public education.

Furthermore, as the schools became
more bureaucratized, the service

changed from programs adminis-

tered by volunteers to services ad-

ministered by professionals. Schools

sought more responsibility for the

education as well as the welfare of

their students and the students'

families, and the importance of the

schools' personnel also rose, from

the superintendent on down.
There is a postscript to this story.

Immigrants accepted Americaniza-

tion only so far; they would allow

their children to learn English yet at

the same time they insisted that they

retain their native languages. The
schools acquiesced, and by the mid-

1930s after-hour language classes

had been institutionalized and in-

cluded on the Master Calendar. Jap-

anese, Greek, German, Armenian,

Croatian, and Italian groups, among
others, no longer needed to petition

the Board of Education each new
term to use school facilities for their

language classes.
4 '

1

See notes beginning on page 153.
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THE WAR
THATWASN'T
THOMAS ap CATESBY JONES'S

SEIZURE OF MONTEREY
Gene A. Smith

D,'unng the 1840s,

the United States acquired as much
territory as in any other period in its

history, yet discussion of that proc-

ess generally centers not around the

act of extension itself but around the

concept of "destiny." The idea was
widely accepted that Providence had

destined the United States to con-

tinued growth and that expansion

was a civilizing process based on

moral progress rather than military

might. However, the "natural right"

of expansion unquestionably lay in

the power to conquer. What ulti-

mately made expansion not only

possible but apparently inevitable

was not some transcendent destiny

but rather the absence of a powerful

The Cyane at sea. William H. Meyers
illustrated his journal of the 1842 voyage

which included the capture of Monterey
with watercolors of ships, flags, and sights

in the many ports along the route.

neighbor to check its progress.'

American interest in the Pacific

Coast had begun by the end of the

eighteenth century when New Eng-

land merchantmen discovered the

Pacific route to China. Treaties and

tariff regulations in the first decades

of the nineteenth century encour-

aged the Yankee traders to think of

the Pacific routes as theirs. As early

as 1823, John Quincy Adams wrote

to the American minister at London,

Richard Rush, "It is not imaginable

. . . that any European Nation

should entertain the project of settl-

ing a Colony on the Northwest Coast

of America. . . . That the United

States should ... is pointed out by

the finger of Nature, and has been

for years a subject of serious deliber-

ation in Congress." 2 By the 1840s,

the issue was more than a matter of

rhetoric. The United States had a

small naval fleet stationed in the
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Pacific, and the slowly increasing

ranks of American settlers in Califor-

nia were beginning to think in terms

of when rather than whether Califor-

nia would be annexed to the United

States.

Geography, or more precisely,

distance presented one of the few

disadvantages the Americans faced

in pursuing their goals. In 1842, with

tensions high between the United

States and Mexico over California, it

could take months for a naval com-
mander to send and receive a dis-

patch instructing him how to act in

a particular situation. But few issues

could wait so long for resolution.

England, France, and the United

States were all eyeing California and
calculating their chances of seizing

the prize when it dropped from the

tiring hand of Mexico. Under these

circumstances, the United States at-

tempted to station competent naval
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officers at the remote posts on the

Pacific. These men were expected to

be able, on the basis of their own
character and sense of duty, to make
responsible decisions without con-

sultation or authorization from

Washington, although these deci-

sions might affect the remainder of

their careers. One man who had to

make such a decision was Thomas
ap Catesby Jones. His choice to seize

Monterey in the fall of 1842 severely

strained relations between the United

States and Mexico and delayed for

several years the U.S. acquisition of

California by disrupting negotia-

tions for its possible purchase.

Thomas ap Catesby Jones, a Virgi-

nian of Welsh descent, had gained

a reputation as a man of unques-

tioned ability. In thirty-seven years

of naval experience he had seen ac-

tion along the Gulf Coast during the

War of 1812, served in the Pacific

during the 1820s, and commanded
a ship in the 1836 Pacific Exploring

Expedition under the direction of

Charles Wilkes. Jones was a popular

commander with his men, but his

impulsive and dogmatic style com-
bined with a personal vendetta

against rum and dueling brought

criticism from his officers. His strong

sense of duty toward his country

may explain his intense patriotism

and the personal pride that was mis-

construed by so many of his fellow

officers.
1

In late 1841 Jones gained the com-
mand he had so long awaited, the

Pacific squadron consisting of the

flagship United States (dating back to

the 1790s), sloops-of-war St. Louis,

Cyane, Dale, and Yorktown, the schoo-

ner Shark, and the storeship Relief.

Gene A. Smith is a graduate student in

history at Auburn University in Alabama.

The Pacific Squadron.

In all, the ships carried 116 guns. 4

The boundaries of the Pacific station

were defined as "all the west coast

of America, and westward from the

meridian of Cape Horn to the 180th

degree of longitude; and southward

between those meridians to the

South Pole,"
s an area, Jones be-

lieved, far too large to patrol

adequately with such a small force.

Jones drew up plans which would
enlarge his squadron and require a

minimum of seven ships, exclusive

of the flagship and her tender. His

aim was to station these ships off

the coasts of Chile, Panama, Mexico,

California, the Northwest coast, and

two among the Hawaiian Islands."

The plan was never approved, how-

ever, and even after the loss of one

of his sloops (St. Louis), Jones's plea

went unheard. 7

Because he had such a small force,

his orders were simple: to protect

American commerce, to improve the

discipline of his men, and to gain

useful information." These orders re-

flect the uncertainty surrounding

the Pacific area in 1841. The Oregon
question was still unsettled, U.S. re-

lations with Mexico were tense, and

rumor had it that Great Britain was
about to acquire California from

Mexico, perhaps in settlement of

Mexico's 1.5-million-pound debt to

the British. This possibility lent

urgency to the U.S. view that Cali-

fornia belonged by some natural

right to the Union and created an

atmosphere favorable to preemptive

action. Uppermost in Jones's mind
as he took up his new command was
the idea that he should not risk

allowing the British to take control

of California.
9

Wihen Jones arrived

in the Pacific in May, 1842, and took

his station at Callao he learned that

a French squadron had departed

from Valparaiso, Chile, two months
before for an unknown destination.

Jones believed, as did the British,

that it was headed for California on

a venture of colonization. Any Euro-

pean colonization would, according

to Jones, ".
. .be disastrous to our

whale fisheries and commercial in-

terest in these seas ..." and make
it impossible for the United States

to protect these enterprises. But in

Jones's opinion, California was sec-

ondary in importance to the primary

U.S. concern in the Pacific—the

Sandwich (Hawaiian) Islands.
10 A

flurry of activity in early September

heightened the tension and became

the precipitating cause for Jones's

landing in Monterey.

On September 5 a mail steamer

arrived at Callao from Panama, and

the HMS Dublin, flagship of British

Rear Admiral Richard Thomas,

weighed anchor with sealed orders.

The steamer also brought informa-

tion which led Jones and other ob-

servers to believe that Mexico and

the United States were at war."

Troubled by the news and by the

hasty departure of the British ships,

Jones hurried the eight miles to Lima
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to confer with the American charge

d'affaires J.C. Pickett over the role

his squadron would play in the up-

coming events. While he was meet-

ing with Pickett, dispatches from

John Parrott, U.S. consul at Mazat-

lan, arrived to add to Jones's convic-

tion that war had begun. 12 Enclosed

with the dispatches were two news-

papers. A copy of the Mexican El

Cosmopolito dated June 4, 1842, con-

tained correspondence between the

Mexican government and Waddy
Thompson, U.S. minister to Mexico,

on the subject of Texas. The tone of

the letters and Parrott's suggestion

that they would cause the recall of

the American minister confirmed

Jones's belief that war was inevita-

ble. Another paper, published at

Boston, carried an article from the

New Orleans Advertiser which stated

that "... according to authentic in-

formation, . . . Mexico has ceded

the Californias to Great Britain for

seven millions of dollars!"
13 After

careful deliberation, Jones and Pick-

ett concluded that the reports could

be accepted at face value, and Jones

returned to Callao to ready his ships

for sea.
14

If hostilities with Mexico

had indeed broken out, Jones and
Pickett considered that the United

States would be justified in forestall-

ing British possession of California

by occupying what was now enemy
territory.

Jones intended to keep his plans

secret, but his unusual activities and

the secretive departure of the British

squadron aroused the curiosity of

his fellow Americans. In addition,

the Cyane's load of trade goods

—

14 dozen spades, 32 axes, 1 hoe, 1

pickax, 1 dozen hatchets, and 1045

pounds of bar iron—unusual for a

naval vessel, raised questions about

the upcoming mission. 15 A lack of
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wind delayed the fleet's departure

until the afternoon of September 7

and gave the British a two-day head

start.
16 Nonetheless, Jones planned

to crowd sail and reach California

before the British, land a force, build

batteries on shore, and prevent their

landing. The Americans pressed for-

ward with all possible speed, igno-

rant of the true British destination,

the Mosquito Islands off the Atlantic

coast of Nicaragua. 17

Jones got under way while the

Yorktown was out on a cruise to the

south, so he left a letter for Lieuten-

ant Commander John S. Nicholas

explaining the intentions of his mis-

sion. One day out the ships backed

main topsails long enough for the

commanders to board the flagship.
1 "

Captain James Armstrong of the

United States, Commander Cornelius

K. Stribling of the Cyane, and Com-
mander Thomas A. Dornin of the
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Dale were presented with the evi-

dence that had brought the ships to

sea. Jones then posed two questions:

"Is the rumor of war between the

United States and Mexico . . . and

the cessation of the Californias . . .

to Great Britain, sufficiently probable

to justify the withdrawal ... of our

naval force from the coast of Peru

and Chile, to send ... to California?"

To this question they answered,

"Yes, without doubt. ..." The sec-

ond question Jones posed was
"Under what circumstances, if any,

would it be proper for us to antici-

pate Great Britain in her contem-

plated military occupation of Cali-

fornia?" The officers concluded that

"in case the United States and Mex-
ico are at war, it would be our boun-

den duty to possess ourselves of

every point and port in California

that we could take and defend . . . ,

and if the views of the late President

Monroe . . . are still received as

the avowed and fixed policy of our

country . . . , we should consider

the military occupation of the Cali-

fornias by any European Power, . . .

as a measure so decidedly hostile to

the true interest of the United States

as not only to warrant but to make
it our duty to forestall the design

of . .
." the British.

19 About a week
after these decisions had been made,
the Dale left the squadron and headed
for Panama with dispatches for

Washington, while the United States

and Cyane proceeded to the coast of

California to act as circumstances

prescribed. 20

On the cruise to California the

Cyane and the United States parted

company and did not rejoin until

they reached the vicinity of Mon-
terey on October 16. Jones noted

that on his journey to California not

a "single strange sail" was seen

Map of the Pacific Squadron's route

as drawn by William H. Meyers.

north of the equator, 21 yet it appar-

ently did not occur to him that this

fact should cause him to question

the rumor that war had begun. Pas-

sage was unusually slow due to ob-

stinate head winds which forced the

ships to sail west after crossing the

equator almost to the Sandwich Is-

lands before they could put about

and sail to the northeast. 22 The pro-

longed journey worked to the ad-

vantage of Jones and his crew, since

it allowed time for gunnery training

and small arms practice, which, ac-

cording to one report, continued

both day and night. Alonzo C. Jack-

son of the United States wrote in a

letter to a relative that on every calm

day the crew transported a barrel

two miles out to be used for target

practice. During the practice, he

noted, a whole broadside, consist-

ing of twenty-six guns, would be

fired simultaneously. He added that

this was "a thing that is very seldom

done." 23 Another account claimed

that a company of one hundred men
chosen to drill daily with muskets

sharpened their cutlasses to a razor-

fine edge and improved their marks-

manship by firing at a bag suspended

from the foremast. 24 This display of

firepower and drill made a vivid im-

pression on all present and would

provide the backbone for any deci-

sion to be enforced by Jones and his

squadron.

o,n October 18, a

few hours out of Monterey, Jones

issued a grandiose order informing

his command, "We are now ap-

proaching the shore of California,

the territory of Mexico, the enemy
of our country, whose flag it is our

duty to strike, and hoist in its place

our own." California, Jones told his

men, "is not only our duty to

take. . . , but we must keep it after-

wards, at all hazards." He con-

tinued, "this may or may not be an

easy task; we are prepared for the

worst, ... in a few hours we shall

be in possession of Monterey."

Jones then noted "the soldiers of

Mexico we know how to take care

of" but that innocent civilians must
be reconciled to change and, if pos-

sible, brought to the aid of the

United States. In pursuit of this goal,

Jones maintained that the United

States must be the "protectors of all,

and not the oppressor of any," and
he established regulations which

prohibited maltreatment of the in-

habitants and above all forbade

plundering of any kind. 2S With these

orders, selections were made for

landing parties to go ashore and take

possession of Monterey. 26

On the morning of the nineteenth,

a day with light pleasant winds from

the northwest, 27 the United States

and the Cyane, flying the British flag,

rounded Point Pinos (the southern

tip of the bay) and sighted the Mex-

ican barque Joven Guipuzcoana. 2* A
chase ensued, and the United States

fired a shot across the bow of the

Mexican vessel, convincing the

frightened commander to talk. Cap-
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tain Joseph F. Snook, the English

commander of the Joven Guipuz-

coana,
29 claimed that he was involved

only in the coastal trade and knew
nothing of the diplomatic situation.

Jones disregarded Snook's plea to be

released and ordered the Cyane to

take his prize to Monterey. 30

Now flying the Stars and Stripes,

the United States proceeded alone

and at 2:45 in the afternoon dropped
anchor outside the castle of Mon-
terey, "a dilapidated work mounting
eleven guns." Jones waited several

hours for a visit by some American
or neutral from whom he might ob-

tain some "disinterested informa-

tion," but no one came. At last a

boat flying the Mexican colors ap-

proached Jones's flagship. How-
ever, nothing could be gained from

its officers on the situation, "except

that they had never heard of any
difficulties between Mexico and the

United States, and knew nothing of

war; ..." Not satisfied with this

news, Jones summoned the mate of

the merchant ship Fame, who re-

layed the story that the Fame had

been delayed for a week in the

Sandwich Islands on account of war
rumors. But since its arrival in Mon-
terey nothing new had occurred ex-

cept a report that the British were to

take possession of Upper California

and guarantee Mexico's possession

of Lower California. This report con-

firmed what Jones had heard in Cal-

lao. Since no American had come
aboard, Jones believed "the time for

action had now arrived. ..."

Reasoning that "Mexico is the ag-

gressor, and as such is responsible

for all evils and consequences . . .

in which she placed herself . . .
,"

he began the act which would gain

him a place in the annals of expan-

sionist history.
31
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At four in the afternoon, Jones

sent Captain Armstrong of the

United States ashore under a flag of

truce to demand the surrender of

Monterey. Papers for this purpose

were apparently prepared in ad-

vance, because there were copies in

both English and Spanish. Addition-

ally the date, place, and signature

were left blank so they could be used

in different towns if necessary. 32

This may have reflected Jones's wish

to save time and gain control of the

town before the British arrived. Al-

though the terms of capitulation

were straightforward and simple,

Jones gave Juan Bautista Alvarado,

acting governor of Monterey, eigh-

teen hours to make his decision. Al-

varado was initially willing to sur-

render the port without question,

but in a letter sent to Jones later that

afternoon, he equivocated, "it

would not be becoming that I should
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make a capitulation in the name of

the Mexican nation, when my au-

thority does not . . . reach beyond
the limits of Monterey. . .

," 33

With this statement, Alvarado

turned the problem over to Don
Mariano Silva, military comman-
dant of Monterey. Silva quickly con-

cluded that the city's defenses of

twenty-nine regular soldiers, eleven

pieces of artillery, and a castle in

serious disrepair were no match for

the Americans and that the only sen-

sible thing to do was to surrender. 34

Two Mexican ministers then boarded

the United States to "treat for the sur-

render of Monterey"; they agreed to

sign the articles and change flags at

9:30 on the morning of the twen-

tieth.
35 Accompanying the Mexican

commission as interpreter was
Thomas Oliver Larkin, an Anglo-

American merchant from Monterey.

Larkin asked which side had de-

clared war and was told that the dec-

laration was conditional and on the

part of Mexico. Surprised, he in-

formed Jones that there were papers

of "late dates" on shore that made
no mention of strife between the two
countries. Rather than doubting his

own assumptions, however, Jones

suspected that Larkin was attempt-

ing some kind of subterfuge—the

idea grew stronger when Larkin

failed to produce the papers—and
concluded that the need for action

was even more urgent than he had
thought.

The Mexican commissioners, ap-

pearing impatient to surrender,

boarded the United States at 7:30 in-

stead of 9:30 to sign the articles by
which the United States forces

would land and take possession of

Monterey. The landing party, com-
posed of 150 seamen (stormers) and
marines proceeded ashore under the

Meyers was present at the capture of

Monterey but treated it as a minor

incident on the long voyage.

immediate leadership of Lieutenant

G. W. Robinson with Cornelius K.

Stribling of the Cyane in overall com-
mand of the operation. 36 The
marines were assigned to receive the

arms and take the barracks of the

Mexican troops while the stormers

were to take the castle that over-

looked the harbor. Fearing a Mexi-

can trick, the members of the land-

ing party were heavily armed, each

carrying a musket, a cutlass, and a

brace of pistols, but they accom-

plished their mission without in-

cident and without firing a single

shot. The situation could have been

very different. The stormers had
been landed at the foot of a narrow

ravine, twelve feet wide and four

hundred yards long, which led to

the fort. They marched six abreast

to the top. There they discovered

nine additional cannon which com-

manded the entire ravine and were
camouflaged, loaded, and ready for

action with burning matches

nearby. The Mexicans honored their

surrender, however, and there was
no attempt to fire the guns, it was
all over then except the shouting,

the cheers and the music that accom-

panied the raising of Old Glory in

place of the Mexican flag, and a

twenty-six-gun salute.
37

It was a con-

quest, as Jones concluded, that had
been "conducted in a most orderly

manner." 38

T,he afternoon and
night of the twentieth passed with-

out incident as all but one division

of marines returned to the ships. On
the morning of October 21, Commo-
dore Jones went ashore to inspect

the town and fort that were now
under the Stars and Stripes. There

the pomp and ceremony halted.

Jones's private secretary H. LaRein-

trie had found the papers Larkin had
referred to on the previous day.

Dated as late as August 22, they

mentioned nothing of hostilities be-

tween the United States and Mexico

or the cession of California to Great

Britain. Jones at this point realized

his mistake and called an immediate

conference with Captain Armstrong

and Commander Stribling.
39 They

agreed that the only thing to do was
to restore Mexican authority and try

to mend relations. At 4:00 that after-

noon the American flag was lowered

and, with as much pomp as had ac-

companied its raising the day be-

fore, the Mexican flag was re-

hoisted. 40 The troops were reem-

barked, property that had been

seized was returned, and normal re-

lations were resumed.

Meanwhile, in San Diego, Captain

William D. Phelps of the American

merchant ship Alert had captured

the local fort, using the threat of his

two four-pounders to cow any

would-be opposition. Phelps's ac-

tions were attributed to the inspira-

tion of Jones's action, a rumor that

soldiers were coming to seize his

ship, and the arrival of a group of

Americans seeking his protection

from the Mexicans. He held the tort
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for three days until he heard that

Monterey had been evacuated and
that the rumor of war was false.

41

The reaction of Monterey's inhab-

itants to Jones's assault varied,

mainly because they were a diverse

group which included Anglo-

Americans, Mexicans, foreigners,

and native Californians. At first

many of them were frightened, but

with Jones's proclamation that there

would be neither looting nor vio-

lence and that native rights would
be respected, fear gave way to admi-

ration for the Yankee invaders. 42 As
Larkin recounted in 1844, "the fear

and apprehension of the lower class

of People here was at its height,

drawing their recollections [sic] from
the horrible atrocities commetted
[sic] by the Spaniards [sic] . . ."and
"they expected to see the same en-

acted here." 43 Many of the public

officials at Monterey found them-

selves suddenly summoned away
on urgent business when they heard

the news of the invasion, although

they returned as hastily upon hear-

ing the Americans "... did not

shoot at sight, then scalp their vic-

tims with a great knife, as many . . .

believed was the habit of the fighting

Yanquis.
',44 As a result of the orderly

landing, Larkin reported, "... the

people are not afraid of the next

squadron, perhaps many are anx-

iously waiting its arrival . .
." 4=i More

importantly, since there was no inci-

dent of questionable conduct during

the occupation, a view of the

marines became prevalent, that they

were "a fine body of Young men"
whose departure would leave a void

along the coast of California. 46

Several incidents raised the pres-

tige of the bluejackets in the eyes of

the Californians. When one marine

made a purchase and then borrowed

a pitcher to obtain water, he actually

returned the pitcher and paid for

what he acquired—in contrast, ac-

cording to Larkin, to Mexican troops

who rarely paid for anything. 47

While the ships remained in Mon-
terey the men mingled with the in-

habitants ashore. Larkin claimed

they were either "hunting wild Deer

or dancing with the tame Dear, both

being plenty in and about Mon-
terey." The flagship had an excellent

band which provided the impetus

for a number of balls, and some
sailors who had never danced before

learned to on this occasion. 4" Larkin

called attention to the fine discipline

of the men and to the speed and
precision of the American ships dur-

ing an emergency. This impressed

the male population, he said, while

it took only the young men in uni-

form to entice the females." He also

pointed out to the locals that there
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had never been better order/"

One story neither Larkin nor

Jones recounted, however. Jones's

son Meriwether Paterson Jones, a

midshipman aboard the Cyane, was
sent ashore for the lowering of the

American flag and the rehoisting of

the Mexican flag. Dramatically

exclaiming that he could not strike

the American flag, he proceeded to

get so drunk that he rolled down a

cliff. Although he was not injured,

he did avoid hauling down the

American flag.
51

Jones and Larkin tried to conceal

their embarrassment over the pre-

mature seizure of Monterey by con-

cluding the incident with many ban-

quets and dances." Larkin's primary

fear, that the landing would stir up
hostile feelings toward the United

States among the natives and for-

eigners of California, proved to be

unfounded, and he was relieved to

find that it had just the opposite ef-

fect.
53

The Californians, as distinguished

from the Mexicans, "... showed a

very imperfect sense of how much
they had been injured by this insult

offered to Mexico." Subsequent rela-

tions with Americans on the coast

were no less cordial than before, and
the incident passed without further

consequence. 54 Larkin still feared

that if the U.S. Navy did not leave

a ship, General Jose Manuel Michel-

torena would "let loose, his army of

Cut throats and robbers, (in retalia-

tion for the insult this territory has

received) to plunder the proper-

ty. . .
." 55 To prevent this, he

petitioned Commodore Jones to sta-

tion a ship off the coast to protect

the innocent. Though no incident

occurred to justify this precaution,

Larkin felt much more at ease with

his plea for help.

Mexican pamphlet narrating the

"invasion of California at the port of

Monterey by Thomas 'ape' Jones."

Anglo-Americans in California

were delighted with the landing,

seeing it as the harbinger of a more
stable government that would pro-

tect the citizens instead of oppres-

sing them. Some even suggested

that the landing had "taught them
[Mexicans] the propriety of respect-

ing the rights of foreigners."
56 The

Mexicans, however, were outraged

by this violation of their national

honor, and their attitude could be

summed up by one general remark,

"Why, we are going to cut the

throats of all you Yankees." 57
Yet ex-

cept for lasting anger toward Gover-

nor Micheltorena, who retreated

with his army to Los Angeles instead

of advancing upon the enemy, they

did not appear to harbor a grudge

for long.

o,n the national

level, the affair had serious reper-

cussions. The government in Mexi-

co, with the help of the Mexican

press "made much of the barbarity

of Thomas 'ape' Catesby Jones,"
51*

creating an atmosphere in which the

Tyler Administration was forced to

suspend negotiations for the pur-

chase of California.
54 Some Mexicans

suggested that the incident could be

invoked to legitimize the cancella-

tion of all U.S. claims against Mexi-

co, but cooler heads prevailed. A fac-

tion led by Minister of Foreign Af-

fairs Jose Maria Bocanegra consid-

ered the act "sufficient to put an end

to the bonds uniting the two repub-

lics" and an outrage to Mexican

honor. Waddy Thompson, U.S.

minister to Mexico, asserted in re-

sponse that it was no dishonor to

surrender to a superior force and ar-

gued that since no public or private

property had been damaged rela-

tions could be normalized. Any
claims that did arise would be paid

in full by the American government,

he pledged. In Washington, Secre-

tary of State Daniel Webster and
Mexican Minister to the United

States General Juan N. Almonte also

engaged in an exchange of sharp

notes. After much discussion, all

diplomatic parties involved agreed

that Jones was to be recalled and

publicly reprimanded for his ac-

tions.""

Although Secretary of the Navy
Abel P. Upshur agreed to recall

Jones, he made it clear to Webster

and President Tyler that he would

not jeopardize morale in the Navy
by humiliating "an able and well-in-

tentioned commander.

"

hl With Up-

shur's defense of Jones and Webs-

ter's apology in the name of the pres-

ident to the Mexican minister in

Washington, the incident was
closed."

2 Jones was not reprimanded

even though the House Committee

on Foreign Affairs conducted an in-

vestigation which concluded that

the taking of Monterey "was entirely

of his [Jones's] own authority, and

not in consequence of any orders or

instructions given to him by the

Government of the United States.""

Upshur in fact considered himself
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partially responsible for the affair

and attempted to guard against sim-

ilar incidents by giving careful in-

structions for future commanders to

avoid giving offense to other gov-

ernments. 64
Jones was replaced as

commander of the Pacific squadron

by Commodore Alexander Dallas

and "punished" by being given com-

mand of the ship-of-the-line Ohio.

Jones would have a Pacific com-

mand again during the Mexican

War, however.

Was Jones's landing in October

1842 a product of Manifest Destiny

or did it have a strictly military con-

notation? Only Jones himself could

answer this question, but it seems

evident that he believed he was act-

ing in the best interests of his coun-

try, which in his mind presumed a

U.S. right to California important

enough to justify conquest if pur-

chase was not possible. By basing

their decision to act on the Monroe
Doctrine, Jones and his officers ap-

peared to indicate that they thought

in terms of national policy rather

than limited military tactics. Al-

though it temporarily damaged U.S.

relations with Mexico, the seizure of

Monterey cooled French and British

interest in California and brought it

one step closer to union with the

United States. Even though British

interest in the area was subsiding,

some Americans still believed that if

"John Bull" gained a foothold he

would secure a monopoly on the

Pacific and undermine American

commerce to the point that the Stars

and Stripes would not fly on the

coast.
65

In fact, infiltration of Yan-

kees in the early 1840s strengthened

the position of the American mer-

chants who had become established

in the preceding two decades and
gave the United States an edge it
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would not relinquish.
66

Jones's ac-

tion also indicated that the United

States would have little problem tak-

ing California when and if hostilities

did commence, thus adding force to

the expansionist movement under

the concept of Manifest Destiny.

Finally, Jones's landing gave the

Anglo-American public an idea of

where and what California was, as

Larkin wrote to James Gordon Ben-

nett, editor of the New York Herald,

"I imagine you have never had a cor-

respondent from the 'Far West.'

... In fact you have not found out

as yet where the Far famed 'Far

West' is. You now know and so does

Com[modore] Thomas ap C. Jones,

and the officers of his squad-

ron, . .

." 67 From this time forward,

Anglo-Americans in general would

also know where the "Far West"

was.

See notes beginning on page 155.
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Mt. Katahdin, from the West Branch of

the Penobscot River. This painting, found
by members of Christ Congregational

Church in Silver Spring, Maryland, in the

course of a spring cleaning project, now
hangs in the National Museum of American

Art of the Smithsonian Institution.

It was spring cleaning tune at the 125-

year old red-brick farmhouse on the Caca-

pon River in West Virginia. The house

is owned and used as a retreat center by

Christ Congregational Church of Silver

Spring, Maryland, and a work committee

zvas busy cleaning up and throwing out

when all activity was brought to a halt by

a voice asking, "Hey, everybody! What do

we do with this big, old, dirty whatever-it-

is, a picture of sotnething or other?"

The most frequently voiced suggestion

was to toss it on the fire, but some of us

insisted, "We can't do that. Let's at least

take it out into the sun and look at it." A
close scrutiny in better light revealed a

signature and date in the lower-right-hand

corner, V. Williams, 1870. The signature

made us think we were looking at an origi-

nal oil painting.

Several months later, one of our group

showed the painting to William Truettner,

Curator of Painting and Sculpture at the

National Museum of American Art of the

Smithsonian Institution. He suggested that

we have the painting restored and ap-

praised and then return. Some time later

we took the painting to Robert Scott Wiles,

Conservator at the Corcoran Gallery of

Art in Washington, D.C. for his advice

on its proper care. Restoration revealed

the painting to be Mt. Katahdin from

the West Branch of the Penobscot

River, Baxter State Park, Maine by

Virgil Maccy Williams.' Whether it was

because of my involvement in its discovery

or because of the glowing colors revealed

in the restoration, the painting caught my
imagination and started me on a search

for information about the artist's life.
2

Today it hangs in the National Museum

of American Art of the Smithsonian In-

stitution to be enjoyed by the public.

Virgil Macey Williams, an

American landscapist who
recorded many of the nine-

teenth-century landmarks and natural

wonders of California, began life as

a New Englander by birth as well as

ancestry.
1 He studied art in Italy, how-

ever, and spent most of his adult years

painting and developing the arts com-

munity in California. He was a gifted

and fortunate man who was encour-

aged and supported in his artistic

career right from the start.

Williams was born at Dixfield,

Maine on October 29, 1830; he was

raised at Taunton, Massachusetts. As

a student at Brown University, where

he enrolled August 28, 1847, Wil-

liams's talent was recognized and en-

couraged. As the story goes, 4
Presi-

dent Francis Wayland called young

Virgil to his office. Williams fully ex-

pected to be reprimanded for a carica-

ture he had drawn of the rather staid

gentleman; instead he was com-

plimented. Furthermore, the university

president suggested to James M. Wil-

liams that he arrange for his talented

son to receive a thorough training in

art. When he left Brown University at

the end of his junior year, Virgil Wil-

liams studied under Daniel Hunting-

ton, an instructor at the New York

Academy of Design, 5 and in 1853 he

set off for Italy with his father's bless-

ing and financial support. For approxi-

mately eight-and-one-half years he

immersed himself in the art, history,

and culture of Italy; he became fluent

in the language and felt completely at

home in this new environment.

Italy was the ideal place for a young

American artist at that time. Many
prosperous Americans, while taking

the Grand Tour of Europe, were

drawn to Italy by the beautiful scenery

and warm climate; some of the travel-

ers not only purchased paintings but

also commissioned works. While in

Rome, Virgil Williams studied under

the well-known American expatriate,

William Page (1811-1885), who had

been a leading portrait painter in Bos-

ton before going to Italy. Williams

became adept in Page's method of

painting, which was greatly admired

in Europe: instead of mixing colors,

each was put on in a separate manner;

scumbles and glazes were used to

modify a tone or to soften a line

or color."

In 1857 or early 1858 Williams mar-

ried Mary Page, daughter of his mas-

ter, and could almost immediately

count among his close associates such

artists, writers, and journalists as
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Ruth N. Post is working on a book length

biography of Virgil Macey Williams.
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Enoch Wood Perry (1831-1915), Worth-

ington Whittredge (1820-1910), San-

ford Robinson Gifford (1823-1880), Al-

bert Bierstadt (1830-1902), Nathaniel

Hawthorne (1804-1864), and Robert

and Elizabeth Barrett Browning, who
at one time lived in the same building

as the Page family.
7

Williams began to be noticed: "Mr.

Williams, a son-in-law of Mr. Page, is

rapidly making a reputation for him-

self as a landscapist. He paints with

great feeling and freedom. He has sev-

eral small Campagna views which pos-

sess marked merit," 8 noted a Boston

reporter in 1859. And again: "All lov-

ers of the beautiful will be gratified at

visiting the studio of Williams. In the

combination of landscape and figures,

I consider him unsurpassed. It gives

me pleasure to know that some of the

wealthy citizens of Chicago, who were

in Rome last winter, have given him

liberal commissions. He is now sketch-

ing amidst the lovely scenery of the

Island of Capri."
9

In Rome in the winter of 1857, Wil-

liams met artists Albert Bierstadt and

Enoch Wood Perry,
10 whom he was to

work with later in California. Williams,

Perry, Bierstadt, Gifford, and Whit-

tredge could often be seen with other

artists painting or sketching around

the Eternal City or on side trips to

Florence, Venice, Naples, or Capri.

Williams spent long evenings at such

gathering places as locales on the Via

Condotti like Trattoria Lepri or the

Caffe Greco, the latter still a meeting

place for artists. This mingling with

kindred souls played a great part in

shaping Williams's love for people and

in nurturing the compassion and un-

derstanding that were to make him a

dedicated teacher and friend.

While he was in Florence,

Williams made another

contact which was to have

a lasting effect on his life and on the

development of the California art com-

munity. He met Robert B. Woodward

(1814-1879), an art lover and self-made

American man of wealth. Apparently

CALIFORNIA HISTORY

Woodward visited Williams's studio

in Rome and, liking what he saw

there, commissioned him to make

copies of some of the Old Masters.

These were later hung in Woodward's

newly built home in San Francisco.

This was only the beginning of the

relationship, however. In 1861, shortly

after Williams returned from Italy and

set up his studio in Boston, Woodward

visited him again and was so im-

pressed with the works he saw that

he purchased the entire lot, and per-

suaded Williams to come to San Fran-

cisco to plan and design an art gallery

for his new home." Under contract to

Woodward, Williams left his successful

studio and moved to San Francisco,

arriving on April 5, 1862, after an ar-

duous and awe-inspiring journey.

Williams designed and set up the

art gallery in the Woodward home and

helped lay out plans for its park-like

gardens, complete with fountains and

an artificial lake.
12 In 1866 this park,

on Mission Street between Fourteenth

and Fifteenth streets, was opened to

the public as the famous Woodward's

Gardens and Amusement Park. Wood-

ward even started a horse-drawn tram

to provide rapid transit along Mission

Street so that families could enjoy his

gardens. One of the finest privately

owned parks of its kind, it became

known in both Europe and America

as the Central Park of the Pacific;
13

it

prospered until the later nineteenth

century when the people of San Fran-

cisco found a new love in Golden Gate

Park. The partnership between these

two men, begun when Woodward vis-

ited Williams' Italian studio, became a

key to the widening influence of the

artist and the growing philanthropy of

the businessman who was the first real

patron of the arts in San Francisco.

After completing his work for Wood-

ward, Williams devoted his time to

exploring the teeming city of San Fran-

cisco, the meeting place of not only

American adventurers and entrepre-

neurs but also those from Europe,

Hawaii, Australia, China, and from

other Asian countries. During this
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period Williams became acquainted

with many artists, among them Wil-

liam Keith and Thomas Hill. Hill, who
had come with his family to the West

Coast in 1861 in search of a climate

that would be better for. his ailing

health, had taken a studio in the Mer-

cantile Libraiy Building. Keith had

already established his reputation as

a fine engraver and was beginning to

paint landscapes. 14 Williams, Hill, and

Keith spent much time together. They

sketched, visited the studios of other

artists, or attended art exhibits, some

of them in the What Cheer House, a

temperance establishment founded in

1856 by Robert B. Woodward. Keith's

biographer, Brother Cornelius says of

the three artist friends:

They took long walks or would ride out to

visit Woodward's Gardens, the newly laid

out amusement park which Williams had

helped to design and lay-out, especially

the art center. He (Williams) interested

them, he had traveled abroad, and studied

in Italy with William Page. His training,

ideas and methods which he brought back

gave him prestige and vogue. There seemed

to be a lack of artistic jealousies among

them but a sense of learning and sharing

their ideas and giving their critiques

openly.
1
''

On July 17, 1863 Albert Bierstadt,

Williams's old friend from days in

Rome, and the journalist Fitz Hugh
Ludlow arrived in San Francisco by

stagecoach and stayed at the Occiden-

tal Hotel."' Dr. John Hewston, a scien-

tific metallurgist and physicist, met

with Bierstadt, Ludlow, Enoch Wood
Perry—another friend from the Italian

years, and Williams to plan a camping

expedition to the Yosemite Valley.

Leaving on August 2 on horseback,

their pack mules laden with supplies,

they traveled via the old Mariposa

Trail. They would, of course, hunt and

fish, but time was planned so that the

men could sketch, paint, explore, or

write, each according to his own inter-

ests and competence. After seven

weeks in this magnificient wonder-

land, they returned to San Francisco. 17

Another important friend of Wil-

liams at this time was Carleton E.

Watkins, whose outstanding early

photography of Yosemite had helped

persuade Congress to place the area

under government protection. Watkins

was asked by Frederick Law Olmsted,

chairman of the California Geological

Survey and famed as the "Father of

American Landscape Design," to pro-

pose the best way to preserve and

enhance the beauty of the valley. Wat-

kins asked Virgil Williams and Thomas

Hill to accompany him on this study.

The two painters must have truly en-

joyed this venture and their associa-

tion with Watkins; the sketches and

paintings produced during this time

laid the groundwork for many future

paintings. An added benefit for Wil-

liams of his association with the Wat-

kins trip was the kindling of his

curiosity about and interest in photog-

raphy; in time he became a

proficient photographer. 18

Mary Page Williams did not

go west with her husband.

She stayed in Cambridge

for a time, visiting friends and rela-

tives there and in other areas. In 1864,

she wrote a touching letter to her

father, then in New York, asking him

to send her trunk to Cambridgeport,

Massachusetts, where she was staying

with Virgil's father and sister Ella, and

added, "he is very anxious to have

Virg home, so that he may have all

his children together for the first time

in twelve years.'"'' However, Virgil did

not return to the Boston area until

April 25, 1866. Again he opened a

studio in Boston, and Mary wrote to

her sister Emma on May 17 that "He

[Virgil] has several students and in

addition is teaching classes in freehand

drawing at Harvard University and

Design at the Boston School of Tech-

nology." 2 " The Boston Evening Transcript

reported, "Virgil Williams, after resi-

dence of some years in Italy, and more

recently in California, has taken a

studio in Boston, with a well-filled

folio of sketches from these opposite

points of interest.""

Late in 1867, Williams's painting The
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Capri Boat attracted much interest.

Among the comments it elicited was

the Boston Evening Transcript's note,

"His views and accuracy of Italian

scenery is noteworthy in the beauty,

light, and placement of gaily dressed

people— it is a fete day, it catches the

eye and holds one in admiration." 22

By 1868 Thomas Hill had also re-

turned to Boston and set up his studio

on the same floor as Williams's in the

Studio Building. The old friendship

between the two artists grew, and

soon both were exhibiting at the Bos-

ton Athenaeum, Boston Art Club, and

various galleries. A newspaper article

in 1868 noted that "Virgil Williams is

working on a landscape of Sommer
Sound on Mt. Desert and has finished

three Italian street scenes and always

pleases with bright colors, correct

drawing and graceful drapery. Evi-

dently he paints as tho [sic] he loves

his work and scenes." 23 These were

good times for the arts and for Virgil

Williams.

However, as Williams's reputation

as an artist grew, his marriage to Mary

Page deterioriated. His long absences

from home (in addition to the four

years in California, he traveled to

Mount Desert Isle, Nova Scotia, and

to Maine), Mary's frequent bouts of

illness through the years, and her

unhappiness at being so far away from

her close-knit family proved more than

the relationship could bear. In 1869

Mary left Virgil as she had done once

before, and this time the marriage

ended. 24
In a June 2, 1871, letter to her

father from New Harmony, Indiana,

Mary wrote of her marriage to a Mr.

Hinckley, "a merchant in this town

and we are very happy ... I never

doubted the wisdom of the change I

made more than two years ago, and I

am thankful every day that I had the

strength and courage to take the steps

I did."
2S

The change was evidently a wise

one for both Virgil and Mary Page Wil-

liams. Before long, a promising water-

colorist in Williams's studio art class

found favor with her teacher, and late

in 1870 or early 1871 Virgil and Dora

(Deborah) Norton (1829-1915) were

married. 2" Once more California beck-

oned. Early in 1871 Thomas Hill left

Boston to return to San Francisco.

Williams looked forward to renewing

his association with artists and intellec-

tuals he had met during his stay in

the West, and he and Dora began

making their own plans. On August

15, 1871, they arrived in San Francisco

from Boston aboard the ship Sacra-

mento.
27 The city was again in the

throes of a boom as a result of the re-

cent opening of the cross-country rail

system and the improved roads and

stage coach lines had swelled the

population to well over 200,000. At

the same time the vast outpourings

from the Comstock Lode, discovered

in 1859, were bringing tremendous

wealth to the city. The newly rich

were building large homes on Nob Hill

and buying or commissioning land-

scapes, genre, and marine paintings,

and portraits of their homes as well

as of themselves and their families.
28

In March, 1871, an energetic group

of artists, journalists, and intellectuals

had met at the home of the English-

born artist Juan Buckingham Wandes-

forde 2" to found the San Francisco Art

Association. Among those at the meet-

ing were: William Alvord, mayor of

San Francisco; Benjamin Parke Avery,

journalist; Edward Bosqui, printer;

Samuel Marsden Brookes, portrait and

still-life artist; and the painters Gideon

Jacques Denny, Thomas Hill, William

Keith, and Erneste Narjot."' who
painted the portrait of Robert Louis

Stevenson that now hangs in the Sil-

verado Museum at St. Helena in the

Napa Valley. This group organized

receptions, exhibits, and social gather-

ings which did much to nourish the

growing taste for fine arts among the

people of San Francisco.

Soon after their arrival in San Fran-

cisco, Virgil Williams and his wife

were included in the membership of

the fledgling art association, which

established an art school in 1874 that

still exists today after many changes

of locale and name as the San Fran-

cisco Art Institute at 800 Chestnut
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Hunting Scene with Wild Ducks.

Williams did an extended series of hunting and country scenes

in black crayon between 1870 and 1872.
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Street and which still offers a scholar-

ship given in the name of Virgil Wil-

liams by his wife Dora. 11 When the

San Francisco Art Association com-

pleted plans to open their first acad-

emy—the School of Design—Virgil

Williams, now acknowledged as a

gifted artist and intellectual, was

chosen as the first director and as

teacher.
12 This was to become his life's

most important work.

Williams was an outstanding

teacher who often devel-

oped lasting friendships

with his students. Through the school

he nurtured the talent of many early

painting students, some of whom went

on to study abroad and to become fine

artists; some became very well known,

and all extolled the ability and dedica-

tion of their teacher and friend." One
of the forty-member, February 1874,

first class at the School of Design was

Christian A. Jorgensen (originally

Jorgensen).
34 Williams had discovered

Jorgensen as a child of twelve sketch-

ing on the stoops of San Francisco and

was so impressed by his drawings that

he arranged for Jorgensen to become

the first free student admitted to the

school. Jorgensen later became an in-

structor in sketching and watercolor

at the school. Among Jorgensen's stu-

dents was young Angela Ghirardelli,

who in 1887 became his wife. The

couple named their first child after

Virgil Williams.

Williams did not limit his teaching

to one phase of art; he lectured on the

history of art and the lives of great art-

ists. He gave unstintingly of his time

and talent and was always accessible

to students, giving them encourage-

ment, cautioning, sometimes scolding,

never flattering, honest almost to the

point of harshness. "It is by constant

practice and study that power is ob-

tained. There will always be difficulty,

no matter how much you know, so

accept criticism as coming from one

whose only motive is to make you

improve.""

Much information about Williams's

methods and philosophy of teaching

CALIFORNIA HISTORY

has come to us through one of his

remarkable students, Theophilus d'Es-

trella, a gifted artist and deaf mute

who was admitted to the school in

1879.'" Since Williams did not know

sign language, he and d'Estrella com-

municated through pen and paper.

d'Estrella saved the scraps of paper

on which Williams wrote notes to him,

for example:

The very beginner needs to first learn

something of the technique, to handle his

materials, learn certain canons of beauty

and proportion. One is never born with a

thorough knowledge of technique. It has to

be acquired like carpentry. Art is to a great

extent mechanical. No matter how high,

delicate or refined your impressions of

nature, you cannot express them without

great command over your materials, so it

is necessary to get practice and acquire

dexterity.^
7

Once, when d'Estrella complained to

Williams about what he thought was

a very harsh criticism of his work, he

received this reply:

J am severe sometimes on purpose— to

check a growing satisfaction with your own

work—that is in your own mind. There

can exist in the road of a young artist no

obstacle so great as 'the big head'—mean-

ing of course, excessive conceit. That you

shall feel greatly discouraged sometimes is

to be expected. No one with an artistic

temperament but experiences periods of

great dejection and corresponding elation.

We must take the bitter with the sweet.
38

In addition to his work as director

and teacher at the San Francisco

School of Design, Williams was also

involved in another phase of the city's

cultural development. He was among

the founders of the Bohemian Club,

which was organized in 1872 "for the

association of gentlemen connected

with the intellectual and liberal profes-

sions and numbers among its mem-

bers nearly all the prominent men in

San Francisco." Williams was presi-

dent of the club in 1875-76, but he

felt that he could not continue in that

capacity because of his commitment

to the School of Design.
1 '



Dora Williams first met her husband as his art student, and

this 1882 watercolor reflects her talent.
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Williams bought a small ranch in a

remote canyon of the Sugarloaf, on

the Knights Valley side of Mount St.

Helena. Thomas Hill and William

Keith, among other artist friends, were

often visitors to the ranch; they spent

their days in sketching, painting, and

walking and horseback excursions into

the surrounding areas, and their eve-

nings in lively conversation. What a

contemporary observer described as

"the natural beauties of a landscape

so rich in towering peak and green

enameled vale, sinuous creek and

open bay, russet-brown hillside and

grain-veneered field" inspired paint-

ings which "form most pleasing gems

of some of our best art collection." 40

Some time after Christmas in 1879

Williams met the Scotsman Robert

Louis Stevenson and began what was

to be a long-lasting friendship.
41

Stevenson was in love with Fanny

Osbourne, a student of Williams and

a friend of both Dora and Virgil, and

he had followed her from Europe to

America and across the country by

emigrant train to California. Fanny

and her daughter Isobel would often

take the ferry from their home in Oak-

land to visit and attend classes at the

San Francisco School of Design. One
day Fanny called upon an ailing Dora

Williams in her home on Taylor Street

and brought Stevenson with her. The

next day he returned for something

he had left, and, as related by Dora

Williams: "finding me better he re-

mained awhile and we entered into

conversation, and I may add, a life-

long friendship. While we were talk-

ing, my husband came in and glanced

at him very curiously. I hastened to

introduce them to each other. From

that hour, however, they became fast

friends."

The friendship, with its opportun-

ities for intelligent and stimulating

exchange of ideas, became a haven

for Stevenson. Because he was some-

what older and because he remem-

bered the trials of his own first mar-

riage, Williams could take the role of

"elder brother," lending emotional

support to both Stevenson and Fanny
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Osbourne as they sought her freedom

from an unhappy marriage. Superior

Court Judge Timothy H. Reardon was

instrumental in helping Fanny secure

her divorce. When Fanny found her-

self unable to pay his $100 fee, she

offered him a painting she had done

in Grez, France in 1876, the year she

had met Stevenson. On her return to

San Francisco she had shown the

painting to Williams, and he, feeling

that it needed some human interest,

had added four small figures. Reardon

accepted the painting as payment, and

it has been in his family ever since; it

is now on loan to the Silverado

Museum in St. Helena. 43

Fanny Osbourne and Robert Louis

Stevenson were married on Wednes-

day, May 19, 1880, and a week later

they ventured forth to seek a home
away from the San Francisco fogs,

which were adding to Stevenson's

health problems. Their funds were

dwindling, and Williams helped them

find shelter near his ranch in the old

abandoned mining area of the Sil-

verado Western Mines. Here the clean,

brisk air, Fanny's excellent cooking,

and moderate exercise soon restored

Stevenson's good health.
44

Notes recording the sights and

sounds of these days, jotted in Steven-

son's ever-handy penny notebooks,

resulted in Silverado Squatters,
45

a book

he dedicated to Virgil and Dora Wil-

liams. Later Dora was to say: "one of

my dearest possessions was the hand-

written dedication poem" Stevenson

had inscribed in the gift copy he sent

her when the book was published.
46

On December 18, 1886, Williams

went on a hunting-and-sketching trip.

When he returned he told Dora that

he was suffering chest pains and con-

fessed that he was not up to the rigors

of climbing the hills he so enjoyed.

He retired at about 10 p.m. expecting

to leave early the next morning to see

his physician, Dr. Chismore, in San

Francisco, but at about midnight Wil-

liams awakened with excruciating

pains. He died at about 2 a.m. 47

On December 21, 1886, at 1 p.m.

funeral services were conducted by



Watercolor by Dora Williams, 1882.
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the San Francisco Art Association and

the Bohemian Club. The large number

of students, friends, and contempo-

raries who attended the service testify

to the respect and love which Virgil

Macey Williams had inspired. The

Directors of the San Francisco Art

Association adopted a lengthy Memor-

ial Resolution which included the

following tribute:

Virgil Williams's work as an artist now

belongs to history, and his rank will be

determined by those of his own profession

who are most competent to judge of it. It

is enough for us that it will be such as his

friends may recall with pride. As to his

position as a teacher of art, we have the

right to speak, for we have had the means

of judging. It was his favorite work, and

one to which he gladly devoted his life,

and here in the city and school where he

labored and loved to labor his skill and suc-

cess will stand pre-eminent forever.
4*

At the January, 1887, meeting of the

Pacific Coast Amateur Photographic

Association, Archibald J. Treat, a close

friend of Virgil Williams, praised his

contributions to the art of photography

and his generosity as a teacher. He
also spoke of the admirable personal

qualities which must have been the

ultimate secret of Virgil Williams's

success as a painter, teacher, organizer

of arts projects, school director, and

friend of many great and influential

people:

In calling myself his friend I am glad to

say I am only one of many, for he pos-

sessed the peculiar gift of magnetism which

attracted people to him, and when they

learned his character they could not help

becoming his true friend. He had traveled

so extensively and seen so much, read so

wisely and remembered so well, that he-

was the prince of companions, and those

who knew him loved him.
4" m

Checklist of Paintings by Virgil

Macey Williams, 1830-1886

The forty-four works listed below

have been located and currently belong

to the collections indicated. Works

in the hands of owners who wish to

remain anonymous are listed with

permission.

Each entry includes the following

parts where available: Title. Medium.

Dimensions in inches, height before

width. Signature information. Date.

Name of institution or individual in

possession of the work.

Man in Red Jacket. Oil on panel:

9 ]/4 x 8. Ca. 1862. California Historical

Society, on permanent loan from the San

Francisco Art Institute.

Port Sorrento. Oil on canvas: 38V2 x

49V2. Undated. California Historical

Society.

Yosemite. Oil on academy board:

103
/s x 18%. Ca. 1886. California

Historical Society.

Along the Mariposa Trail. Oil on

canvas: 42 x 36. Signed. 1863-1865.

California Historical Society, gift of Mr.

and Mrs. Alan K. Browne.

Woodland and Animal Scenes.

Portfolio containing one charcoal

drawing and 12 mammoth plate

photographs of charcoal drawings.

Portfolio is inscribed: To Mr. Josiah

Hasbrooks with regards of the artist

Virgil Williams. Drawing signed lower

right: VW 72. Four plates signed lower

left: VW 70. Two plates signed lower

right: VW 70. Three plates signed lower

left: VW 71. Two plates signed lower

right: VW 71. One plate unsigned.

California Historical Society Library.

Mountain Home on Slopes of Mt. St.

Helena. Oil on canvas: 27 x 41 '/2.

Signed lower left. Bancroft Library.

Mt. St. Helena from Knights Valley.

Oil on canvas: 26 x 41 V2. Signed lower

left. Oakland Museum, Kahn collection.

Untitled landscape. Oakland Museum,

on loan from private collector.

Yosemite Valley. Oil on canvas: 29% x

50. Oakland Museum, on loan from Fine

Arts Museums of San Francisco.

Peasant. Oil on board: 9'/4 x 7%.

Oakland Museum, on loan from Fine Arts

Museums of San Francisco.

Boy's Head. Oil on board: 11 x 12.
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Roman Campagna.

Throughout his career, Williams used scenes he had observed

during his 1850s stay in Italy as subjects for his paintings.
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M. H. de Young Memorial Museum, gift of

Alexander Heyman.

Robert B. Woodward. Oil on canvas:

56 x 36. The Society of California Pioneers,

on loan from Fine Arts Museums of San

Francisco.

Untitled landscape. Oil on canvas:

15 x 9%. Signed lower left. Silverado

Museum, St. Helena.

Untitled landscape. Oil on canvas:

17 x 14. Silverado Museum.

Untitled landscape. Oil on canvas:

17 x 13%. Silverado Museum

.

Road from Knights Valley to Great

Western Mine. Etching: 10% x 7V*.

Signed. 1880. Silverado Museum.

NearMt. St. Helena. Etching: 11 x 7Vi.

Signed. 1880. Silverado Museum.

Indian Cradle. Oil on canvas: 15% x

19%. Signed lower right. 1885. The

Haggin Museum, Stockton, gift of Mary

Culbertson.

Mt. Katahdin from West Branch of the

Penobscot River, Baxter State Park,

Maine. Oil on canvas: 26 x 40. Signed

lower right. 1870. National Museum of

American Art, Smithsonian Institution,

courtesy of Christ Congregational Church,

Silver Spring, Maryland.

Italian Peasant Woman. Oil on canvas:

12 x 6%. Signed lower right. Stanford

University Museum of Art, gift of Mrs.

Frank Buck in memory off. Henry Meyer.

Farmyard Scene. Oil on canvas: 10 x

20. Signed lower right. 1885. Kerwin

Galleries, Burlingame, California.

View South from Sonoma Hills. Oil on

canvas: 30 x 46. Signed. 1864.

Montgomery Gallery, San Francisco.

Quail. Oil on canvas: 18 x 24. Signed.

1873. Locust Grove—Young-Morse

Historic Site.

Napa Valley Landscape. Oil on canvas:

25 x 48. Signed. 1875. Mr. and Mrs.

Kenneth E. Hasbrouck.

Yosemite. Oil on academy board: 10%
x 18%. Ca. 1886. California Historical

Society.

Cattle Drive in the Foothills. Oil on

canvas: 26 x 42. Signed lower right.

1885. George N. Keyston, jr.
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Landscape with Indians. Oil on canvas:

18 x 30. Signed. Merrill Gross.

Horsemen Herding Five Oxen. Oil:

21 x 14. Austen E. Warburton.

Sonoma Woods. Oil on canvas: 13'/2 X

\Th. Signed. 1873. Catherine M. Littell.

Calistoga Barnyard. Oil on canvas:

11 x I5V2. Signed lower right. Katherine

M. Littell.

At the Well. Oil on canvas: 21 x 15%.

Signed lower right. 1875. Katherine M.

Littell.

Fisherman of Capri. Oil on canvas: 7 x

9. Signed lower right. Katherine M.

Littell.

Italian Hill Town. Oil on canvas: 8V2 x

13V2. Signed lower right. Katherine M.

Littell.

Hunting Scene, Wild Ducks. Charcoal

and china white: 13 x 18. Signed. 1871.

Victor Sparks.

The Roman Campagna. Oil on canvas:

26 x 42. Signed. 1872. Zankel-West

Collection, San Francisco.

The following items belong to

anonymous owners.

Landscape and Girl with Hayfork. 5V2

x 3. Signed. 1870.

Shepherd Boy in Italian Landscape.

Oil on canvas. Signed lower right. 1865.

Fruit Vendor, Italian. Oil on canvas:

14 x 11V4. Signed lower right. 1886.

Vernal Falls, Yosemite. Oil on canvas:

24 x 6. Signed lower right. 1875.

Saddling the Horse. Oil on canvas: 15

x 30. Signed lower left. 1883.

Peasant Girl Drawing Thread. Oil on

canvas: 40 x 26. Signed lower left. 1870.

Landscape with Children Playing.

Shadow box, oil on canvas: 6 x 8%.

Signed lower right.

Farm Scene. Oil on canvas: 11 x 14.

Signed lower right.

Woodland Scene (near Russian River).

Oil on canvas: 18 x 13. Signed lower

left. 1879.

Cerrara. Oil on canvas: 14% x 8%.

Titled and signed lower left.

See notes beginning on page 157.
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Road from Knights Valley to Great Western Mine.

This etching is one of many works depicting the area around

the Williamses' country home near Mt. St. Helena.
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THE
CALIFORNIA WORKINGMEN'S PARTY

IN HUMBOLDT COUNTY
Daniel Cornford

Viewed from San Francisco, as

it usually is, the California

Workingmen's party appears

as a reactive formation organized in

response to the depression of the

1870s and the flood of Chinese immi-

grants released into the labor market

by the completion of the Transconti-

nental Railroad.
1 Yet Workingmen's

parties were founded in forty of Cali-

fornia's fifty-two counties, and with-

in less than a decade labor tickets or

parties would appear in one hundred
and eighty-nine towns and cities in

thirty-four states.
2 Relatively little

attention has been paid to dissenting

third-party movements in the small

towns and rural areas of Gilded Age
America, although until 1900 two-

thirds of the population lived in such

places.
3 Historians of nineteenth-

century radicalism have concentrated

instead on events in major metro-

politan areas. Furthermore, to the

extent that the third-party insurgen-

cies of the late 1870s and 1880s have

been examined, their ideological and
institutional antecedents have often

been neglected.

In far northern California's Hum-
boldt County, a radical democratic-

republican tradition sustained a suc-

cession of dissenting third-party

political and social movements, in-

cluding the California Workingmen's
party, the Greenback Labor party,

the International Workingmen's As-

sociation, the Knights of Labor, and

The mammoth scale of the redwoods became
the stuff of community mythology and gave
the loggers a Paul Bunyan-esque stature

which reinforced their pride in themselves as

workers.

the Populists. Although none lasted

more than a few years, the persistent

reappearance of such movements
indicates the vitality of the critical

perspective which spawned them.

In newspaper editorials, letters to

the local press, diaries, sermons,

correspondence to regional and na-

tional labor leaders, and in party

platforms, Humboldt dissidents,

from a wide variety of callings,

clearly articulated an ideology

shaped by the more radical elements

of the values and rhetoric of the

American Revolution and Jacksonian

democracy.

The radical democratic-republican

ideology drew on a cluster of ideas

that embraced the notion of "equal

rights" and the labor theory of value.
4

This progressive antebellum ideo-

logical legacy was sustained and

reinforced by the acrimonious Civil

War debates in which Union sup-

porters characterized the conflict as

one between the noble free laborer

of the North and an autocratic slave-

ocracy in the South. Embodied in

the free-labor ideology was a deep

faith that under a government

founded and maintained on true

democratic-republican principles

the workingman could rapidly as-

cend the social ladder. A Humboldt

Times editorial in 1864 argued that

"if there is one thing in our govern-

ment which more than commends it

to the people it is the fact that the

gate of honor is open to the poor

and rich alike.'" Moreover, any gov-

ernment that deprived a worker of

the full product of his labor was
guilty of "class legislation" and of
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fostering the interests of "monop-
olies" at the expense of the honest

toiler. A government that adhered

to true republican principles would
result in a society in which, accord-

ing to Humboldt pioneer James

Beith, "none are very rich and none

very poor." 6 While even the most
radical upholders of the democratic-

republican tradition did not believe

in the feasibility or desirability of ab-

solute social equality, nevertheless,

as Beith put it, the principal aim of

government should be "how to pro-

mote best the true social equality.
" 7

As they scrutinized Gilded Age
America, Humboldt County radicals

were greatly alarmed by what they

saw. They were convinced that eco-

nomic power was becoming increas-

ingly and dangerously concentrated

and that the once pristine American

political system was suffering from

a serious affliction evidenced by a

series of charges and revelations of

corruption in local, state, and na-

tional government. Moreover, to the

extent that the pioneers of Humboldt
and other California counties ex-

pected to find a land of boundless

opportunity and rough social equal-

ity in the Golden State, they were
to be sorely disappointed. Within a

decade of the Gold Rush, disparities

of wealth were as marked as in many
of the eastern communities from

which the pioneers had come."

Unlike the Eastern urban artisans

who have been the focus of most of

the important studies of nineteenth-

century working-class radicalism,

Humboldt's dissenters were not

being "deskilled" or seriously af-
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Main Street, Rohnerville, 1878. Agriculture

and lumber were the twin pillars of the

Humboldt County economy, with stock-and-

dairy farming becoming increasingly

prominent in agriculture.

fected by the advent of industrializa-

tion.
9 Twenty-five years after the

Gold Rush had lured the first white

settlers to Humboldt County, its

economy was based primarily on
lumber and agriculture. Humboldt
County was on the verge of estab-

lishing itself as the heartland of the

Redwood Empire's lumber industry.

By 1876 there were twenty mills in

the county and overall the county's

lumber industry employed at least a

thousand workers. At this time the

lumber industry was centered pri-

marily in Eureka and the vicinity of

Areata. Eureka was the county's

"metropolis"; the city and its envi-

rons contained approximately a third

of the county's 15,000 inhabitants in

1880. Throughout the county, and
especially in the fertile Eel River

Valley, farming also flourished."'

The dissenters in Humboldt County
comprised a broad coalition of lum-

ber workers, farmers, artisans, and
professionals.

Until the end of the Civil War,

Daniel Cornford holds a doctorate in history

from the University of California, Santa

Barbara. This article is a revised and con-

densed version of the second chapter of his

forthcoming Workers and Dissent in the

Redwood Empire, "1987 by Temple Uni-

versity Press. An earlier version of the book

manuscript was the winner of the Turlock

Centennial Foundation's California History

and Culture Award for 1986.
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politics in Humboldt County was
dominated by national issues. The
county conventions and platforms

of the major political parties hardly

addressed local issues, and there is

little evidence of divisiveness over

them. The protracted sectional crisis

probably helped subsume tensions,

but there were other reasons for the

consensus in local politics. Hum-
boldt's pioneers were united by a

desire to promote their community
to outsiders. Highly conscious of

their geographical isolation, they

realized the need to attract outside

capital and a larger population if the

county was to become a viable eco-

nomic entity. Accordingly, there

was a widespread recognition of the

need to use county revenues to lay

the foundation of a basic economic

infrastructure. At the same time, the

possibility of discord over appropri-

ations and expenditures was limited

by their small scale. In addition, the

transience of many early pioneers

lessened the chances of polarization

over local issues.

In
the late 1860s, with the sec-

tional conflict no longer the

preeminent issue and with the

county population growing and be-

coming more settled, important

questions arose concerning county

revenues that brought the consen-
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sus to an abrupt end. An increasing

number of citizens began to feel that

the county was going too deeply into

debt to fund internal improvements

and that the burden of taxation was
falling disproportionately on small

farmers and workers. A proposal in

1867 to build a hundred-mile road

to link Humboldt County with the

state road system raised a storm of

protest amid charges of corruption

and incompetence in the county

government. 11 The bond issue to

finance the project was defeated by

a vote of 1,038 to 134 in the 1868

election.
12

In 1870, a bitter debate

erupted over the extent of the

county's indebtedness for expendi-

tures financed by county warrants

which no longer sold at anything

like their par value. A year later, a

plan to build a railroad from Eureka

to the Eel River Valley encountered

fierce opposition; voters repudiated

a proposed $100,000 bond issue 899

to 143. 13

The Republican party retained its

ascendancy over the Democrats in

Humboldt County for the immediate

postbellum years, but its image was
tainted and its support eroded by

charges of corruption. A series of let-

ters in the Northern Independent al-

leged that Republican candidate for

the state Assembly J. De Haven paid

almost no local taxes and that the

taxes paid by everyone on the 1869



Republican ticket amounted to "a

mere pittance."
14 At the same time,

H. L. Knight, the future secretary of

the California Workingmen's party,

charged that the vote at the Repub-

lican party convention had been

blatantly manipulated to secure the

renomination of Humboldt County

sheriff W. S. Barnum and that Bar-

num was guilty of various forms of

tax evasion. 15 Barnum's rebuttal was
not convincing, and the Humboldt

Times, which had supported the

Republican party since the Civil

War, endorsed several "indepen-

dent" candidates while refraining

from disputing the charges. At the

election, the Republican party's tra-

ditional large majority was severely

pruned, and Sheriff Barnum was not

reelected.

Increasingly, the issues of taxa-

tion, public indebtedness, corrup-

tion, and political cliques became
linked in the minds of many Hum-
boldt County residents, a percep-

tion that was reinforced by their

view of developments in state and
national politics. To a growing
number of people it seemed that,

whether the symptom was a corrupt

local sheriff or a national Credit

Mobilier scandal, a serious malaise

had begun to afflict the American
body politic. Numerous instances of

actual or alleged corruption at all

levels of government in the late

To many Humboldt County

residents it seemed that a

serious malaise afflicted the

American body politic.

1860s and early 1870s shook people's

faith in their political institutions. In

Humboldt County, the Republican

party had emerged from the Civil

War with a large reservoir of moral

and political credit that enabled it to

buck the trend toward the Demo-
cratic party that occurred through-

out most of California. But by the

early 1870s, many Humboldters felt

that the Republicans had exhausted

their credit.

In 1871, Louis Tower, who had

been an ardent supporter of the

Republican party in the 1860s, elo-

quently expressed the growing sense

of foreboding and disenchantment

of many Humboldters in a series of

articles entitled the "Next Irrepressi-

ble Conflict." Tower stated that it

was his duty to "call the attention

of my fellow laborers—the produc-

ers of wealth—to the consideration

of our interests as treated in the

policies and practices of our gov-

ernment." He asserted that "the ten-

dency of our legislatures both na-

tional and state ... is drifting in

favor of capital" and mentioned spe-

cifically the growing wealth and
power of corporations and railroads;

the pervasiveness of corruption in

politics; and the "absorption" of the

public domain "into the hands of

capitalists through Congressional

action," which threatened the free

laborer with "the fate that has befall-
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en the workers of the older more
densely populated countries." Tower

spoke of the Republican party in its

early days as representing "the rise,

progress and culmination of the

principle that labor should be free

and that the soil, the great bank of

labor exchange, should be free also."

But, he argued, the conflict between

labor and capital was not inevitable,

and the "producers of wealth" should

form a new party that would elect

men of integrity.
lh

The Humboldt Times sensed the

growing disaffection and entreated

the "laboring classes" to retain their

loyalty to the Republican party. The
newspaper reminded readers that

the Democratic party had supported

slavery, "the very bane of free labor,"

had opposed the income tax, and

had failed to provide public educa-

tion in many states; the Republican

party, in contrast, had abolished

slavery, had thrown open the public

lands to settlement, and had estab-

lished a public educational system

in many states.
17 Despite such pleas,

disillusionment with the Republicans

in Humboldt County mounted. In

1873, when Henry McGowan an-

nounced his candidacy for the state

assembly as an independent, he ex-

pressed many of the same sentiments

as Tower. He praised the Republi-

cans for seeing the nation through

the ordeal of the Civil War, but, he
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Newspapers were self-appointed voices and

often consciences for their communities. The

I lumboldt Standard "staff and typograph-

ical force" in 1890 is shown here. Signed

editorials, nezvs reports of political activities

and speeches, and letters to the editor were

all important factors in expressing and

influencing political opinion.

First Street looking east from E Street,

Eureka, 1864. By the end of the decade,

Humboldt County towns were losing their

frontier quality, and social and economic

distinctions were increasing. Photo probably

by Hugh Anderson.

said, the party "has unfortunately

allowed itself to be led by corrupt

and designing men into a state of

political depravity." 18

On August 2, 1873, at a mass meet-

ing at Ryan's Hall in Eureka, a Tax-

Payer party was formed. The party's

formation paralleled but apparently

had no direct links with a Tax-Payer

Independent party that was begin-

ning to pick up momentum in Cali-

fornia under Newton Booth

.

19 Booth,

the Republican governor of Califor-

nia, had been elected in 1871 with

the strong support of the Grange,

running on a platform that stressed

opposition to railroad subsidies.

In Humboldt County, many of the

leading figures in the new party

were former Republicans. The most
notable among them was W. J. Swea-

sey, who had been chairman of the

county's Republican party since the

Civil War. Sweasey was elected

president of the new party, and a

full slate of candidates was chosen

for upcoming elections. First among
a long list of party resolutions was
an expression of strong opposition

to "giving lands or money or loaning

the National credit to corporations

or other persons, for the purposes

of creating dangerous monopolies to

oppress the people." Another reso-

lution denounced corruption "whe-

ther by means of 'Credit Mobilier

Frauds' in the East" or "Contract and

Finance Companies in California."

The Tax-Payer party declared its

support for "equality of taxation, so

that the burden of maintaining the

government shall be borne by the

rich in proportion to their wealth."

Finally, it endorsed a measure to

regulate "the carrying business of

the country" by controlling railroad

freight rates.
20

The ensuing campaign was one of

the most heated in the county's his-

tory. The Tax-Payer party faced dif-

ficulties from the outset. The Repub-

lican platform, although not quite as

populist in tone, was almost indis-

tinguishable from the Tax-Payer pro-

gram in its planks on taxation,

corruption, and monopoly. Several

Republican candidates openly ac-

knowledged that corruption and

monopoly were serious problems.

The Tax-Payer party also had to

face the opposition of the county

press and repeated allegations that

party members were a group of

"sore heads and broken down polit-

ical hacks" who had been shunned
by the Republican party, notwith-

standing the fact that the Tax-Payer

party held its convention before the

Republicans. 21

The Republicans fretted, in par-

ticular, about the allegiance of Hum-
boldt's farmers. In 1872 and 1873,

there were growing manifestations

of their discontent. Farmers in vari-

ous locales throughout the county

began forming Farmers' Protective

Unions in 1872 "for the purposes of

reflecting the best interests of the

farming community of the county

and deriving some plan of action for

mutual benefit." 22 In 1873, Hum-
boldt County farmers affiliated with

the California Grange. 23 While the

Humboldt Grange did not make pol-

itical endorsements, there can be no

doubt that the organization reflected

deep-seated discontents. Farmers

complained repeatedly to the county

press about low prices, and the

Humboldt Times reported that for

"several years" local farmers "have

received but indifferent rewards for

their labor" and that "in some in-

stances it has taken nearly all . . .

to pay commission and expenses of

transportation." 24

The overall performance of the

Tax-Payer party was impressive. It

succeeded in electing its candidate

to the state assembly and lost most

of the county contests by narrow

margins. The extent of the county

farmers' disaffection showed in the

strong support the Tax-Payer party

received in most rural precincts,

equivalent to its showings in Eureka

and Areata. " The 1873 election was

the first electoral expression of a

rising tide of dissent in Humboldt

County. Rumblings of discontent had

been growing louder since the Civil
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War and were finally crystallizing

into a coherent political movement.

Several leading political figures in

Humboldt County permanently sev-

ered their connections with the Re-

publican and, to a lesser extent, Dem-
ocratic parties. Sweasey emerged as

the leading dissident in the county

—

a position he occupied for the next

decade and that culminated in his

nomination for the lieutenant gover-

norship of California on the Green-

back Labor party ticket in 1882. No
one else in the county expressed

with such lucidity and forcefulness

the profound sense of disillusion-

ment felt by many people.

Sweasey was born in London,

England, in 1805. At age twenty-

one, he captained a sea vessel en-

gaged in trade with the West Indies.

In 1837, he left " 'perfidious Albion'

to set out for the land of the free,"

and, shortly after arriving in Amer-
ica, he and his family joined Robert

Owen's communitarian settlement

in New Harmony, Indiana. For sev-

eral years he was a "near neighbor"

and employee of Owen, whom he

described as "an old and valued

friend." In the 1840s, Sweasey be-

came involved with the Young
America movement before taking

the overland route to California in

1850. Soon after his arrival, he be-

came a champion of settlers' rights

in their battle with the Spanish land

grant holders. He became known as

the "Squatter King," and he lived on

a ranch near Redwood City until he

was evicted. He joined the Demo-
cratic party and in 1853 was elected

to the California Assembly as a rep-

resentative from San Francisco. In

1855 he moved to Hydesville, in

southern Humboldt County, where
he engaged in dairy farming. Within

a year, he was chairman of the Hum-
boldt County Democratic party, but

shortly after the election of James

Buchanan in 1856, he left the party.

He helped found the county's Re-

publican party and was its chairman

from its inception until 1872.

Sweasey moved with his family to

Eureka in 1862 and established a

successful general store there.
26 By

1867, in spite of his prominent pos-

ition in the county's Republican

party, Sweasey had become highly

critical of the Republican-dominated

county administration. Just before

the 1873 elections, he severed his ties

with the party. He wrote frequent let-

ters to the local press voicing his pro-

found concern at the direction

in which he believed America was
heading, the most eloquent of which

appeared a few months after the

1873 election.

Look at the corruption and venality ex-

posed in our late national councils. Look

at the profligate disposal of our public
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domain, the noblest inheritance ever be-

queathed to a people. Look at our swin-

dling financial system, made and perpet-

uated to make the rich richer and the

poor poorer. Look at the mass of misery

and crime in our great cities; near 1,500

homicides in the city of New York alone

in one year; thousands thrown houseless,

breadless on the street. Why? Are they

idle, unwilling to work? Has nature re-

fused her support? Neither. Our har-

vests were never more bountiful. . . . A
century ago honesty and ability guided

our national councils. Today can we say

so? A few years more of this misrule of

the weak minded and where will be the

superiority of the condition of our people

over the condition of the people of the

monarchial governments of Europe? Al-

ready our taxes are greater than the taxes

of any other people or nation. Our lands

are held in quantities larger than Ger-

man principalities; not by aristocracies

of birth, but by aristocracies of wealth,

by corporations who have no souls, who
never die, who control the weak minded

men, who fill our legislative halls, both

National and State, while thousands

upon thousands are suffering for food,

shelter and the commonest necessaries of

life.
27

The depression of the late 1870s

reinforced the fears of men
like Sweasey and led to a revi-

val of organized dissenting political

activity. The dissidents were struck
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Although their dress set tannery owners

Pete and John Suss {front row center) off

from then employees, their place in this

portrait suggests that they knew the feel and
smell of a hide and could probably step in

for an absent worker in an emergency. Such

relationships reinforced the dream of upward
mobility and blurred class distinctions.

Photo by Adam W. Gilfillan.

No owner joined these mill workers for their

group portrait. Larger establishments with

corporate or absentee owners became more

common in Humboldt County in the 1880s,

but the trend away from family businesses

was already apparent in the 1870s.

both by the social and political tur-

moil at state and national levels and
by unprecedented social and eco-

nomic dislocations in their own com-

munity. The destitution caused by

the depression hit Humboldt County
as early as January 1877. The Hum-
boldt Times complained about the

"insufferable nuisance" caused by

the "professional beggar." 28 A few
weeks later, the Times stated that

"there seems to be a regularly or-

ganized band of ruffians in this city.

Scarcely a day passes but what we
hear of an assault being made upon
some of our citizens."

29

The depression severely affected

the Humboldt County lumber indus-

try as the price of redwood lumber

plummeted. In 1876, prices stood at

an all-time high of $30 per thousand

board feet for clear lumber; by 1879,

it had slumped to $18 per thousand

feet.
30 Lumber workers' wages were

cut by $5 to $25 a month in February,

1877, a move that reportedly gave

rise to "considerable complaint." 3 '

After the July 4 holiday that year,

lumber employers closed their mills

indefinitely. Hundreds of lumber

workers lost their jobs, and there

were grave predictions about the

repercussions on the local economy. 32

Few mills resumed operations in

1877, and poverty and unemploy-

ment were widespread. The local

press reported that many families

were in dire straits. There were re-

current complaints about tramps

and incidents of alleged arson. 33

The press received a stream of

anonymous letters that were indica-

tive of growing social tensions. The
Democratic Standard, which in 1877

came under the auspices of Green-

back Labor party supporter William

Ayres, provided a fresh outlet for

expressions of discontent. In No-
vember 1877, it published a strongly

worded letter from "Argonaut," in-

sisting that a man had the right to

work and warning that, while people

prefer legal remedies, "men cannot

be patient when they are hungry."

He compared the plight of labor to a

turtle "upon which the elephants of

capital stand." 34 The Humboldt Times

received an equally strongly worded
communication from "Justice":

Dissensions, like contagions, seem to

spread over the country. Even the little

Hamlet of Areata is not an exception.

She has a few pioneers who have been

fortunate enough to make a little money

out of the Indians, the soldiers and the

later immigrants, until they have ac-

quired a few town lots and some tenant-

able housing. Not unlike the railroad

kings they are the self-constituted aris-

tocrats who claim the right to extort by

law . . . all the blood money possible

from the poorer classes.
35

Another theme expressed in criti-

cal letters to the editor was suspicion

that public land laws were being vio-

lated. One writer charged the county

surveyor with long delays in filing

plats for preemption claims and
suggested that the delays were a

conspiracy to aid the "land grab-

bers."
36

In fact, it was a common
practice for large Humboldt County

landholders to circumvent the 160-

acre homestead limit by paying

another person a fee to file the initial

claim with the understanding that

the land title would soon be trans-

ferred to the sponsoring landholder.
37

Land fraud and the growing con-

centration of land ownership re-

ceived considerable attention in the

state press. Thus, in 1873 the Sac-

ramento Daily Record published arti-

cles based on data from the State

Board of Equalization which revealed

that land distribution had become

very skewed in many California

counties. These findings were re-

ported in many California newspa-

pers, including the San Francisco

Chronicle and the Humboldt Times. M

In Humboldt, forty individuals or

businesses owned over a thousand

acres in 1873, and five owned more

than five thousand. One individual

owned 23,169 acres.
34 By the late

1870s, letters to the county press

on the land question were frequent

enough to suggest that sentiment on

this issue contributed significantly

to the discontent.

In the debates surrounding the

election of delegates to the California
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constitutional convention in 1878,

land monopoly and fraud were the

most frequently discussed issues.
4"

Sweasey wrote several long, impas-

sioned letters on the subject. He
asserted that unless reforms were

undertaken to ensure a more equit-

able distribution of land, the result

would be "serfdom and slavery or a

bloody revolution." 41 He pointed to

the turmoil in Ireland as proof of his

argument and added that "what was
done in Ireland by war and conquest

was more successfully done in Cali-

fornia by fraud under the pretense

of law." 42 Sweasey described in great

detail the fraudulent means by which

much of California's land was ac-

quired shortly after the Mexican-

American War. He insisted that sim-

ilar frauds were being used to obtain

land in parts of California not cov-

ered by the Spanish land grants and
alluded to one scheme to aggrandize

"thirty square leagues, north of

Cape Mendocino." 43
In another let-

ter, Sweasey spoke of land monopoly
as the "greatest evil," and recalled

the day he had witnessed eighty

families being evicted from their

land under the English enclosure

laws to make way for a deer park.
44

At the Franklin Society Debating

Club in Eureka in 1878, a school-

teacher, George Sarvis, echoed many
of Sweasey's arguments. Sarvis

spoke in favor of a motion to limit

the amount of land an individual

or corporation might own on the

grounds that "the holding of large

and unlimited quantities of land by

one individual or an association of

individuals disturbs the unalienable

right of each citizen and when carried

out, destroys popular government." 45

Humboldt County farmers were
not immediately hit by the depres-

sion of the late 1870s. Harvests in

1877 and 1878 were bountiful, and
prices for most crops held constant,

although they began to fall slightly

in 1879. Nevertheless, the county's

Grange did not hesitate to join other

dissidents in calling for far-reaching

reforms. The Grange had become a

strong force in the social and political

life of the county by the late 1870s.

There were at least six branches of

the Grange in 1877. Complete lists

of branches and membership figures

are unfortunately hard to obtain, but

the fact that the Ferndale Grange
boasted a membership of 150 in 1877

(up from 90 in 1874) suggests that

the Humboldt County Grange was
flourishing. 46 The Grange performed

important social and economic func-

tions. The Table Bluff Grange built

its own hall,
47 and all the Granges

frequently held dances and other

events. The Table Bluff Grange (and

perhaps others) also established

cooperative retail facilities.
48

In the

political realm, Humboldt Grangers

stressed the need for a stable and
expanded money supply based on

silver and greenbacks. And, in gen-

eral, their prognosis for the Ameri-

can body politic was gloomy. In

March 1878, the Ferndale Grange

passed the following resolution:

Whereas, a people view with alarm

the growing tendency (by legislation) of

a bourbon aristocracy, a system of land-

lordism such as exists in Germany, Eng-

land and throughout Europe, and which

if not checked soon will finally reduce

the working classes of America to mere

slaves and vassals. . . . The toiling

masses of this country are today to the

banks and corporations what the peons

of Mexico are to the aristocracy of that

so called Republic.

Resolved, that we look upon this bour-

bon element with suspicion and distrust

in their efforts to subvert that form of

government bequeathed to us by our

fathers, and to erect instead a semi-

despotic government , controlled by a

centralized aristocracy.
4"

A host of grievances that had
been simmering for a decade

surfaced in 1877-1878 in the

context of the depression and the

debate over the need for a new state

constitution. Complaints included

the costs of state government, in-

equitable tax laws, corruption in

government at all levels, and the

political power of the railroads in

California and nationwide. This con-

juncture of events and discontents

led to the formation of a California
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Dolbeer-Carson shingle mill, Samoa, ca.

1890. Industrialization in the lumber

industry created new jobs requiring skill

and endurance in dangerous conditions—in

contrast to Eastern factories which often

reduced skilled artisans to laborers. Photo by

G. W. Miller.

Workingmen's party in Humboldt
and thirty-nine other California

counties. Humboldt voters expressed

their growing disquiet in September

1877 when a statewide referendum

was held on whether to call a con-

vention to rewrite the 1849 Califor-

nia Constitution. In general, Cali-

fornians content with the status quo
were opposed to a convention. Hum-
boldt County voted in favor of a con-

vention by a margin of 10-1 (2,552

votes to 258);
50 voters statewide

approved the measure by less than

a 2-1 majority (73,400 to 44,200).
51

In San Francisco, another issue

gained prominence at this time.

Anti-Chinese sentiment reached

new heights during the depression

of the late 1870s, a fact that historians

have viewed as the most important

element in the birth of the Work-
ingmen's party there. The Chinese

population of Humboldt County also

increased, from 38 in 1870 to 242 in

1880,
52 and by the late 1870s Eureka

possessed a Chinatown of sorts."

The local press commented occasion-

ally on the alleged existence of

opium dens and brothels in Eureka's

Chinatown, and several attacks on
Chinese people, usually by Eureka

youths, took place. Notwithstanding

this, and the fact that in 1885 Eureka

achieved the dubious distinction of

being one of the first western com-
munities to expel its Chinese popu-

lation, Sinophobia was not a major

138

issue in county politics in the late

1870s for a number of reasons. 54

First, by 1880 the Chinese constituted

only 1.5 percent of the county's pop-

ulation, whereas in San Francisco

they made up 16.3 percent of the in-

habitants, and they were 8.7 percent

of the state population. Moreover,

Humboldt's Chinese population

was relatively dispersed. Eureka,

with its so-called Chinatown, in 1880

contained only 101 Chinese people.

Second, while competition from

Chinese labor may have aroused

some animosity, few Chinese were

employed in the county's two prin-

cipal industries, lumber and agricul-

ture. Most worked as miners (66),

laborers (62), cooks (37), and in the

laundry business (23). Only 6 of the

228 Chinese employed in the county

worked in the lumber industry."

Thus, the Chinese in Humboldt
County did not threaten white labor

as directly as they did in San Fran-

cisco and other parts of California.

Significantly, when lumber employ-

ers tried to make more extensive use

of Chinese labor in the early 1880s,

anti-Chinese sentiment rose dra-

matically. Undoubtedly, mostHum-
boldters favored Chinese exclusion

by the late 1870s, but a host of other

grievances were far more important

in the formation of the California

Workingmen's party.

The Humboldt County Working-

men's party was organized in May
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1878 to participate in elections to

choose delegates to the California

constitutional convention. Sweasey,

the party's first chairman, was the

candidate for the county delegate

seat. J. N. Barton, a farmer from

Ferndale, received the senatorial

nomination for the 27th District. The
party's convention passed a string

of resolutions: Public officers con-

victed of bribery should be liable to

a twenty-year jail sentence; taxes

should be levied only "to meet the

expenses of government"; and "tax-

ation should be equal, so that the

burden of maintaining government

be borne by the rich in proportion

to their wealth." Also, railroads

should be taxed in relation to their

"actual cash value," while the large

landholdings of corporations and
wealthy individuals should be taxed

at the same rate per acre as small

landholders. All legal means should

be used to halt the immigration of

the Chinese "and other inferior races

who cannot amalgamate with us."
%

A few days after the convention,

the party founded a newspaper, the

Workingman, edited by Sweasey and

Barton.

The county Democratic and Re-

publican organizations joined forces

to elect delegates to the constitutional

convention. County judge C. G.

Stafford applauded this cooperation,

for "as matters now stand it is pos-

sible for the Communists to get con-



Humboldt County voters in

the 1877 referendum favored

a constitutional convention

by a margin of 10 to 1; the

statewide margin was 2 to 1.

trol of the Convention." 57 The fusion

plan aroused the ire of the Working-

men's party. The Democratic Standard

asserted that "the managers of the

two parties, under the direction of

the monopolists, have joined hands

. . . against the 'common enemy,'

that is, the workingman." 5f

At the June 19 election, the Hum-
boldt County Workingmen's party

triumphed over the "nonpartisan"

party. Both Sweasey and Barton

were elected delegates to the con-

stitutional convention. On the

whole, the votes for the two men
were remarkably evenly distributed

over the county, with both candi-

dates picking up approximately the

same levels of support in Eureka as

they did in the rural precincts. In

Eureka, Sweasey and Barton won
fifty-six percent and sixty percent of

the vote, respectively. Outside

Eureka, Sweasey's share of the vote

in all precincts combined was slightly

lower (fifty percent) and Barton's

somewhat higher (sixty-seven per-

cent). The consistency of the two
men's performance throughout the

county's twenty-three precincts in-

dicates the breadth of support for

the Workingmen's party. 59

Barton proved an especially effec-

tive spokesman at the constitutional

convention. He spoke with particu-

lar stridency on the issue of "land

grabbing," calling for a state inves-

tigation and the repossession of

fraudulently acquired lands. But he

declared that he was pledged to no

"agrarian measures" and that he

was not at the convention "to dis-

turb the rights of property." He ad-

vocated "equal taxation" as the best

means to stop land grabbing. To this

end, he introduced several resolu-

tions calling for amendments to the

state's tax system, including the

adoption of a state income tax. He
also spoke in favor of retrenchment

in state expenditures and a reduc-

tion in the salaries of state officials.
60

The Humboldt Workingmen's party

was pleased with the outcome of the

constitutional convention, unlike

the San Francisco branch of the

party, which split on the question

of ratification. Within two weeks of

the convention, the Humboldt party

launched a vigorous campaign to

ratify the new constitution, which
promised strict regulation of rail-

roads and other public utilities, a

more equitable system of taxation,

an eight-hour day on all public works

projects, and a series of anti-Chinese

provisions. The Democratic Standard

was the only newspaper in the

county to endorse ratification un-

equivocally. It denounced the Cali-

fornia Democratic party for oppos-

ing ratification and accused the

party of betraying "the true princi-

ples taught us by a Jefferson and a

Jackson," and called on its readers

to "remember General Jackson and
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his war upon the privileged class-

es."
61

In the ratification referendum

on May 7, 1879, California voters en-

dorsed the new constitution by a rel-

atively small margin of 77,959 to

67,134 votes; but in Humboldt
County the ratification majority was
much more decisive, with 1,714

votes in favor and 1,051 against.
62

The Humboldt Workingmen's party

perceived the ratification as a tri-

umph for the workingman, and the

party's success encouraged the be-

lief that the time was ripe for a basic

realignment of political forces to re-

generate a corrupt and decadent

American body politic. With remark-

able frequency, letters to local news-

papers harkened back nostalgically

to the days of Jefferson and Jackson

when the American republic sup-

posedly had true Democrats at the

helm. As one voter, "Jeffersonian,"

put it: "We are upon the eve of a

reorganization of political forces.

The two old parties have had their

day." The Democratic party repre-

sented democracy in name only and

had "drifted far from its moorings,"

while the Republican party was
dominated by corporations and pro-

Chinese sentiment. He concluded

that the Workingmen's party was
the only true standard-bearer of pure

democratic principles.
61

The profound concern expressed

about the peril to American democ-

racy cannot be dismissed as partisan
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These Ferndale men took self-conscious pride

in their identity as craftsmen, wearing

workclothes and carrying their tools for a

studio portrait. Photo In/ Adam W. Gilfillan. * V
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1 he prosperity of the growing dairy industry

cushioned the Gilded Age depressions for

Humboldt County farmers.
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political rhetoric. "Is this a Repub-

lic?" asked the Democratic Standard

at the head of its editorial column
immediately after the ratification

election. It recounted how, just be-

fore the election, workers at one

lumber mill had found a ticket under

their dinner plates marked "Against

the Constitution." The Standard

commented: "When the daily laborer

can be intimidated and forced to

vote against his judgement what is

he but a slave," and the editorial

concluded that "if we are to be a

republic let it be so in fact. Our sires

laid down their lives to establish

one. We should be prepared to main-

tain it, if needs be with our lives."
64

A month later, the Standard reported

that some employers in the county

had dismissed workers who had
voted for the new constitution. 6S

Events at the local, state, and national

levels produced profound disquiet

on the part of many Humboldters,

who saw themselves as defending a

sacred democratic-republican legacy.

Not surprisingly, they invoked the

figureheads, symbols, and rhetoric

of a supposedly golden age.

The Humboldt Workingmen's party

began taking steps in the spring of

1879 to consolidate its organization

to contest the forthcoming statewide

and county elections. In March,

1879, a convention was held to elect

delegates to a state convention of the

Workingmen's party and to encour-

age the establishment of working-

men's clubs. By June, 1879, clubs

were mushrooming throughout the

county. 66
In the same month, a con-

vention nominated candidates and
drew up a platform. The platform ex-

tolled the new constitution, stressing

in particular how it would reduce the

burden of taxation. But it reiterated

that the resolute implementation of

the new constitution depended on

electing "faithful friends" to all

branches of government. 67

Who were the "faithful friends"

nominated by the Workingmen's

party?
68 Most of the candidates were

in their forties or early fifties and
had come to California in the 1850s.

Almost all had resided in Humboldt
County for at least ten years. A
majority were natives of the New
England and Middle Atlantic regions

and came from relatively humble
origins. Very few had held public

office before, and only one had done

so in Humboldt County. Two farm-

ers, both Grangers, were on the tick-

et; one owned a "small farm" and

the other a "comfortable farm."

Thomas Cutler, the candidate for

sheriff, was the only businessman

on the ticket. He was, allegedly, one

of only two merchants in Eureka

who supported the Workingmen's

party "against all the threats of the

San Francisco wholesale merchants

and railroad carriers." Two of the

men on the ticket ran livery stables.

One was Pierce Ryan, the senatorial

candidate for the state's 27th Dis-

trict; the other, John Carr, had spent

most of his life as a miner and black-

smith. The nominee for county clerk

was a carpenter, and the candidate

for county treasurer had worked in

the lumber mills for six years. Three

professional people—two lawyers

and a schoolteacher—rounded out

the ticket. Their prospective offices

of district attorney, superior court

judge, and school administrator de-

manded at least a modicum of pro-

fessional training and experience.

The Workingmen's party con-

ducted a spirited campaign against

the Republicans and Democrats in

the county. Leaders of the new party

berated the old-line forces for oppos-

ing ratification of the state constitu-

tion and portrayed themselves as the

true standard-bearers of the Ameri-

can democratic tradition. J. D. H.

Chamberlin, the Workingmen's
party candidate for superior county

judge, opened a speech at Ferndale

by quoting at length from the Decla-

ration of Independence. 69 The Demo-

cratic Standard warned that there

are "vital principles involved in the

election of the most unimportant

officer. . . . The tory spirit has re-

vived after 100 years of rest and

today opposes the honest yeomanry
of our country with all the oppres-

sive bitterness that persecuted the

heroes of American freedom." 7" On
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the evening before election day, the

Workingmen's party staged a torch-

light parade in Eureka that drew

supporters from all over the county.

The Standard described the proces-

sion as "composed entirely of farm-

ers, laborers and mechanics." 71

Although the Workingmen's party

did not achieve the sweeping suc-

cess it had in electing delegates to

the constitutional convention, its

performance was impressive. Every

candidate for statewide office on the

Workingmen's ticket got a majority

of the vote in Humboldt County.

Party candidates for the state senate

and legislature were elected, and the

party won half the county's execu-

tive positions, losing the remainder

by only a few votes to the fusionist

opposition. Precinct returns again

indicated that the Workingmen's

party received consistent support

throughout the county, performing

best in the burgeoning agricultural

townships of Ferndale and Table

Bluff. In most other rural precincts

the party performed no better, and
sometimes worse, than in Eureka,

where it fell only a few votes short

of a majority in almost all county

and state contests. Statewide, the

Workingmen elected the chief jus-

tice of the state supreme court, five

of six associate justices, and sixteen

assemblymen and eleven state sena-

tors. This result failed to give the

party the hoped-for majority in the

state legislature and was somewhat
disappointing in view of its strong

showing in the 1878 constitutional

convention elections.

The ineffectual performance of

many party representatives

once in state and local office

and persistent factionalism in the

San Francisco branch led to a rapid

decline of the party after the 1879

state elections. The gathering po-

litical momentum of the National

Greenback party encouraged some
members of the Workingmen's party,

including Denis Kearney, leader of

the San Francisco branch, to join the

Greenbacks. In addition, the success

of the Workingmen's party prompted

California's Republican and Demo-
cratic parties (especially the latter)

to become more responsive to the

demands of the Workingmen's party

on such issues as Chinese exclusion,

land monopoly, and stricter regula-

tion of railroads. Many Working-

men's representatives aligned with

one of the two major parties, usually

the Democrats, in a process that

Alexander Saxton dubbed "the in-

stitutionalization of labor politics."
72

The decline of the Workingmen's
party in Humboldt County reflected

its demise statewide. Supporters

were discouraged by the overall per-

formance of the party in the 1879

state elections and in municipal elec-

tions in Humboldt and other coun-
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ties in early 1880. Throughout the

1879 campaign party leaders stressed

that the new constitution was a dead

letter unless the party obtained a ma-

jority in the state legislature. Thus,

the Humboldt County Working-

men's party virtually turned the

election into a referendum on the fu-

ture of the party. Immediately after

the election, the Democratic Standard

declared that the new constitution

had been "practically nullified." It

lamented the well-publicized fac-

tionalism of the San Francisco

branch and the fact that a consider-

able number of Workingmen's party

representatives were moving into

the old parties.
71 Humboldters who

retained their faith in the new party

after the elections became disillu-

sioned with the performance of

some representatives. In April 1880,

the Standard reported "much talk of

dissatisfaction among the working-

men of Eureka about the policy which

some of the county officers elected on

the Workingmen's ticket have cho-

sen to pursue." 74 George Shaw, who
had been elected county assessor on

the party ticket, incurred the wrath

of many people when he added an

office clerk to his staff at a salary of

$135 per month and selected a long-

time enemy of the Workingmen's
party as his main adviser.

7S By April,

1880, Shaw was so unpopular that

he required a bodyguard. ?h

Growing interest in the Greenback
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The 1888 Humboldt County history features

a number of displays of the multiple

properties of prominent citizens—
concentrations of wealth that fueled the

disquiet of the county's dissenters.

Labor party hastened the dissolution

of the Humboldt County Working-

men's party. Greenback clubs sprang

up throughout the county between

1878 and 1880. In fact, remnants of

the Workingmen's party reconsti-

tuted themselves as the Humboldt
Greenback Labor party. The Green-

backers' panaceas had a much
stronger appeal in Humboldt County
than they did in San Francisco and

many other California counties.

By the late 1870s, a coherent dis-

senting tradition had emerged in

Humboldt County. The evolution of

this tradition owed much to the per-

sistence of values associated with an

antebellum democratic-republican

ideology that stressed the superior-

ity of the American political system.

Chauvinistic and almost millennial

assumptions engendered a profound

set of beliefs and expectations about

the nature of the American political

economy. In particular, the free-

labor tenet and its corollary, the

labor theory of value, stressing as

they did the immense contribution

of the free laborer to America's prog-

ress, heightened expectations about

the future, reinforced the working-

man's sense of his moral worth, and

endowed him with a civic responsi-

bility to scrutinize the destiny of

the republic. Between 1866 and 1880,

developments at the local, state, and

national levels convinced many
Humboldters that pernicious eco-
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nomic and political events threat-

ened the sanctity and purity of

the American Republic and seri-

ously threatened the free laborer's

advancement.

Undeniably, contradictions and

ambiguities existed in the demo-
cratic-republican legacy. Two con-

tradictions, in particular, are worth

noting. Both derived from a marked
discrepancy between the dissenters'

penetrating political analysis and
their often superficial prescriptions.

On the crucial question of land mo-
nopoly, for example, Sweasey took

a radical stance in advocating a

statutory limitation on the amount
of land a person might own. Barton

and the Ferndale Grange, for all

their deeply felt anxieties about the

concentration of land ownership

and land fraud, could not counte-

nance so direct an interference with

the rights of private property. 77
Par-

adoxically, many dissenters railed

against what they perceived as the

dangers of unfettered capitalism but

could not bring themselves to advo-

cate far-reaching controls (with the

possible exception of railroad regu-

lation) over private property rights.

This disparity between a keen per-

ception of fundamental problems

and a naive faith in piecemeal solu-

tions that ignored underlying struc-

tural problems stands out in the

dissenters' faith that all could be rec-

tified if only good, honest men were
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elected. Even a man as disenchanted

as Sweasey could in one breath speak

of the gravity of social and economic

trends and the threat to the republic

and in the next proclaim his belief

in the ability of the "best men" to

correct the situation.

Notwithstanding its ambiguous

features, the democratic-republican

tradition provided Humboldt's dis-

senters with an arsenal of ideas. In-

creasingly, they would jettison many
(but not all) of the contradictory

strands of the tradition and embrace

reforms that entailed at leasi a meas-

ure of state control over private prop-

erty. The Humboldt Workingmen's

party bequeathed to the county a

dissenting ideological legacy that

the Greenback Labor party, the In-

ternational Workingmen's Associa-

tion, and the Knights of Labor were

able to draw on in the 1880s, and

that the Humboldt Populists relied

on heavily in the 1890s. Many lead-

ers of the Humboldt Workingmen's

party played important roles in these

movements. In 1886, the Areata

Union commented with alarm and

derision on the growing strength of

the People's party, the political arm

of the Humboldt Knights of Labor,

describing its leadership as "in the

main the same old political fossils

. . . that have monopolized every

reform movement from the days of

Kearney." 7"

See notes beginning on page 158.



REVIEWS
Edited by James /. Rawls

The Fall into Eden: Land-

scape and Imagination in

California.

By David Wyatt. (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1986, 272

pp., $24.95

Reviewed by David Robertson, As-

sociate Professor of English at the Uni-

versity of California, Davis and author

of West of Eden: A History of Art

and Literature of Yosemite.

This is a book completely controlled

by Western modes of thought. Funda-

mental for Wyatt are the Bible with its

emphasis on history as the stage on

which God and human beings act out

their purposes, and the Romantic imagi-

nation's postulation of "a Paradise

within." He believes that human beings

have finally to create meaning in time,

not space, and the locus of this meaning

is inside the mind.

The writers to whom Wyatt turns

again and again for help in understand-

ing Californian authors are Milton, Blake,

Wordsworth, Emerson, and Frost, the

grand European-Eastern American tra-

dition. These same writers provide a grid

on which California writers can be

mapped: for example, Jeffers is the

California Milton, Kenneth Rexroth the

California Marvell, William Everson its

Blake, and Gary Snyder its Wordsworth.

Wyatt says he originally conceived his

book as an "act of praise" of the Califor-

nia landscape, but that it turned into "an

elegy for the belief that happiness can

be founded in natural space." He found

the story of each of the writers he consid-

ers in full detail (Richard Henry Dana,

Zenas Leonard, John Charles Fremont,

Clarence King, Mary Austin, Frank Nor-

ris, John Steinbeck, Raymond Chandler,

Robinson Jeffers, and Gary Snyder) "a

story of loss" (p. 207). "Careers that

began as celebrations of an outer world

often ended by affirming the reality of

an inner one" (p. 208). He concludes that

"space is the generous and enabling lie

told by time" and that "writing about

Writer Mary Austin

landscape carries us beyond the need

for landscape" (p. 210).

It is not surprising that his book

turned into an elegy, given Wyatt's as-

sumptions. If you presuppose that

people are what really matter, not

places, that the passage of time is what

poses the greatest threat to human be-

ings, and that consolation can be found

only inside the mind, that is, if you pre-

suppose human alienation from nature,

then that is what you will find. The move
from praise to elegy was also predis-

posed by his own experience. Wyatt's

main theme is that the California land-
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scape is an autobiographical stage on
which writers act out their own psycho-

dramas, and in the "Prologue" he tells

us that the idyllic acre of Southern

California real estate where he was
raised now lies under the Long Beach

Freeway.

The tenor of this review was also in

large measure predetermined by my as-

sumption that time is as fictive a creation

as space, by my belief that we are not

necessarily alienated from the ground of

our being, and by my conviction that an

adequate account of California literature

cannot be given using only the cate-
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gories of western culture. California is

the place where West most significantly

meets East. Its writers may stand in the

Romantic tradition, but many of them

have placed at least one foot on the Asian

continent. Some have even put the other

one squarely onto American Indian soil.

I found Wyatt's treatment of indi-

vidual writers without exception to be

insightful. His strength is correlating

biography with literary output. In each

chapter he probes biography until he

discovers a centrally located psycholog-

ical knot. Then he shows how the author

in question projects that knot onto the

landscape and tries to untie it by writing

about it. In every case the effort fails, so

that a sense of loss pervades the work.

Thus Mary Austin projected onto the

land "the drama of nurturance being

played out in her own life" (p. 82). "It

was his private failure to find ecstacy in

his birthplace that most visibly troubled

Steinbeck . . . his inability to cultivate

happiness with a woman in California"

(p. 152). Consequently, his "best books

try and usually fail to establish a place

where ecstacy can be shared by the

sexes" (p. 127). Chandler's "story is of

a man in search of a hidden truth" (p.

163) just as he himself searched for the

secret of his wife's age.

Wyatt always goes for what he takes

as central to a writer's life and work. As
a result he comes away with large and

generalizable insights. He has some-

thing important to say about a writer.

At the same time, of course, he omits

the nuances that a fuller treatment might

discover and ponder over.

All in all I find that I like Wyatt's strat-

egy. He gets right to the point. I am less

happy about his presuppositions.

The Suburban Squeeze: Land

Conversion and Regulation

in the San Francisco Bay

Area.

By David E. Dowall. (Berkeley: Uni-

versity of California Press, 1984, 248

pp., $30.00 cloth).

Reviewed by Charles Wollenberg,

Professor of History at Vista College,

Berkeley, and author of Golden Gate

Metropolis.

The San Francisco Bay area, the

United States' fourth most populous

metropolitan region, also has the nation's

highest housing prices and its most ac-

tive local environmental movement. The

connection between these latter two

phenomena—the extent to which land

use policies favored by environmen-

talists have increased the cost of shel-

ter—is the subject of David Dowall's The

Suburban Squeeze. Bernard Frieden cov-

ered some of the same ground in The

Environmental Protection Hustle (1979),

but Dowall's work is a far more careful

and scholarly effort.

Dowall admits that environmental

measures are often necessary and bene-

ficial, but his major point is that "highly

restrictive controls on growth do harm
communities, businesses, and individ-

ual citizens." He detects a "growing con-

stituency for relaxed land use controls

and more affordable housing" and in-

tends to add his voice "to that rising

chorus."

The author supports his argument

with case studies of three pairs of Bay

Area suburban communities—Santa

Rosa and Napa, Concord and Fremont,

and San Rafael and Novate As a result

of these studies, he concludes that land

use restrictions directly add eighteen to

thirty-four percent to the cost of new
Bay Area housing. Indirect effects, such

as spillover pressure on neighboring

communities, create additional burdens

that further increase the price of both

existing and new homes. This adversely

affects the entire regional economy and

especially hurts the poor as well as

young middle class families who are at-

tempting to enter the housing market.

While Dowall's arguments are clear

and well-crafted, they are unlikely to

convince environmentalists. The book

attempts to quantify in dollar terms only

the cosfs of environmental policies but

not the benefits, which, as Dowall ad-

mits, are also substantial. And while the

book discusses land use policies in some
East Coast communities, it does not

compare the Bay Area with perhaps its

closest equivalent, the Los Angeles

basin. Housing costs in that region are

almost as high as those in the Bay Area,

but land use policies do not seem to be

as strict. The book also lacks historical

perspective, particularly coverage of

pre-war Bay Area settlement patterns

and the development of the region's en-

vironmental consciousness. Finally, it is

difficult to imagine widescale implemen-

tation of many of Dowall's recommen-

dations, such as high density housing

development, without some form of

overall regional government or regional

planning agency. Yet the book all but

ignores that politically controversial

subject.

Dowall's major miscalculation may be

his conviction that there is substantial

public support in favor of weakening

strict land use policies. He contends that

"issues of optimal city size are not very

useful for formulating policy about

housing ..." "What is important," he

argues, "is maintaining the constant ebb

and flow of business firms to ensure eco-

nomic viability. And growth is the only

thing that can produce this ebb and

flow." But a recent San Francisco Chroni-

cle poll conducted by the Field Institute

concluded that only twelve percent of

Bay Area residents believed that eco-

nomic growth was more important than

environmental protection. Thus the

popularity of land use constraints in in-

dividual suburban communities may not

simply be a case of selfish local protec-

tionism, but rather the harbinger of a

broad-based movement to place limits

on the growth in the Bay Area as a

whole. For better or worse, the region

may be breaking dramatic new ground

in American urban policy and culture,

challenging the basic assumption that

limitless economic expansion and popu-

lation growth are inevitable and

desirable.
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An Illustrated History of

Mexican Los Angeles. 1781-

1985.

By Antonio Rios-Bustamente and

Pedro Castillo. (University of

California: Chicano Studies Re-

search Center Publication, 1986, 196

pp., $15.00 cloth).

Reviewed by Manuel G. Gonzales, In-

structor of History at Diablo Valley Col-

lege, Pleasant Hill, California.

There are over two million Mexicans

living in the County of Los Angeles

today; only Mexico City and Guadalajara

have larger Mexican populations. In this

brief history, the twelfth monograph

published by the Chicano Studies Re-

search Center at UCLA, the authors trace

the trials and tribulations, as well as the

successes, of these Mexican residents of

the City of Angels from the pueblo's

founding in 1781 to the present day. The

text is complemented by over 100 illus-

trations, most of them photographs.

Organized in chronological fashion,

the book's eight chapters describe the

origins of El Pueblo de la Reina de Los

Angeles and relate the history of its

Spanish-speaking inhabitants under

Spanish, Mexican, and, after 1846,

American rule. As the pueblo was
rapidly transformed into a flourishing

American metropolis in the late nine-

teenth century, Mexican Angelinos,

now a racial minority, found themselves

relegated to the status of second-class

citizens. The twentieth century witnessed

the dispersal of Mexicans from the city's

central area, adjacent to the historic

plaza, in all directions, especially east-

ward, and their gradual though incom-

plete absorption into the suburbs.

Plagued by a multitude of problems, the

Mexican community has continued to

grow by leaps and bounds in recent

years, while developing a unique culture

that remains as vibrant today as at any
time in the past.

The book is designed to appeal to both

•
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Los Angeles parade, ca. 1900.

the general reader and the professional

scholar, but the former will find it more

informative than the latter. The text is a

synthesis of work by Chicano and Anglo

historians. Though the authors make
good use of unpublished doctoral disser-

tations, primary sources are employed
sparingly or not at all. One omission is

particularly serious. The Report of Gov-

ernor C.C. Young's Fact-Finding Com-
mittee, Mexicans in California, a well

documented study published in 1930,

focuses on Los Angeles County, yet

absolutely no mention is made of this

insightful document in "A Social Por-

trait, Circa 1930," a relatively lengthy

section at the end of chapter six.

Given the vast scope of this work it is

not surprising that many subjects

(Catholicism is one) are accorded only
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superficial treatment. Other topics,

however, are neglected altogether. For

example, MECHA, the foremost student

organization of the Chicano movement,

is not mentioned at all in the discussion

on contemporary politics.

Still, these criticisms should not de-

tract from a book with several outstand-

ing features, the best of which is the ex-

cellent collection of photographs

gathered from private as well as public

archives, including those of the Califor-

nia Historical Society. The authors do a

fine job of placing the settlement of

southern California in the wider context

of New Spain's northward expansion,

and in the process they effectively

counter the popular view that the pobla-

dores were Spanish nobles; in fact, the

first Angelinos were "a representative
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cross-section of the laboring class popu-

lation of Mexico's northern provinces"

(p. 53). Another persisting myth laid to

rest is that the Mexican community has

been traditionally docile. This book

makes it clear that in Los Angeles, as in

other parts of the Southwest, Mexicans

developed a variety of social, cultural,

and even political organizations that

helped them to adjust to American life

beginning in the late nineteenth century.

In recent years a great deal of work

has been done on ethnic communities

of the American West. Chicano scholars

have contributed significantly with im-

portant studies of Mexican barrios in El

Paso, Tucson, Santa Barbara, and other

Southwestern cities. An Illustrated History

of Mexican Los Angeles is a valuable addi-

tion to this growing body of historical

literature.

James Pattie's West: The

Dream and the Reality.

By Richard Batman. (Norman: Uni-

versity of Oklahoma Press, 1986, xiii

+ 378 pp., $12.95 paper).

Reviewed by John E. Baur, Professor of

History, California State University,

Northridge, author of four books on

California and the West.

Everyone familiar with the Mexican

Era in California knows James Ohio Pat-

tie's classic Personal Narrative. Since

Timothy Flint published it in 1831 its re-

liability has been challenged. This book

analyzes it and Pattie's dream of himself.

Batman's endeavor to find his reality

makes the subtitle as appropriate as the

original title, American Ecclesiastes, for

Pattie realized his struggles to gain a wil-

derness fortune had come to nothing.

Batman begins with Pattie's return to

Kentucky, broke after five years' adven-

tures in the Southwest. He then shows
how the twenty-six-year-old was encour-

aged to write his story.

The Personal Narrative fascinates Bat-

man as it has others through five later
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editions, 1847-1962. Critics accused

Flint of having written it; others called

Pattie illiterate, but Batman convincingly

demonstrates that Pattie had educated

forebears and was in school before his

trek. He believes that Flint's editing wor-

sened a fast-moving account. Probably

Pattie used a diary and perhaps his

father's, too, to recall so many events

and scenes. Following a painstaking

mode of detection by internal evidence,

Batman concludes that Pattie's writings

show an unimpressive, easily forgetta-

ble youth who revered VIPs and author-

ity even in the wilderness, while making

most ordinary acquaintances anony-

mous. He nearly worshipped his father

Sylvester, who died in a California jail.

James's words reveal that he had led no

rugged frontier childhood, had never

hunted before, and was a poor business-

man. In sum, Batman evaluates these

memoirs as offering some new facts

about an area and era little reported at

the time, and the reactions of a youth to

strange lands and ways. Nevertheless,

Batman does not take Pattie's words as

Gospel and does a fine job showing why
he cannot. Anyone using the Narrative

ought to keep beside it Batman's cauti-

ous "guidebook." Often Pattie observed

with care, and did not invent stories,

but was frequently "between truth and

fiction," using overheard stories slightly

changed to make himself the hero or his

father the leader of men. His reported

dramatic rescue of a New Mexican gov-

ernor's daughter probably was not

James's doing, nor did he actually accept

a California rebel's surrender. As a pris-

oner, his bitterness against Governor

Jose Maria Echeandi'a is understandable,

but too strong to be accurate, according

to other gringos' accounts. At first Pattie

gives accurate geographical descriptions,

but later these become vague and erro-

neous. Batman believes that he probably

never visited the northern California

missions. His famous account of vac-

cinating 22,000 Californians not only is

statistically impossible—as long known
—but probably never occurred. Califor-

nians had long known of vaccine, had
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some, and did not need his amateurish

"skills."

Throughout the Narrative is a dismal

tale of Pattie's heroics and hard work,

others' betrayals of him, losses of valu-

able furs, and his vain seeking of dam-

ages in Mexico.

Batman's checking continues beyond

the Narrative's chronology, as he tries to

trace Pattie's later years. After an 1833

tax record in Kentucky, there is no reli-

able trail. Three vague, shaky reports of

his being in California in 1849 are shown
to be unacceptable. Yet, Pattie probably

did not become a hermit or outcast, Bat-

man believes. In a well-documented ac-

count of a cholera epidemic which hit

Pattie's home town, Augusta, Kentucky,

in 1833, Batman speculates that he may
have died then and there when records

were hectic or absent. Perhaps so.

In tracing family and associates and

illustrating life and landscape in areas

associated with our "hero," Batman adds

many extensive "asides." They show ex-

cellent research and provide so much as-

sistance to readers wanting to immerse

themselves in the adventures, that they

seldom divert concentration.

Museum Builders in the

West: The Stanfords as

Collectors and Patrons ofArt

1870-1906.

By Carol M. Osborne, with essays

by Paul Venable Turner and Anita

Ventura Mozley and a note by Mary

Lou Zimmerman Munn. (Palo Alto:

Stanford University Museum of Art,

1986, 138 pp., $14.95).

Reviewed by KD Kurutz, Curator of

Education, Crocker Art Museum.

Museum Builders of the West is an elabo-

rate tribute to the development of

American art museums as we know

them today. As stated in the opening

chapter, "This book attempts to recon-

struct the Museum's original makeup
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both the architectural achievement it

represents and its broad holdings—as

well as to study the art patronage of its

founders in the context of the American

Renaissance."

This story is divided into five sections;

the first two sections
—"The Stanford

Family Collection" and "The Leland

Stanford Junior Museum"—are written

by Carol M. Osborne, Associate Director

and Curator of Collections for Stanford

University Museum of Art. Divided into

several subtopics, these two extensive

essays present an informative context for

appreciating both the Stanford family

history and collecting habits as well as

presenting a colorful picture of Amer-

ica's "Gilded Age." Anecdotes and fas-

cinatingly detailed insights are drawn

from family papers, contemporary

newspaper accounts, and a vast array of

other primary and secondary sources.

The footnote section and index are very

helpful. Museum visitors and history

students, especially, will find these two

sections entertaining—even if abun-

dantly detailed—reading.

The remaining sections of the book

cover three subjects—architectural sig-

nificance of the buildings, the photog-

raphy collection, and the Cesnola collec-

tion of Cupriot antiquities. Each subject

is handled by knowledgeable experts

and incorporates a great deal of technical

information and scholarly insight. In

some cases, information which was in-

troduced in the two earlier sections is

repeated unnecessarily in these sections.

However, this point illustrates the great

challenge undertaken by these authors.

In order to address the acquisition of the

museum's broad, eclectic holdings dur-

ing the lifetimes of Leland and Jane Stan-

ford, they must give up the effort to re-

late the story in a clear, chronological

format. As well, the individual inten-

tions of a variety of collectors and their

respective influences have to be ac-

knowledged. In addition to the interests

of Leland, Jane, and Leland Junior in

American and European paintings,

Oriental artifacts, Mediterranean an-

tiquities, and photography, the con-

tributions of Anna Maria Lathrop Hewes
(Jane's sister), Thomas Welton Stanford

(Leland's brother), and Timothy Hop-

kins—to name a few—have also to be

considered. Having noted these consid-

erations, the reader should be prepared

for a narrative style that lunges forward

and retraces time periods, repeats infor-

mation and introduces a multitude of

characters.

The strong, independent personalities

of both Leland and Jane Stanford are re-

vealed throughout the collected essays.

Leland's well-known struggles with the

painter Thomas Hill over the "Driving

of the Last Spike" and with photog-

rapher Eadweard Muybridge, over "The

Attitudes of Animals in Motion," are

both included. Jane is credited with sig-

nificant control over collection develop-

ment as well as overseeing execution of

the university's architectural plan. Her
influence began before Leland's death

in 1893 and continued to her death in

1905. In concluding her essay on the

museum, Carol Osborne notes that the

Leland Stanford Junior Museum was
considered a monument to the un-

fulfilled ambitions of a remarkable, pre-

cocious son. Ms. Osborne states: ".
. .

Jane Stanford justified her career—both

to herself and to the world—by acting

in the name of grieving motherhood. But

the Leland Stanford Junior Museum was
hers; she built it."

One final matter to review is the use

of illustrations. The book is generously

illustrated with examples of works from

the museum collection and historical

photographs which document the fam-

ily, installation of the galleries before

and after the 1906 earthquake damage,

and the architecture of the museum and

related buildings. In most cases, these

images are well-integrated with the text.

Only five illustrations are in color, which

is unfortunate in a publication directed

to the general public. With such detailed

description of many of the artworks and
artifacts, the additional expense should

have been allocated for this illuminating

aid. Of even greater importance are the

apparent misattributions of family
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photographs at the beginning of the

book. Two photographs—one of Leland,

one of Jane—carry the captions of "1848"

and "1850" respectively. However, they

appear to be either cabinet views or

cartes de visite from the Taber Studio,

which means they would have been pro-

duced or mounted at a later date. The

obvious discrepancy should have been

explained either in caption or by foot-

note. In addition, the photograph of

Leland Junior at age fifteen years, ten

months, is incorrectly identified as being

taken in 1882. This photograph should

be dated 1884, according to information

made available in the family chronology.

In summary, this book presents a

glowing review of the significant con-

tributions of the Stanford family. Each

of the essayists—Carol M. Osborne,

Paul Venable Turner, Anita Ventura

Mozley and Mary Lou Zimmerman
Munn—offers an expectedly generous

accounting of the Stanfords' vision and

achievements. In addition to the detailed

review of accomplishments, weaknesses

on the part of the collectors and original

leaders are also admitted. Gaps in the

collection, inconsistent leadership, and

poor decisions are noted, which prove

the objectivity of this introspective look.

This element enhances the value of this

book to all readers.

Richard Neutra, Promise and

Fulfillment, 1919-1932.

By Dione Neutra; with a forward by

Shirley Hufstedler, and a preface by

Thomas S. Hines (Carbondale:

Southern Illinois University Press,

1986, 240 pp., $19.95 cloth).

Reviewed by David Gebhard, Professor

of Architectural History at the Univer-

sity of California, Santa Barbara.

The life and creative accomplishments

of an individual are, as we are continu-

ally being reminded, integrally bound
up with others, and this is forcefully

illustrated in the lives of Dione Neutra
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and her famed architect husband Richard.

In publishing these letters between her

husband and herself (plus a number of

others), Dione has revealed the depth of

closeness and cultivated interdependence

which was only partially apparent when
one visited with the Neutras in their

house overlooking Silver Lake in Los

Angeles. The letters included in this vol-

ume start with their early courtship in

Austria and Switzerland in 1919, and ex-

tend through their difficult years in

Berlin, New York, Chicago, and finally

in Los Angeles. Through these letters

we obtain an interesting glimpse of these

two personalities, an understanding

only partially revealed in earlier writings

by and about them.

Dione emerges as a remarkable per-

sonage, a gifted musician who laid aside

her career for that of Richard, a person

who created and maintained an environ-

ment within which her husband's creative

abilities were nurtured and cultivated.

And Richard comes forth, not as the

often portrayed artist who wished others

to sacrifice themselves for his goals, but

as a perceptive, self critical, and warm
individual. After their first child was
born, Richard wrote to Dione in May,

1924, "One thing worries me, shall I

have time for the boy? If not, it would

be my loss. If one is observant one can

learn much from one's child. No one can

educate you more significantly, it seems

to me, than a child" (p. 123).

Equally revealing is the inclusion of

letters of Eric Mendelsohn and Frank

Lloyd Wright to the Neutras which show
not only highly significant aspects of his-

tory, but aspects of their personalities

seldom revealed. The Wright letters are

especially valuable in this regard, for

they portray the Master of Taliesen's

satirical sense of humor as well as his

sensitive response to the needs of

others.

As one would expect, the letters fill

out our understanding of many episodes

of Richard's early work in architecture.

His appreciable contributions to the

work which came from the office of Eric

Mendelsohn are documented, and a

number of the questions often raised

concerning the circumstances of his re-

ceiving the commission for his famed

1929 Lovell house are in many ways an-

swered. The Neutras' close and at times

difficult relationship with Rudolph M.

and Pauline Schindler between the years

1925 and 1930 comes forth in many of

these letters. Though Richard was often

perplexed by the Schindlers' approach

to design and especially to architectural

practice, he still found much to admire

in the designs of his Viennese compatriot.

Neutra's letters to Dione are rich in

observations about architecture—obser-

vations which certainly help us to under-

stand and respond to his building. In a

letter of July, 1920, from Vienna, he

wrote, "A floor plan can be marvelous,

or intimate, simple or tricky, thought out

grandly into the smallest detail, or nar-

row-minded. It can even be joyful or

comical" (p. 16).

For the reader who wishes to enrich

her or his understanding of the Neutras

still further, this collection of letters

should be paired off with Esther

McCoy's Vienna to Los Angeles: Two Jour-

neys; Letters Between R.M. Schindler and

Richard Neutra. (1978) and supplemented

by Esther McCoy's Richard J. Neutra

(1960) and Thomas S. Hines's Richard

Neutra and the Search for Modern Architec-

ture (1982).

Birds of the Pacific Slope:

A Biography of the Artist

& Naturalist 1818-1869

with Species Accounts

and Field Notes by Andrew

Jackson Grayson, and with

current Ornithological

Identifications to accompany

the 156 Bird Portraits . . .

reproduced as Plates in

the Companion Portfolio

By Lois Chambers Stone (San Fran-

cisco: The Arion Press, 1986, 433

pages, 156 folios, $4,500 cloth.)

Reviewed by Iris H. W. Engstrand,

Professor of History, University of San

Diego. Author of Spanish Scientists

in the New World: The Eighteenth

Century Expeditions.

The appearance of Andrew Jackson

Grayson's Birds of the Pacific Slope most

certainly can be described as a "publish-

ing event." This lavish and yet scholarly

volume with accompanying illustrations

is a printer's masterpiece—a collector's

item well worth the seemingly high

pricetag of $4,500. When one is privileged

to examine Grayson's portfolio of 156

color paintings of California and Mexi-

can birds, it is a breathtaking experi-

ence, and one is convinced that Andrew
Hoyem's Arion Press has made a price-

less contribution to art and history. The

19-by-25-inch plates are reproduced on

cotton, acid-free specially made paper

which simulates Grayson's own water-

color stock, and the colors themselves

are so vivid and true as to make one

wonder how the originals could be su-

perior. The biography of Grayson by

Lois Chambers Stone, based on several

decades of meticulous research, is a

fitting tribute to the work of this long

neglected artist-naturalist of the nine-

teenth century.

Andrew Jackson Grayson, born in

Louisiana in 1818, grew up sketching the

flora and fauna, particularly birds, of the

teeming swamps on and near his father's

large land holdings. Unfortunately, a

narrow-minded Irish schoolmaster con-

sidered such activity a waste of time and

convinced Grayson's father to prohibit

the boy from pursuing such frivolity.

Grayson's extraordinary talent, there-

fore, lay dormant until middle age, when

life's circumstances once again permit-

ted the budding ornithologist to achieve

his lifelong dream.

The young Grayson married Frances

Timmons in 1842, ran a general store in

Louisiana, and investigated local birds.

Always an adventurer, he travelled with
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his wife and infant son by wagon train

to California in 1846 (just ahead of the

Donner Party) and settled in San Fran-

cisco. In 1853 he saw a copy of John

James Audubon's double-elephant folio,

Birds of America, and decided to do for

the West what Audubon had done for

the rest of the nation. It is doubtful that

he had previous experience with orni-

thological illustration, which makes his

paintings even more amazing. Grayson's

descriptions and field notes accompany-

ing each plate are extremely informative

and enhance the understanding of the

painting.

In 1856 Grayson wrote to the Smithso-

nian Institution, then only ten years old,

volunteering his services as a collector.

Spencer Fullerton Baird, Assistant Sec-

retary of the Smithsonian, encouraged

Grayson in his study of ornithology, and

the correspondence between the two

men lasted until Grayson's death. It was
Baird who first called Grayson "the Au-

dubon of the West." Grayson's collecting

activities were significant. He transmit-

ted 1,128 study skins, 27 skeletons and

49 lots of nests and eggs to the institu-

tion. At the time of his death this rep-

resented almost two percent of the entire

Smithsonian bird catalogues.

Author Stone, who writes in a clear,

concise, yet marvelously descriptive

style, has concluded that Grayson "Very

early seems ... to have developed a

method of rendering a complete pencil

sketch on Bristol board, followed by light

color washes and finishing with fine

strokes in strong color, using a dry brush

technique. This manner of working may
have grown from the necessity of captur-

ing quickly the posture of a bird as it

perched on a limb, or flew." (p. 57).

Grayson studied art seriously and im-

proved his technique between his ear-

liest known painting, the Green-winged

Teal, Anas crecca, in 1853, and his next

known painting from Tehuantepec in

1857. During this interim, Grayson sent

a description and drawing of his pet

roadrunner to Hutchings California Maga-

zine, where they were published in 1856.

Since the Smithsonian had few funds

&
V

Squirrel cuckoo, piaya cayana.

to reproduce his work, Grayson traveled

to Mexico City in 1865 to seek help from

the Mexican Academy of Arts and Sci-

ences. The author has selected numer-

ous quotations from Grayson's letters

and journals that illustrate the breadth

of his observations. Along the way he

describes the "dark, magnificent forest"

of Mazatlan, the Moorish style houses

and gardens of Tepic, as well as the de-

struction brought on by the War of the
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Reform. He is well received at court in

Mexico but a planned publication of his

work is interrupted when Maximilian is

deposed and executed.

Grayson continued his explorations

on the offshore islands of Mexico's west

coast when he was struck by personal

tragedy. His only son, Edward, was
killed in an unexplained incident in San

Bias in June, 1867. Grayson remained in

Mexico until felled by illness, possibly
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yellow fever, from which he died on
August 17, 1869, just three days short

ol Ins fifty-first birthday.

Grayson's wife Frances returned to

San Francisco with his work and began

a long struggle to get his paintings and
voluminous field notes published. Nei-

ther the Smithsonian nor Hubert Howe
Bancroft felt they could fund the project.

A final effort came to naught when The

Society of California Pioneers decided

they could not afford the $8,000 it would

cost to reproduce 100 plates in an edition

of 500 copies. In 1879 Frances Grayson

donated the paintings to the University

of California where they were placed in

an obscure area of the Bancroft Library.

There they remained until 1982 when
Andrew Hoyem of Arion Press met with

James D. Hart to discuss possible publi-

cation. The result honors a man whose
remarkable talent places him alongside

John James Audubon and other great

figures of American ornithology.

The book and portfolio of paintings,

although expensive to purchase, is a

must for major libraries. It is a work that

can be enjoyed by all persons interested

in the history and natural history of

California and Mexico during the latter

half of the nineteenth century. A travel-

ling exhibition of the original paintings

and specimens collected by Grayson will

be cosponsored by the Oakland Museum
and National Museum of Natural History,

Smithsonian Institution, in 1987-88.

The Literary West

Helen HuntJackson

HELEN HUNT JACKSON

A Lonely Voice of Conscience

By Antoinette May

Paper $5.95

Helen Hunt Jackson was a remarkable 19th-century woman who

wrote the novel Ramona, a tragedy aimed at arousing the sympathy

of the American public toward the plight of the American Indian

that has been one of the best-selling books in publishing history.

This entertaining biography of Jackson reads like great romantic

fiction and includes such notable characters as Emily Dickinson and

John Muir.

Other books m the Literary West Series:

Ruben Louis Stevenson in California $5.95

Ambrose Bierce: The Making ofa Misanthrope $7.95

John Steinbeck: The California Tears $7.95

Robinscmjefers

ROBINSON JEFFERS

Poet of California

By James Karman

Paper $5.95

The drama of Robinson JeffciV life and work sprang chiefly from

his close involvement with the wild, primitive environment of the

Carmel-Big Sur coast. James Karman explores this relationship

between man and nature to paint a stirring, intimate portrait ofthe

controversial California poet.

Available at your local bookstore or from:

Chronicle Books
One I lallidie Plaza, San Francisco, ( :A 94102 1-800-445-7577

(Add $1.50 to your check ormoney order for postage and handling.)
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California Press, 1987. $35.00. Order
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California's Chumash Indians. A Project of
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California Snapshots

(Above) Shasta County's Tower House, built in 1852, was a county showplace until it was destroyed by fire in 1910. It stood on

Clear Creek between French Gulch and Oak Bottom at the junction of the Weaverville and Yreka roads. Levi Tower left Boston

early in 1849 for San Francisco and set out from there for the Trinity mines in March, 1850. In November he and Charles

Camden arrived at Clear Creek where they found a man named Schneider operating a log-cabin bar, dining room, and lodging

facility. Tower and Camden found gold in the area, and Tower bought the cabin. Seeing the potential of the location, he built the

substantial Tower House with hand-hewn timber from the surrounding forest and planted orchards using trees shipped around

Cape Horn. In partnership with W.S. Loudon, Tower invested in the building of a twenty-four-mile wagon road from Tower

House to Shasta and constructed a bridge over Clear Creek. He died in 1865, apparently insolvent, since he left behind an

uncollectable debt of $9,000, Camden took title to the property. In 1867 the Tower House belonged to Grant I. Taggart. John Shed
—who sits on the porch with his wife and daughter in this 1885 portrait—bought it in the 1880s.

An 1864 letter referred to the Tower House as "the prettiet place in Northern California" in the spring when the orchard was in

bloom. Another described "splendid fresh looking" apples and peaches which "loaded down" the trees. The hotel was a popular

site for balls and other formal entertainments as well as a recommended stopping place.

4J

(Cover) The departure and arrival of American troops engaged in the Spanish-American War and the conquest of the Philippines

was big news for San Francisco photographers and reporters between 1898 and 1902. Mabel Craft was one of the reporters who
braved rough waters to describe a homecoming, and this photographer is intent on recording a departure.
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Rudolph M. Lapp

MABLE CRAFT DEERING

A YOUNG WOMAN
the San Fran-

cisco Examiner on its

front page in 1901

called Mabel Clare

&?SS Craft" ... a young
woman of advanced

ideas . .
." she was twenty-nine and

single and had already made her

mark. The occasion for the Exam-

iner's reference to Mabel Craft was a

lengthy article the newspaper ran on

the debates within the General Fed-

eration of Women's clubs over the

question of the admission of "col-

ored" women and "Colored

Women's Clubs." On this painfully

divisive issue Craft took the

courageous position that admission

should be supported. But more later

on the debate itself.
1

This article is an attempt to re-

store, for the present generation, the

~mi

memory of an outstanding progres-

sive feminist and successful career

woman of an earlier generation. One
may guess that by the middle of this

century Mabel Craft Deering's con-

temporaries were already unaware
of her progressive leadership before

World War I. Even her son-in-law

was unaware of her struggle over

the black issue in the women's clubs

until this writer approached him.

To flesh out the image of Mabel

Craft Deering as a turn-of-the-cen-

tury progressive, one must go back

a number of years. Mabel Clare Craft

was born in Rochelle, Illinois, and

came as a child with her parents to

California, eventually settling in

Oakland. She entered the University

of California in Berkeley and grad-

uated in 1892. It is at this point that

one becomes aware of her outstand-

ing ability. Her academic record was
the highest in that graduating class

but the medal that was awarded to

such accomplished graduates was
given only to men. In an unusual

turn of events the male graduate

who was to receive the medal re-

fused it and stated that Mabel Craft

should get it. That medal remains

unclaimed somewhere on the Berke-

ley campus. If the papers of Mabel

Craft Deering had survived, we
might discover how important that

incident was in shaping her into a

self-conscious feminist.
2

Although Mabel Craft contem-

plated a legal career after leaving

Berkeley and did graduate from

Hastings Law School in 1895, she

never practiced law. The field of

journalism soon absorbed her tal-

ents. As one account has it she ap-

r~ r"

m
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OF ADVANCED IDEAS
proached Michael de Young of the

San Francisco Chronicle for a job as a

reporter and was treated indiffer-

ently by him. However, he did (per-

haps as whimsy) tell her to talk to

his wife. If Mrs. de Young responded

well to her, he would hire Craft. Mrs.

de Young liked her, and Mabel got

the job.
1

As a Chronicle reporter Mabel found

herself in a distinguished company

The National Association of Colored Women
was a parallel organization to the National

reiteration of Women's Clubs, which

admitted individual black women but

refused membership to black clubs. NACW
members were educated reformers who
addressed the same issues as their white

counterparts—education, health, public

morality. Their direct attack on racial

discrimination, however, was not widely

echoed in the white club movement.

EAST BAY NEGRO HISTORICAL SOCIETY

of reporters including Will Irwin of

later national journalistic fame.

From Irwin we get our first personal

and flattering description of Craft.

He wrote,

Tall, handsome, vital Mabel Clare Craft

had taken high honors in scholarship at

the University of California, had become

an ardent feminist and had deliberately

started out to prove her theories by adopt-

ing a profession wherein she could com-

pete with men on their own hard terms.

In the days of her apprenticeship , a

newspaper had only three niches for a

woman society, fashions and sobsister-

hood. Scorning all three, she made her-

self a first-class reporter who could match

wits with any man in pursuit ofa story.
4

Ishbel Ross, a historian of woman
reporters, verified Irwin's claim that

Craft could match and exceed male

intrepitude in the reporting of an im-

portant story. She wrote,

. . . back in the nineties Mabel Craft, of

the San Francisco Chronicle, led a

squad of men in a leaky launch through

the Golden Gate to meet the ships return-

ing from the Spanish-American War.

The Examiner crew was already under

way in a fine large tug. A storm was

raging, they were warned that their

launch would sink, but Miss Craft in-

sisted on going ahead. . . . The men
called a council and overruled her. Miss

Craft took it with grace, conducted her

expedition ashore, and hastily chartered

a seaworthy tug. They started off again

and met the ships. They wrote their

stories on the way in, with the tug lurch-

ing under them. Their editors were fran-

tic by the time they showed up, waving

their copy in their hands. It was the story

_A 1 /



of the year and they made it by a margin

of minutes.

'

When Mabel Craft prevented the

Examiner from scooping the Chroni-

cle, she was already recognized as

an important journalist. Just previ-

ously she had been sent to Hawaii

to cover the American annexations.

Her articles were published by major

newspapers from coast to coast.

They were later published in a book
in which she wrote in greater detail

about the experience. Her introduc-

tion to this small volume makes it

clear that anti-imperialism was a

part of her progressivism. Recogniz-

ing that her sentiments would not

be popular with many, she wrote,

/ do not believe that might necessarily

makes right, and I have but reflected the

political sentiments of the majority of

Haivaiians as I found them during the

summer ofannexation, when hearts were

peculiarly stirred by the culmination of

an injustice that amounted to crime.

She went on,

In Hawaii is the old spirit that abides

in unhappy Poland, that burns in the

breasts of Alsace-Lorraine. The looting

of the Hawaiian monarchy by a few

Americans was a sort of successful Jame-

son raid, and not an exploit over which

any American need thrill with pride.
h

The reference above to "unhappy
Poland" brings to mind an incident

in Craft's early reporting days.

When Ignace Paderewski arrived in

San Francisco for his first piano con-

cert just before the turn of the cen-

tury, Craft was determined to gain

an interview with him. He refused

Rudolph M. Lapp is Professor of

History at the College of San Mateo
and the author of books and articles on

the history of blacks in California.
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to see any reporters but she literally

parked herself on his doorstep until

he was forced to see her. One can

imagine his change of attitude when
he saw this strikingly attractive and
intelligent young woman. He not

only granted her an interview but

they became very good friends and

remained so for many years. Craft's

future husband, Frank Deering, an

attorney, served as Paderewski's

lawyer whenever the great pianist

needed legal assistance in San

Francisco.
7

By 1899 Mabel Craft became the

Sunday editor of the Chronicle, the

first woman to achieve this status in

the country. It was noted in the jour-

nalistic world from coast to coast.

The prominence she achieved in

the Bay area gave Craft the opportu-

nity to gain a wider audience not

only in newspapers but also on the

speaking platform and in a variety

of publications. The issues of fem-

inism were her persistent themes.

But her progressivism was not of a

single-issue kind. In 1901 she was
invited to speak to the University of

California Club of Oakland. Her ad-

dress was a challenge to the audi-

ence whom she asked to imagine

that she was speaking in the year

2051, a century and a half later. This

futuristic foray "looked back" at the

dismal year of 1901. In a Bellamy-

esque presentation, Craft spelled

out bitter criticisms of that period's

progressives. She spoke of the self-

ishness and materialism of the "ear-

lier" period and how the peacemak-

ers were called traitors. And she

spoke of women who could bear

sons who could become good citi-

zens but "might never become a citi-

zen herself." The economic system

was also part of her eloquent Jere-

miad. She said,
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Commerce was the thing not as we know
it, the exchanging of product for product

that all men might have their share of

what the earth yields, but a fierce and

insatiable striving after wealth through

trading at the largest possible profit. A
nation's welfare was measured by the

excess ofwhat it sold over what it bought,

and commerce dominated the earth, mak-

ing its laws and making its wars.

Craft brought feminism into her

speech in a unique manner. The new
era that her speech was fantasizing

had been initiated by a messianic

female she called Corona. From
Corona came the inspiration and

wisdom of the new age that Craft's

audience was asked to pretend they

were living in.
8

y 1902 Mabel Clare

Craft, now firmly

entrenched in her

position as the Sun-

day editor of the San

Francisco Chronicle,

entered into an unexpected field of

controversy. As an active member of

the Forum Club of San Francisco

(one of the many women's clubs of

the city) she became involved in the

national debate on the "color ques-

tion." The women's club movement
was fairly new as a national move-

ment and its national conventions

marked the first time since the Civil

War that northern and southern

white women had come together in

shared concern over many social,

community, and cultural issues af-

fecting white women. The temper-

ance and suffrage organizations

were older and also national, but

they were single-issue organiza-

tions. And, the reader must be re-

minded, this was a period when



many white Americans felt that the

issues of the Civil War should be put

behind and a "reunion" of North

and South should be encouraged,

bitterness not revived. Into this

setting the divisive issue of "col-

ored" women in the women's clubs

emerged."

This "reunion" mood was occur-

ring simultaneously with the better

known brace of concerns called

Progressivism. Historians have

agreed that defining this term has

its difficulties because of the great

diversity displayed by followers of

its tenets from one part of the coun-

try to the other. But there is agree-

ment that the least of these concerns

was the plight of blacks in this nadir

of Afro-American history.
1 " Not

since the Civil War era had white

Californians been concerned with

matters that involved Afro-Ameri-

cans. At that time blacks were

struggling for equal rights before the

courts and in 1863, during the tem-

porary idealism of the Civil War,

they achieved it in California. In 1870

California blacks gained the vote

through the Fifteenth Amendment
to the Constitution (not through

state law), and concerned whites in

the state felt that all was done that

needed doing for blacks.

In the decades that followed, a

small northern black middle class

emerged nationally as well as in Cal-

ifornia and by the beginning of the

twentieth century would be pressur-

ing for entry into mainstream white

America's institutions. Progressive

sensitivity to this need was in short

supply. However, there were a few
exceptions in a few major metropoli-

tan centers in the north and some
breakthroughs were achieved as a

result of the valiant efforts of some
progressive-minded whites. In Cal-

ifornia, Mabel Craft was such a pro-

gressive white.

The issue of black admission to

the white women's club federation

emerged in 1900 at the national con-

vention of the General Federation of

Women's Clubs in Milwaukee, Wis-

consin. The occasion for this ques-

tion was the presence at the conven-

tion of a black woman, Josephine St.

Pierre Ruffin, wife of a black Boston

judge, who was there as a delegate

from both a Boston white women's
club and a black women's club that

was a member of the state federation

of Massachusetts. Southern pres-

sure resulted in the rejection of her

delegacy as a member of the black

club, but she was accepted as a mem-
ber of the white club. Under these

circumstances Mrs. Ruffin refused

to remain at the convention." In the

months that followed, the southern

clubs presented a proposal initiated

by the Georgia federation to include

the word "white" in the GFWC con-

stitution as qualification for mem-
bership. This was to be presented at

Mabel Craft.

the next national convention. In 1902

in Los Angeles the national "color

question" debate was on. That was
when Mabel Craft entered the pic-

ture as a proponent of black admis-

sion to membership in the General

Federation of Women's Clubs.

The question of black women in

the General Federation of Women's
Clubs was contested in several steps

in California. The first was the indi-

vidual club debates in the last

months of 1901, the second took

place at the San Francisco conven-

tion of the California clubs in Feb-

ruary 1902, and the last was at the

national convention of GFWC which
was hosted by Los Angeles in May
1902. Incidentally, this was the first

GFWC convention in the far West

Many, perhaps most of the Cali-

fornia clubs, appeared to shy away
from the subject but in Los Angeles

and in San Francisco full-scale de-

bates took place. There were many
women who opposed black member-
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ship in the GFWC, but a group of

articulate and courageous women in

the Bay area argued for open mem-
bership based on education and cul-

tural level, and Mabel Clare Craft led

the way.

The San Francisco Examiner ran a

front page headline that read "The

'Color Line' Excites the Ladies" with

a picture of Craft. The story said

of her,

In a spirited debate Wednesday Miss

Mabel Craft stood forth as a champion

of social equality of colored women.

Calling Craft, "... a bright student

of sociology . .
." the Examiner

printed some of her argument which

was,

The difference between the negro and the

Caucasian, was not one of intellect, but

rather of climate and the unrelenting

rays of the African sun.

On other debates she said,

The color line is drawn by prejudice. I

cannot see where the white skinned man
or woman is superior to the dark skinned

race unless he or she acts in a superior

manner. I would rather know a decent,

intelligent dark skinned person than

know an indecent white.

Further she said,

This color question is one ofgreat interest

166

to women just now throughout the coun-

try. Many ladies who are intellectual

,

sympathetic and lovable have an inherent

prejudice against the negro. I can't rec-

oncile this prejudice with twentieth cen-

tury logic or our boasted progress in

civilization.

She also stated that she believed that

she shared with President Theodore
Roosevelt the opinion that as a citi-

zen of America, Booker T Washing-

ton and others of his race should

have "entree into all polite circles

—

white, black, or yellow." Given the

somewhat Victorian flavor of her re-

marks and even perhaps some naiv-

ete about Teddy Roosevelt, Mabel
Craft was for that time well ahead
of her contemporaries in opposing
racism. 12

The month of November, 1901,

was heavy with women's club de-

bates in the Bay area

.

n They seemed
to reach a climax at the debate before

the Philomath Club. Although this

club had an all-Jewish membership,
Mabel Craft was invited there to

team with a Philomath member in

supporting black admission to the

GFWC. The Philomath member was
Mrs. Florence Prag Kahn, who sev-

eral decades later succeeded her

husband, Julius Kahn, in the Con-

CALIFORNIA HISTORY

M.H. DeYoung, who gave Mabel Craft

her first real newspaper job, exercised

enormous power in San Francisco with

flamboyant gusto. Here he is presiding at

the opening of the M.H. DeYoung Museum
in Golden Gate Park.

gress of the United States.

In this debate Craft developed her

position and revealed some of the

depth of her feeling. She claimed

that the South had retarded its own
growth by its subjection of Negroes

and that the perceptions of the

women's clubs should be broad and
not narrow. She also said what must
have been a shocker to the audience.

".
. . if we cannot find it in our hearts

to do what we can to help the col-

ored women, why, we had better

break up our Federation."

Craft's team-mate, Mrs. Kahn,

took a softer line, saying that she

was not making a plea for social rec-

ognition but rather as American

women the clubs should ".
. .extend

a helping hand to women who, in

spite of their color, were striving to

lift themselves . .
." She added,

"They seek admission into our Fed-

eration on their own merit and not

to be accepted as a gratuity to an

inferior race.""

Clear-cut club decisions in this

controversy do not emerge, but the



general impression is that hard deci-

sions were left up in the air or were

unsympathetic to admission. The
latter becomes more apparent at the

state convention in San Francisco.

Mabel Craft's major efforts on this

racial justice question appear to have

been devoted to the preconvention

period. When the state convention

took place in February, 1902, much
of the behind-the-scenes work had

been done, and the result was a com-
promise position that would not

have required the southern state

clubs to admit black women. How-
ever, it should be noted that a few

Bay area women, led by Mrs. Ger-

trude Haight, continued vainly to

make the case for black admission.

Perhaps the progressive pragmatist

in Mabel Craft was showing through.

Even Caroline Severance, the vener-

ated octogenarian club woman of Los

Angeles, often called the "Mother of

Clubs," a woman of abolitionist roots,

decided not to push the matter.
15

Three months after the state con-

vention, when the national conven-
tion of the GFWC took place in Los
Angeles, the "color question" was a

lively topic in corridor discussion,

but it never came to the floor as a

divisive issue. The mood of "reun-

ion" was maintained. With this mut-

ing of the admission question north-

ern and southern women were left

to admit black women or not as they

wished in each locality. Mabel Craft,

however, had stood out as the fore-

most California protagonist for black

admission before the state conven-

tion. One can imagine more contem-

porary gatherings where such a

clearly defined point of view would
have resulted in some form of rejec-

tion. At the public level this certainly

did not happen; in fact Craft received

honors at this convention on another

matter.

At the national convention session

on education Craft presented a paper

entitled "The Advantages of Coedu-
cation" that was so well received

that it was printed in its entirety in

Club Life, the California state organ

of the women's clubs. It was called

the most brilliant paper presented

at the convention. In this paper,

which must have been as easy to

listen to as it is to read, Craft, with

wit, humor, logic, and irony made
her point that coeducation at every

level would make for better men and
women. She punctured the appre-

hensions of the illogical and the

opposition of the prejudiced. In one
of her choice lines she said,

/ believe, of course, that it is the normal
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Mabel Craft, lower left, was one of the core

group who joined Susan B. Anthony

(seated, center) at a luncheon on June 28,

1895. Second from the left, standing, is

Mrs. Hester Harland, secretary of the

California Suffrage Association. To her

left are hostess Mrs. Nellie Holbrook Blum
and Anna K. Bidwell.

form of education that boys and girls,

since nature was so rash as to plant them

side by side in families, are best educated

when, in grammar days, in the high

school, in the university, and later in

the real school of life itself, they are ed-

ucated side by side.

This lengthy statement was evoked

by attempts to roll back some of the

gains made by women in the field

of coeducation in the universities.

At this time, however, the Univer-

sity of California and Stanford were
among those that did admit women
students.

lh

Craft also stated that much yet

needed to be accomplished in the

appointment of women to the facul-

ties and governing boards of the sys-

tems of higher education. A tew

years earlier Craft had written a

piece for the University of California

Magazine that illustrates her gentle

style of irony when dealing with

feminist issues. The occasion for the

article was a discussion of a proposal
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that students raise a fund for a foun-

tain in honor of the first woman re-

gent of the University, Phoebe Ap-

person Hearst. Concurrently Mrs.

Hearst was preparing architectural

plans for University expansion that

were evidently considered by some
to be in the fantasy stage. Craft used

this article to say that Mrs. Hearst's

plans would not be a vague notion

but would become reality since the

Senator's wife was a person of her

word. But Craft went on with a gen-

tle dig saying,

/ noted the other evening when the speak-

ers at the student reception to President

Wheeler were alluding politely to the

new plans as though they were nebulous

dreams, that Mrs. Hearst smiled quietly

,

much as she smiles when millionare re-

gents wrangle for an hour over a fifty

dollar bill for lights. On such occasion

the one woman regent quietly remarks,

"Gentlemen, allow me to subscribe the

amount. " Mrs. Hearst is used to cutting

gordian knots and practical men of

means will be glad to follow her lead.
17

n November, 1902,

Mabel Clare Craft

became Mabel Craft

Deering. Her hus-

}§$£> band was Frank P.

Deering, a promi-

lawyer who for many years

served on the Board of Directors of

the San Francisco Symphony and at

one time was the president of the

Bohemian Club. 18 The couple was
very much a part of the social and

cultural life of the city; however, as

newlyweds their first public appear-

ance together might have been at the

gathering in January, 1903, of the

most liberal elements of the Bay

area.

The occasion for this gathering

was the presence in California of the

nent

already famed black educator, Booker

T Washington. He was in the state

on a two-week fundraising tour for

the black school, the Tuskegee Insti-

tute, which he had founded. One of

the events planned for Washington
on this tour was an elegantly ar-

ranged banquet organized by the

women of the Unitarian Club of Cal-

ifornia. The assemblage was presti-

gious enough to make the social col-

umn of one daily newspaper, and
the names mentioned bore out its

liberal character. Among them were
Frank P. and Mabel Craft Deering. 19

In 1904, a daughter was born to

the Deerings and named Francesca.

She would be their only child. For a

few years Mrs. Deering was out of

public life, but the suffragist move-
ment would shortly call upon her

talents and energies.

Back in 1895 Susan B. Anthony
paid a visit to California shortly be-

fore her death. She came to the state

to give heart to the 1895-96 cam-

paign for women's suffrage which

ended in defeat because of the San

Francisco and Oakland male vote.

While in San Francisco she sat for a

picture with seven local activists.

Seated with them was Mabel Craft

who appeared to be the youngest of

the group. 2"

Mabel Craft Deering's re-entry into

the suffragist movement a decade

after the 1896 defeat is best told in

her own words.

Mrs. Austin Sperry, the then president

of the California State Suffrage Associa-

tion, had asked me several times previous

to 1906 to take the press chairmanship

as 1 had been a newspaper woman. I had

always selfishly refused on the ground

that I was too busy.

After the earthquake and fire in San

Francisco in 1906 1 found myself with

more time on my hands than I had ever

had before or ever expect to have again.

There were no streetcars or telephones

in the city; almost everyone I knew had

left town for places where more comforts

were to be had; 1 had lived on a little

island entirely surrounded by miles of

burnt homes; there were no theatres, no

parties, no distractions ofany kind. Feel-

ing it our duty to remain in the city

during the reconstruction period 1 said

to myself, "what can I do for suffrage?"

and the press work occurred to me. 1 told

Mrs. Sperry I would undertake it and

was at once appointed press chairman

for the entire state.

The "little island" Mrs. Deering re-

fers to was her home at the end of

Larkin Street which overlooks the

Bay and is still standing today 2 '

The above words were taken from

Mrs. Deering's post-victory report

on press work during the 1911 cam-

paign. As one proceeds through this

report it becomes clear that it was
not only a narration of the most im-

portant details associated with any

large scale electoral campaign but

was also a readable guide for suf-

frage campaigners in any state. It

should be remembered that in the

vast majority of the states of the

Union women did not yet have the

vote. In her report called "Coopera-

tive Enterprises," a narration of the

field work of women campaigners,

Mrs. Deering was justifying the use

of skilled women campaigners from

other states. This was evidently a

bone of contention with some of the

California women. She commented,

// is true, undoubtedly, that a mediocre

local woman can often do more effective

work than a brilliant woman who knows

nothing of local conditions, but when all

is said and done there is always a dearth

of workers at the end of a campaign. It

is a question of outside workers or
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none. ... / shall always feel that

California would not have been carried

had it not been for the time and money

which our Eastern brothers and sisters

gave to us so generously during the last

two months. We had not the workers,

our funds were rapidly exhausted; we

had all of us given of time and strength

and money to the limit, when this timely

aid came. Let us give credit where credit

was due.
22

In the years that followed the

successful California suffrage cam-

paign Mrs. Deering appears to have

stepped back from involvement in

social issues. However, since so many
of the men who supported women's
suffrage were supporters and mem-
bers of the Lincoln-Roosevelt League,

the progressive wing of the Repub-

lican Party, it stands to reason that

she voted for them faithfully. While

the social circles she and her hus-

band moved in were staunchly Re-

publican, the liberal streak in her

makeup appeared in the 1930s dur-

ing the Great Depression. She sup-

ported Democrat Franklin D. Roose-

velt for president in 1932 and 1936.

It is doubtful that her husband did

likewise. When Frank Deering died,

Herbert Hoover was an honorary

pallbearer. 23

Travel was another love of Mrs.

Deering's life and, according to her

son-in-law, Thomas Carr Howe, Mr.

and Mrs. Deering and their child

traveled for six months every two
years. On two of these trips she

wrote travel accounts for the National

Geographic. The first was a boat trip

in China in 1927 from Shanghai to

Soochow for which she took several

of the pictures for the story. The sec-

ond was in Korea in 1935 during the

years of Japanese rule. Korean na-

tionalists were probably not happy

about her narrative, because it took

a benign view of Japanese occupation

and perceived it as a progressive

development in Korean economic

life. However, she did not fail to note

that while Japanese rule modernized

agriculture and increased its produc-

tion, it placed half of the best Korean

land in the hands of the Japanese. 24

According, again, to Mr. Howe,
Mrs. Deering's later years were

much involved in "society" and cul-

tural activities. He also noted that

she was very involved in financial

matters. When she died in 1953, she

left an estate of nearly a million dol-

lars. Her obituary notice reported

that she was on the board of direc-

tors of the San Francisco Opera As-

sociation and St. Luke's Hospital and

was active in the San Francisco and
Burlingame Country Clubs. 25

While Mrs. Deering did not reach

the political distinction as a liberal

achieved by Katherine Edson, one of

her contemporaries, her contribu-

tions as a feminist progressive are

an important part of the record. She
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r
Booker T. Washington, ca. 1918.

Washington's tour of California in 1903

was a major event for civil libertarians

and reformers.

represented not only a breakthrough

by an exceptionally strong woman
but was also symbolic of her era.

This was a time when middle class

women's organizations had reached

a particularly high level of maturity,

considerable numbers, and sophisti-

cated organizational skills. As a role

model for assertive women she is

hard to match. Perhaps her later

immersion in "society" was for the

benefit of her daughter and grand-

daughter. Mrs. Deering was born

into economic circumstances that

were extremely modest. Her father

was a failure in the world of small

storekeeping. 2h

There may have been other women
of similar humble origins in her time

with her ability, education, looks,

and iron determination to succeed,

but there were not many who also

remembered the underdogs in life.

See notes on page 233.
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"To those responsible for preserving the na-

tion's historical landmarks, what qualified the

little town of Locke in the Sacramento Delta for

inclusion in the registry of national places was

its unique status as the only village in the United

States built and inhabited exclusively by Chi-

nese until recent years, . . . However, Locke's

true significance lies not in its singularity but in

the fact that it is a model of other villages and

towns that might have been built in rural Cali-

fornia had Chinese laborers not been excluded

from the United States after 1882. Locke is the

most visible monument to the extraordinary ef-

forts made by the Chinese to develop agricul-

ture in California and establish communities in

rural America. . .
." So wrote historian Sucheng

Chan in her introduction to Bitter Melon, the

forthcoming book from which the following

images and oral histories are excerpted.

Everett Leong, who grew up in Locke but moved to Sacramento for

a college education and a professional career, outside Ins mother's house

on Key Street, 1976. ©jamesmotlow

Jeff Gillenkirk

oilow
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The Chinese farm laborer, working

hard and complaining little, saving from

his meager wages to support a family in

China, has become a familiar figure in

California history, his contributions to

California agriculture gradually being

documented. These memories of Locke,

recounted from the perspective of the

1980s, reveal a complex and varied com-

munity which began with businessmen

and farm laborers and grew to include

families and artisans but could not pro-

vide opportunities to hold its upwardly

mobile children.

The narrators of these stories have dif-

ferent relationships to Locke: some were

born there, some came as adults, some

are living out their days there, others

spent only a period of their lives there.

In addition, the periods of Locke's history

which they describe are different. There

are many facts about Locke which are

not told here, but because these stories

are told from a variety of vantage points

they offer a sense of the dynamic which

shaped the growth and decline of Locke

as well as a multi-dimensional portrait

of some of the lives which shaped the

community and were shaped by it.

—Editor's Note

PING LEE, the son of Locke co-

founder "Charlie" Lee Bing, was born

in Locke in 1917. Today, he is the unoffi-

cial mayor of Locke and proprietor of The

Photographer James Motlow lived in

Locke from 1971 to 1979. Writer Jeff

Gillenkirk collaborated with Motlow in

collecting oral histories over a period

of more than two years and then wove

them into a text. This article is ex-

cerpted from Bitter Melon: Stories

from the Last Rural Chinese Town in

America (©1987 by Jeff Gillenkirk and

James Motlow) to be published in

October 1987 by the University of

Washington Press, Seattle.
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Big Store supermarket in Walnut Grove.

I was born in Locke. October 1917.

My father's history here, of course,

is a long, long history. He came over

in 1893, at the age of twenty-one.

He's from Zhongshan, about a half

hour north of Macao. He came over

here with the Chicago Expo, the

World Fair at Chicago. . . .The Expo

deal was, you came over here and

you paid your $500 or $700 and you

jumped ship. So he jumped ship,

and here he was. Lots of them did

that.

During that time the harvest sea-

son came up over here, just across

the bridge, and he started picking

pears and all that. [Walnut Grove's]

Chinatown was up here where the

liquor store is, in that area. It was
booming; it was the biggest China-

town on the river. But anyway, he's

working on the ranches and he de-

cided he didn't want to work that

way for the rest of his life, coming

over to the Gold Hills. He said that's

no way to get ahead, so he came up
here and made a lot of friends in

town, and met an old cook here

—

name was Lee, old guy, maybe late

fifties, sixty years old. He worked
for Alex Brown. Alex Brown, of

course, owned everything then in

Walnut Grove. He'd been the king-

pin at that time for about twenty

years. [Through the cook, Ping Lee's

father went to work for Alex Brown,

and the two men became friends.]

Now, this is the history of my
father. He got into gambling and

everything else—he bought a share

in a gambling house. To tell you the

truth, it's not easy for Zhongshan to

get into gambling. No way. It's all

locked up, OK? Taishan. But the

gambling house wasn't doing so

good. Still, it took a lot of guts if you

aren't even one of them. They might
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come in and mess you up. That hap-

pened all the time. Down in San
Francisco, oh, lots of times. But my
father's ace in the hole was Alex

Brown. Alex Brown owned all the

grounds. He was the kingpin. There

was no deal between him and Alex

Brown, they were just friends. They
admired each other very much. . . .

[My father] walked the streets be-

cause Alex Brown was the kingpin.

If he had any problems he just went
to Alex Brown and it's taken care

of. He was a white man, he owned
everything. He was a big man. Alex

Brown just put the word out: "You

touch my boy, everybody loses . . .

everything locks up."

In seven years, my father's got

seven businesses in town. The man
is very brilliant, the history already

shows how brilliant he was. First off,

he became an herbist. Where he

learned it, I don't know. Herb store

maybe. Then, there are two gam-

bling houses. A restaurant. A hard-

ware store. A drygoods store, and

the other one he ran as a barber shop

and a pool hall. On this side, down
Market Street where the Porthole

is—that's where he had a gambling

house.

It was a crazy time. You're talking

about a thousand Chinese working

on these farms around here—the

town was all Chinese. The Mexicans

came in in the fifties. Mexicans never

gambled in those places; Filipinos

came in the thirties from the islands.

They loved to gamble, and they

played the Chinese way. The Fili-

pinos and the Chinese. And the Jap-

anese wanted to gamble. At one time

Locke had four or five [gambling

halls]. The town was all business,

going until about 10. There was some
trouble, but never after 1930 or so.

But in the early twenties, before
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1924, you had tong wars—over gam-
bling, somebody trying to muscle

in. . . . But there again, during one

war my father said, "If I stay in town
there'll be a lot of bloodshed." Rather

than do that he locked up his place

and left, went up to Stockton. . . .

My father had a hatchet man protect-

ing him all the time. He didn't build

up his empire by being scared, you
know. They even shot at him—and
missed, that's all.

By the forties in Locke, there were
only two gambling houses, [both]

owned by my father. My father's

gambling houses lasted the longest,

longer than any other place on the

river. He started about 1908 when
he had gambling in Walnut Grove,

and lasted until 1951, when they de-

cide to clamp down. That's a lot of

years. Nobody else lasted that long.

My father didn't even like gam-
bling, but he had to manage the place.

Most of the time he'd be talking poli-

tics in his headquarters in Joe Chow's
place—political headquarters. He
was [Kuomintang] Chairman of the

district for a long, long time. District

was called the Delta. They had lots

of people; you can see their pictures

in the museum when Dr. Sun [Yat-

Sen] died and all that—see how
many people there were. My father

was a rich man, so he gave a lot of

money to the cause. A lot of overseas

[Chinese] gave a lot of money to

Dr. Sun's revolution. Dr. Sun was a

Zhongshan, you know. My father

met him once in San Francisco, on
the street. It goes way back. My
father was one of the originals. Way
back. But my father never bragged

about any of that stuff. He's a man
who doesn't say too many things.

He's not a publicity man. He be-

lieved in what you're going to do

—

let your deeds speak for themself.
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I grew up in the Depression time.

I didn't think I'd ever make it. The
Depression hit my father, the same
things as today, why some of these

farmers are going bankrupt. He lost

$80,000 on asparagus, which was a

lot of money in those days. Like a

million dollars. So he lost that, and
a thousand acres of land. His backer

went bankrupt, a Miss Hughes, I re-

member the name. Big, fat, chunky
lady, those days doing a man-sized

job. She was shipping celery when
the Depression hit, and went broke.

She had to file for bankruptcy, and
took my father down with her.

He was sixty-three or sixty-four

when I was the last year in high

school, up in Courtland. And he

tells me, "You have to go to college."

I didn't have no preparation to go

to college, and my father was broke.

But sixty-five years old, and he

opens a restaurant in San Francisco

so I could go to college. See, when
I was young I lived in Grass Valley,

where he had another farm, 120

acres. I went to school there. I didn't

attend grammar school here, because

the schools here were segregated,

and he didn't believe I'd learn very

much English. . . . He believed any-

body born here should go off to col-

lege and learn all you can and get

all this ability and bring all the

knowledge back to China where you
can open their minds, open factories,

produce petroleum and all that. See,

he was thinking patriotically. . . .

Anyway, here my father's going

to wait on tables so I can go to

school. It was only 1941 by the time

I came out of college— I graduated

from Cal [University of California,

Berkeley] with a degree in economics

and business administration. But

my father had a few bucks in his

pocket by then. Things are pretty
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good at the gambling house, what
he lost he forgot already. Every-

thing's all right, would be for

another ten years. . . .

He wants to bring me back down
here [from Sacramento, where Ping

Lee ran a grocery store] to run his

empire. But my mother didn't want
me to. She didn't like gambling.

Neither did he, but he's got to man-
age the place. So he wanted me down
here. But then in '51 they shut down
the gambling all over California. . . .

My father died in 1970. Ninety-seven

years old, died of old age. But right

up to the end he could still give you
advice. . . .

SUEN HOON SUM is

eighty-seven years old and still reluctant

to describe the details of his entry into

the United States as a "paper son." He

completed the equivalent of a high school

education in China and expected more

of life in California than work as a farm

laborer. Unable to speak English, how-

ever, he joined thousands of his compa-

triots to work in fields and canneries

from Monterey to Alaska during the

1920s and 1930s. Between jobs he rented

a room in one of Locke's boarding houses

and now lives in a house on Key Street.

Tell you stories about my working

days? I worked all over the place! If

someone asked me to work at a cer-

tain place, I went there. On the big

ranches, around this time of year

[July], I'd be working in the pear

sheds and cherry sheds, or picking

pears or whatever fruits they had in

the orchards. I'd go to Newcastle,

Auburn, pack plums and necta-

rines . . . then up to Lum Bun's and

pack pears again. After packing

pears in Walnut Grove and Locke,

I'd go to San Jose . . . and after San



Asparagus was one of the prime Delta crops, because

the loose peat soil allowed the stalks to grow
unusually straight, and packing house work was one

of the regular sources of employment for Locke

residents.
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Jose I'd come back to Locke and work
in the tomato sheds, the tomato can-

neries until about November or so.

Then I could either go to San Fran-

cisco for a week and spend some
time there, or do whatever I wanted.

It was very easy for a year to go by.

Year after year you did the same
thing—pick fruit and trim fruit

trees. These are the two things.

Every year it was the same. . . .

I always had some kind of work
to do, so I hardly spent any time in

Locke for any period of time. I rented

a room here and just left my belong-

ings and went to work. You could

rent a room for $2.50 a month here.

There were a lot of people staying

here at the time [the 1930s]. Three

hundred or so residents. It was very

lively, a very busy place. The busi-

nesses were in full run and Al's Place

right now, it used to be a Chinese

restaurant and people would be go-

ing in and out all weekend. There

were always at least two gambling

houses open, which kept the town
pretty busy too, all kinds of people

going in and out of town, mostly

from San Francisco and people work-

ing the orchards. They rarely stayed

for long periods of time, just like I

did. The ones who came to work,

they just left their belongings and
went straight to the fields.

We even had a lot of college stu-

dents come to the Delta to pack pears

or cherries, that type of work. There

was nothing else for them to do at

the time. Canning work was the

most available, so they would come
flocking in to do it. It was real hard

for the students. Very few kids even
got to go to school then because of

discrimination, segregation, those

kinds of problems. We also had a lot

of bad discrimination at work. There

was an incident once in San Jose,
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where a farmer wouldn't let us work
because we were Chinese. So we
just came back to Locke. It's not like

now, where there's equal opportu-

nity and things like that. . . .

But I got along with the Cauca-

sians, I got along quite well. In fact,

I joined a labor group with them

—

the CIO—when I was looking for

work in the orchards. I was one of

the very few Chinese who got to join

up; and though the Caucasians knew
I didn't speak English, they were
still welcoming to me. Most of the

tomato canneries had mostly Cauca-

sian employees. I was one of the few

Chinese working with them. There

were CIO groups organized in many
of the areas I worked in. The main
ones, of course, were in San Fran-

cisco and Sacramento. In order to

join up, you had to pay annual fees

—no, seasonal fees, like five dollars

for each season that you worked. For

instance, if you worked for a couple

of months in pears, you would have

to pay five dollars for that. And
another five dollars if you worked
in tomato canneries. . . .

BING FAICHOWcamefrom

China to join his older brother and an

uncle in the Delta in 1921. He worked

for fifty years as a farm laborer, but unlike

many of his peers, he chose to spend most

of his earnings on good times, including

weekends in San Francisco, rather than

saving to support a family in China or

his own retirement. Until the 1970s, his

blue Mustang convertible was a fixture

in the local scene as he sped up and down

the Delta on personal business and trans-

porting friends. Now in his seventies,

he lives in a boarding house in Walnut

Grove.

I was about ten years old when I
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came over, in 1921. All I had was
some clothes with me, and a few

necessities. My older brother was
already here. He was the one that

sponsored me to come into the U.S.

He's about ninety-three right now,

and lives in Oakland.

I came here thinking I'd be able

to go to school. But once I got here

I never could, because of the dis-

crimination. The schools were segre-

gated—Chinese were separated

from the Caucasians and so on. So

I went directly to work with my
brother, working out in the fields for

about a dollar-fifty a day. It was
hard, because I had to work right

away and didn't have any friends.

Two of my uncles had already come
to the U.S., and I joined them after-

wards to work in the fields. Then
my second year here I began to do

laundry. I was young then, so I could

wash. The old people couldn't do it;

they could only work maintaining

white people's gardens, or picking

weeds.

I didn't have any friends, and I

kept thinking that life would have

been easier in China. I did go to Chi-

nese school for maybe half a year or

so. But I had to leave as soon as my
brother found more work for us. I

just worked and sent my money back

to my family in China. ... All I can

remember was the hard work I put

in. Chinese are always working.

Other than that I can't remember

too much. We worked right here in

Locke, or out in the orchards. We
lived in the orchards too. Working

every day, or just about every day,

you didn't have much time to play.

There weren't many kids around

anyway, living the in camps. When
I did have some free time, or when
it was off-season, I usually just

swam or talked to the other folks.
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Swimming I guess was my main ac-

tivity. There weren't any theaters

around to go see moves, so we usu-

ally went fishing or swimming. I re-

member these American ladies who
used to come around and try to get

us to go to church and read the Bible

and listen to their preachers. They

used to offer us candy just to get us

to go to church. We used to go to

church just to get the candy, and

then not stay for the whole sermon

or the classes that they had after-

wards. . . .

The first thing I remember about

Locke was the gambling houses

—

there were so many gambling houses

here. I didn't gamble myself. I didn't

know how. But I had friends who
gambled, and uncles who spent

quite a bit of time in them. There

were also a lot of children running

around the streets. . . .

The town's really changed a lot

since then. I remember when thou-

sands of people used to come through

here on a weekend—three, four

thousand people. Where there was
farm work, you'd find the Chinese

right there, and this was the place

for farm work. There was no discrim-

ination here either. Farther inland

was worse. There were no Chinese

and no Chinese newspapers there.

Before the war, in Isleton, Rio Vista,

places like that, the whites wouldn't

take your order in the restaurant.

You wouldn't even get served in the

bakery shop. Chinese couldn't go to

the bars. But now we can go any-

where. You can order anything you

want to eat or drink and if they don't

serve you, you can sue them. What
happened was in 1942, 1943, a lot of

Chinese served in the Army, and
when they came back you couldn't

discriminate against them. But in

the past, the whites would attack
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you with stones when you walked

through some of these towns. We
never dared to walk on the streets

alone then—except in Locke. This

was our place.

I was one of the few people

around here who had a car. I'd use

my car to go to work in places like

Castro Valley or Fresno, or even fur-

ther than that, when there wasn't

any work to do around here. It was
pretty valuable to have a car then,

be able to work in some other area

than the Delta. Sometimes I'd drive

to San Francisco with a couple of

friends. In just one day you could

spent a hundred dollars, and when
you got back from the trip, you'd

have to work again to get that hun-

dred back. Working here was like

fighting a losing battle. Just to earn

fifty dollars you really had to work
your tail off. . . .

EFFIE LAI, who now lives in

an apartment building she owns in Los

Angeles, was born in San Francisco and

grew up speaking English as well as Chi-

nese. She lived in Locke from 1927 to

1942. In addition to the work she de-

scribes here, she has been a bootlegger,

restaurateur, beautician, and translator

for the California Department of Social

Services.

I married into Locke. My husband

was a tenant farmer for the Meyer

ranch. I met him through friends,

and my uncle Wah Lee's merchan-

dise store in Locke. I went up to

Locke as a girl sometimes, to visit.

It was so different from San Fran-

cisco's scenery. Coming from a big

family, we lived in such close quar-

ters. I liked to get away And I love

it, it's so nice up there. The weather
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there was nice, and the conditions

—

not the crowded conditions. Every-

thing was so spacious, to me, it was
wonderful. . . .

At that time my husband, right

after the First World War, they were

doing pretty good. He was the head

of the Meyer ranch there making
four thousand a year—lots of

money. There was two brothers

there, Louis Meyer and Pete Meyer
that owned big acreage on Grand Is-

land, big acreage. It's orchards:

pears, peaches, cherries. Well, the

biggest crop is pears, that goes to

the canneries. And they got a big

beautiful home there. My husband,

he got a Buick, what they call it?

Those wagons, a big one, with side

doors, you know, and you go open

the side and there's a side

wheel. . . .

Anyway, when I got married it

was the talk of the town. I marry in

San Francisco, at the Fairmont Hotel.

My father was very much against it,

because I was so young, and marry-

ing a man older. My husband was
twelve years older than I was, he

was almost thirty. But they came to

the wedding. It was a Christian wed-

ding, our Chinese minister married

me. We have a little banquet and

when we came back on the ranch

there, practically all the people from

the river came. . . . There were four

or five hundred people there. I was
married in January so it was a little

cold, but it's nice as long as it doesn't

rain.

I had my first child in September;

I had five children altogether. Every

weekend we'd come into Locke. Ac-

tually, if you could go twice a month

you're doing good. ... I'd see my
uncle, Wah Lee, and his family. And
all the people from the ranches come
up here and congregate; catch up on



Wedding of Effic Jung and Lai Foong, January 19, 1922,

in the Red Room of the Fairmont Hotel in San

Francisco. The bride's father, George Jung, and her

mother, Chun See are to her right; on the far right is her

younger brother Raymond Jung. ^
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the news—who died, who married,

what's happening around the area

there, the economic situation, all

those things you talk about. And
then during the summer you see all

the school boys from San Francisco

come in and work on the ranches

there, to pick pears. You see all kinds

of mixtures, the ABCs and OBCs,
you know. ABCs are American Born

Chinese; OBCs—the overseas born.

So we mixed together and the ABCs
loved to come in because it's an out-

ing for them. First thing, they earn

a little money. Secondly, it's a vaca-

tion. It's so different from San Fran-

cisco, where you see nothing but

cement and concrete. It's the open
air, open space.

I stayed on the farm until, let me
see, 1927—five years. Then I moved
into town, lock, stock, and barrel.

At that time we couldn't make a go

of it. The Meyers lost it . . . the crop

didn't bring any more money and
they owed so much, so they lost it

[the ranch]. So when they lose it,

we didn't have any money either be-

cause of the way sharecropping

worked: the money is divided in

half. So the owner gets half and we
get half, but we don't even have
money to pay for our groceries.

They'd been losing money for two
or three years ... so we moved.
My husband went out and worked,

and in those days it was terrible. A
dollar a day as a ranch hand, and
we couldn't get a job. So I went and
worked. I lived with my children

and went up and worked in the can-

nery there—Libby's. No transporta-

tion then, you can imagine from

Locke walking up to Libby's, next to

Clay Locke's ranch there. Every year

toward the asparagus season there

was hundreds of, I think they were

Latinos, from in the East Bay there,

from San Francisco, all come to work
there. Libby canneries, they have a

bunch of shacks for the workers to

live. The husband and wife gener-

ally comes in and then they have

children, some of them don't,

they're all hands there; but we don't

live there, we have to walk back and
forth, so during dinner time, six

o'clock, I have to walk home and
cook for my little kids, and hurry up
and go back there again. So it was
really rough. Fifteen cents an hour!

And then when the season wasn't

good, when there's no prices and the

cannery wasn't canning that month,

then experienced workers get the

job; you got to know "who" before

you get a job there. . . .My husband
at that time was working as a ranch-

hand, sometimes I don't see him for

months. I'll be in Locke and he's

down in Isleton, working day and

night there, and he doesn't come
home. If they're fortunate enough
they come home weekly, but that's

not to stay either: they come back

and see you and go leave around

four or five o'clock and go back with

the boss, because there's no way of

going home, they don't own cars at

that time. . . .

[When I worked] I left my children

home. My oldest son was only eight

years old, he was awfully good. I

taught him how to cook, he could

cook rice on a kerosene stove. And
then I said, now, when you get the

dinners ready and the little ones at

home, then don't go outside after

dark. They're very good. Anyhow,
sometimes they clean up the tables,

sometimes don't. . . .

The worst was when the Depres-

sion came. My husband's out of a

job. Couldn't get anything at that

time; no social worker come down
to the valley, and no way of getting

anything. Sometimes you don't

even have a dime in your pocket-

book to get a loaf of bread. You sit

at home, that's all. In those days our

rent was only six dollars a month,

and we're so poor sometimes we
were only able to pay our rent. And
the neighbors, when you were in

hard time, you wouldn't even dare

to ask the neighbors to loan you a

dime. Because they're out there

every day in that situation too.

Everybody's in that same situation.

But then fortunately, you have a few

pounds of rice; and then what veg-

etables that friends from the ranch

bring you down. You just eat vege-

tables, that's all. I don't fish at all.

I'm not a fisherman; I don't go to

the dirt and plant. We're from San

Francisco, you know! . . .

During the Depression things

slowed down. And then the place

seemed to be so dull; the Depression

seemed to affect everybody. The

gambling halls were open, but not

as much gambler. They were operat-

ing on a deficit. And the people who
worked there, fortunately, they all

have shares in there, so you don't

have to pay them a weekly wages.

If they do, they close up too. Fortu-

nately, Ping's [Lee] father is the

banker. So then if times is getting

low, he could fork up a few until

you're back up on your feet, and

then you can plow it back again. . . .

I had five children—three boys

and two girls. We spoke Chinese, at

home I jabber in Chinese. That's why
all five of my children they under-

stand Chinese and speak a little bit

of it. Whereas the others completely

lost it. But my children even now,

even at my age now, when my chil-
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fone Ho planting garlic in her garden, 1973. Backstreet

garden plots, cleared and brought under cultivation by

Locke residents, have for decades played an important

role in the town's economy, providing a buffer against

i the ups and downs of the cash economy. ^
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dren come home we speak Chinese.

They worked in the fields too. My
first son went to work, right across

Courtland, Sutter Island; the ranch

is called Sunnyside Ranch. That is

one of my husband's first cousin run

that place for twenty years. So he

went up there to work, picking fruit,

doing odd jobs. The second son

went up to Vorden, he worked there.

Vacations only. We worked the sea-

sonal, that's all. So my youngest, he

was still young then, he went to the

field to help his uncle, Everett's

[Leong] father, to pick tomatoes

—

Everett's father and my husband
were brothers, see. . . .

At that time Locke was a good
place to raise children. All the chil-

dren came out very successful, very

nice children. Like my cousin's . . .

all my uncle's children went to Cal.

. . . Main Street never bothered us.

Those people never go in the back

street at all. It seems strange, we got

bars there, but no drunks. You don't

see them. If they do get drunk in

the bars there on Main Street, we're

all in bed already in the back house,

we don't see them. In that old house
where we're living there, where my
sister-in-law lived, I don't even lock

my doors. . . .

EVERETT LEONG was bom in

Lodi in 1942 and faised in Locke. Today

he heads the Division of Translation Ser-

vices, California Department of Social

Services and lives in a suburban section

of Sacramento.

One of the first things I remember
about Locke is that it was like an
old-country town. To me it's the

closest thing to nature, yet you still
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have your so-called basic necessities,

accommodations . . . the town of

Locke is the closest thing to a Chi-

nese village back in China, OK? The
people were all from the old, back

country in China . Most of them were
farmers and they came over here

and they utilized their farming skills

and then, you know, people in the

town of Locke actually contributed

to the agricultural development of

the Delta. But in those days we
didn't think of Locke as a unique

town. We only thought of it as the

town that we lived in. We didn't per-

ceive it as a special town, or just

being developed by Chinese or any-

thing. We just thought we were part

of the Delta community.

Most of the time what we did was,

in our younger days before we could

work in the orchard, most of us just

went out and played around and

climbed trees, went out to the river,

did a lot of fishing, a lot of rock

throwing, catching grasshoppers,

shooting birds, and then, you know,

catching pigeons and selling them

to those old men who wanted to buy

them to cook pigeon to make soup

with herbs.

And then in those days, too, when
I was about between six and ten, the

town had a local gambling hall, and

that provided a lot of action. A lot

of kids hung around out there. Sev-

eral of us were shoeshine boys, and
we used to stick around there and
shine a guy's shoes for fifteen cents

a shine. . . .

I remember Ping Lee's father [Lee

Bing]. When I was small I'd see him.

He was a very businesslike indivi-

dual, a businessman. He was always

well dressed. He always had at least

a sports coat and a tie on, something

like that. In other words, he did not
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dress up like the typical farm labor-

ers in town; he was better dressed,

more professionally dressed than

anyone else. Other people of the

town looked upon him as a person

of a higher level than themselves,

because he was a businessman. . . .

I went to Walnut Grove Elemen-

tary and Courtland High School.

Walnut Grove was integrated by my
time. The majority of the students

there were pretty well mixed. It was
a combination of Japanese, Chinese,

and white, and a few Filipino and a

few Mexican and very few Blacks.

But in my opinion we all got along

fairly well in those days, because the

school was small. We started in kin-

dergarten together, and practically

80 percent of us kids went through

for eight years. So you knew one

another fairly well, and you also

knew your teachers pretty well be-

cause there was very little turnover

of teachers.

Most of the kids from our town
came from parents that were non-

English speaking. We were brought

up learning to speak the Chinese

language. When I started school, my
basic language skills were in Chi-

nese. When I went to school, that's

where I originally developed my
English speaking skills. Sure my pa-

rents encouraged me. The time to

learn English was in school, you

know. But in those days the Joe

Shoong School was open too. We
had Chinese school after our regular

day of school, five days—no, six

days a week, because we also had

classes on Saturday morning. Practi-

cally every kid that was born or

brought up in Locke is bilingual

today. . . .

I started working in the orchards

when I was about twelve years old,
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picking pears and hauling boxes. I

must have done it for seven or eight

summers. In those days they had

the small boxes, they weren't using

the big bins yet. So most of us, we
started picking pears when we were

just starting high school, right after

we got out of the eighth grade. We
used to work ten, twelve hours a

day out in the orchard, for ninety

cents an hour. The highest it ever

got to be when I was working in the

fields was two dollars an hour.

I started out as a picker, but then

I did other things. Later on when I

was in college, I irrigated, I cut

blight, I fertilized, I sprayed—every-

thing that has to be done during the

summer months. All I know is that

it wasn't an easy life, because now
I've had a good taste of it myself,

you know, working in the fields. The
old folks weren't working anymore.

They worked in the orchards before

then. My mom was working though.

She was working in the packing

sheds, cannery, and probably also in

the fields—tomatoes and other open
field crops ... I don't think there's

anger among any of the parents in

those days, in regards to working,

say, ten hours out in the fields and
then coming home and having to

cook for five or six kids. It was some-
thing they had to expect. So an ex-

pression of anger, I would say, is

not a good description of the situa-

tion. It was their way of life: . . . but

the older people very seldom talk

about their past history. What they

know they usually just keep it in

themselves.

But my opinion, working in the

field is one job that I think anybody
who works there is well underpaid.

In other words, you work your ass

off. You start early in the morning
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and by eight o'clock you're sweat-

ing. When you work in the fields,

you do, say, three to four hours of

work , and it's equivalent to some-

body who's sitting in a building

working, say, ten hours a day. . . .

Everything I've done since

—

school, learning English, adjusting

to other racial groups—those were

easy adjustments. Because when
you have a tough life, a rough phys-

ical life, you know, working, any-

thing else you do later on is medi-

ocre. All I have to do is look back at

the old days, and just the thought

of sweat coming down my forehead

by nine o'clock, well, that makes it

appear as if what I'm doing now is

nothing compared to those days. . . .

It was probably in grade school,

by sixth or seventh grade, that I de-

cided I was going to go to college.

You realize that if you don't want to

work in the fields all your life, the

only way you can do anything about

it is to go to school and learn skills

so you can better yourself.

Quite a few kids from Locke went
on to college. Quite a few didn't

finish either. Some of them went to

trade school ... I went to Sacramento

City College, then to Sacramento

State. I graduated with a degree in

economics. My first job was with the

[California] Department of Social

Services. It's the only department

I've ever worked for. Today I'm the

interpreter—the translator coor-

dinator for the Department of Social

Services, State of California. . . .

When you finish school, your ed-

ucation, you want to find employ-

ment for what you were trained for,

or that is near to where you're going

to live. So therefore, that's the main

reason why I left the town of Locke.

I mean, I still go down there several
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times a month to visit my mother,

but I don't live there anymore be-

cause I want to live near where I

work ... I noticed that other people

prior to me, when they got out of

high school and went to school or

even went to work, they left the

town. So I knew that even before I

got out of high school that probably

when I make a living it would not

be in the town of Locke. I knew I'd

be leaving it, education-wise.

Because, you see, a career in

ranching never came to my mind.

Otherwise I would have majored in

agricultural economics or something

that had to do with agriculture. The
only people who majored in those

subjects were the sons of big ranch-

ers down there, like Lincoln Chan's

kids, or van Loben Sels, or the

Grahams, or the Salisburys. Those

kids, they went to UC Davis or San

Luis Obispo, that had agricultural

programs. They had it made. I

mean, they get out of school, they

just go back and start running the

ranch. Whereas a guy—a Chinese

kid out of Locke—what are their

chances? I mean, all their parents

were farm laborers, and unless

you're Lincoln Chan's kids [Lincoln

Chan was one of the few Chinese

farm laborers to become a successful

landowner and rancher in the Delta]

you go to college and major in agri-

culture, you come back and what are

you going to do? You end up driving

a tractor for someone else. . . .

TOMMY KING, seventy-

three, has lived in Locke since 1928. From

his garden he can sec most of Lock's back-

streei traffic, and he serves as Locke's

unofficial watchman, fireman, and om
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budsman. Retired as a radio repairman

and electrical technician, Tommy and his

wife Connie King are among a handful

ofAmerican-born Chinese of their gener-

ation to stay in Locke.

This town is an oddity now, but it

wasn't an oddity then. We had the

four towns, the four Chinese sec-

tions—Courtland, Walnut Grove,

Locke, and Isleton—and the Chi-

nese stage running from Courtland

on down, hauling passengers and
freight. The Gibson line, it died out

in the fifties. On weekends the town
would be really crowded. People

coming in to relax—gamble, eat,

drink, visit friends. It wasn't really

rowdy. If you saw any drunks it was
Caucasians. You'd never see a Chi-

nese lying in the street drunk. But

it wasn't a lot; you'd have a couple

of speakeasies once in a while, not

too bad. There were all kinds of

stores here then—dry goods, res-

taurants, hotels, barbershops. It was
the only town built by Chinese still

standing in the state of California.

The thing different about Locke

from the other Chinese towns was
a different dialect spoken. Walnut
Grove was a different dialect: Sze

Yap.

My first job was ranch work, out-

side of working for my father. Ten

cents an hour, all day, room and
board. It was sharecropping all the

way around here. Chinese just hire

all the labor and do all the work, and
then share the profits. You worked
for the Chinese who had the lease

... we worked from six to six. They
don't do that anymore. Everybody
worked from six to six, two hours

of rest and ten hours of work. Long
day. Sometimes you worked 10 and

half hours. Most of the pruning

crews spoke the same dialects;

mostly Zhongshan around here. In

fact, I can't think of a ranch that had

a Sze Yap boss. The one in charge was

usually the one that could speak a lit-

tle bit of English, like my granddad.

You were glad just to get a job.

Depression time, we didn't get too

damaged by unemployment around

here. There was always a lot of ranch

work, but it wasn't a dollar a day.

During the Depression it was down
to seventy-five cents a day, 1932, '31.

We had the poorhouses too. Every

town had its poorhouse. Courtland

have one, Locke have one, Walnut

Grove have one, Isleton have one.

Just a place to keep away from the

elements. . . .

I never finished high school. I only

went to tenth grade. I quit because

I was stupid. I don't know why, but

when I was young I just hated school.

I think I had a reason, too. I was
always interested in electronics

—

electronics and mechanics—and the

schools had neither one of them. If

they had, I think I would have gone

through . . . but there wasn't any-

thing that interested me. The only

thing I took was woodwork. I'm a

practical man more than an intellec-

tual guy. Later on I learn that you

can be practical about being intellec-

tual. . . .

It took me four years to save $600,

then I went to school in San Fran-

cisco. In six months the money was
gone. I spent six months in San Fran-

cisco at the Western College of

Radio, on Larkin and O'Farrell. I

don't think it's there anymore. They
taught me the bare fundamentals

... at that time, since I didn't finish

high school, I was handicapped. I

didn't know mathematics and sci-

ence and chemistry, the things I

needed in order to understand elec-

tricity, to repair things.

That was 1938. I was twenty-four.

Then I came back here and opened
up a radio shop. I ran it three or four

years before the army got me. Actu-

ally, I enlisted in the air force. I was
one year in Sacramento, one year in

Houston, Texas, two years over in

CBI—China-Burma-India. I was a

radio mechanic for airplanes and
ground vehicles. Then after the war
I came back and did the same
thing—opened up a radio shop. I

did that from '46 to '55. When I first

opened my shop, after four years of

war there was a lot of work to be

done. People still had a lot of radios,

TV wasn't in yet. So I made a living

at it. But after a while, a lot of busi-

nesses here were gone already.

There was only one restaurant left.

Two grocery stores. Two gambling

houses. One pool hall. I guess it

started during the Depression. A lot

of Chinese move away during the

Depression; they couldn't make any

money farming, so they moved to

the city. I was the only radio shop

around at the time but I still never

had enough work to keep me busy.

Finally, television killed me off.

Couldn't handle television. You

know how big a television was in

those days—about that big, that

wide, weighs a ton. You can't lift it

without help, you can't carry it, you

can't transport it without help. You

can't put up an antenna without help

... I finally closed down and went

to work for the Army Signal Depot.

Electronics, repair work. I spent

twenty years there, and retired nine

years ago. Federal retirement, it was

a federal installation. . . .
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"El Portuguese'
DON ANTONIO ROCHA
CALIFORNIA'S FIRST

PORTUGUESE SAILOR

The year of 1814 might well

have been termed the

"Year of the Foreigner" in

California. What made this particu-

lar year so memorable was the arrival

of the first (so far as has been docu-

mented) permanent non-Spaniard/

non-Indian settlers, brought by two

English schooners, the Isaac Todd in

January and the Columbia in Novem-
ber. (The Russians who founded Fort

Ross in 1812 had all left by 1841.) Of
these original pioneers, the man who
most typified the later entrepreneur-

ial spirit of the Yankee was no Amer-
ican. Rather, he was the Portuguese-

born Antonio Jose Rocha.

"He was a pious man, quite a favo-

rite with all the priests, a very indus-

trious man, and one of the most re-

spectable and esteemed citizens of

Los Angeles, from the time of my
first acquaintance with him in 1831

to the time of his death," wrote J.J.

Warner, author/rancher/politician,

in 1864. ' A.J. Rocha had been vari-

ously referred to as a sailor, weaver,

carpenter, gunsmith, and blacksmith;

he probably had been a farmer and

soldier as well. He was a business-

man who knew how to cultivate
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friendships and exploit situations.

He was a personable, energetic, and
footloose individual, whose wander-

lust carried him through much of the

coastal, Spanish part of the state.

California's first Portuguese settler is

best remembered today for building

the adobe house that later served as

Los Angeles's first (and only) City-

County Municipal Building and for

being the first grantee and developer

of Rancho La Brea, location of one

of the world's most remarkable col-

lections of Pleistocene fossils, Regis-

tered Landmark No. 170.
2

Of Rocha's life before his arrival

in California, probably little aside

from the facts of his birth can ever

be accurately known. His peasant

background and the tragic conse-

quences of the Napoleonic Wars
combined to obscure all but scat-

tered bits of information. It is only

due to the omnipresent Portuguese

Catholic Church, with its ceaseless

zeal for the documentation of church

events (principally baptisms, mar-

riages, and burials) that even the

date of his birth on January 18, 1790,

to Feliz Carlos Rocha and Maria

Josefa Lima has been ascertained.'
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Rocha was born near the Galician

border in the tiny, rural parish of Sao

Tiago do Sopo at a time when
hunger, disease, and natural calam-

ities raged in areas of the kingdom. 4

The ability of Queen Maria to lead

the country effectively was seriously

in question, 5 and to the north the

French Revolution was underway.

Rocha's youth was shadowed by the

increasing turmoil of the European

wars that the revolution spawned.

His native village was situated on or

near the path crossed by Napoleon's

troops as they invaded Portugal be-

tween 1807 and 1811, wreaking havoc

on its economy, its countryside, and

its people. For reasons that probably

can never be accurately determined,

Rocha, as a soldier, a refugee, or one

simply chasing his destiny, departed

the continent and his homeland for-

ever sometime before the close of

1813.

Enroute from Monterey to Santa Barbara,

Rocha spent two items at Mission San

Miguel Arc&ngel helping repair damage
caused l>\/ an earthquake.
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Though the European continent

was ablaze in the Napoleonic Wars
and the United States was fighting

England on the high seas, some in-

ternational ventures proceeded in a

more economic vein. One of the

United States' earliest Baltimore

Clipper schooners, a 190-ton vessel

built in 1812, was apparently cap-

tured, brought to England, and sold

to the highest bidder. The Northwest

Company of Canada purchased the

vessel, named (or renamed) it the

Columbia, and dispatched it from

England in the fall of 1813 toward

the northwest coast of America.'1

Dr. Eduardo Mayone Dias is Professor

of Portuguese Literature at UCLA. He
is the author of several books and

articles concerning the Portuguese

presence in California.

David E. Bertao graduated from

UC Berkeley with a Bachelor of

Science degree in Mechanical Engi-

neering. He has done extensive

historical and genealogical research

on the Portuguese people.

Along with the Isaac Todd and the

Colonel Allen, the Columbia was part

of a tripartite company plan to trans-

port furs to lucrative and forbidden

markets in the Far East.
7

When the fur-laden,

China-bound Columbia

anchored in Monterey

Bay in November, 1814, after a year

at sea and various ports-of-call,

Antonio Rocha was aboard. Where
exactly he had been recruited is un-

clear, but Madeira Island, the scene

of military activity on the part of

British and Portuguese allied forces

and the schooner's only North Atlan-

tic port-of-call, is most likely.
8

The Columbia was brought to Mon-
terey to establish some sort of trade

relations between it and a small fur-

trading outpost near the mouth of

the Columbia River in Oregon called

Fort George, originally (and now)
known as Astoria.

1

' But the negotia-

tions flew in the face of a Spanish

ban on commerce with foreign ves-

Mission La Purisima Conception, above

Santa Barbara, was founded in 1787, a

year after French explorer La Perouse

made the first non-Spanish visit to the

California coast after Drake.

sels and required a lengthy wait for

the approval of Jose Dario Argiiello,

the interim governor in residence at

Santa Barbara. The delay resulted in

the desertion of ten men, Rocha in-

cluded, who joined nine others who
had deserted earlier in the year from

the Isaac Todd.
w

If we eliminate the

nine Columbia and Todd deserters

returned in 1815 to the Columbia, as

well as the one Spanish deserter

from the same vessel and the one of

unidentified nationality from the

Isaac Todd, California's permanent

foreign population had swollen from

zero at the start of 1814 to eight by

the year's end.

The decision to desert the schooner

could not have been an easy one for

Rocha. Even if he were never cap-

tured, he nevertheless was far from

home in a country with whose cus-

toms and people he was unfamiliar.

He probably had little or no money
and would quickly need to find

some means of supporting himself.

He was, in effect, closing the door

on his chances of ever returning to

his native land. In the event that he

was captured, he likely faced disci-

plinary action if he were returned to

the schooner and an uncertain fate

in the hands of the Spaniards if he

were not.

The man responsible for Rocha's

capture and subsequent freedom

was Lieutenant Jose Maria Estudillo,

comandante of the Presidio of Mon-
terey. He not only rounded up all

ten Columbia deserters, evenly split

between Protestants and Catholics,

but brought in four Protestant Isaac

Todd ones as well. The roundup,

which almost certainly occurred in

the first half of 1815, came in re-

sponse to a demand by the captain

of the Columbia, whose own intense
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Iii the late nineteenth century Carleton

Watkins photographed missions in decay.

When Rocha was at San Gabriel Arcdngel,

it was a thriving establishment where his

skills were in demand.

manhunt had failed, to have the

men captured and jailed to await his

return." When the vessel returned

in July, 1815, Estudillo handed over

five Protestant Columbia deserters

but bargained for and successfully

obtained the release of the Catholic

deserters by offering the four Isaac

Todd men in their place.
12 We can

only imagine the anger and frustra-

tion of these latter men who had

been in the country for a year and

a half and who were thrown into

chains upon their arrival aboard

ship.

Estudillo's action revealed the

sharp distinction in the way the

Spaniards treated Catholics and

Protestants. It was only by a quirk

of fate, when the Isaac Todd Protes-

tants did not join other deserters

from that vessel in accepting conver-

sion to Catholicism," that an oppor-

tunity presented itself for Rocha to

remain. Had the Protestants not

been available, Estudillo would have

had little to bargain with. Why or

how badly he wanted the Catholics

is unknown, but it is unlikely that,

in the absence of a governor, he

would have shouldered the respon-

sibility of using force to resist a for-

eign power over the matter.

Aside from perhaps John Gilroy

of the Isaac Todd, Rocha was the only

one of the 1814 pioneers to achieve

any significant level of prominence.

That he soon came to the attention

of the Spanish officials and had, in

at least a small way, won their con-

fidence is evidenced by the fact that

his short stay in Monterey was
marked by his appointment as one
of two witnesses in the Lydia hear-

ings.
14 Moreover, apparently alone

of the 1814 pioneers, Rocha was
selected for what appears to have

been an unescorted trip south to San

Gabriel mission to work in the weav-

ing industry.
15

Rocha's southbound jour-

ney was just one more leg

in an ongoing travelogue.

He carried a passport requiring him

to check in monthly with Jose de la

Guerra y Noriega, comandante of

the Santa Barbara presidio and for-

bidding him to go beyond San Ga-

briel mission. In addition, Governor

Pablo Vicente de Sola sent a dispatch

to de la Guerra alerting him to the

impending arrival of the Portuguese

weaver. 16 Rocha stopped to eat and
sleep at the missions, but his stop

at San Miguel turned into a two-year

effort to rebuild the earthquake-

damaged mission church. Here he

obtained the carpentry skills that he

would use for the rest of his life at

other southern California missions.

In keeping the Portuguese traveler,

Fr. Juan Cabot had probably defied

the governor's authority and the San

Gabriel mission fathers' expecta-

tions; the father wrote the governor

of his plans only to allay Rocha's

trepidation over the consequences of

violating the terms of his passport.

'

7

At La Purisima, further south, be-

fore the close of 1818, Rocha met the

number-one man in the province's

ecclesiastical circles, Fr. Mariano

Payeras, President of the Missions.

Imagine the thoughts and concerns

that must have been floating around

in his mind. He was more than two

years overdue at the Santa Barbara

presidio and his future there was
uncertain. In leaving the English

schooner, he had, after all, merely

exchanged one set of masters for

another. Cabot had displayed no
qualms over usurping the gover-

nor's authority when he had kept

the Portuguese, and Payeras was
Cabot's superior. Seizing the oppor-

tunity, Rocha asked the father to give

him permission to marry and there-

by become eligible for naturaliza-

tion. He had to have felt that his real

goal, naturalization, would free him
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of the restrictions that now hindered

his movements and actions. He must
have been greatly surprised, how-
ever, when Payeras could not re-

spond to his request but, instead,

got off an as yet undiscovered letter

to the bishop of Sonora. The bishop,

also rather vague, responded on
February 19, 1819:

1K

Dear Father and Friend: I consider my-

self without authority to grant natural-

ization to any foreigner in this Kingdom,

and if Antonio Rocha would be allowed

to enter upon the marriage you mention,

this would in a certain way give him the

right of residence in the Kingdom by

means of such sacrament. However, if

he proves that he is a free and single man
in his country, and the government

grants a residence permit to the above-

mentioned Antonio Rocha, there would

be no objections to his intent.

It is not surprising that the bishop

carefully sidestepped what must
have been uppermost in Rocha's

mind; namely, the possibility of

becoming a naturalized citizen

through marriage. While marriage

may have been an ecclesiastical mat-

ter, naturalization was a secular one.

What is surprising, however, is the

lack of any kind of reference to some
sort of governmental process, out-

side of a residence permit (which

Rocha had),
14

for the naturalization

of foreigners. The bishop does not

refer to any such process, and if

Payeras had been aware of one,

there probably would not have been

any need for a letter. Perhaps the

difficulty arose from the weakness

of civil authority in California, a re-

mote province of a colony already

in the throes of the war that would

make it independent from Spain. As
Rocha had learned by first-hand ex-

perience in 1814 and 1815, even pro-

vincial secular authorities seemed to

have no formal and standardized

way of dealing with foreigners.

The weaver-turned-carpenter did

eventually ride into Santa Barbara

close to three years after his depar-

ture from Monterey. Therewith be-

Mission San Luis Key tie Francia north of

San Diego was on Rocha's itinerary as he

made his way around Alta California.

gins the most obscure portion of

Rocha's California stay. For the next

seven years, from about early 1819

until August 1826, when he was at

San Luis Rey,
20 we are confronted by

an almost total lack of documentary

material concerning Rocha's life. The

few published references to the new
carpenter for this period are usually

vague and inaccurate. There is, for

example, no information on how
Rocha was affected by Mexico's inde-

pendence from Spain (known in

California in 1822) or whether he was

present when Indians attacked the

Santa Barbara mission in 1824. Yet

this period may well have been one

of the most fruitful in his life. The

few references to Rocha's work at

the various missions cannot be to-

tally discounted. Rocha's new car-

pentry skills, coupled with his

energy and enthusiasm, surely

found expression among the numer-

ous building projects of the mission

fathers. In addition, his close

friendship with many of the priests

is a further testimony to his mission

involvement in more than just a su-

perficial manner. We do not know
whether he was aware of proposals

circulating in Mexico City to secu-

larize the missions.

The year 1826 seems to have

been a turning point in

Rocha's life. He was sent

at an unknown date to work at San

Luis Rey and while there he reported

a forgery to the alcalde of Los Ange-

les.
21

In July, a governmental decree

enabling Indians to free themselves

under certain circumstances from

mission bondage may have been

sweeping enough to include for

eigners as well.' The decree made
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This adobe near the La Brea tarpits, now

restored and used as a private residence,

was probably built by Rocha in 1828 as

living quarters for the men he lured to

work on the rancho.

it difficult for the mission fathers to

justify a continued expropriation-at-

will of the labor skills of foreigners.

Rocha's case may be the only hint

that foreigners were briefly placed

under such a loose type of bondage

system. In any case, shortly after the

announcement of the decree the Por-

tuguese carpenter left the mission at

San Luis Rey. At San Gabriel mission,

on November 5, 1826, he married

Maria Josefa Dolores of the Xavier

Alvarado family of Los Angeles.
21

Although the naturalization he had

hoped for did not come until five

years later in 1831,
24

his energy and

talents, given free rein, soon made
him one of the most conspicuous

and, later, respected persons of

southern California.

Rocha's most significant and pub-

licized project was the house he

erected a few blocks west of the

plaza on the northwest corner of

what in American times would be

called Spring and Franklin streets. It

was constructed around the time of,

or shortly after, his marriage. No
complete and reliable description of

the house has come down to us, sur-

prising in view of its history, except

that it was a long, low adobe build-

ing with a portico extending out over

the walkway that ran along Spring

Street." Apparently it was spacious,

for he repaid the debt he owed
Estudillo for his freedom in 1815 by

granting him the use of the house

in 1827 and 1828 for the "Bringas

affair," an investigation probing the

alleged misappropriation of public

funds by state administrator of pub-

lic accounts and finances, Jose Maria

Herrera. 2" Later, adopting the role

of the gracious Mexican host, Rocha
brought the shipwrecked crew of the

American drogher Danube to his

house on Christmas Eve, 1828, to

recover from their ordeal.
27

In American times, the "Roche

house," as it came to be called, rap-

idly lost its old Mexican charm. It

was purchased in August, 1853 (six-

teen years after Rocha's death and

shortly after his widow's death) for

use as a city-county public office

building,
28 and a large brick jail was

constructed in the rear lot. Perhaps

inevitably this led to such events as

the following: "When the vigilantes

. . . undertook to improve the mor-

als of the town with a hangman's

noose the rafters of the porch in

front that extended over the side-

walk on Spring Street were some-

times improvised into a gallows tree

that bore gruesome fruit."
21

' By 1859,

the County Courthouse had already

vacated the site and the rest of the

county offices looked to follow suit

due to a lack of space in the old adobe
and because ".

. . when it rained

water actually poured through the

ceiling and ran down the walls."
1" In

the sixties, after the county had left,
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we find this rather colorful assess-

ment: ". . . one of these squat adobes

constituted the first Los Angeles

'city hall'. Within its white-washed,

tobacco-spattered walls, in dingy,

smoke-filled rooms, the city council

sat on wooden benches, the mayor

held morning court for the drunk

and disorderly, and the town's three

policemen made their headquar-

ters."
11 The city vacated the premises

in the eighties, leading to its use by

private commercial interests. The

house endured until the early 1900s

when, around a hundred years old,

it was razed to make way for the

Phillips Block.

Politicians and rancheros

were those who attained the

greatest prosperity in the

1820s. And Rocha was no politician.

He was not even a citizen. In January,

1828, in order that it ".
. . in some

part may assist them to the comforts

of life . . .
," Rocha formed a partner-

ship with a Mexican citizen named
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Nemesio Dominguez and petitioned

the Los Angeles ayuntamiento for au-

thorization to colonize a tract of land

called La Brea. It was situated on the

west side of the pueblo and at least

partly within pueblo borders, and
the partners sought permission to

develop the rancho by building a

house and corral and stocking it with

four hundred head of cattle they

both possessed."

Why they needed a partnership is

unclear. Perhaps they simply needed

to pool resources for their mutual

benefit, but Rocha may have recog-

nized that his "foreign" status could

hinder approval of a land grant. The
Mexican colonization act of 1824 did

not bar foreigners from land, except

along the coast or near foreign bor-

ders, but it did give preference to

citizens." The regulations of 1828,

designed to clarify and enforce the

1824 decree, had not yet been issued

at the time of the application for the

La Brea grant.
14

In fact, it appears

that no foreigner had yet obtained a

grant of land." Was Rocha merely

194

using Dominguez's citizenship to

help ensure success in his venture?

It likely played a large part. As for

Dominguez, he could benefit from

Rocha's influence in the community
through his prominent in-laws and

because La Brea was being provi-

sionally occupied by Rocha's brother-

in-law, Juan Nepomuceno Alvarado. 36

Jose Antonio Carrillo, alcalde,

granted the two enterprising men
the rancho in April, presumably

after surveying the area in ques-

tion." The survey of such pending

grants was described as a procedure

in which ".
. . the alcalde of the dis-

trict, who, with two witnesses and

a riata fifty varas in length, would

go out on horseback and measure

the tract. The survey, if it could be

called such, was begun by throwing

up a pile of stones or earth as an

initial point, and planting a cross

thereon. No compass directions were

noted and a line was run by sighting

to some natural landmark." ,H The
grant was for one league, amounting

to around 4400 acres. The pueblo re-
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Rocha was more than two years overdue

when he arrived at Santa Barbara mission

in late 1818 or early 1819. He apparently

worked as a carpenter on the church until

its completion in September, 1820.

tained a possessory claim to the ran-

cho's brea beds, allowing freedom

of passage to local citizens needing

tar for their roofs and preventing the

two men from attempting to market

the product. 39

The extent of the La Brea partners'

involvement in the rancho's de-

velopment is about as unclear as

why they formed their partnership

in the first place. No evidence detail-

ing any of Dominguez's activities on

the rancho has surfaced. Born in

1788, he was already forty when he

sought the grant.
4" The son of a ca-

reer soldier, he likely was one as

well, and his name appeared on an

1841 roster of soldiers at Sonoma. 41

This fact explains his absence from

the rancho in 1840 when the city

sought control of La Brea, believing

it to have been abandoned for two

consecutive years. Dominguez ap-

parently placed little value on the

rancho, for he sold his interest in

1852 to Rocha's heirs for one dollar

rather than face litigation; it is not

known, however, how many cattle

he walked off with. 42

As for Rocha, evidence of his in-

volvement is considerable, although

much of the information is con-

tained in testimony from the La Brea

court case of latter years.
43 As a car-

penter, he probably built the adobe

house, which today still stands in

restored form on the rancho, as well

as the corral, which does not. Using

managers to oversee the cattle and

vaqueros to work the matanzas, he

saw his herd increase around three-

fold in the nine years he operated

the rancho. Some of the cattle were

marketed live and some were slaugh-

tered to supply hides for American

and European markets." Although

such rancho activities were the noun



Mission San Miguel Arcingel.

for that time, Rocha may have been

involved in others that were not. A
reference to an "el Portugues" in

the wool trade (Rocha was one of

the few Portuguese in the area, the

only one with a rancho, and he was

known by that nickname) reveals,

in part, the resourcefulness that was

one of Rocha's strongest traits.
4 '

The whole situation of land

ownership in California

before 1850 was not an

easy one for many to understand,

and beginning in 1852 Rocha's heirs

spent over twenty years in U.S.

courts attempting to prove to the

United States government that they

could claim their father's property 46

In his 1876 history of Los Angeles,

Col. J.J. Warner wrote, "In confer-

ring upon a settler the right to ac-

quire and occupy a lot upon which

to build a dwelling house and land

to cultivate, the Government did not

absolutely divest itself of its title to

and control over the soil. ... If he,

without justifiable cause, suffered

his house to remain unoccupied, or

to fall into decay, or his field to re-

main uncultivated for two consecu-

tive years, it became subject to de-

nouncement . .
." 47 It was under this

"law of denouncement" in 1840, with

Rocha dead and Dominguez absent,

that the city attempted to resume
control over Rancho La Brea. Rocha's

widow, Maria Josefa, petitioned for

its return, and the city's subsequent

investigation confirmed that her cat-

tle and horses existed on the rancho

and that she provided support for

her mother and perhaps as many as

seven children, none older than

twelve. 48 The family was allowed

continued possession.

When all that remained of the

Rocha family walked into a Los

Angeles courtroom in November,

1852, they included a twenty-two-

year-old son, his slightly younger

brother, both single, and a dead sis-

ter's infant daughter. 44 They had

come to fight for possession of La

Brea. Against them was the United

States government. The United

States based its claim to La Brea on
the 1840 proceedings, believing that

the family's claim was of a provi-

sional nature and revocable upon
the parents' deaths. But the stub-

born family fought on in court

through the appeals process for

twenty-two years, using at least

four attorneys, and summoning
such prominent witnesses as Jose

Antonio Carrillo, Andres Pico, Juan

Maria Sepulveda, J.J. Warner, and
Abel Stearns. 50 The family prevailed

when its members finally convinced

the court that their rancho diseno

operated in Mexican times as a kind

of deed to the land.

Don Antonio Jose Rocha was only
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forty-seven years old when he died

in 1837. He had labored as a mission

carpenter nearly all his life in Califor-

nia, but had found time for other

notable projects such as his home
and Rancho La Brea. He left behind

a thirty-four-year-old wife, three

daughters, and three or four sons.

He never saw his last son who was
born on February 7, one day after

the carpenter was buried in the

Plaza Church cemetery'51 Two sons,

Antonio Jose Calixto and Jose Jorge,

and a daughter, Maria Timotea de

Jesus, who died before she was
twenty-five, lived long enough to

have children. Rocha also left be-

hind property on Spring Street in

Los Angeles, on Carrillo Street in

Santa Barbara, and the La Brea in-

dustry, such as it was.

Rocha's life provides us with some
of the first glimpses we have of what

it was like to be a foreigner in

Spanish California and with some
insights into what it took to "make
it" in Mexican California.

See notes on page 233.
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THE VOTING BEHAVIOR
OF THE

SAN FRANCISCO WORKING CLASS
1912-1916

The years between the de-

feat of the Union Labor

Party in 1911 and the

United States' entry into World War
I were a time of relative stability for

organized labor in San Francisco.

Union membership, which had

grown rapidly from 1901, leveled off

after 1911 and did not rise again until

the wartime industrial boom created

an increased demand for labor.
1

However, organized labor was by no

means inactive, for the period of sta-

bility in industrial relations coin-

cided with an increase in political

activity. The election of Hiram

Johnson in 1910 was followed by a

wave of pro-labor legislative reforms

in 1911 and 1913, largely through the

support, if not the direct initiative,

of the Progressive governor. Labor

lobbyists became a permanent Sac-

ramento fixture. San Francisco's

John I. Nolan exemplified the new
alliance between labor and politics:

a member of the Iron Molder's

Union and the San Francisco Labor

Council's salaried representative in

Sacramento, Nolan went on to repre-

sent San Francisco's largely working-

class 5th Congressional District.
2

The relative stability which ap-

San Francisco's drinking places have
always been an important arena for

political discussion. The proprietors of the

Teamsters Inn clearly did not expect their

customers to be put off by the political

preferences they expressed.

Thomas R. Clark

peared on the industrial relations

front and the increased activity of

labor on the legislative front coin-

cided with another important devel-

opment in California politics: the

rise and fall of the Progressive Party

as a significant political force. Until

fairly recently, historians had so

often defined "progressivism" as a

middle-class movement that little

was said of its relationship to the

labor movement. 1 More recently the

role of labor has received more affec-

tion in histories which treat progres-

sivism not as a unified phenomenon
but as a heterogeneous collection of

groups often seeking quite different

sets of objectives.
4

However, where labor's relation-

ship to Progressive Era politics has

been considered, the focus has usu-

ally been on labor leaders. There

have been few attempts to study the

voting behavior of working-class

constituents. San Francisco's neigh-

borhoods were relatively homogene-

ous, with predominantly working-

class districts in the Sunset and the

Richmond, and the upper-class dis-

tricts of Pacific Heights and Nob Hill.

This provides a valuable opportu-

nity to evaluate voting behavior

along class lines.
5 Furthermore, be-

cause of California's appetite for the

initiative and referendum, the vote

for or against a variety of proposi-

tions allows one to examine work-

ing-class support for a variety of key

Progressive Era issues.
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The purpose of this essay is to

examine working-class support for

progressivism. The term "progres-

sivism" is used with all due caution;

but generally, it should be thought

of at one level as encompassing, a

variety of reform movements which

sought to use the legislative process

for the "betterment" of society. At a

second level, progressivism can be

thought of as the political and legis-

lative agenda of the Progressive

Party. Where the terms "progres-

sive" and "progressivism" have been

used, every attempt has been made
to identify the species of pro-

gressivism to which they refer. A
statistical analysis of working-class

voting behavior, as well as a content

analysis of the labor press, has been

made in the hope of clarifying the

relationship between labor and pro-

gressivism. It will be argued that, in

San Francisco, working-class voters

embraced Progressives and progres-

sivism with no more and no less en-

thusiasm than other voters, and
without a great deal of consistency.

At least two historians have taken

working-class and labor support for

progressivism to indicate that work-

ers and labor leaders had adopted a

"middle-class psychology" and been

incorporated into the mainstream of

middle-class politics.
6 This study,

however, suggests that what has

been interpreted as overwhelming

support for progressivism-in-gen-

eral is, in fact, nothing more than
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Army Street, south of Market, ca. 1910.

The texture of life in working-class

districts was dramatically different from
that in upper-class Pacific Heights and

in the middle-class Richmond District.

the selective voting behavior of a

working class fully aware of its class

interests.

Students of California pro-

gressivism have at their

disposal two major works

on the subject: George Mowry's The

California Progressives, which ap-

peared in 1951 and continues to be

an influential interpretation; and

Spencer Olin's California's Prodigal

Sons: Hiram ]ohnson and the Progres-

sives, 1911-1917, which appeared in

1968. Both scholars addressed the re-

lationship between labor and the

Progressives. 7

Mowry saw the Progressive Insur-

gency in California as a middle-class

movement, a concept similar to the

"status revolution" thesis later elab-

orated by Richard Hofstadter. Mow-
ry's progressives feared the power
of both organized capital and orga-

nized labor and were especially hos-

tile to the latter. Mowry argued that

Progressives were tolerant of trade

unions only so long as they were
ineffective, and that wherever
"closed-shop" forces started to make
gains, as they did in San Francisco,

the progressives became hostile to

trade-unionism. As for the pro-labor

legislation which passed in the state

legislature in the 1911 and 1913 ses-

sions, Mowry claimed that those

bills which became law were watered

down versions of labor proposals.

More importantly, anti-injunction

legislation, which was labor's single

most important demand, never

passed."

Spencer Olin, writing in 1968, pro-

ceeded from a different framework.

Thomas R. Clark is a graduate student

in history at San Francisco State

University.
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Heavily influenced by the views of

Samuel Hays, Samuel Haber, and

Robert Wiebe, Olin stressed the Pro-

gressives' desire for efficiency and

social harmony. Contrary to Mowry's

assertion that Progressives were

hostile to labor, Olin concluded that

organized labor and the Progressives

formed a convenient political friend-

ship: labor leaders ensured the elec-

toral support of the working class

districts, and progressive politicians

provided legislation favorable to

labor's interest. Olin argued that

Mowry concentrated too heavily on

the rhetoric of a few selected Pro-

gressives, and too little on legislative

accomplishments. Mowry, Olin con-

tended, fixed his attention so firmly

on the failure to secure an anti-

injunction law that he neglected the

fact that thirty-nine of forty-nine

bills proposed by labor became law

during the 1911 session.
9

If Mowry did in fact ignore a great

deal, Olin was guilty of the same
fault. Progressive support of orga-

nized labor was indeed qualified,

and the passage of an anti-injunction

law was in fact of primary impor-

tance to California labor leaders.
1 "

Moreover, both Mowry and Olin fo-

cused on the attitudes and policies

of Progressives toward labor and
said little or nothing of labor's stance

toward progressivism. Where they

considered labor, the focus was on
leadership and lobbying activities.

Neither attempted a comprehensive

analysis of the Progressives' consti-

tuency and the role of working-class

voters, union or nonunion.

Following the lead of Alexander

Saxton, who showed that San Fran-

cisco workers supported Hiram
Johnson in 1914, John Shover and

Michael Rogin, in separate articles,

attempted sophisticated statistical
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analyses to determine the roots of

electoral support for Progressives in

California. These essays—later pub-

lished as chapters in a book which

attempted to apply "critical election"

theory to California politics—argued

that a shift in the Progressive consti-

tuency occurred between 1910 and
1914. Although in 1910 Hiram John-

son's support had come from mid-

dle-class, native-born, and rural

areas of the state, his re-election in

1914 owed itself to the votes of the

state's urban working class. Both

Shover and Rogin pointed to the

considerably pro-labor legislative

sessions of 1911 and 1913 as an expla-

nation for this shifting base of elec-

toral support. Shover concluded that

Mowry's thesis was therefore in

need of revision, for it could not

explain how a movement born out

of middle-class status anxiety could

have been so appealing to working-

class voters. Rogin, hoping to ex-

pand on Shover's article, argued that

the Progressive Era in California

marked the beginning of "the incor-

poration of workers into liberal,

middle-class American politics.""

Shover's and Rogin's conclusions,

were based almost entirely on the

vote for Johnson yet Hiram Johnson's

ability to secure the votes of work-

ing-class voters does not mean that

all Progressives, much less "progres-

sivism," elicited the same response.

This essay proposes to test the

Shover-Rogin hypothesis against a

wider range of variables: a statistical

analysis will be made of San Fran-

cisco working-class support for all

candidates who ran as Progressives

between 1912 and 1916, and their suc-

cess or failure will be compared to

that of the other parties' candidates.

In addition, well over 100 proposi-

tions came before San Francisco vot-



ers during these years. Not all of

these are useful indicators of sup-

port for progressivism, but there are

several which allow one to measure

working-class support for a variety

of key Progressive Era issues. By

using the same statistical methods

as those employed by professors

Shover and Rogin and applying them

to a greater number of variables, it

is hoped that a more refined state-

ment can be made about the nature

of the relationship between the

working-class constituency and Pro-

gressive Era politics. In order to

supplement statistical data and to

provide probable explanations for

voting patterns, a careful examina-

tion has been made of San Francisco's

labor press during this period. Not

only does this help explain voting

behavior, but it offers as well an

opportunity to consider the extent

to which the working-class vote fol-

lowed the recommendations of labor

leaders.

In
order to gauge workers'

support for specific can-

didates, parties, and
propositions, I have used two statis-

tical methods. First, I have borrowed
a technique used by both Shover and
Rogin, by which a district's vote on
a labor-issue proposition—in this

case the "No" vote on San Fran-

cisco's 1916 Anti-Picketing Ordi-

nance— is used as an index of pro-

labor sentiment. The resulting senti-

ment index is then compared to the

vote for specific candidates and

propositions. A high positive corre-

lation indicates a candidate or prop-

osition was most successful in those

districts where the labor sentiment

index was high and ran poorest in

those districts with low pro-labor

sentiment; a negative correlation

would suggest the opposite. Sec-

ond, I have divided San Francisco

assembly districts into working-

class and non-working-class blocs in

order to test the hypothesis that

there are statistically significant dif-

ferences between the mean voting

behavior of the two groups. 13 Since

opposition to the anti-picketing or-

dinance ran considerably higher in

working-class districts than it did

citywide, one would expect that a

candidate or proposition which ran

well in the working-class districts

would also show a strong, positive

correlation to the labor sentiment

index. And, in fact, this was the

case.

Although both Shover and Rogin

have shown that San Francisco

workers supported Hiram Johnson

in 1914, neither attempted to measure
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the support that other Progressive

Party candidates received. Shover's

and Rogin's argument implicitly as-

sumes that working-class support

for Johnson also indicates support

for progressivism in general. One
way to test this assumption is to cor-

relate the labor sentiment index with

voting for (1) other candidates run-

ning as Progressives and (2) candi-

dates from the major parties who
were considered "progressive." If

workers were in fact voting for pro-

gressivism and not just for Johnson

as an individual, then one would ex-

pect that other Progressive candi-

dates would also show positive cor-

relations to the labor sentiment

index.

Johnson and Francis Heney, who
ran for the U.S. Senate in 1914, both

did better in working-class districts

than they did citywide, and their

overall performance correlates highly

with the labor sentiment index. Run-

ning for the U.S. Senate in 1916, John-

son again scored a heavy victory in

working-class districts, but the cor-

relation of his support to the labor

sentiment index decreased consider-

ably. There are two possible explana-

tions for this decrease: First, Johnson

ran on both the Progressive and Re-

publican tickets in 1916, and it is pos-

sible that the Republican endorse-
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Playground at Seventh and Harrison

Streets. The industrial and artisan

context of this part of San Francisco was

never out of sight.

Thomas Chirk'* article on

working-class altitudes toward

progressivism is the final winner

of the California Historical

Society's Alice J. Clark Essay

Contest. Established in 1982 by

friends of Ms. Clark, the contest

for five years awarded an annual

prize of $200 for the best original

essay by a young writer on the

history of the San Francisco Bay
Area and its people in the

twentieth century.

Ms. Clark took a lifelong

interest in young people and

financially assisted their educa-

tional and cultural enrichment.

A native San Franciscan, she was

fascinated by the city's history,

particularly its ferry boats and
cable cars.

Friends of Ms. Clark who
contributed to this year's prize

are: Ms. Maridell Anderson,

Mrs. Jean Blair, Ms. Marie

Conroy, Mr. Brian B. McGrath,
Ms. Elizabeth Owen, and
Dr. Thomas Wolff.

merit cost him a few votes among
workers while gaining the votes of

a few standpat Republicans. Second,

Johnson ran so well in both working-

class and non-working-class dis-

tricts—with the exception of Pacific

Heights—that the small vote against

him is not sufficient to show a sig-

nificant difference.
14 Nonetheless,

working-class voters gave Johnson

and Heney greater support than did

non-working-class voters.

However, other Progressive Party

candidates were not always as suc-

cessful as Johnson and Heney. Sup-

port for Progressive candidates to

the House of Representatives and
the State Assembly shows no signifi-

cant correlation with the labor senti-
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Selected Progressive Candidates

Johnson

1910

Working Class Avg. 38%
Non-Working Class Avg. 46%

by Class Status

Johnson

1914

60%
48%

of the Electorate

Heney
1914

27%
17%

Johnson

1916

72.43%

72.00%

ment index. Because San Francisco

had two congressional and thirteen

assembly districts, it is possible to

make general statements about sup-

port for Progressives as a group.

Progressive Party candidates in the

4th and 5th congressional districts

in both 1914 and 1916 were, respec-

tively, Julius Kahn and John I. Nolan.

Kahn, a Republican businessman,

ran most poorly where pro-labor

sentiment was high, whereas Nolan,

a former labor leader, received his

greatest support among working-

class voters.
15 What is significant is

that working-class voters voted not

for the "progressive" candidate—for

both claimed to be that—but for the

candidate who was perceived to be

a friend of labor. The pattern is the

same for Progressive candidates for

the Assembly; calling oneself a Prog-

ressive was not enough to ensure

working-class support. The recom-

mendations of the labor press point

to a similar conclusion: candidates

were rated according to their past

record with no apparent regard for

party affiliation.
16

What was true of Progressive Party

candidates was generally true for

Republicans and Democrats as well.

Neither party could claim consis-

tent support south of Market Street.

Although it appears that Democrats

were somewhat more successful

than Republicans, the appearance

is deceiving. Democrats did in fact

run better in the working-class dis-

tricts than they did elsewhere; but
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they did not always win there. In

1912, the six most heavily working-

class districts, 21-25 and 29, elected

three Democrats and three Republi-

cans. Granted, the Republicans won
by much narrower margins in work-

ing-class districts than they did

elsewhere, but they did win. Fur-

thermore, when the three South-of-

Market Republicans elected in 1912

ran again in 1914 and/or 1916, the

labor press rated the legislative vot-

ing record of each as "excellent." In

fact, South-of-Market assemblymen

who ran for re-election always had

favorable voting records, regardless

of their party.

The only party which consistently

polled highest where pro-labor sen-

timent was strongest was the Social-

ist Party. The South of Market districts

showed strong support for socialist

candidates; Assembly District 22, for

example, gave Eugene V. Debs nearly

twenty-four percent of its vote in

1912, well above the national average

of six percent. Between 1912 and

1916, Socialist candidates for assem-

bly seats averaged more than fifteen

percent in the working-class districts

while getting only five percent in the

non-working-class districts.

While the Socialist vote in San

Francisco was never sufficient to

elect Socialists to office, it did affect

the races between Democrats and

Republicans. Take for example the

1912 vote in Assembly District 23,

where Republican James Ryan re-

ceived 2,104 votes to Democrat John



Bogues's 1,983—a difference of only

121 votes. The Socialist candidate,

Herman Doyle, received 1,629 votes.

Although it is difficult to say whether

Doyle's votes would have gone to

the Democrat or the Republican it is

clear that a major party which could

tap into the sentiment behind the

Socialist vote would certainly win
more elections. In a sense, that is

exactly what pro-labor Progressives

like Johnson and Heney were able

to do. When one compares the aver-

age Socialist vote in state elections

where Johnson and Heney ran with

those where they did not run, the

results are quite revealing. Against

Johnson and Heney, the Socialist

vote in the working-class districts

ranged from six to ten percent,

whereas in races which lacked a not-

ably pro-labor Progressive it ranged

from twelve to nearly twenty-four

percent. 17

Several propositions came be-

fore the San Francisco voters

which, according to tradi-

tional definitions, could be called

"progressive." These propositions

provide further variables which can

be used as evidence to test the

Shover-Rogin hypothesis. A total of

thirteen propositions covering sev-

eral progressive themes—direct

democracy, civil service reform, reg-

ulation of public utilities, "moral"

reform, and improvement of labor

conditions—can be subjected to the

same tests as those applied to the

several candidates.' 8

There were no significant differ-

ences between working-class dis-

tricts and the rest of the city when
it came to voting for or against

"moral reforms." The vote on two
prohibition amendments shows no

significant correlation to the index:

voters rejected both amendments
by approximately four-to-one mar-

gins with no more than a 2.26 per-

cent spread between working-class

and non-working-class districts. A
proposition to abolish prize fights,

which lost by a small majority in all

districts, shows only a moderately

negative correlation to pro-labor

sentiment. It seems clear that, re-

gardless of class, San Franciscans

wanted to keep their liquor legal and
were divided on the issue of abolish-

ing prize fights.
14

Of the propositions which

do not deal with moral re-

forms or labor issues, only

two show strong divisions along

class lines in election results. Of the

other two, a proposition extending

the nonpartisan direct primary to in-

clude additional state offices failed

to win a majority on either side of

Market Street. Extending the civil

service lost in both areas as well,

faring only slightly better in the

working-class districts. Of the seven

non-labor-issue propositions, only

two, one allowing the Railroad Com-
mission to fix the value of public

utilities—a first step toward munic-

ipal ownership—and another abol-

ishing the poll tax, show strong, sig-

nificant differences along class lines.

Not surprisingly, these two proposi-

tions deal most directly with eco-

nomic issues.
2"

The labor-issue measures, on the

other hand, reveal a striking cleav-

age. Voting patterns on each of the

six labor-issue propositions shows a

very high correlation to the labor

sentiment index and a statistically

significant difference between the

mean vote according to class. It is to

be expected, of course, that votes

on labor-issue propositions would

show strong correlations to a pro-

labor sentiment index; what is inter-

esting, however, is the degree of

polarization between working-class

and non-working-class districts. Jack

London's description of the Market

Street cable (the "slot") as a reifica-

tion of the barriers between rich and

poor in San Francisco is on the mark.

The aristocracy of Pacific Heights

and Nob Hill and the "suburban"

middle-class of the Sunset and Rich-
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Union loyalty and a distinct working-

i lass identity was part of the i ulture oj

the South of Market district, where major

industrial establishments used the

"union-made" label as part of their self

promotion. Here it is barely visible on

the tower.

mond districts perceived labor and

economic issues in an entirely differ-

ent light from workers "south of the

slot."
21

When a quantitative analysis of

working-class voting behavior is car-

ried beyond an examination of elec-

toral support for Hiram Johnson, it

reveals that working-class support

for "progressivism" was not uncon-

ditional. To explain working-class

voting behavior during the Progres-

sive Era as evidence of the "incorpo-

ration" of workers into middle-class

politics ignores the considerable

degree of polarization between
working-class and non-working-class

voters. Jules Tygiel, in a reappraisal

of San Francisco's Union Labor Party

(ULP), argued convincingly that the

ULP was clearly perceived as repre-

senting working-class interests and

that San Francisco voters—both

South of Market and in Pacific Heights

—were conscious of this fact and
voted accordingly.

22 The evidence

seems to suggest that the class con-

flict observed by Tygiel for the 1901—

1911 period was still quite evident in

the 1912-1916 elections. When work-

ers did support Progressive candi-

dates or "progressive" reforms, it

was because they promised to ben-

efit workers, not because workers

had been incorporated into the

middle-class.

A statistical analysis of San

Francisco voting behavior

supports Daniel Rodgers's

observation that the Progressive Era

was highlighted by the substitution

of "special interest" politics for the

traditional party system. 23 An exam-

ination of San Francisco's labor press

during the 1912-16 period lends ad-

ditional support to Rodgers's conclu-

sion. Like working-class voters, the

Mean Percentage of "Yes" Votes on Propositions by Class

Working
Class

Mean %

Non-Working
Class

Mean %

Valuation of

Public Utilities 51.71 39.5

Direct Primary 43.57 42.0

Abolish Poll Tax 66.43 55.8

Civil Service Extension 39.43 35.33

"Moral" Reforms

Prohibition (1914) 17.57 15.83

Prohibition (1916) 21.14 21.00

Abolish Prize Fights 45.29 48.50

Labor Issue, endorsed by labor press

8-hour Day 55.14 30.17

Limit Public Speech
("No" Vote)

65.63 39.84

Jitney 55.71 31.67

8-hr/$3.00 Minimum Wage 78.00 56.00

Labor Issue, not endorsed by labor press

Minimum Wage
(Women and Children)

56.71 40.17

One-Day Rest 53.86 35.17

three major labor journals in San

Francisco

—

Organized Labor, Labor

Clarion, and Coast Seamen's journal—
showed no special inclination to-

ward any political party. Rather, all

three papers seemed to follow

Samuel Gompers's admonishment
to "support our friends, and punish

our enemies" regardless of party.

Although the labor press in San

Francisco did not officially make
political endorsements, it used four

important methods to get its mes-

sage across to the rank-and-file.

First, all three papers made direct

recommendations on propositions

and ordinances; never addressing all

measures on the ballot, labor editors

included only those which were most

crucial to labor's interest. Second,

a few weeks before each election,

each paper carried a section entitled

"Questions for the Candidates" in

which questions of interest to labor

were posed and the candidate's re-

sponse reported. Third, the Califor-

nia State Federation of Labor, as well

as the local Building Trades Council

and the San Francisco Labor Coun-

cil, published the voting records of

Assemblymen, State Senators, and

members of Congress. The voting

records appeared alongside a candi-

date's response to the questions.
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And fourth, editorials served as a

means of indirectly—though at times

very conspicuously—supporting a

friend or punishing an enemy of

labor.
24

Any attempt to discuss all of the

issues addressed by San Francisco's

labor press would exceed the space

available here. However, it is in-

structive to select for examination

two major themes: (1) To what extent

were the A.F. of L. and its affiliates

non-partisan? (2) Was A.F. of L. sup-

port for Asiatic exclusion racially or

economically motivated? Labor his-

torian Philip Taft has argued that the

A.F. of L. under Gompers was con-

sistently non-partisan, but Marc
Karson countered that the federa-

tion was a strong supporter of the

Democratic Party between 1908 and
1916. Taft argues that labor's support

of Asiatic exclusion was based on a

legitimate economic grievance, and
Karson argues that the A.F. of L.

policy was fundamentally racist.
25

The disagreement over non-parti-

sanship can be resolved in part by
considering candidates to state and
federal offices separately. Party affili-

ation did not affect the way candi-

dates for state offices in California

were the labor press. Consider, for

example, the following table, which

gives a breakdown of candidate rat-

ings by party and year of election:

At the state level, therefore, it does

not appear that organized labor in

San Francisco showed any favoritism

toward Democrats; on the contrary,

Republicans, simply because they

were able to win narrow victories in

the working-class districts and then

vote in the interest of their constit-

uents once in Sacramento, were most

likely to secure favorable ratings from

organized labor.

Karson's contention that organized

labor supported Democrats, how-

ever, is much more credible in the

presidential arena. While none of

the three labor journals officially en-

dorsed Democratic candidate Wood-
row Wilson in either 1912 or 1916,

they ran editorials either in favor of

Wilson or against Theodore Roose-

velt (1912) and Charles Evans Hughes

(1916).

In an article entitled, "Roosevelt

and The Japs," the Coast Seamen's

Journal reminded its readers that in

1907 Theodore Roosevelt had inter-

fered with San Francisco's effort to

segregate white and Japanese chil-
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dren in the city's schools. Further-

more, Roosevelt had recommended
that Congress pass legislation that

would allow the Japanese to become

American citizens.
2" Organized Labor

ran a political advertisement which

compared the stands of Wilson and

Roosevelt on the question of Asian

Exclusion and quoted Wilson as say-

ing, "Oriental coolieism will give us

another race problem to solve and

surely we have had our lesson."
27

Roosevelt ran poorest in working-

class districts, showing a negative

correlation with the labor sentiment

index (-.6887), although the "Bull

Moose" platform carried more pro-

labor planks than the Democrats'

and Roosevelt's running mate was
none other than Hiram Johnson. 28

Considering the intimate relation-

ship between labor and anti-Asian

sentiment in San Francisco, which

dated at least to the 1870s,
24

it seems

reasonable to assume that Roosevelt's

policy on Asian Exclusion cost him
support among working-class voters.

When San Francisco's white work-

ing class rejected Roosevelt for his

tolerance of Asian immigration, was
it acting on the basis of legitimate,

class-based economic concerns or
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Rooming houses like this one on Harrison

Street were common South of Market,

offering affordable housing to a wide

variety of ivorking-class opportunity

seekers. Saloons were important amenities

and meeting places for men.

was it simply taking a racist posi-

tion? It is difficult to conclude that

labor's policy toward Asian exclusion

was not based on racism, but Taft

is correct in asserting that there

was an economic component. Walter

MacArthur, secretary of the San

Francisco Labor Council and editor

of the Coast Seamen's Journal, summed
up labor's argument in an address

to the Pacific Coast Immigration

Conference, April 13-14, 1913:

There is no necessary disagreement be-

tween the organized workers and those

who take the immigrant by the hand and

lead him into higher paths of social and

civic life. We are all agreed that the im-

migration question is a "problem of hu-

manity." [However] in the more concrete

form it is also a problem of economics,

a bread and butter problem.
30

The quote from MacArthur is in-

teresting for several reasons: first,

that immigrants could be taken

"by the hand and [led] into higher

paths of social and civic life" reveals

MacArthur's paternalism, which, of

course, was not unique to labor

leaders during the Progressive Era;

second, he stresses that labor's op-

position to immigration is based on
economics; finally, MacArthur was
speaking on the need to restrict both

white and Asian immigration. Labor's

efforts to restrict the importation of

cheap labor, which it believed would
deflate wages and provide business

with a source of strikebreakers, ex-

tended to European as well as Asian

labor. However, labor leaders and
working-class voters should not be

let off quite so easily. For organized

labor sought only to regulate the

influx of European laborers, but it

wanted the absolute exclusion of

Asians and denial to those who were
already here of the right to citizen-
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California State Federation of Labor's Candidate Rating

Based on 1911 and 1913 Legislative Voting Record:

All Parties, 1912-1916

Number of Candidates Receiving Good or Excellent Rating:

Republicans* Democrats Progressives

1912 5 1
**

1914*** 4 1 1

1916*** 4 4 5

Number of Candidates Receiving Questionable to Poor Ratings:

Republicans Democrats Progressives

1912

1914***

1916***

Notes:
* Republicans receive greater numbers of both positive and negative ratings be-

cause in the 1913 session San Francisco Republican assemblymen outnumbered
Democrats 8 to 5.

** No Progressives ran for the Assembly in 1912.
*** Because of cross-filing, the figures for 1914 and 1916 represent a certain amount

of overlap.

ship and the right to own or lease

land.
31 Racism and economic self-

interest, it seems, were mutually

reinforcing phenomena to a point.

Whether Roosevelt's pro-labor plat-

form or Wilson's Asian exclusion of-

fered more to San Francisco workers

is open to debate.

In 1912 Wilson had received the

lukewarm support of the labor press

only by default; his support in 1916

owed itself much more to the pro-

labor record of his first administra-

tion and his promise to keep the

United States out of the war in Eu-

rope. As in 1912, the labor press did

not officially endorse either candidate,

but there could be no mistaking the

favorite. In the issues immediately

preceding the November election,

all three labor papers carried an im-

posing picture of Woodrow Wilson

on their front pages. The Coast Sea-
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men's Journal captioned its photo-

graph of Wilson: "The man who
signed the Seaman's Charter of Free-

dom and thereby completed the

work of Abraham Lincoln, the Great

Emancipator." 32

Inside, the editors went about in

their usual manner, listing the re-

spective accomplishments of both

candidates. Wilson's list went on for

nearly two pages, but a brief discus-

sion of Hughes's career mentioned

only his support of the tariff (which

labor opposed), his concurrence

in the infamous Danbury Hatter's

Case, which upheld the use of the

injunction in labor cases, and his op-

position to the Adamson Act, which

guaranteed the eight-hour day for

the nation's railroad workers. An un-

signed editorial referred to Hughes as

the "candidate of the plutocracy"

and reckoned that Hughes appeared



to "have less sympathy (for) . . .

American workers than the Czar of

Russian has shown for the Polish

Jews." For a non-partisan paper with

an official policy of not endorsing

candidates, the Coast Seamen's Jour-

nal, along with the other labor week-
lies, had made its position perfectly

clear.
33

San Francisco Republicans should

not have been surprised by labor's

overwhelming, though unofficial,

support for Wilson in 1916, for in

the issue immediately following Wil-

son's victory in 1912, Organized Labor

had issued a caveat to members of

all parties:

The Democratic Party not only has a

great opportunity (because of its vic-

tory), but it has a great responsibility.

The next four years will tell whether this

party, like the Republican and Progres-

sive parties, will lose the confidence of

the common man. Should this come about

,

it is inevitable that in the Presidential

campaign of 1916 we will see the work-

ingmen of this nation solidified as never

before and marching under the banner

of the party which looks alone to the

workers of the world for its perpetuity.
34

In 1912 therefore, San Francisco labor

was not prepared to pledge its loy-

alty to the Democratic Party; rather,

it issued a stern warning to the

Democrats not to go the way of the

Republicans and Progressives. And
just as labor swore loyalty to no
political party, neither did it embrace
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the more elusive label of "progres-

sivism" without qualifications. Or-

ganized Labor editorialized three

days before the 1916 election that,

"Whether a man is a true progres-

sive or not may be judged largely by

his attitude toward labor unions . . .

(this is) the test of a candidate's

progressivism. . .

." 3S

The essays by John Shover

and Michael Rogin, taken

together, offer a single in-

terpretation of working-class voting

behavior during the Progressive Era,

which can be presented as follows:

(1) The California working class,

starting in 1914, proved to be the

greatest source of support for Cal-
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ifornia Progressives (Shover and

Rogin);

(2) Working-class and labor sup-

port for "progressivism" constitutes

the incorporation of the working

class into middle-class politics and

their adoption of the "classless" rhet-

oric of middle-class ideology (Rogin).

The first component of the Shover-

Rogin hypothesis, that working-class

voters supported progressivism, is

clearly in need of qualification.

Working-class voters supported Hi-

ram Johnson and accounted for the

greater part of Johnson's political

success after 1914, support for John-

son cannot be interpreted as support

for all Progressives, much less pro-

gressivism. Asa group, Progressives

fared no better among working-class

voters than any other party; and

to the extent that one can speak

of "progressive" propositions, work-

ing-class voters—like everyone else

—were most likely to vote according

to what appeared to be in their best

interest. One need not resort to the

rubric of Progressivism to explain

working-class voting behavior.

By denying the premise that work-

ers supported Progressivism, we
necessarily deny the conclusion that

such support constituted the incor-

poration of the working class into

middle-class politics and its accep-

tance of middle-class ideology. More-

QUANTITATIVE
Table 1: Performance of Progressive Party Candidates by Labor Sentiment Index

Johnson Heney Johnson

Governor Senator Senator Representative Representative Assembly Assembly

1914 1914 1916 1914 1916 1914 1916

r= .9295 .8832 .3085 .0494 -.0644 .3661 .2197

P=.001 .001 .100 .436 .415 .109 .250

Table 2: Performance of Republican and Democratic Candidates by Labor Sentiment Index

Republicans

Governor Senator Senator Representative Representative Assembly Assembly Assembly

1914

r=-.9684
P=.001

1914 1916 1914 1916 1912 1914

-.8448 .3805 .0494 -0664 -.4014 .1514

.001 .100 .436 .415 .098 .311

1916

.1358

.337

Democrats

Governor Senator Senator Representative Representative Assembly Assembly Assembly

1914

r=.3425

P=.126

1914 1916 1914 1916 1912 1914

-.7304 -.8838 .6186 .6352 -.2157 .3473

.002 .001 .012 .010 .250 .122

1916

.4863

.065

Table 3: Performance of Socialist Party Candidates by Labor Sentiment Index

Governor Senator Senator Representative Representative Assembly Assembly Assembly

1914

r=.8668

P=.001

1914 1916 1914 1916 1912 1914

.9323 .9063 .9555 .9247 .8683 .7690

.001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001

1916

.8083

.001
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over the assertion that progressivism

was an essentially middle-class phe-

nomenon, albeit embraced by work-

ing-class voters, ignores the diver-

sity of Progressive Era reforms and
he varied interests of progressive

reformers.

The progressive legacy for twen-

tieth-century politics is an ambigu-

ous one whose contradictions may
not be resolved before the century

ends. By attempting to place work-

ing-class voters in the context of

Progressive Era politics, Shover and

Rogin opened a new line of inquiry

which enables us to move beyond
simple categories and look carefully

at how different groups of Ameri-

cans responded to progressivism.

Quite possibly a close examination

of Los Angeles and San Francisco.

That, however, is a different under-

taking. What is important is that by

starting with the Shover and Rogin

hypothesis and examining working-

class voting behavior in a specific

place, we have been able to see more
clearly how Americans of the Pro-

gressive Era responded to progres-

sivism. In casting their votes, San

Francisco working-class voters treated

progressivism not as a monolithic en-

tity but as a collection of elements

from which they chose those which

served their interests.

See mites on page 234.

ANALYSIS
It is essential in testing Shover's

and Rogin's hypothesis that the

methodology employed be the same
as theirs. Accordingly, I have calcu-

lated the correlation between the

labor sentiment index and the re-

sults of voting on candidates and
propositions by using the Pearson r

correlation coefficient. The correla-

tion coefficient(r) can range in value

from -1.00 to + 1.00. A correlation

coefficient of r = + 1.00 would indi-

cate a perfect linear relationship be-

tween the labor sentiment index and
the vote for a particular candidate or

proposition; i.e., as one increased or

decreased, the other would increase

or decrease in the same direction

and with equal magnitude. A cor-

relation of -1.00 would indicate a

perfect inverse relationship, and a

correlation of 0.00 would suggest

no relationship whatsoever. In the

tables which follow, r represents the

correlation score; the P score repre-

sents the results of a test for statis-

tical significance. The significance

level calculates the probability that

observed differences are due to

chance. Convention holds that levels

greater than .05 are not statistically

significant.

The raw data for all statistical

analyses is taken from "Statement

of Voters, San Francisco City and

County" for the general elections of

1912, 1914, and 1916. Ledgers are

located at the offices of the Registrar

of Voters, City Hall. All statistical

procedures were done using SSPS
(Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences).*

Table 1, which com-

pares the correlation to the labor

sentiment index of the vote for

Hiram Johnson with that for other

Progressive candidates, suggests

that working-class support for Pro-

gressive Party candidates was
qualified.

Tables 2 and 3 demon-
strate that Republican and Demo-
cratic candidates were not treated as

consistently friendly or hostile to

particular class interests but that

Socialist candidates always ran bet-

ter in working class districts than in

non-working class ones.

Voting results on propositions can

be analyzed in the same manner as

those for candidates. Table 4

shows the Pearson r correlation

for thirteen propositions.

For explanation of the statistical proce-
dures, see Norman Nie, et al., SPSS:
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences,

Second Edition, 1975.

Table 4

Pearson Correlation Coefficients:

"Progressive" Propositions

by Pro-Labor Sentiment

Correlation (by index) Pearson r

Valuation of

Public Utilities

Direct Primary

Abolish Poll Tax

Civil Service

Extension

.2193

.8189

.5889

"Moral" reforms

Prohibition (1914) .2566

Prohibition (1916) -.0148

Abolish Prize Fights - .4441

Labor issues,

endorsed by labor press

8-hour Day .9661

Limit Public Speech
("No" Vote) .9981

Jittney .9728

8-hr/$3.00 Minimum Wage .9728

Labor issues,

not endorsed by the labor press

Minimum Wage
(Women and Children)

One Day Rest

.9362

.9544
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In
1904 an enthusiastic Sierra Club member penned

the following words to describe a photograph he

had taken of Yosemite Valley while enjoying the

annual Sierra Club Outing:

Sunday morning, too!—and we stood at the portals of one

of the grandest natural cathedrals on the Pacific Slope. From

the richly carved granite choir galleries came the joyous music

of many waters, and the deep organ tones of full throated

waterfalls pealed forth ever and anon as we threaded its aisles.

His photograph demonstrates the same reverence.

Graceful pine trees frame a vision of towering granite

walls split by a tumbling cataract. No human presence

dares to break the sublime spell.
1

Seventeen years later, two exuberant participants in

a 1921 Outing recorded their adventures in a different

tone. Under a photograph of a white mule standing in

a mountain snow field with legs splayed and nostrils

flared, they wrote:

Has anybody here seen Blackie

He wandered off the trail

He took our dunnage with him

We've searched without avail.

We're in the High sierra

We've no beds, no food.

We trusted that white Blackie

We thought he was good.

Has anybody here seen Blackie

He bears a great white pack.

If should come across him,

Please will you send him back.
1

The photographs and their captions, demonstrating

a clear change in attitudes toward nature in the years

between 1901 and 1922, are contained in albums kept

by California Sierra Club members to commemorate

their Annual Outing to the mountain wilderness.

Founded in 1892 by John Muir and a group of Bay Area

professionals with the purpose of "exploring, enjoying,

and rendering accessible the mountain regions of the

Pacific Coast,"
1

the Sierra Club introduced the Annual

Outing in 1901. Each summer the club organized a

month-long visit to the wilderness, generally in the

California Sierra. The most popular spots included

Yosemite and its surrounding area and the region that

now encompasses Sequoia and Kings Canyon national

parks. According to the officers of the club, "This Out-

ing is intended to awaken an interest in and afford an

exceptional opportunity for visiting the most wonderful

and picturesque High Sierra Region of California."
4

In 1901, the Sierrans recognized that their first Outing

was a unique event. The announcement to the general

membership of the expedition to Yosemite stated,

"Never before has there been presented such an oppor-

tunity for visiting so comfortably and enjoyably this

wild, rugged, and romantic region of our High Sierra."
s

Each year, eighty to two hundred Sierrans of varying

ages, occupations, and outdoor experience set off for

(Above) "After." Photograph by I I.e. Stinchfield (1919).

(Right) "Summit ofMount Could 13,300 feet." Photograph

by J. LeConte (19(H)

.
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the wilderness, accompanied by a platoon of Chinese

or black cooks, an army ol mules, and several tons of

gear, rhe pattern ol these trips varied little. The club

set up a main base camp, and a wide range of side

expeditions took oii from there. The participants in the

outings kept voluminous journals describing every as-

pect ol the event, and each year they took hundreds

of photographs which they placed in carefully cap-

tioned albums.

Over the years, these albums show distinct changes

in the way the Sierrans photographed themselves and

the surrounding wilderness. The photographs fall into

three general categories: nature as awesome, a sublime

temple to approach with humility; nature being con-

quered; and nature conquered, a gigantic playground.

In general, these categories develop chronologically,

the first present in 1901 and fading by 1910, the second

appearing by 1907 and continuing through 1922, and

the third present only after 1915.

By the late nineteenth century, the art world's search

for the sublime and the ideals of Romanticism and Tran-

scendentalism had begun to move Americans from the

contemplation of paintings of dramatic landscapes in

art galleries and drawing rooms to the observation of

real landscapes. Tourists gaped at towering mountains

and peered into awful chasms from well-appointed

Pullman cars or observation decks, but still, few Ameri-

cans had ventured into the wilderness—and certainly

not in the numbers or for the long time that the Sierra

Club proposed. Some Sierra Club members preparing

for the early Outings worried that their love of nature

would place them in the category of eccentric. Others

took pride in their eccentricity, exclaiming, "There are

those who believe that in this modern day the love of

nature—wild nature— is vanishing from the world.

Probably they read their Thoreau of a vacation on the

verandas of summer resorts; at all events, they are not

members of the Sierra Club."
h The Sierrans could look

for praise for their undertaking from President Theo-

dore Roosevelt, whose advocacy of the "strenuous life"

as an antidote to "flabbiness" and "slothful ease" en-

couraged a wide variety of vigorous outdoor recreational

activity.

Even for the Sierrans, though, life in the outdoors

was unfamiliar. Many described themselves as com-
plete "tenderfeet" and admitted their need for an initi-

ation into the ways of the wild life. One remembered,
"To get into our bags was the work of a few moments

Ann F. Hyde is a doctoral candidate in History at the

University of California, Berkeley. Her thesis is on the resort

hotels of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
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and a tired mountaineer needs no sedatives. But the

extreme novelty of the situation assisted by the villain-

ous unevenness of the ground and by prowling mules,

had the effect of keeping at least one 'tenderfoot' awake
for some time." Later that night this particular brave

Sierran roused the entire camp in a loud brawl with a

mule, unfortunately mistaken for a wild grizzly bear.
7

Another clue to the novelty of the situation appears

in the concern about proper attire for women. The an-

nouncement of the 1902 Outing advised, "Skirts can

be short, no more than half way from knee to ankle,

and under them can be worn shorter, dark, colored

bloomers." The writer added, "It would be unsafe to

ride other than astride on portions of the trip, and no
side saddles can be obtained." As a helpful hint about

hiking and climbing garb, and to assure critics that

proprieties would be observed, one writer suggested,

"For high climbing many ladies wear a skirt of moderate
length until out of sight of the main camp and then

leave the skirt under a rock . .

." 8 Women so rarely

engaged in such rigorous activities that a writer for

Outing, an early sporting magazine, broached the del-

icate subject of underwear in print. She stated ada-

mantly, "No one should climb mountains in corsets.

(Left top) "The Nine at Their Base Camp." Photograph
by William F. Bade (1904).

(Left) "Mist Falls." Photograph by J. Leconte (1901).

(Above) "King's Canyon." Photograph by E.T. Parsons.

One must have the fullest use of the lungs and the

loosest corset is some impediment to the breathing. As
ordinarily worn they are impossible."

4

Outing photographs from the early years demon-
strate the tentativeness of the ties the Sierrans felt to

the natural world. Awe before what John Muir called

"a window opening into heaven, a mirror reflecting the

Creator" was the dominant mood. Joseph LeConte, a

famous geologist and experienced outdoorsman, rarely

took pictures of people in the wilderness. When he

did, the people appear out of place, not sure how to

behave. "Dinner in Camp," for example, depicts an

elegant dinner party which seems, incidentally, to have

taken place in the Yosemite wilderness. Several ele-

gantly dressed men and women sit stiffly at a table

covered with a table cloth and set with china and silver.

No chandelier hangs above, and a pine bough decorates

the table, but these are the only concessions to the

wilderness. 1 "

This discomfort evolved out of the context in which
the appreciation of wild nature developed. The nine-

teenth-century transformation in the American view of

wilderness from an enemy to be subdued to the embod-
iment of the sublime brought with it a sense of hesita-

tion. The wilderness became a shrine where nature

lovers expected to be impressed, intimidated, and
awed. "Here the appropriate mood is worship," wrote

one visitor to Yosemite. "It is John Muir's exquisite in-

sight to the effect that the vale of the Yosemite looked
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at from its western end is architecturally like a huge

temple lighted from above."'
1 The notion of eating a

meal in God's greatest cathedral must have seemed
alien to the early Sierrans. Even if they viewed the meal

as a kind of sacrament, like communion, it could not

have been a comfortable or familiar experience.

Most of the early photographs show that nature is

in control rather than recording the Outing participants

in the act of defiling the temple. William Bade took

pictures of the 1904 Outing with an emphasis on the

awful power of nature. His album is filled with images

of stupendous acts of nature: trees hit by lightning,

avalanche paths, gigantic rifts in boulders, and tremen-

dous waterfalls. Occasionally, Bade's photographs in-

clude people, but they are dwarfed by the landscape.

"The Nine at their Base Camp the Evening before the

Climb Watching the Wonderful Play of Light on the

Forbidding Rock Masses of Banner and Ritter" shows
worshippers at the base of a magnificent temple. 12 The
dimly silhouetted humans crouch to stare up at the

brilliantly lit snowy mass of Mount Ritter.

Typically, humans are simply absent from the early

Outing photographs. With a few exceptions, Joseph

LeConte included human figures only to underscore

the immensity of a waterfall, a sequoia, or a boulder.

Other photographs used captions to personify nature,

occasionally making it less intimidating. After a series

of photographs depicting the rapids and falls of the

Merced River, one photographer included a picture of

the river in a calmer stage with following caption: "At

the close of day when the slanting beams of our chief

212

luminary give fair warning of his pending leave, the

fair damsel Merced coyly wraps the gentle shadows

'bout her graceful form."
11 Although nature is less

imposing in this guise, man does not enter the scene

unless bidden. William Bade described his conception

of man's relationship to nature, "We learned to interpret

the various languages in which nature speaks to the

children of men. She led us step by step to the summits

of her beauties, seduced us into the secret places of her

hiding and day by day revealed the arcana of her being.

We were acolytes in the grand temple of the eternal."

"

A standard photograph evolved which consciously

displayed the sublimity of the wilderness. A tree is the

foreground provides perspective, and the immense
landscape fades into the background. Joseph LeConte

mastered this composition in "Mist Falls" and "River

View." Philip Carleton adopted the same format in "Un-

icorn Peak from the Meadows," in which a huge pine

tree looms in the foreground and the river roars directly

toward the viewer. All of this provides a frame for tin-

mass of Unicorn Peak. Similarly, a photograph t.ikrn

by E.T Parsons in 1902 emphasizes the vast sweep oi
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Kings Canyon as it stretches away from the tree in the

foreground. Such photographs echo the conventions

of nineteenth-century paintings, in which the blasted

tree in the foreground of a landscape demonstrates

the power of God's whimsy. Just as in a Bierstadt or

Cole painting, in which humans rarely appear except

as foils to demonstrate the magnificent scale of nature,

the photographs are composed to emphasize vastness

and power, with sheer cliffs looming up from valley

floors and vast canyons fading into endless ranges of

mountains.

Beginning about 1907, however, the Sierrans

seemed to take nature for granted, feeling

more at ease in their wild surroundings with

each passing summer. "I laugh now when I think of

those first trips . .
." wrote one woman in 1909. "Of

course I wore a long skirt, a shirt waist, straw hat and
veil, kid gloves and low shoes and was as uncomfort-

able as a woman could be. My skirt caught on every

(Far left) "Unicorn Peak from the Meadows." Photograph

by Philip Carleton (1907).

(Left) "River View." Photograph by }. Leconte (1901).

(Above) "Chow Line." Photograph by E.T. or M.R. Parsons (1909).

little briar and brush, my face was red with sunburn,

and I once annexed eight freckles to my nose.'"
1

The physical pleasures of wilderness life gradually

came to occupy more attention than spiritual lessons

in the journals of Outing participants. One Sierran

exulted in 1909, "To walk over hard snowdrifts under

a hot sun, to burn at midday and shiver at night . . .

all without taking cold: to be a barbarian and a commu-
nist, a homeless and roofless vagabond, limited to one

gown or suit of clothes ... all of these breaches of

convention became commonplaces in such a life as this,

part of the adventure." lh Another described the joys

of the 1907 Outing: "The weak grew strong and the

strong invincible. Men and women made knapsack

trips, young girls tramped over a hundred miles in a

week, and in all the company, never a creature, even

to the horses, was ill."
17 These humans felt at ease in

the wilderness and little concerned with the awesome
forces nature could unleash upon them.

The new focus had a competitive aspect, as Sierrans

grew increasingly intent on conquering the challenges

of the wilderness. Using their newly discovered phys-

ical prowess, they tackled nature and exulted in their

victories. A 1907 photograph depicts a group of people

standing squarely on the summit of a mountain. Both

men and women smile proudly and plant their feet

firmly on the peak. The caption reads, "Conquered
Dana!—Yes, to be sure, for this constitutes the roll call

that was taken on the summit."'" A similar photograph
in the same album is captioned "just holding down
Mount Hoffman for a while" and shows a large group
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of hikers resting contentedly on the summit, relaxed

and smiling in their lofty and barren surroundings. A
woman who mastered Mount Rainier commented on
her satisfaction, "Only a mountaineer can appreciate

the sense of exhilaration with which we contemplated

the vast expanse of the crater and told ourselves that

we had conquered the kingliest among all the moun-
tains of the United States."

14

Mount Rainier may have been the "kingliest," but

Mount Whitney reigned as the highest mountain in the

continental United States, and it was a Sierra Club favo-

rite. A few Sierrans climbed it in the early years, but

they never attempted it en masse or took pictures of

themselves on the summit. In 1916, Jessie Treat wrote

proudly, "On Wednesday morning two hundred left

for Crabtree Meadows base camp to ascend Mount
Whitney the following day. One hundred seventy-five

reached the summit, the largest party of mountaineers

ever registered there."
2" A few years later Perry Evans

photographed the trip up Whitney. He took ten shots

of the group lolling about on the summit and ten shots

of the surrounding scenery and compiled a complete

list of those who made it up in the order of their arrival

on the summit.

Many of the photographs showcased the technical

skills of the Sierrans. Marion Randal Parsons took a

picture of club members successfully crossing a difficult

pass in 1912. "Treading down the snow" shows a single

file of hikers crossing a steep and treacherous patch of

214 CALIFORNIA

snow on a rocky slope.
21 A series of photographs by

Elizabeth Crispin emphasized the rough terrain cov-

ered by the hikers, and "Coming Down Off Mount
Conness," a 1919 photograph, depicts a group inching

its way down a sheer rock face.
22 Marion Parsons de-

scribed her experiences on a similar endeavor on South

Kaweah Peak, "It seemed the wildest of follies to stir

a hair breadth from the hand or foot hold which had

proved firm toward the untried possibilities that the

next step held. Slowly and with greatest care, we crept,

crawled, and clambered along the knife edge." 23
For

these climbers, the wilderness provided challenges that

simply had to be met.

The new obsession with conquering nature appears

even in photographs of the landscape. Gone are the

carefully framed images of nature's grandeur; in their

place appear photographs of single peaks, precisely

identified and measured. The captions provide infor-

mation, not poetry: "On top of Mount Brewer, 13,577

feet," "Looking Up Bubbs Creek of Evolution Peak,"

with peaks named and measured. 21 These photographs

show little interest in pictorial qualities.

Generally the photographers of the years after 1910

did not concern themselves with scenery but docu-

mented instead the presence of man in nature. The

(Above) "We Take Turns Serving." Photograph by Parsons (1912).

(Top right) "Snowballing on the Fourth of July." Photograph

by Marion Parsons (1912).

(Right) "Treading Down the Snow." Photograph In/ Marion

Parsons < 1912).
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Sierrans now took pictures of their base camps and of

their daily activities, no longer disturbed by the idea

that they were defiling the sanctity of nature. Either

Marion or E.T. Parsons captured club members waiting

hungrily in their vast "chow line" and snapped a shot

of the serving table, gaily decorated with Japanese lan-

terns and the grimy but smiling faces of garland-be-

decked Sierrans.
2S
People eating, washing, swimming,

sleeping, and groaning uphill fill the images of this era.

Recognizing the novelty of their adventure, the Sier-

rans found their stay in the wilderness exhilarating

rather than spiritually moving. Marion Parsons's 1912

photograph entitled "Snowballing on the Fourth of

July" illustrates some of the new qualities. No longer

did people feel obligated to stare off into the scenery

and wonder about lessons to be learned from the inspir-

ing sight. Now Sierrans could ignore the awesome
views and hurl snowballs at one another, and even

capture the disrespectful scene on film. One club mem-
ber who climbed Mount Lyell in 1914 echoed the chang-

ing attitude: "There was no sea in sight but everything

else in geography seemed to be there: vast snowfields,

desert, lakes, wicked looking Ritter. At first, however,

we seemed less absorbed in these wonders than in the

joyous chopping together in our tin cups of snow and
several gallons of strawberry jam, and the subsequent

consumption of this 'Sierra Sundae'
!" 2h Such a reaction

differed from that of a 1902 climber who wrote, "So-

bered by the austere grandeur of the scene, we quietly

withdrew in detached groups and slowly pondered the

awe-inspiring spot."
27

By
1909 the rhetoric of the sublime was rare

both in print and on film. The Sierrans now
conquered nature's wonders instead of wor-

shipping them. Certainly some of the earlier ideals exist

in the photographs of waterfalls and mountain lakes,

but in all the albums from the second decade of the

twentieth century these pictures are scattered among
examples of the newer style of Sierra Club photography.

In photographs taken after 1915 evidence of the sublime

aesthetic disappears almost entirely, and the later pic-

tures focus nearly exclusively on the presence of hu-

mans in the wilderness. Though it still appeared in

both written and pictorial memoirs, the need to conquer

nature was losing its urgency as well. Marion Parsons

remembered a 1920 crossing of Muir Pass, "We passed

safely with scarcely a flounder. We felt we had made
history that day when two hundred sixty human be-

ings, one hundred animals, and eighteen thousand

pounds of supplies crossed Muir Pass without one mis-

hap."
28 The photographs of this era frequently depict
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huge numbers of people clambering up mountains as

in "Going Up Lembert Dome" or "Group on Mount
Gould."29

The zeal for naming and measuring continued, but

naming served a different purpose in those years. The

Sierrans no longer needed to prove that nature was
conquerable; they understood this from long experi-

ence. Their photographs now served as records. The
photographers took pictures along the trail not to show
human prowess, but simply to prove that they were

there. In 1919 H. C. Stinchfield took a picture of all ten

lakes in Yosemite's Ten Lake Basin, carefully noting the

name and altitude of each one, but Perry Evans took

photographs with captions like "Lake Where We had
Lunch," "Rest Spot Near Glacial Moraine," and "My
Bedroll in Tuolumne Meadows." 1"

The written records also reflect a heightened interest

in daily detail. James Rother noted, "It must be remem-
bered that on this trip we were working under the

Daylight Saving Law so that our 5:00 o'clock trip would
be equivalent to a 4:00 on a former trip. After a breakfast

of mush, bacon and eggs, and tea, we were packed

and off at 7:15.'
MI A kind of bookkeeping had replaced

reflection on the mysteries of the wilderness. The desire

to keep records resulted in photographs of the everyday

aspects of life in the wilderness. In "Stoves and Cooks
at Little Pete Camp" four black cooks stand solemnly

next to their large "portable" stoves in the midst of a

barren meadow. The next photo in the album, "Early

Risers at Little Pete Camp," shows the immense amount
of gear the Sierrans dragged with them into the wil-

derness. Both pictures demonstrate attention to the

interaction of man and nature, but the relationship is

no longer competitive. Nature has been tamed by the

presence of cooks, stoves, luggage, and the Sierrans

themselves.

Outing participants did not pretend to live as one
with nature, but they found no threat in the wilderness

and could relax and enjoy the novelty of living outside.

The photographers realized that at times the club mem-

bers cut ridiculous figures and did not hesitate to cap-

ture silliness. "Miss Read's Knapsack Party" presents

a group of hardy women in knickers and hats, bowed
down by large packs as they set off into the Yosemite

backcountry. The photographer made no attempt to

include a stunning backdrop of scenery; the women
themselves provided enough color. They smile, know-
ing that to most observers they are quite a bizarre sight.

Many Sierra Club photographers in this period made
their pictures intentionally humorous. Russell Bacon

took pictures of a man falling off a log. He also carefully

composed a shot of a gravestone bearing the inscrip-

tion, "Here lies the remains of the Sierra Club Outing,

July 1920." A tin cup rests on the stone, and at its base

lies a pair of wornout hiking boots.
12
C. M. Baker titled

a shot of an older hiker wearing a bandana and standing

in front of a dead tree "Two Old Stumps." The photo-

graphs of the Outings were now entirely human cen-

tered, no longer including sweeping panoramas or even

carefully measured peaks.

In some ways nature had become more friendly and

intimate. The only photographs that do not include

people are closeups of plants and flowers. No examples

(Above kit) "just Holding Down Mount Hoffman," Photograph by

Willmm Belfrage (1909).

(Above right) Left to right, "junction Peak" "Trail to junction

Peak," and "Muir Trail." Photograph by Elizabeth Crispin (1922).

(Right) "Stoves and ( ooks at Little Pete Camp." Photograph by

Perry Evans (1920).

(Par right) "Early users at Little Pete Camp (eleo. 9,000 ft.)"

Photograph In/ Perm/ leans (1920).
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of this kind of photography appeared in an album be-

fore 1919. H.C. Stinchfield stopped to take a picture he

called "An Inquisitive Beastie," and even the great trees

of the Sierra, once referred to as God's greatest works

and "the vegetable wonders of the world," no longer

astounded the Sierrans. "Yellow Pine and the Fester

Twins" shows two young girls posing and giggling in

front of a huge tree. Instead of using the girls to show
the giant scale of the tree, the photographer cropped

most of the tree out of the picture to focus on his human
subjects.

T he solemnity and competition of the earlier

years disappeared almost entirely from the

JL. albums after World War I. The Sierrans of later

Outings poked fun at themselves and at the wilderness

where they had come to play A page from C. M. Baker's

album has no photograph, only the caption, "Bathing,

censored—perfectly proper, BUT!"" Another photog-

rapher snapped a shot of a man's backside covered with

a bandana. A poetic caption read:

There once was a man named Carey

Who wasn't the least bit wary,

On a rock did slip—
Twas a terrible rip—
His bandana did cover poor Carey.-"

The new recreational thrust can also be seen in the

nightly campfires of the Outings. In earlier years John

Muir had lectured on nature's wonders, and experts

on geology and forestry gave educational talks. By the

1920s the campfires had evolved into boisterous play

Julie Mortimer recalled an evening on the 1921 Outing

which "featured a vaudeville show, including a panto-

mime of Bluebeard. A row of stones marked the limit

of the stage, two large bonfires served as footlights,

and the costumes were made of bathing suits, rugs,

mosquito nets, and other odds and ends that could be

got together."
1
" Russell Bacon took a picture of the actors

in a follies which he called "Jinks Bunch." Bizarrely

dressed men and women pose together, trying to look

serious despite their heathen garb. Clearly they intend

to entertain their fellow campers, not educate them.

Wilderness as playground had a broad appeal, which

was not limited to members of the Sierra Club, and
inevitably, the transformation of the wilderness into a

recreation center meant the Sierrans had to share it. A
forestry expert writing in National Geographic Magazine

called the Sierra Club a "playgrounds association for

grownups" and suggested that a national association

organized along the same lines "but with the United

States for its field of activities, would find important

work to be done and would enlist an army of support-

ers."
16

In 1920, a supporter of the national parks rhap-

sodized, "The national park is the democratic equiv-

alent of the vast estates of the nobility of Europe; yet

no such noble has such playgrounds. . . . A movement
is afoot to provide the thickly populated parts of

America [with parks] which will meet the universal

need for such lovely scenes and places of wholesome
outdoor recreation." 17

The national forest system in the West had tripled

during the presidency of Theodore Roosevelt, and new
national parks were also created between 1900 and 1920.
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In 1919, Stephen Mather, first director of the national

park system, noted, "the past season was remarkable

for the large increase in travel to the national parks.
1"

A new interest in pack trips, hunting trips, and "rough-

ing it" fueled this travel, which was encouraged by the

increased availability of automobiles after World War I

and by such campaigns as the Santa Fe Railroad's "Off

the Beaten Path" promotion of saddle and pack camp-
ing trips lasting up to thirty days. Santa Fe also set up
a "Camping Out Bureau" suggesting a range of options:

"Really rough it or camp out de-luxe."
39

One of the more interesting manifestations of a newly
popular love of wild nature was the changing architec-

ture of Western resorts. Before 1900, the grand resort

hotels of the West featured a montage of elegant Euro-

pean styles. The developers of the Hotel Del Monte in

Monterey (completed in 1880) boasted of its "airy mod-
ern Gothic facades, its incisive angles, its many sharp

gables, minarets, towers, its dormers and window
hoods and broad verandas." Similar glamorous mixes

appeared in the Hotel del Coronado in San Diego (1888)

and the Antlers Hotel in Colorado Springs (1883).

After 1900, however, resort hotels incorporated wil-

derness elements. Many Glacier, the grand resort in

Glacier National Park (1915), sported a rustic air with

exposed beams and open fireplaces to give the interior

a log cabin look. Elk and moose heads were prominent

parts of the decor. This trend reached its apogee in 1928

with the completion of the Ahwahnee Hotel in Yosemite

Valley. Bear skins with ferocious growling faces, Indian

rugs, and a plethora of antlers carried rustic elegance

to its peak. The wilderness had been conquered and

mounted solidly on the wall.

The Sierrans had learned to play in the wilderness

—

(Top) "Miss Read's Knapsack parti/. Tuolumne Meadows to Ten

Lake Basin." Photograph by H.C. Stinchfield (1919).

(Above) "The Club Lunch." Photograph by Parsons (1909).

Clop right) "jinks Bunch." Photograph by Russell Bacon (1920).

(Right) "An inquisitive beastie—A marmot watching some

Sierrans making the grade on low near Douohue Pass." Photograph

by H.C. Stinchfield (1919).

(Far right) "Yellow Pine ami Hie Lester Twins." Photograph

In/ Pern/ Loans.
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and had helped popularize the concept—as Americans

in general were discovering the mobility offered by the

automobile and experiencing serious reservations

about the quality of urban life and its implications for

American society. "We are not going to be happy clut-

tered together in houses backed up against each other

in cities/' wrote Franklin Lane in the National Geographic

in 1920. "This is not the normal natural life for us. We
are not going to have cities made up of apartments and
boarding houses and hotels and produce the good,

husky Americanism that has fought our wars and made
this country" 40 His concern echoed Theodore

Roosevelt's suggestion that "as our civilization grows
older and more complex we need a greater and not a

lesser development of the fundamental frontier values"

of physical strength, courage, and general toughness. 41

Between the end of the nineteenth century and the end
of the second decade of the twentieth, a significant

portion of the American population had come to see

wilderness not as a threat to be eliminated but as a

resource providing respite from and perhaps even a

cure for the ills of modern society.

The Sierra Club Outing photographs offer concrete

evidence of how this change took place and what it

meant to the people at its forefront. In 1901, the Sier-

rans, awed and intimidated by the wilderness, ven-

tured into it with trepidation. They hoped to learn of

the mysteries of nature and responded to its challenges

with wonder and respect. The photographic record of

these early trips captured an omniscient nature where
man was but a plaything. Later, the wilderness evoked

a new reaction from the Sierrans. They met its chal-

lenges with vigorous activity rather than dumb awe.

The Outing participants conquered mountains and re-

corded their presence in the landscape. Finally, the wil-

derness, now conquered, evolved into a place for

people to play, and Sierra Club members noted ambiv-

alence toward mass appreciation of "their" wilderness,

"The accessibility of the [Tuolumne] meadows by auto-

mobiles is an advantage or a disadvantage according

to one's point of view. One's first impulse is to resent

this intrusion into Nature's heart. . . . Upon reflection,

however, one can but rejoice when increasing numbers
of one's fellow men find healthful pleasure in Nature's

gifts."
42 The wilderness was now perceived as a refresh-

ing escape from the activities of the business world, a

place where the Sierrans could do things they could not

do on Market or Montgomery streets or on the cam-
puses of Stanford or Berkeley. For its users, the wilder-

ness had changed from a temple to a playground.

See notes on page 236.
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Rodman Wilson Paul

1913-1987

Fifty-one years ago, Rodman Wilson Paul's senior thesis at Harvard won
the Phi Beta Kappa award for the best undergraduate paper on any subject that

year. Forty years ago Paul published California Gold, which won the Pacific Coast

Branch of the American Historical Association prize for the best book of 1947. It

has remained in print and continues to be cited as a major source on the Gold

Rush. Two years ago, the California Historical Society gave Paul its Henry Raup
Wagner award for a distinguished career in California history, and in 1987 he was
named a CHS Fellow.

Rodman Paul died on May 15, 1987, but he will continue to be a presence

in the field he served so illustriously. His Mining Frontiers of the Far West (1963) is a

classic which will serve as a starting point for serious consideration of the mining

West for years to come. His edition of the Reminiscences ofMary Hallock Foote

(1972) made widely available a woman's perspective on the mining frontier

before the new social history had made women's history respectable. His studies

in the 1950s of the California wheat trade revealed the degree to which the

California economy was an international one. Other books and articles are and
will be consulted over and over again.

It was not only with his individual scholarship that Paul created an abid-

ing legacy. He contributed in lasting ways to the institutions that define the field

of Western history. As the Edward S. Harkness Professor of History at the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology, he added weight to the humanities division of an

institution dedicated to science. From 1971 to 1979 he was a member of the Board

of Trustees of the California Historical Society, and in the 1970s he chaired the

Awards Committee that selected recipients of the Wagner and other awards. He
served as president of the Western Historical Association and the Pacific Coast

Branch of the American Historical Association. He was a member of the National

Archives Advisory Council and the Historical Advisory Committee of the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration. He sat on the editorial boards of

all the most prestigious journals in the field, and he was always available to offer

assistance to professionals and amateurs alike.

Rodman Paul was known for the elegance of his thought, the care with

which he responded to requests for his judgment, and the consideration with

which he treated his colleagues—not only his peers but earnest newcomers to

the field as well. He represented the best of what it means to be a gentleman and
a scholar. For those who knew him, the encounter was a privilege. For those who
came into the field after his failing health had limited his activities, it is a loss not

to have had that privilege. But in the works he left behind it is still possible to

glimpse the extraordinary man who was Rodman Wilson Paul.
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The Notorious I.C. Woods of

the Adams Express.

By Albert Shumate with a foreword

by Kevin Starr (Glendale: The Ar-

thur H. Clark Company, 1986, XV in

the American Trails Series, 144 pp.,

illus., $16.50 cloth).

Reviewed by Robert j. Chandler, a spe-

cialist in Gold Rush and Civil War

California.

Al Shumate, a past president of the

California Historical Society, uses his

extensive knowledge of San Francisco

society to revive another Californian

widely known in his lifetime but forgot-

ten today. Author of works on George

Gordon, George H. Goddard, and Fran-

cisco Pacheco, Shumate adds Isaiah

Churchill Woods (1825-1880), best known
for his management—or mismanage-

ment—of the banking department of

Adams & Co. in the 1850s.

Woods, though, as Shumate shows,

should be remembered for more than

this. He arrived in California in 1848 and

quickly engaged in numerous commer-

cial and real estate ventures, besides

actively participating in political and cul-

tural events. He was a mercantile hus-

tler, whose mentality Robert Senkewicz

captured in Vigilantes in Gold Rush San

Francisco (1985). Throughout his life,

Woods retained a hopeful vision for new
enterprises: Adams & Co., banking and
express, 1849-1855; San Antonio and
San Diego Mail Line and an associated

wagon road, 1856-1860; in charge of

transportation for General John C. Fre-

mont in St. Louis, 1861; passenger travel

across Nicaragua, 1864-1866; Pacific

Wood Preserving company, 1869-1875;

and ranch manager and vintner, 1877

until his death.

Shumate studies how Woods got the

title "notorious" that followed him
through his life and blighted many of

his projects. He argues that it was unjus-

tified, but his attempt to clear Woods is

not convincing.

Most unfortunately, Woods's papers

Transportation across the and expanses of the

frontier businessmen like I.C. Woods.

are gone so that his views appear rarely.

Good research by Shumate uncovered

letters by Frank Woods, an uncle six

years older than I.C. Woods, and Eugene

Casserly, a brother-in-law associated

with Woods in business from at least

1854 to 1860. These two men who should

have been close to Woods detested him.

Both commented that he trusted nobody

and remained secretive. Over the years,

Casserly found Woods to be "such a com-

bination of conceit, folly, ingratitude,

selfishness, and total absence of moral

principal" (95) that he had only "sover-

eign contempt and dislike" (89) for him.

Many Californians felt similarly due

to Woods' choice of friends. Through his

business life, as Shumate details, he

joined men Californians found objec-

tionable. They included John C. Fre-

mont, a loser, and rascals A. A. Cohen
and Daniel Haskell of Adams & Co.;

Joseph Palmer of the shady banking firm

of Palmer, Cook & Co., and Sam Ward,

"king of the lobby" in Washington, D.C.

Woods revealed a questionable busi-

ness style in running Adams & Co.

Ranking banks in 1855 by the amount of
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West offered opportunities and risks to

Eastern drafts sold, Adams was second

behind Page, Bacon & Co. Like third

place Wells, Fargo & Co. , it had an exten-

sive network of banking and express

offices in the gold country. However,

Wells Fargo's first agent had been in

town only three days when he wrote in

June, 1852, that "Adams & Co. do not

stand very well among the Bankers." He
explained, "They attempt to be very

smart in many of their operations," and
that "smartness" characterized Woods.

In 1854, Frank Woods in an angry mood
declared that Alvin Adams, the head of

Adams & Co. in Boston, looked upon
I.C. Woods as "a consummate scoundrel"

(39). Adams acted on this belief by re-in-

corporating his eastern operations as

Adams Express Company and spinning

off the California business.

A fuller description of the Panic of 1855

is needed. Citation of contemporary

newspapers would have prevented Shu-

mate from confusing the names of bank-

ers Page & Bacon of St. Louis with its

San Francisco affiliate, Page, Bacon &
Co., and assigning the date February 22

to "Black Friday," which was February
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23, 1855. The dailies portrayed the de-

spair San Franciscans felt when they dis-

covered Friday morning that Adams &
i. o. would not open, news which pre-

cipitated inns tin other banks. A reporter

for the Alta California found among the

excited crowd an "intense and deep re-

gret that THE GREAT HOUSE of Califor-

nia had failed." Woods's proposal on

February 24, to a city that settled accounts

daily, to pay depositors only twenty-five

percent and after thirty days showed
that Adams & Co. was grossly bankrupt.

Compared to other banks, Adams &
Co. did not play fair. Over six days,

Page, Bacon & Co. paid out till broke.

Adams & Co. and Wells, Fargo & Co.,

due to the nature of Gold Rush banking

where gold buying was a primary busi-

ness, had available coin in the mining

regions and collected gold dust and bars

in San Francisco. On February 25, banker

William T. Sherman wrote, "Adams &
Co. are dishonest, craven, cowardly; all

through the land they caved in." In con-

trast, most Wells Fargo agencies not only

remained open, but sent surplus funds

to San Francisco. On February 27, Wells,

Fargo & Co.'s San Francisco office re-

opened and met all demands.

During the unsettled panic week,

Adams & Co. paid out little before clos-

ing. Shumate ably describes how the

gold in its vaults then disappeared

through the manipulations of Woods
and his friends. Acrimonious legal pro-

ceedings fully reported in the press fol-

lowed. Shumate even suggests that the

failure of the great mass of depositors to

receive anything weakened belief in the

courts and in 1856 increased support for

the Committee of Vigilance.

An unenviable picture of Woods
emerges. Since he did not trust others,

others did not trust him and the appel-

lation "notorious" stuck. Eugene Cas-

serly summed up the contradictions in

Woods's character. He was "all his life

visionary, reckless and unsuccessful to

the last degree" (82). In his dreams and
actions, Woods was a typical Californian

of the 1850s and 1860s. Al Shumate aids
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understanding of this tumultuous era

through his rescue of "the notorious I.C.

Woods of the Adams Express."

Norton I: Emperor of

the United States.

By William Drury. (New York: Dodd,

Mead, & Co., 1986, xx, 234 pp.,

photographs, appendix, bibliog-

raphy, index, $16.95 cloth).

Reviewed by Fred W. Viehe, Assistant

Professor of Urban History, Youngstown

State University.

In Norton 1: Emperor of the United States,

William Drury has written a most read-

able biography of Joshua Abraham
Norton, a destitute '49er, who by pro-

claiming himself Emperor, became San

Francisco's most popular tourist attrac-

tion following the completion of the

transcontinental railroad. While unques-

tionably mad, Norton's insanity was lim-

ited only to the insistence that he was
of royal blood; on other matters, he was
intelligent and lucid enough for accep-

tance into both the Mechanic's Institute

and the famed Bohemian Club. Largely

because of this dichotomy, this self-pro-

claimed monarch caught the eye—and

the respect—of Mark Twain and others

who linked Norton I and San Francisco

together in the late nineteenth century

public mind.

In accounting for Norton's insanity,

Drury presents a plausible tale that the

Emperor was deeply disturbed about his

religious identity. Born a London Jew of

humble circumstances, Norton and his

family emigrated soon after his birth

to the South African frontier, a most

Christian environment. Given the name,

Joshua Abraham, Norton was a clearly

identifiable Israelite. Drury argues that

his parents compounded this problem

by naming his two immediate brothers,

Louis and Philip, in memory of the

French royal family. In order to escape

this overwhelming stigma, Norton's
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mind forced him to eschew Judaism by

insisting that he too was a Bourbon.

While this is elementary psychohistory

Drury's conclusion should be accepted

for no other reason than that it is quite

understandable.

After reaching adulthood, Norton

sailed from South Africa to a San Fran-

cisco consumed by the gold rush. Estab-

lishing himself as a commission mer-

chant, he prospered until he tried to

corner the rice market. Failing to recover

from this setback, Norton's schizophrenia

increasingly got the better of him, and
he remained on the financial and psy-

chological skids for the remainder of his

life. Coinciding with Norton's personal

failure, the United States in the late 1850s

was on the political skids; and as it

rushed toward the Civil War, this itiner-

ant Englishman, convinced of his royal

lineage, reached the conclusion that

what this country needed was not "gov-

ernment of the people, by the people

and for the people," but enlightened des-

potism. So, on September 17, 1859, a date

that shall live for insanity, the former

Joshua Abraham proclaimed himself

Norton I, Emperor of the United States.

For the next twenty-one years, his was
a benign reign.

Hear Ye, Hear Ye, Norton I is not just

a "royal" biography. It is also a colorfully

written social history of San Francisco

"from the bottom up" during that city's

heydey. Drury, a columnist for the San

Francisco News Call-Bulletin, superbly

interweaves his account of the enigmatic

Emperor with a description of the city's

nineteenth century street life. The latter

after all contained the Emperor's most

loyal subjects; the police who saluted

him in passing, and his courtiers who
counseled him daily in Portsmouth

Square. Martin & Horton's, like so many
other taverns of the day, provided a royal

meal via their sumptuous "Free Lunch,"

where I lis Majesty discussed affairs with

the city's professional and commercial

elite. The latter he "taxed" at the rate <>l

fifty cents a day. Drury also presents us

with a taste of the dog-eat-dog world of
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frontier San Francisco. Following the

success of Norton I's "proclamations"

first in the Bulletin and then in the Pacific

Appeal, competing newspapers published

false "proclamations" to increase circula-

tion. Some eventually reached out-of-

town and then out-of-state newspapers.

As his fame developed into a legend,

aspiring novelists including Mark Twain,

Robert Louis Stevenson, and Ambrose

Bierce advanced it to further their own
careers.

Following the completion of the trans-

continental railroad in 1869, that legend

reached fruition. Norton I, so tourists

were told, lived au gratis. Clothed in re-

galia, His Majesty resided in the splen-

dor of the Palace Hotel, and dined at the

city's finest restaurants. To the tourists,

it all appeared to be true. "By Appoint-

ment to His Majesty, Norton I," adorned

many merchant windows. But as Drury

points out, Nortonmania was insanity

in pursuit of profit. While others around

him grew rich from his celebrity, Norton I

continued to live in poverty. The Em-
peror's "regalia" were surplus Civil War
uniforms, and his "palace" was a fifty-

cent-a-night flop-house. Only his meals

were au gratis, but they were taken in

saloons providing a "free lunch." Norton I

may have been an imposter; but he was
not a fraud. Whatever profit he made
came from selling souvenir-mad tourists

fifty-cent "bonds." The latter matured in

1880, the very year the Emperor fortui-

tously died.

The Fisherman's Problem:

Ecology and Law in the

California Fisheries,

1850-1980.

By Arthur F. McEvoy. (New York:

Cambridge University Press, 1986,

368 pp. Price: $39.50 cloth).

Reviewed by Stanley Scott, research

political scientist at the Institute of Gov-

ernmental Studies, University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley.

After the Gold Rush, the salmon

fishing industry on the teeming Sacra-

mento River was slow getting started,

but by the late 1870s good prices and

heavy fish runs had ignited an explosive

growth. In 1875, 3,000 cases of Sacra-

mento River salmon were packed; in

1878, 34,000; in 1880, 62,000; and in 1882,

200,000. That was the high point in pro-

duction. Afterwards the catches dropped

off sharply, and by 1890, only 25,000

cases were packed. Unfettered by regu-

lation, and lured by high prices and the

big early harvests, the new industry had

simply outdone itself by catching too

many fish. Those left to swim upstream

and reproduce were too few to sustain

large populations. With the life-cycle of

the fish interrupted at a critical point,

the big salmon runs vanished. Commer-
cial salmon fishing on the Sacramento

continued for many years, but on a de-

clining basis. Finally in 1919 the last of

the river's canneries closed its doors.

Meanwhile most of the burgeoning in-

dustry had long since moved north to

exploit the still plentiful salmon in the

Pacific Northwest and Alaska. Enough
of the crippled salmon industry stayed

on marginally, however, to prevent the

Sacramento's fish stock from recovering.

McEvoy calls the case of the Sacramento

River salmon "the fisherman's problem

in laboratory form." He emphasizes that

it was "not an isolated phenomenon but

part of a cyclical pattern," resembling

what had happened previously with the

depletion of the New England salmon,

and was to be repeated afterward in the

Pacific Northwest. From whales to mack-

erel to sardines, the resources of the sea

and rivers have time and again been
victims in this sad cycle.

From the beginning of European set-

tlement, the history of California's

fisheries has been a roller-coaster ride of

boom and bust, of surging harvests and
severe, often catastrophic declines.

While no single factor alone can account

for all of the erratic patterns, obviously

a major cause is overfishing, driven by

the economic pressures and fierce com-
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petition that typify fishermen's lives,

even in good times. Excessive harvest-

ing, however, is not the only factor. Fish

populations are remarkably sensitive to

changes in their watery environment,

which in turn responds to fluctuations

in regional and worldwide oceanic and

atmospheric conditions. For example,

relatively small shifts in ocean currents

or prevailing water temperatures can

have major influences on marine life.

Only recently has improved scientific

understanding begin to bring home the

crucial consequences of these complex

relationships, many of which are still far

from thoroughly grasped.

While the author acknowledges that

his book "does not pretend to be ency-

clopedic," it is nevertheless a first-rate,

thorough and thoughtful piece of work.

It achieves his stated purpose of analyz-

ing those fishery controversies "that

have been most important to the devel-

opment of public policy," and of identify-

ing "the ecological, historical, and

theoretical links between them." His

carefully documented research draws on
a wide range of sources and disciplines

—history, legal studies, economics, nat-

ural sciences and anthropology— for this

fascinating but often melancholy account

of the rise and fall of California's

fisheries, and of the impacts on the fish,

the people, and the institutions. The
book lives up to the dust-jacket claim

that it "represents a significant new
departure in the study of ecology and
change in human society."

Unrestricted exploitation of fish pre-

vailed at the outset of the period McEvoy
treats. Fish were seen as there for the

taking. Later, in the final quarter of the

19th century, administrative agencies

were established, and legislation and
court action taken, seeking ways to reg-

ulate and protect the fishing industry.

Informal but pervasive patterns of ethnic

regulation were also developed, helping

divide up the markets and orgam/e
sources of supply.

Neither the formal nor informal meas-

ures were effective in protecting vulner-
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able stocks, however, and soon the era

ol mechanized tishing dawned, with the

ability to haul in ever-larger catches ["he

first half of the twentieth century saw

intensified struggles as bureaucrats,

politicians, fishermen, and a host of in-

terest-group organizations fought over

ways to deal with the disaster-prone

industry's many problems. Meanwhile
"[ frontier ideology and frontier imagery

continued to color people's thinking

about the nature and future of American

society."

The old myths were persistent and in-

fluential, despite all the evidence of their

bankruptcy. Although a remarkable ap-

paratus was built up in California for

marine biology research, the author em-

phasizes how "political and economic

disorder guaranteed that none of its

information would have effect." This

prevailing inability to take prudent ac-

tion led among other things to the "sar-

dine failure, one of the most egregious

disasters in the history of U.S. wildlife

management."

Effective conservation and manage-

ment of marine resources had to wait

for the maturing of a powerful environ-

mental movement, whereupon in sur-

prisingly short order a virtual "sea

change" occurred. McEvoy points to the

Fishery Conservation and Management
Act of 1976 as a key "constitutional"

building block in a whole panoply of

new law and policy. This was bolstered

by new public attitudes toward natural

resource conservation, and a greater

willingness to use the results of scientific

research, including a more sophisticated

understanding of marine resources and

ecology. The author is consequently able

to conclude his history on a relatively

happy note. "A new way of approaching

the fisherman's problem dissolved the

contradictions that for a century or more

had made it seem . . . insoluble. . .

."

McEvoy's excellent book helps us under-

stand the processes by which this finally

came about, and the principal reasons

why it took so long.

Opening day for Los Angeles's Union Station

services shortly before World War II imposed i

The Southern Pacific,

1901-1985.

By Don L. Hofsommer. (College Sta-

tion: Texas A & M University Press,

1986, xviii, 373 pp., $44.50 cloth.)

Reviewed by James] . Rawls, Instructor

of History, Diablo Valley College.

Don L. Hofsommer, one of two histo-

rians given unrestricted access to the

archives of the Southern Pacific, had a

unique opportunity to make a major

contribution to the history of California.

He chose, instead, to conceive his task

within very narrow limits. He has pro-

duced a workmanlike company history,

but the larger story of the impact of the

railroad on the development of modern
California remains untold.

Hofsommer's account of the Southern

Pacific is written exclusively from the

point of view of the corporate elite.

Rarely does the narrative venture beyond

the executive suite, and when it dots

the managerial perspective remains in-

in 1939 marked a consolidation of rail

extraordinary demands on all carriers.

tact. The book is organized chronologi-

cally, following the careers of the corpo-

ration's chief executive officers from the

days of Edward H. Harriman and Julius

Kruttschnitt, through "The Russell Years,"

to the era of Benjamin F. Biagini. Al-

though Hofsommer is occasionally criti-

cal of the SP's leaders for their lethargy

in responding to new challenges, gener-

ally his evaluation of their performance

is positive.

Given the book's point of view, it is

not surprising that little attention is

given to the lives of the men and women
who worked in the railroad's switching

yards, machine shops, dining cars, and

ticket offices. Labor and management re-

lations are characterized as "a family

bond," and when that bond is threatened

by union activity Hofsommer's identifi-

cation with the corporate managers is

transparent. The book does contain some

useful information, however, on the role

ot Mexican railwoi kers during World

War II and the assignment ol some 4,000

women to nonclerical positions lormerlv
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held by men. We learn that in Mohave

a roundhouse crew during the war was

known as the "Piston Packing Mammas"
and a road gang near Elko was called

the "Sunbonnet Gang."

The most unsatisfactory aspect of Hof-

sommer's work is his treatment of the

political power of the Southern Pacific.

Early in his account he acknowledges

that many people came to dislike the

Southern Pacific "for reasons of fantasy

as much as fact." Rather than offering a

thoroughgoing analysis of the charges

of political corruption and domination

often leveled against the Southern

Pacific, Hofsommer offers a bland and

unsupported dismissal of the charges:

"It is unlikely that the company ever had

the power that many ascribed to it."

William F. Herrin, the head of the rail-

road's legal and political departments

from 1893 to 1910, was arguably the most

powerful official in California. He was

the manager of the SP's vast political

machine, yet he receives only a scant

four mentions in this book and nowhere

is his political role considered. Hiram

Johnson, who campaigned for governor

in 1910 on a platform promise to "kick

the Southern Pacific Railroad out of poli-

tics," is mentioned in the narrative but

once. At the conclusion of his book, Hof-

sommer refers to the charges against the

railroad as a part of "western folklore"

and notes sadly that they have been "re-

peated by succeeding generations of

writers and others who invented history

to satisfy strangely perverse needs." It

is true that the power of the Southern

Pacific has sometimes been exaggerated,

but Hofsommer fails to offer a realistic

reappraisal.

Don Hofsommer succeeds well in tell-

ing the intricate story of the SP's acquis-

itions of other rail lines, its constant

efforts at modernization, and its remark-

able record of diversification. Especially

valuable is his detailed account of the

"unmerger" campaign of the federal gov-

ernment to strip the SP of its historic

holding, the Central Pacific. Also val-

uable is Hofsommer's analysis of the

decline in passenger revenues, the rise

of new modal competition, and the

"mega-merger" movement that resulted

in the formation of the Santa Fe Southern

Pacific Corporation in 1983.

Readers interested in a managerial

history of the Southern Pacific will find

this book to be thorough and compre-

hensive. Those who are looking for the

larger story of the SP will be frustrated

and disappointed.

The Parameters of Urban

Fiscal Policy: Socioeconomic

Change and Political Culture

in San Francisco, 1860-1906.

By Terrence J. McDonald. (Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1987,

xiii, 356pp., $45.00 cloth.)

Reviewed by William Issel, Professor of

History and Urban Studies at San Fran-

cisco State University.

Terrence J. McDonald examines the

history of public administration and

municipal finance in San Francisco on

the assumption that a thorough explana-

tion of the development of the public

sector in one city will be of use in under-

standing local government history in the

United States more generally. McDonald
makes an imaginative and original anal-

ysis of the city's Municipal Reports and

considers these obscure data in relation

to a wide variety of contemporary docu-

ments and historical literature.

In nineteenth-century San Francisco,

public administrators regardless of party

shared a strong belief (McDonald calls

it a political ideology) in low taxes and
carefully controlled spending. For forty

years after 1860, the city announced sur-

pluses averaging $1 million at the end
of every fiscal year. These long-standing

patterns changed only after Mayor James
Duval Phelan and his allies brought more
expansive conceptions of government to

city hall in 1897, reformed the city charter

in 1898, and set in motion a program of
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paying for public works by issuing

bonds in 1899.

The San Francisco case suggests to

McDonald the need to take account of

unique local political developments in

explaining the trajectory of twentieth

century urban government. His data

show that the San Francisco experience

cannot be understood by deterministic

socioeconomic explanations that portray

the growth of public services and gov-

ernment spending as the automatic con-

sequence of rapid industrialization and

urbanization. Nor does the San Fran-

cisco case fit the notion that political

bosses pursued profligate expansions of

the public sector in contrast to reformers

whose policies represented fiscal conser-

vatism linked to beliefs in limited gov-

ernment. McDonald realizes that the

case of San Francisco should not be

generalized to cover urban America out-

side California. His findings will none-

theless encourage further tests of his

proposition that particular local tradi-

tions, provisions of city charters, the

rules and regulations pertaining to vot-

ing and elections, as well as the practices

of office holders and public administra-

tors, played a powerful role in shaping

the history of municipal government.

Such political realities, in McDonald's

reading, ought to be given due credit

alongside the "socioeconomic" and "pol-

itical cultural" explanations for the

development of the twentieth century

public sector.

McDonald's text is studded with statis-

tical tables filled with the results of tests

of his hypotheses. Some readers may be

surprised to find an historian presenting

a work of formal analysis of a kind usu-

ally associated with political science.

Those inclined to regard history as a

branch of the storytelling art will find

themselves challenged by both the den-

sity of the argument and the complexity

of the statistical procedures with which
McDonald develops his thesis. True

believers who share his conviction that

historical explanation can be reduced to

evaluating "how powerfully the combi-
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nation ol independent variables influ-

ences the dependent variable" will find

the book a vindication of their approach.

Doubters who allow themselves to be

guided through the work by McDonald's

careful explication of his methodology

will gain respect for the utility of a new
departure.

High-spirited and disputatious, Mc-

Donald's book ranks as a major contribu-

tion to the growing body of California

scholarship that relates the history of the

Golden State's cities to the general

themes of American urban development.

The meticulous study that he lavishes

upon the undramatic details of nine-

teenth century San Francisco yields a

new appreciation for the power of poli-

tics to shape the evolution of municipal

government in America.

Cadillac Desert: The

American West and Its

Disappearing Water.

By Marc Reisner. (New York: Viking

Penguin, Inc. 1986, 582 pp. $22.95

cloth.)

Reviewed by Kendrick A. Clements,

Professor of History, University of South

Carolina.

Imagine, for a moment, Los Angeles

crumbling into ruins, the Imperial and

Central Valleys salt flats barren of all life,

the skies of the Eastern United States

blackened by clouds of blowing topsoil

from abandoned farms of the Midwest,

Hoover and Grand Coulee and hun-

dreds of other dams silted nearly to the

top, the entire United States west of the

Hundredth Meridian economically shat-

tered, its people turned into Okies. Im-

possible? You may not be so sure after

you read Marc Reisner's disturbing Cadil-

lac Desert.

Every Westerner ought to read it to

understand the magnitude of an im-
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Crowds tunwd out to celebrate the first flow of Oivens Valley water into the San

Fernando Valley in 1913.

pending catastrophe as inevitable as a

major earthquake in California. Every

taxpayer should read it to anticipate the

stupendous cost of even partial solu-

tions to the problem.

The simple fact is that there is not

enough water in the West to sustain the

civilization we have built there. Despite

dams and aqueducts and irrigation sys-

tems that are engineering miracles, the

problem keeps getting worse instead of

CALIFORNIA HISTORY

better. Water used and reused for irriga-

tion becomes so salty that it is undrink-

able and poisonous to that plants it is

supposed to sustain; oceans of ground-

water built up over millions of years are

sucked up by gigantic pumps and used

up almost within the lifetime of a single

man; federal and state agencies build

ever-vaster projects on ever-more-mar-

ginal sites because to slop building

would be to admit failure and futility,
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and worse, would be to stop the greatest

irrigation scheme of all, the deluge of

federal dollars pouring into local

economies.

Marc Reisner, a writer for the Natural

Resources Defense Council before he set

out in 1979 to research and write this

book, is obviously no lover of the Recla-

mation Bureau or the Corps of En-

gineers, but he is a good reporter and

lets his actors speak for themselves.

Some of his arch-villains, such as Recla-

mation Commissioner Floyd Dominy, he

obviously came to like and enjoy in the

course of extensive interviews, which

are among the most interesting and val-

uable parts of the book's research. Also

of great importance are his extensive

quotations from internal files of the Re-

clamation Bureau, which are astonishing

and revealing. The book is thus no mere

polemic; it is thoroughly and intelli-

gently documented, although scholars

might wish for some system of identify-

ing specific quotations or references

more precisely.

Beginning with a splendid retelling of

John Wesley Powell's great adventure on

the Colorado, and concluding with a ter-

rifying description of the as yet unbuilt

North American Water and Power Alli-

ance, which would dam and divert over

thousands of miles virtually every river

of the American and Canadian northwest

all the way up to the Arctic, Reisner's

book is beautifully written and frighten-

ing. ''We set out to make the future of

the American West secure," he con-

cludes; "what we really did was make
ourselves rich and our descendants in-

secure." (p. 505) Those descendents, if

any survive in the ravaged and unimag-
inably arid West of the future, may well

be less temperate in their judgments.

The Mythic West in

Twentieth-century America.

By Robert G. Athearn. (Lawrence,

Kansas: University Press of Kansas,

1986, 319 + xi pp.)

Reviewed by Robert V. Hine, Professor

of History, University of California,

Riverside.

The last book of Robert Athearn before

his death in 1983 is appropriately a per-

sonal statement, a regional rumination

based on a lifetime of scholarship It be-

gins in 1922 in Athearn's Montana home
town and on his grandfather's horse

ranch south of the Missouri River. The

West he writes about is that interior

province, the Plains and the Mountain

states, excluding the Midwest and the

Pacific slope. His experience and his

scholarship lead him wisely to restrict

his definition of West, joining those his-

torians who increasingly realize that

it makes little sense to lump too many
incongruous elements into one region.

Athearn did not conceive his book in

traditional terms. It is a commentary on

the twentieth-century West, not a telling

of that history (such as Richard Lowitt

and Gerald Nash have done). He is con-

cerned with the way a nineteenth century

myth of the West has been perpetuated

in the twentieth century, not with polit-

ical periods or leading figures in the re-

gion. Even in the myth he has not delved

into psychological and literary criticism

(as with Richard Slotkin), but has ex-

tracted major themes, exploring these

from a variety of viewpoints.

One overriding theme, a myth rooted

in reality, is the colonial status of the

West. From the beginning Athearn's

region was an appendage of the East,

and sometimes of Europe. Shortly after

the first comers, large speculative de-

velopers moved into Western mining,

lumbering, farming, and cattle raising.

Eastern railroads held farmers under

their thumbs. The federal government,

the source of its basic commodity, the

land, became a salvation for the West,

notably during the Great Depression in

the form of the CCC. So between corpo-

rate power and governmental centraliza-

tion, the West truly stood in economic

bondage. This subjugation was also

reflected in tourism, for as soon as the

"dude's West" became profitable, corpo-

rate railroads and chain hotels took

charge. Even in literature, the West was

used by Eastern publishers to present

what Eastern readers wanted to read.

In this personal statement, Athearn

has a right to portray the West as he has

seen it, and that tends to be in a positive

light. As a product of that "healthy pro-

vincialism" which Bernard DeVoto called

for, he de-emphasizes elements of or

possibilities within the myth. The coop-

erative West, for example—the economy
of barn raisings and quilting bees

—

though mentioned is not explored. Vio-

lence, an overwhelming consequence

and component of the Western myth, is

downplayed. The West as a process of

multi-acculturation, of racial conflict, is

only hinted at.

In the end, however, these points

seem minor, for the book is full of won-
derful perception. For example, Athearn

reminds our own Nixon-Reagan era that

the West has been consistently conserva-

tive. He sees more myth than realism in

the liberal idea of the West as "a hothouse

for sprouting seeds of change." (p. 123)

Even the popular Western story has

remained a vehicle for "profoundly

conservative" points of view. Western

conservatism, he feels, is rooted in the

Westerners' collective inferiority com-

plex. But it also reveals ambivalence

about their own nature and direction.

As conservatives they have wanted to

rid themselves of governmental interfer-

ence but they have always been quick

to cry for help. "As adolescents in the

national family, they wanted the free-

dom to roam, but they still have turned

up at mealtime . .
." (p. 130)

This book is exciting, witty, and
thoughtful. Western readers should

glory in its insights: "The mountains and
deserts and great spaces, and the threat

and challenge of it all, somehow have

become part of our belief in who we are

and where we have been, and so it feeds

our faith in what we might still be."

(p. 222)
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California Snapshots

(Above) Thanksgiving Day (November 28), 1907. Hollister 61, Pacific Grove O. At Hollister.

The game was rugby, not American football, which had been outlawed at the University of California and Stanford in 1906.

A national controversy over the violence of football came to a head in California after the 1904 "Big Game" between California

and Stanford in which the Stanford team disabled eight California players. That game, according to long-time California

coach Brick Morse, "was a remarkable demonstration of the bad which had crept into the American game. It was a case of
concentration of attack on a weak man in the line until he could stand it no longer and was forced out of the game. . . .

President Wheeler saw that something must be done. . . . Any game that has for its object the crippling of an opponent

needs reform."

High school teams followed the university lead in switching from American football to rugby. The Gilroy Advocate noted

on November 30, 1907, that "football seems to be revived now and the High School boys are eagerly playing the new game,
Rugby." A week before coming to Hollister for its Thanksgiving Day debacle, the Pacific Grove team had hosted Gilroy in a

game for which Gilroy had been practicing "every afternoon."

Pacific Grove, one of four high schools in Monterey County, had an enrollment of eighty-three students and four teachers in

1905. The San Benito County High School in Hollister had a graduating class of twenty in 1909, the year it moved into the

two-story brick-and-steel building designed by architect W.H. Weeks. A 1915 photograph of the Hollister football team shows
nineteen players and three teachers on the steps of the new high school buildings. That year the school had 165 students. The
players are wearing rugby uniforms—shorts, jerseys displaying a large "H," and cleated, high-top shoes. Athletic change was
in the air in 1915, however, as the University of California returned to American football after fielding a 1914 team whose
members "had been trained from boyhood in the English type of play," according to Morse. In a dispute over freshman
eligibility for varsity teams, Stanford and the University of California severed athletic relations, and California found a new
"big game" rival—the University of Washington, which played American football. By 1918, when California and Stanford

Student Army Training Corps teams resumed the traditional contest, American football was again the college game.

(Cover) Helen Gahagan and Melvyn Douglas in a scene from Mother Lode, a play by California playwrite Dan Totheroh, in

1934. Photo courtesy of Carl Albert Center Congressional Archives, University of Oklahoma.
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Ingrid Winther Scobie

HELEN GAHAGAN
DOUGLAS

BROADWAY STAR
AS

CALIFORNIA POLITICIAN

H on higher ground." One person who
wrote had attended college in 1950

and had been profoundly affected

by the senate campaign. He said that

"among the little people of America

there were those who remember
Helen's grandeur" and feel a great

loss. "I was one of those whose life

was illuminated by her leadership

and principles.
2

T
f n 1897, Walter Gahagan, a civil

engineer born and raised in

JL. Ohio, and his bride Lillian, a

teacher who had grown up in Wis-

consin, moved to Brooklyn. In the

summer of 1900, Lillian, Walter, and
their two-year-old twins, Frederick

and William, took up temporary

residence in Boonton where Walter

had a contract to build a large reser-

voir. On November 20, Lillian gave
birth to Helen shortly before the

family moved back into their Brook-

lyn home. Two years later a second

girl, Lillian, was born, and the Gaha-
gans moved their growing and ac-

tive family into an imposing brown-
stone house in the city's posh Park

Slope area adjacent to Brooklyn Park

elen Gahagan Douglas

died of cancer on June

28, 1980, at the age of

seventy-nine. Newspapers across

the country reminded readers that

in 1950 this actress-turned-politician

lost her race against Richard M. Nixon

for the United States Senate seat in

California in perhaps the most cele-

brated red-smear campaign of the

cold war years. The Los Angeles

Times, which virtually shut Douglas

out of its news coverage during her

six-year congressional career, com-
mented that Nixon's campaign "was
a model of its kind—innuendo piled

on innuendo." The paper cited Doug-
las's political courage as her most sig-

nificant contribution to American
politics. In a letter to the Times editor,

Stanley Mosk, a prominent San Fran-

cisco judge, commented that to lose

both the noted California writer

Carey McWilliams and Douglas in the

same week was "a tragic loss for

Helen Gahagan Douglas emerging from a

voting booth during the 1950 primary
election in California in which she won
the Democratic Party nomination

for U.S. Senator.

American democracy" and called for

a "requiem for the demise of an era."

Former congressman Jerry Voorhis,

himself a political loser to Nixon in

1946, predicted that this "noble"

woman would live on as a "symbol

of the Gallant American Lady." Tenant

farm worker organizer H.L. Mitchell

called Douglas a "sainted person."

United States senators Alan Cranston

and Howard Metzenbaum inserted

lengthy newspaper obituaries in the

Congressional Record with preliminary

adulatory remarks of their own. 1

Melvyn Douglas, Helen's husband

of forty-nine years, received several

hundred letters which revealed in a

more private way the esteem and
affection both friends and strangers

felt for Helen. The son of New Dealer

David Lilienthal, Ernest, who knew
Helen as a child, wrote that he still

had the copy of Mary Poppins that

Helen had given him as a child, and,

"very simply, I worshipped her."

Congressman Claude Pepper

called her "one of the greatest and
loveliest ladies whom our land has

known." Motivated by an "overrid-

ing purpose" to build a better world,

he said, she "contributed enor-

mously to helping people . . . walk
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and Grand Army Plaza. In 1910, a

fifth child, Walter Jr., added even

more bustle to the busy household.

Walter viewed hard work, con-

stant reading, and education as the

essentials of a successful life for men
and women, but that did not mean
that women should pursue careers.

He engrained in his children a series

of rules stemming from his business

principles. One which made a par-

ticular impression on Helen was the

directive to "make everybody's life

and every place you've been better

because you've been there." His wife

Lillian also believed in education as

well as exposure to the arts and a

good religious upbringing in the

Presbyterian Church. Unlike some
of her contemporaries, Lillian dis-

agreed with her husband over ca-

reers for women, and had begun a

promising singing career in opera

which Walter prohibited her from

pursuing. Yet when Helen de-

veloped an early interest in the

theatre, Lillian was as adamant as

Walter in opposing it.

Aside from continual friction over

her acting ambitions, Helen grew up
feeling a close bond to her parents

and enjoyed family activities. Walter

Ingrid Winther Scobie is a member of

the History and Government Depart-

ment at Texas Woman's University in

Denton. She is currently completing a

full-length biography on Helen Gahagan
Douglas to be published by Atheneum
Publishers early in 1989. Her articles on
Douglas and other subjects have

appeared in various historical journals.

This article was made possible by a

grant from the Sydney Stern Memorial

Trust. All photos courtesy of Carl

Albert Congressional Archives,

University of Oklahoma, except where

otherwise indicated.

often took the children to his con-

struction sites. Lillian invited musi-

cians to the house to perform. She

took the children down the street to

the Brooklyn Art Museum and the

public library on Saturdays. Helen

went with her mother to the Metro-

politan Opera but did not enjoy it.

Helen recalled, "I would be so un-

happy sitting through long operas

and I'd complain, 'They're all so fat,

Mother.'" When Helen said she

wanted to be an actress, her mother

responded, "Why do you want to

be an actress? 'Why don't you want
to be something really worthwhile

—

a singer?'"
3

Summers were special times for

the Gahagans. They visited family

in the Midwest and when the chil-

dren became teenagers, the family

travelled to Europe. In 1914, Walter

bought Cliff Mull, a lovely Victorian

house on a hill above Lake Morey
near Fairlee, Vermont. After that,

the family spent at least part of every

summer in Vermont. Although the

girls had to endure lessons, includ-

ing piano and poetry reading, they

had their afternoons free to play ten-

nis, swim, hike, and read. Helen

regularly found a secluded spot

where she read and daydreamed.

Even in the last year of her life, Helen

found Vermont an escape, a critical

source of nourishment, beauty, and

repose.

It was always a letdown for Helen

to return to Brooklyn to begin

school. She and her sister attended

Berkeley Institute, a private school

in the neighborhood designed to

prepare young women for college.

Helen's perpetual dislike of school

began in kindergarten when Berke-

ley dropped her behind a grade be-

cause she could not spell, a problem

that continued to plague her as an

adult. Helen hated both her aca-

demic courses and the rules outlin-

ing proper behavior for "young
ladies," and she consistently per-

formed poorly. Helen much pre-

ferred to spend her time making up
stories and acting them out, but

theatre had no place at Berkeley until

Helen's freshman year when Eliza-

beth Grimball, a drama coach by

training, joined the faculty. She

quickly realized that this academi-

cally rebellious teenager had excep-

tional acting talent and considerable

intelligence. Before long, Helen be-

gan starring in plays and participat-

ing on the debate team. Helen's

grades improved in Grimball's class,

but deteriorated in others. Much to

Grimball's dismay, not to mention

Helen's, the irate Gahagans pulled

their daughter out of Berkeley and

sent her to the Capon School in

Northampton, Massachusetts, a sim-

ilar school which primarily prepared

students for admission into Smith

College. Against her parents' in-

structions, Helen immediately in-

volved herself in play productions

and did little better academically.

She managed to graduate, but it took

a summer of tutoring at Dartmouth

for her to pass the entrance examin-

ations for Barnard College, the only

school Helen was permitted to con-

sider. Her parents wanted her in

New York at a women's college so

they could attempt to keep track of

their prodigal daughter. 4

Barnard, a coordinate college with

Columbia University, provided a

stimulating intellectual environment

and prepared women for a wide

variety of employment opportuni-

ties. Helen never became part of the

intellectual swirl of activity, but to
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Gahagan with Glenn Hunter in a scow from

Young Woodley, 2925.

sonal price for her dizzying success,

nevertheless, because her decision

enraged her father. Although Brady

eventually convinced Walter that his

daughter was not entering an "im-

proper" profession for ladies from

fine families, Walter was deeply dis-

appointed over Helen's decision to

leave school/

Despite poor reviews for Dreams

for Sale, Gahagan caught critics' at-

tention. In a comment typical of

most of his colleagues, the eminent

critic Alexander Woollcott called her

an "indisputable talent." When the

show closed, Gahagan moved on to

starring roles which spanned the

next several years, including Leah

in C.M.P. McLellan's Leah Kleshna, a

part originally written for the famed

actress Minnie Maddern Fiske. From

her debut, critics compared her style

to that of Ethel Barrymore. They
rarely failed to mention her uncom-
mon beauty— tall at 5'7" and well-

proportioned with a regal bearing.

After several years, she was often

included in the handful of actresses

considered Broadway's best. Gaha-

gan, however, never hesitated to

turn down a role that did not interest

her. Unlike other fledgling stars, she

still had financial backing from her

family and spent most summers in

Europe with her mother. In 1925,

Gahagan left Brady for George Tyler,

another veteran producer whose
gentle personality and innovative

productions suited her better. She
did several plays with Tyler, includ-

ing a long tour in 1925-26 with John

Van Druten's Young Woodley in which

she starred with Glenn Hunter. But

by 1927 Helen was restless with the

her delight, the college had a strong

tradition of dramatic activity, quite

unusual for colleges and universities

at that time. Helen entered in 1920

and soon discovered a place for her-

self in the students' tradition of

Greek games which had become an

elaborate annual pageant. She also

had opportunities to act and direct

in Wigs and Cues, the student or-

ganization for play production.

Helen's most rewarding theatrical

adventure at Barnard took place in

an Irish literature course that she

took with close friend Alis De Sola.

In 1922 the two dramatized an epi-

sode from an Irish epic which even-

tually became a one-act play, The

Shadow of the Moon. The girls showed
the script to Grimball, Helen's high

school mentor, who arranged to have

the play produced off-Broadway

with Helen in the lead role. This

production led to two more off-

Broadway plays for Helen. The noted

actress Grace George, who had a

reputation for finding young actors

and actresses, saw her in a perfor-

mance and insisted that her hus-

band, the crusty, established Broad-

way producer William Brady, see

Helen perform. Brady was so en-

thusiastic he asked the starry-eyed

Helen to play the lead role in Dreams

for Sale, a new Owen Davis play

about to go into rehearsal in August

1922. Brady also offered her, on the

eve of opening night, a five-year

contract for starring Broadway roles,

which Helen accepted. Few actors,

no matter how talented, stepped

directly from any preparatory envi-

ronment—stock company, drama
school, or college theatre—into a

leading role contract with a New
York producer. The time could not

have been more propitious, since

one of the most vibrant decades in

the history of American drama was
just beginning. Helen paid a per-
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Gahagan in a publicity shot for her first

European concert tour, 1929.

stage and, under pressure from her

mother to develop her singing, de-

cided to take voice lessons."

Gahagan began instruction with

voice coach Sophia Cehanovska, a

Russian immigrant, and eventually

immersed herself fulltime in her les-

sons. In 1929 Cehanovska arranged

for her hardworking student to tour

Europe during the summer. Her rep-

ertoire included the lead roles in

Tosca, Aida, and Cavalleria Rusticana.

Although her reviews were less than

superlative, Gahagan had visions of

auditioning for the Met and a variety

of American engagements. When
none of this materialized, she sailed

again to Europe in the summer of

1930 with the idea of staying two
years.

7

This plan evaporated several

months later when the aging theatre

legend David Belasco offered Helen

the lead role in a new play by Lili

Hatvany entitled Tonight or Never. Be-

lasco thought Gahagan ideal to play

an opera singer whose agent is con-

vinced she could sing better if she

would only have an affair. The
agent's predictions prove correct

after the diva has a passionate even-

ing with an "unknown gentleman"

who turns out to be a Met scout.

With Gahagan's consent Belasco

selected an accomplished actor but

a relative newcomer to Broadway,

Melvyn Douglas, as the irresistible

lover. During the rehearsal period,

Gahagan and Douglas fell in love,

and in April, 1931, near the end of

the play's long run, they married."

The newlyweds' lives took an un-

expected turn a month later when
Hollywood producer Samuel Gold-

wyn purchased the movie rights to

Tonight or Never as a means for Gloria

Swanson to launch her singing ca-

reer. The entire cast moved to Holly-

wood for the filming. The Douglases

initially viewed this trip to California

as a temporary one, but movie offers

continued to come Melvyn's way
and Helen had some singing and act-

ing opportunities with theatres in

San Francisco and Los Angeles. The
couple did two plays together on
Broadway but both plays closed

early. In general, however, appeal-

ing offers came only sporadically for

Helen. She had little luck getting

into film, making only one movie,

She with RKO in 1935. The science

fiction fantasy failed at the box of-

fice. A radio contract also proved

disappointing. The Douglases' lives

were further complicated by the

birth of two children, Peter in 1933

and Mary Helen in 1938."

fK*!S«**I«?M(05e»2K«^

In the summer of 1937 Helen looked

forward to a European singing tour

culminating with a performance at

the Salzburg Festival. Rather than

operatic roles, she had developed a

solid repertoire of songs, including

German lieder and the music of Jo-

seph Marx, a popular Austrian com-

poser. Audiences were enthusiastic,

although once again the reviews

were mixed. Despite the tense poli-

tical situation resulting from the

rapid spread of Nazism, no unpleas-

ant incidents occurred until Helen's

stay in Salzburg. There an individual

introduced by a friend asked Helen

to provide reports on anti-Nazi activ-

ity in the United States. Horrified at

the request, she cancelled a fall en-

gagement with the Vienna Opera

and returned home, determined to

involve herself in anti-fascist ac-

tivities in Hollywood. Helen and

Melvyn both joined the five-thou-
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Helen Gahagan with "the unknown
gentleman" in Tonight or Never, 1930.

At the end of its New York run, Gahagan

married Melvyn Douglas.

I he Douglases' heightened

I awareness coincided with

JL. a change in the political

atmosphere in Hollywood. In the

early 1930s, the movie colony had

been a center of political indiffer-

ence, but by 1937, it had become a

hotbed of radical and liberal activity.

The political awakening in Holly-

wood paralleled the awakening

around the country.

Helen Douglas's move into politics

began unexpectedly in the early fall

of 1938. Melvyn, who had become
active in the Democratic party and

other organizations during the pre-

vious year, offered the patio of the

Douglases' spacious home to the

John Steinbeck Committee to Aid

Agricultural Workers for a meeting.

Sitting in, Helen found herself fasci-

nated with the problems being dis-

cussed.
11 Her initial curiosity soon

evolved into a commitment to ac-

tion, and she organized a Christmas

party for migrant children, which at-

tracted thousands. Then she began

to tour migrant camps and attend

government hearings and meetings

of concerned citizens. In early 1939

she became the committee's chair,

working hard to publicize the prob-

lem, solicit money, and encourage

the public to push for labor laws and

social security that would include

the migrants. She also urged im-

provements in housing, health ser-

vices, and food distribution centers.

She constantly asked questions,

drawing information from experts,

particularly Paul Taylor, professor of

sand-member Hollywood Anti-Nazi

League.'"

Helen initially considered her

political activity to be of secondary

interest, but her career as a per-

former was fading. Her cousin Wal-

ter Pick, who lived with the Doug-

lases in the late 1930s, commented
that after Helen returned from

Europe she no longer had the "same

great drive as before."" Part of the

explanation lies in diminished op-

portunities. Chances to sing in the

United States had always been lim-

ited, and existing European doors

were closing fast in 1938 and 1939.

Professional theatre opportunities

on both coasts continued to decline

as the depression wore on. But an-

other part of the explanation in-

volved Melvyn. By the end of the

1930s, he had became one of the

highest paid leading men, known
for his fine comic timing, his hand-

some looks, and his ability to play

well against Hollywood's female

stars. While not all of his films of-

fered him a chance to demonstrate

his talent, Ninotchka, produced in

1939, certainly eliminated any ques-

tions about his talent as a screen

actor.
12 Although Helen never re-

sented Melvyn's success, she had

always felt their careers should be

equally successful. With his star ris-

ing and hers on the decline, she was
ready to be pulled off in another

direction. Within eighteen months
after Helen made her first step into

the political arena, she had become
a leading figure in the California

Democratic party with considerable

national visibility. Except for a few

minor engagements, Helen neither

acted nor sang again until the early

1950s. But she did not set aside her

theatrical skills. Her rapid political

climb was due in large part to her

ability to shift her acting skills from

the dramatic to the political stage.
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Littering the political arena by taking on

projects to aid migrant workers, Gahagan

visited camps to see for herself what the

situation was. The San Joaquin Valley camp

for cotton pickers where this pump was the

only source of water in 1936 was typical of

what she saia

economics at the University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley. 14 Soon she was on
the lecture circuit as her activities

made her a sought-after speaker for

concerned groups. She eventually

drew the attention of migrant ex-

perts in Washington, including Ar-

thur Goldschmidt, who worked for

the Department of the Interior under
Harold Ickes. Goldschmidt described

his first encounter with Helen: "I

found myself subjected to an intense

cross-examination—grilling might

not be too strong a word. She ac-

cepted no vague generalities. . . .

Her questions were not naive; ... I

came away . . . enchanted with a

sense of wonder at Helen's display

of energy—at the physical, emo-
tional and mental drive of this beau-

tiful and glamorous person." 15

By mid-1939 Helen had been

noticed by Aubrey Williams, head
of the National Youth Authority,

who frequently told Eleanor Roose-

velt about interesting people around

the country whom he thought she

and FDR would like to meet. In the

summer of 1939, Williams wrote to

the Roosevelts about the California

political activities of the Douglases.

He mentioned to FDR that Melvyn
could be a political asset for the 1940

campaign and that Helen's informa-

tion about migrants would be useful

to both Roosevelts. Eleanor Roose-

velt was quick to respond; she in-

vited the Douglases to dinner and
to spend the night at the end of

November 1939. The evening proved
delightful; the two couples were
drawn to each other, and a genuine

friendship from which both couples

stood to benefit took shape almost

immediately. 16

During the next few days, the

Douglases met a large group of high-

ranking New Dealers including cabi-

net members Frances Perkins and
Harold Ickes, who were as eager to

rub shoulders with the bright, en-

thusiastic, and glamorous Holly-

wood couple as the Douglases were
to meet Washington's political elite.

The Douglases left Washington ex-

hilarated and carrying a standing

invitation to stay at the White House
when business brought them to Wash-

ington. Thereafter, Eleanor Roose-

velt began to visit and often stay

with her new friends on her trips

west. Neither Douglas hesitated to

contact the Roosevelts or the cabinet

members they had met concerning

their political activities. The Presi-

dent appointed both Douglases to
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various White House boards and re-

mained in close touch with what
each was doing. In turn the Doug-
lases became outspoken supporters

of Roosevelt's policies.

When the Douglases returned to

Los Angeles, Helen turned her at-

tention to planning the Steinbeck

Committee's second Christmas party,

a massive gathering that attracted over

eight thousand migrants. Shortly after

the party Helen resigned from the

committee because she learned of

Communist infiltration into the or-

ganization. 17 Before the Soviet-Nazi

pact of September 1939 liberals of all

persuasions were virtually indis-

tinguishable from each other; they

formed a United Front that sup-

ported the New Deal and opposed

fascism. But after the pact, American

Communists began to object to the

anti-Fascist stands of liberal organi-

zations. The United Front fell apart

quickly as non-Communist liberals

dropped their membership. After

Helen resigned, she wrote her friend
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Eleanor Roosevelt and California

Governor Culbert L. Olson greeting

guests on the Douglases' patio after a

performance by the California National

Youth Authority orchestra, 1941.

Douglas. Despite her novice status

in the party, liberals found Douglas's

flamboyant style and attractive ap-

pearance, her political views, and

her friendship with the Roosevelts

much more appealing than the prick-

ly conservative Jones's party creden-

tials. When Douglas won, it was not

surprising that Jones resented Helen's

lack of the traditional credentials

required for this position.
21

Douglas enjoyed the publicity sur-

rounding her appointment, which

drew national attention, and felt

comfortable mingling with the Dem-
ocratic power structure. When she

and Melvyn returned to California

they both plunged into a hectic cam-

paign speaking schedule—Melvyn
nationally and Helen throughout

California. When Roosevelt took

California by a landslide, party offi-

cials in Washington singled out the

Douglases for their contributions to

the victory. Helen's speaking ability

surpassed that of more seasoned

politicians, and she had proved that

she had the power to draw and hold

a crowd. Together the Douglases

had led the campaign efforts of

Hollywood Democrats, persuading

many actors to give political speeches

and make substantial campaign
contributions. 22

After a week of festivities during

the January inauguration, Melvyn
plunged back into his studio work
while Helen decided to let her pol-

itical activities absorb her energies.

Through state party chairman Wil-

liam Malone she gained two addi-

tional Democratic Party positions.

Congressman Jerry Voorhis that she

found herself in the "absurd position

... of most liberals today. The Com-
munists call us reactionaries and the

reactionaries call us Communists!" 18

At this juncture, Helen Douglas took

her initial steps into the Women's Di-

vision of the Democratic Party in a

process that brought her closer to

Eleanor Roosevelt and also provided

an entry into the power structure of

Democratic politics. In so doing, she

placed herself right in the middle of

party feuds between northern and
southern California and between the

party's liberals and conservatives. In

an article for the February 1940 issue

of the Democratic Digest, the widely

read monthly magazine of the na-

tional Women's Division office, Helen

urged state and local governments
to respond to migrant needs and
communities to assimilate the mi-

grant and "recognize him for his true

worth—a vital and necessary ele-
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ment in the agriculture structure

[and] a human being . . .whose wel-

fare affects the country at large."
19

This impelled Dorothy McAllister,

national director of the Women's Di-

vision, to invite Douglas to speak at

the division's first National Institute

of Government in Washington, a

conference to educate party women
about campaign issues and party or-

ganization in preparation for the

1940 fall campaign. That spring Mrs.

Roosevelt came to California to visit

migrant camps on a trip arranged by

Helen and Melvyn. 20

In July, the Douglases journeyed

to Chicago for the party's nominating

convention. Melvyn went as a dele-

gate, Helen as an alternate. When it

came time to choose California's

Democratic Party Committeewoman
there were two principal candidates:

long-time party worker, head of the

Women's Division in California, and
conservative Nettie Jones, and Helen
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WDIST.Douglas campaigning for Congress in

1944. Although she had continued to use

her maiden name professionally after her

marriage to Melvyn Douglas, she believed

her status as the wife of a man on active

military duty loas a political asset in her

first campaign for elected office and began to

identify herself as Helen Gahagan Douglas.

She became vice-chair of the state

organization and replaced Nettie

Jones as head of the Women's Divi-

sion. Malone claimed to have ap-

pointed her to these jobs so that he

would not have to deal with more
than one woman; in retrospect he

admitted that he had underestimated

her abilities.
23

In the first few months of 1941,

Douglas spent most of her time

strengthening the existing structure

of the statewide Women's Division

and making new appointments down
to the county level. She appointed

two women to head the North while

she and an assistant took responsi-

bility for the South. Her appointees

were bright professional women,
many of whom had never before been

active in the Women's Division and

were not involved in the rampant

factionalism within the division.

With her structure in place, Douglas

turned her attention to the major

focus of the national Women's Divi-

sion office—home-front defense

plans and fundraising. She organ-

ized, in conjunction with the Wash-
ington office, a regional conference

held in September 1941 for party wo-
men's education. Invitations were
extended to men as well as women
from the eleven-state area. She
added glamor by including such

movie stars on the program as Mel-

vyn, Jackie Gleason, and Douglas

Fairbanks. National party figures

also addressed the three-day confer-

KWM&a
ence, and Douglas enjoyed the after-

math of praise for her "efficient

organization and showmanship."
Gladys Tillett, who had replaced Mc-
Allister as head of the Women's Di-

vision, wrote that she would have

to place Douglas "apart as the stan-

dard among National Committee-

women toward which others can

work." 24

Although the conference

demonstrated Douglas's

organizational ability, a

more significant test of her political

acumen lay ahead, the mobilization

of California Democratic women for

the 1942 election. Nationally the pic-

ture looked gloomy. The congres-

sional coalition between Republi-

cans and conservative Democrats

had continued to grow in strength

since the 1936 election. After Ameri-

can entry into the war, hostility to-

wards the number of federal controls

and the extension of social reforms

had intensified and Democrats feared

losing their congressional majority

Douglas was concerned about all

the southern California congres-

sional seats but six in particular. She

directed the Women's Division to

work outside the regular party struc-

ture because she thought the wo-

men would be more effective this

way. 25 They wrote and distributed

thousands of fliers, registered vot-

ers, raised money, and canvassed

precincts. In the final election, de-

spite Governor Culbert Olson's loss

to Republican Earl Warren in the

gubernatorial race, Democrats won
three of the six critical districts and

several others as well. Particularly

satisfying to Douglas was the ouster

of Representative Leland Ford, an

arch-conservative who had viciously

redbaited Melvyn in the spring of

1942 when he had assumed a volun-

teer position with the Office of Ci-
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House meetings were an effective way for

Douglas to win support among Iter

district's middle- and upper-class

constituents. This one was typical of her

1944 campaign.

political advisers in the district felt

Douglas would stand a better chance

of winning. Despite her unfamiliar-

ity with the district's problems, Ford

believed the majority of his con-

stituents would identify with her

enthusiasm for the New Deal and

Roosevelt. Furthermore, as he put

it, the "people of the 14th are not

going to vote for a Negro, however

light-colored he may be."
2" In De-

cember, 1943, Douglas agreed to run.

Ford's district surrounded the

heart of Los Angeles. It was com-

prised of four state assembly dis-

tricts, the forty-fourth, fifty-fifth,

sixty-second and the sixty-fourth,

with constituents ranging from the

poorest of minority families to some
of the wealthiest individuals in Los

Angeles County. Douglas once de-

scribed the slums in her district as

areas where a "chicken coop would
be considered a high-priority dwel-

ling—especially if you could have it

all to yourself."
1
" Over two dozen ra-

cial and ethnic communities, includ-

ing Chinatown, Little Tokyo, and the

city's oldest Mexican district, nestled

next to each other and in between
commercial districts. Two politically

conservative, wealthy areas sur-

rounded LaFayette Park and ran

along Wilshire Boulevard. A tiny

section of Hollywood intersected at

the northwest corner. By 1945, 86,000

black people lived in the district and
constituted almost twenty-five per-

cent of the district's total population

of 346,000."

Ford passed on to Douglas a

strong campaign structure. Its prin-

vilian Defense in Washington. 26 The
Washington Democrats were de-

lighted with the southern California

victories in an election in which the

party had lost 70 of its 318 House
seats. Although it is difficult to

assess Douglas's role in these vic-

tories, many gave her credit. The

Secretary of the Democratic National

Committee wrote: "You, personally,

did a magnificent job. At least we
could have come out much worse

in our Congressional Districts and
where we did come out successfully

I am sure the results were due to

your efforts. I want you to know that

all of us in Washington appreciate

this immensely." 27

Douglas's goal in 1943 was to coor-

dinate the women to develop an ed-

ucation program directed primarily

to postwar reconversion, a project

she considered critical as ground-

work for the 1944 election. Mean-
while, the 1942 campaign had given

her close ties to the southern Califor-

nia congressional delegation, and
Douglas cultivated these and other

Washington contacts. She became
particularly close to New Dealer

Thomas Ford, who represented the

fourteenth congressional district in

Los Angeles, and his wife Lillian.
28

Late in 1943 the Fords suggested

that Douglas consider running for

Tom's seat. He had long planned to

retire in 1944, and Douglas seemed
to him an excellent replacement.

She, however, had mixed feelings.

The idea of running seemed at first

somewhat overwhelming. Not only

was she a woman, but Helen's cre-

dentials did not resemble those of

other congressional candidates, male

or female. In addition, she did not

live in the fourteenth district but in

the affluent residential hills of the

adjacent fifteenth district. She was,

in fact, a total stranger to the four-

teenth, which encompassed the

downtown core of Los Angeles. Fur-

thermore, state assemblyman Au-
gustus Hawkins had waited patient-

ly for Ford's retirement. In many
ways, Hawkins, the second black

man to be elected to the state legis-

lature, was a logical successor. He
had a distinguished record in his

fight for labor and civil rights. Dur-

ing the war years, the Los Angeles

black population, which concen-

trated primarily in the assembly dis-

trict Hawkins represented, grew
substantially, and Hawkins had be-

come an increasingly powerful voice

in the community. But Ford and his
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Election night, November 7, 1944, at

Douglas's campaign headquarters. In front,

left to right: Susie Clifton, Douglas, and
Ed Lybeck (with cigarette).

cipal figures included Ford's man-
ager Ed Lybeck, his wife Ruth, and
secretary Florence Reynolds. Susie

Clifton, an active Democrat in sev-

eral elections and an astute cam-

paign worker, joined the group
when Douglas ran. The team began

to get organized when the primary

campaign began in March.

Hawkins decided not to run, but

Loren Miller, a prominent black

lawyer in the district filed, as did

several other candidates. Vicious lit-

erature from various candidates

began circulating immediately. One
flier reminded voters that Douglas

was married to a Jew and asserted

that she was a Communist. After all,

twelve years of the "communistic

Tom Ford" was enough. The Los

Angeles Times accused her of Com-
munist ties because the national

Congress of Industrial Organizations

(CIO) backed her and because of

her friendship with Vice-President

Henry Wallace. A poster from a

Democratic opponent depicted Doug-
las, labelled "Lady Bountiful," com-

ing down out of the hills of the

fifteenth district and asking a pas-

serby, "Where's the Fourteenth Dis-

trict?"
32 None of this criticism

bothered Ford. He wrote to a friend

that Douglas would "carry on in the

tradition of Stand by the President

[and] put the 14th on the map." Doug-

las wrote to Eleanor Roosevelt,

"Well, I am really in the campaign

and I never knew anything could be

quite so repulsive."
33

Douglas conducted an issue-

oriented race, championing the New

Deal record and emphasizing her other congressional candidates. She

confidence in FDR's leadership. In

true Women's Division style she

went armed with facts, figures, and
simple language while refusing to

run down her opponents. Although
she only hinted that as a member of

Congress she would see herself as

representing a national constitu-

ency, she communicated that what
was good for the country was good
for her district. Its problems, she ar-

gued, mirrored the challenges facing

America. She held dozens of meet-

ings in homes, an effort which
helped dissipate some of the hostil-

ity from housewives who could not

envision a woman in Congress. The
key to her success lay both in her

message and her means of commu-
nicating. She knew how to read an

audience and emotionally charge a

group by using colorful language,

vivid analogies, and large dramatic

gestures.

Douglas did not let her campaign
interrupt her Women's Division work
which included campaigning for

wrote Mollie Dewson, the first direc-

tor of the national Women's Division

and still a political power, "I feel

sometimes that with the weight of

the entire state on my shoulders, as

well as my personal campaign, that

I'm not going to quite last the day

or night, and I begin praying for

strength." Douglas won the primary

even though they "threw everything

at me they could get their hands on,"

she told Alis De Sola. The Fords

were jubilant.
34

After the Democratic nominating

convention in July, where she was
the principal woman speaker, Doug-

las began planning the fall cam-

paign. Her strategy was similar to

the one she used in the spring al-

though her campaign committee

worked harder to target particular

groups, particularly the black com-

munity. In the primary, she and

Miller had split the black vote, and

she wanted to win it in the fall elec-

tion. She went beyond FDR's posi-

tion on civil rights by urging a per-
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Douglas at her desk in the bedroom of her

Los Angeles home on Senalga Road, 1944.

The photo on the left shows Helen Gahagan

and Melvyn Douglas in Tonight or Never;

on the right is Melvyn; and on the wall

is Eleanor Roosevelt.

its role as a new world leader. The

contours of the critical debates had

begun to take shape late in 1943 and

1944. Home-front questions centered

on the appropriate role of govern-

ment in controlling the cost of living,

combating the housing shortage,

placing unemployed veterans in

jobs, and converting factories from

the production of wartime goods

back to the manufacture of domestic

goods. Blacks demanded that a

country which fought for freedom

abroad with their help should guar-

antee them equality at home. Many
women had developed both a dif-

ferent consciousness of their own
abilities as a result of employment
in wartime factories and a new sense

of independence after long-term

separation from their husbands.

These women sought the right to

economic and personal equality

within the legal structure. The de-

mands of labor, blacks, veterans,

and women often conflicted, how-
ever, with the desire of business to

increase rapidly the production of

consumer goods with maximum
profits.

The United States also faced new
responsibilities abroad. Returning to

an isolationist position was not an

option as it had been after World War
I. Assuming a major role in develop-

ing an international body to bring

countries together to preserve world

peace, the American government
also accepted an obligation to re-

build its European allies which had

manent Fair Employment Practices

Commission and abolition of the

poll tax. She also pressed for more
general issues—better housing, job

training for wartime workers, re-

spect for the rights of organized

labor, full protection for small farm-

ers and small business, government

support for the physically handi-

capped, and veterans' benefits.

The Republicans, like her Demo-
cratic opponents in the primary, con-

ducted a redbaiting campaign. They
also emphasized the fact that she

lived outside the district and pointed

out her connections with Hollywood.

Nonetheless, with the hard work
of the Lybecks and Fords, Douglas

pulled off a victory as Roosevelt

swept California. But her margin

was less than four thousand votes

out of approximately 137,500 cast.

Although Douglas gained a majority

of the black votes, few black leaders

had rallied to her support. Not even

the liberal black California Eagle,

which later became her strong advo-

cate, did much for her candidacy.

Clearly she had a difficult challenge

ahead of her to keep her district."n—f M ington early in January,

Jl .
^^ 1945. Congress and the

President faced two major responsi-

bilities—to direct the economic re-

conversion of wartime America and
to formulate policy for the nation in
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Douglas with her eighteen-month-old

son Peter Gahagan Douglas before

she entered polities.

emerged from war burdened by

weakened economies and massive

physical destruction. The United

States had to develop guidelines for

dealing with the Soviet Union, an-

other new world power whose status

as an American ally during the war
developed into an adversary rela-

tionship once the war had ended.

An American attitude of toughness

and mistrust of the Russians led to

strong anti-Communist sentiment at

home and the development of a Cold

War between the two countries.

Americans also had to decide how
to cope with atomic energy, whether
it should be controlled by the mili-

tary or civilians, whether knowledge
should be shared with other coun-

tries, specifically the Soviet Union,

and how this new source of energy

should be developed.

In 1945, the Democrats controlled

Congress, but the combination of

conservative Democrats and Repub-

licans formed a majority. Thus liber-

als, including Douglas, feared that

Congress would not support a pro-

gram to promise what they believed

every American deserved—the right

to a decent way of life including em-
ployment, adequate housing, food,

and health care—while at the same
time preventing rampant inflation.

In foreign affairs, liberals argued

that Americans should guarantee

that the idealistic goals for which the

country had fought in the war be-

come a reality. Most initially viewed

the Soviet Union if not as a friend

at least as a country with which the

United States had to work in order

to ensure world peace. 3"
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Douglas discovered quickly that

in order to have any impact as a new
member of Congress, she would
have to play a nontraditional role.

She was too impatient to wait the

length of time dictated by the con-

ventions of the House for new mem-
bers wishing to assume a position

of power. She did not wish to spend

an inordinate amount of time learn-

ing the fine points of legislative pro-

cedure, and she realized that even

time did not guarantee power to

women. Furthermore, she had a

purist's theoretical notion of rep-

resentative government. Viewing

political issues in terms of right and

wrong, she believed that govern-

ment, run for and by the American

people, should be improved by vot-

ers who elected legislators to vote

l\33E?E»353*«5s

for the right programs. This philos-

ophy set her apart from those who
believed that legislative success

came only with compromise.

Modelling herself after Eleanor

Roosevelt, Douglas set out to de-

velop policy for a national and often

an international consitituency of

"ordinary people." She believed the

economic interests of the national

groups she deemed important, par-

ticularly labor and blacks, were iden-

tical to those of the key groups in her

district. In foreign affairs, she saw

herself speaking for every American

who wanted peace. What was good

for the world, therefore, was good

for the country and for the district.

She worked hard towards her goals

on the floor of Congress, often lec-

turing her colleagues and inserting
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Douglas with her daughter Mary Helen

during the 1950 campaign. Her need to

spend more time with her children added

a note of relief to her disappointment

at being defeated.

Douglas to black leaders during the

war, including Mary McLeod Beth-

une, head of the National Council

of Negro Women (NCNW). In 1942,

at the First Lady's request, Douglas

called a meeting to discuss the em-

ployment and housing problems of

Los Angeles blacks. She worked

with FEPC investigations in defense

industries. Once in Congress, Doug-

las aligned herself with a small

handful of congressmen (including

the two black representatives, Adam
Clayton Powell and William Dawson)

who persistently introduced FEPC,

anti-lynching, and anti-poll tax bills,

despite continual failure to get bills

passed. Douglas not only tried to

generate public pressure on Con-

gress to pass civil rights legislation,

but she also gave speeches for na-

tional and local branches of the

NAACP and helped the NCNW raise

funds. Blacks throughout the coun-

try recognized her contributions.

The Scroll of Honor that she received

in 1946 from the NCNW acclaimed

her "superb statesmanship" in her

first term in Congress. 4"

Douglas's attitude toward civil

rights was also politically astute. Her

black community was an identifiable

audience, and she needed to play to

it. She and Lybeck made certain that

the blacks in her district knew ex-

actly what she was doing. After a

speech in June, 1945, on FEPC, for

example, she sent copies of the

speech out to the black precincts

while the issue was "hot." She re-

printed tens of thousands of "The

Negro Soldier," a series of speeches

articles and speeches in the Congres-

sional Record. She took her assign-

ment to the Foreign Affairs Commit-

tee seriously. She also spoke before

dozens of groups of concerned citi-

zens all over the country urging them

to pressure members of Congress.
37

The outlines of Douglas's liberal

philosophy took shape and matured

during her first term, the 79th Con-

gress. Initially she had looked to

FDR for policy guidelines, and after

his death in April, 1945, her ideals

came principally from Truman's Fair

Deal program. 18 She developed nu-

merous statements including de-

mands for creation of a homeland
for the Jews, support for the United

Nations, a permanent Fair Employ-

ment Practices Commission (FEPC),

the end of the poll tax, a full employ-

ment bill, extension of social secur-

ity, construction of low-cost hous-

ing, continuation of wartime rent

and price controls, additional funds

for day care programs and school

lunches, more farm loans, an in-

crease in the minimum wage, sup-

port for labor's right to strike, and
funding for cancer research. She
called the economic need of the vet-

erans a national crisis, began a long-

term investigation of the problems

of water in California's Central Val-

ley, and demanded more attention

to the problems of migrant workers.

Her principal legislative success was

her co-sponsorship of the Atomic En-

ergy Act of 1946, a law which placed

the development of atomic energy

in civilian rather than military

hands. Douglas struck out against

those who redbaited her with a

statement she entitled "My Demo-
cratic Credo" in which she

explained that the way to keep com-

munism out of the United States was
by building a strong economy, con-

trolling inflation, and providing

jobs and affordable housing for all

Americans. 39

Douglas's approach to the issue of

civil rights illustrates her political

style. She was a civil rights pro-

ponent in a manner reflective of

Eleanor Roosevelt. In the upper-

class Brooklyn society of her child-

hood, her Republican family did not

mix with blacks, and Douglas became

responsive to blacks only after she

entered politics. Eleanor Roosevelt

played a key role in introducing
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/ )ouglas on the balcony of her home
in the 1940s.

she made in Congress at the end of

1945 in which she listed many of the

war efforts of blacks, and had Lybeck

blanket the black precincts with

them. She also worked to bring in-

creased services for blacks into her

district. For example, she worked
with the Los Angeles Committee for

Interracial Progress, a coalition of

fifty organizations, to direct federal

housing funds into Los Angeles

County, particularly into the four-

teenth district, and she secured

funding to expand post office facil-

ities in the heart of the sixty-second

assembly district.
41

Douglas hoped that her civil rights

activities would help her credibility

in the 1946 campaign. Although she

won the primary easily, the fall cam-
paign proved more challenging. Her
Republican opponent Frederick W.

Roberts, a long-time state assembly-

man, was black, and Roberts's candi-

dacy split the black community. Bas-

ing his campaign on the argument
that blacks should send blacks to

Congress, Roberts supported a plat-

form identical to Douglas's even
though it varied from his legislative

record. The Republican National

Committee helped him financially

and even sent Joe Louis to the dis-

trict to campaign. As in 1944, red-

baiting issues surfaced. One group,

the 14th District League for the Pres-

ervation of the American Way of Life,

circulated a flier asking Douglas why
she had made a "secret trip to Mos-
cow" the previous year. Douglas
could not campaign in person to

counter charges against her, because

Truman had appointed her to the

1946 General Assembly of the United

Nations. Although this added to her

prestige it kept her out of her district

during the fall. She spoke weekly

on the radio but left Lybeck to make
all the daily decisions about cam-

paign strategy.
42

Douglas's liberal stance on issues

in general, her work on behalf of

blacks nationally, and her careful cul-

tivation of the black community paid

off. In the midst of a landslide Re-

publican victory nationwide in

which the party took control of both

the House and the Senate for the

first time in sixteen years, Douglas

almost doubled her margin from

1944. She was particularly delighted

that she gained the majority of

votes in the black precincts and in-

terpreted this to mean that she had

won the confidence of blacks that

their interests would be more effec-

tively served by a white Democrat

with a liberal record than by a black

Republican. 43

xvrm / hen the 80th Congress

m /\ / opened in January,

V V 1947, the Democrats

lost control of committee chairs and

the House speaker. Frustrated from

the start, liberal Democrats became

increasingly angry as the 80th Con-

gress progressed. 44 The conserva-

tives refused to pass any of Truman's

Fair Deal legislation; furthermore,

they passed the anti-labor Taft-

Hartley Act over Truman's veto. Re-

publican support for some reform

legislation, including the extension

of social security, increases in mini-

mum wage, and a housing bill, was

not satisfactory to the Democrats,

who objected to the diluted versions

of these bills which were enacted.

In the arena of foreign affairs Con-

gress gave bipartisan support to aid

in Greece and Turkey, the Marshall

Plan for rebuilding Europe, and the

National Security Act.
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Douglas used this posed photograph

to publicize her "Market Basket"

speech in March, 1947.

legislation for equal pay for equal

work. She opposed Equal Rights

Amendment efforts, as did all pro-

labor legislators who feared that

such an amendment would kill hard-

earned special interest legislation

favoring working women. Her oppo-

sition to the House Un-American Ac-

tivities Committee focused on its

mode of investigation, particularly

its use of contempt citations during

its 1947 investigations of Hollywood

.

In foreign affairs, she deviated from

Truman in opposing aid to Greece

and Turkey in 1947 (on the grounds

that the aid should come from the

United Nations), but she regularly

spoke out in favor of the Marshall

Plan and numerous related issues.

By early 1948, Douglas not only

had blacks solidly behind her but

labor as well. She had worked more
closely with labor union leaders dur-

ing the 80th Congress and had cam-

paigned against the Taft-Hartley bill.

Labor unions and liberal magazines

like the Nation and the New Republic

gave her top ratings for her voting

record. As labor stepped up efforts

to influence the 1948 elections, she

stood to benefit from the unions'

careful political organization. None-
theless, Douglas entered the cam-

paign facing two unknown quantities

—how hard the Republican National

Committee would work to defeat

her and how much support Henry
Wallace's newly-organized Indepen-

dent Progressive Party (IPP) would
draw. 47 Neither threat hurt her pri-

mary campaign. In September, the

IPP candidate withdrew from the

race, although Wallace and local IPP

Liberal groups clamored for Doug-

las's attention, and she played a

leading role in the futile attempts to

buck the Republicans. She stepped

up her speaking schedule, address-

ing a wide range of issues in an effort

to reduce voter apathy.

Douglas considered inflation to be

the most pressing domestic problem

and high rents and the lack of inex-

pensive houses on the market to be

its principal cause. She did not,

however, ignore other contributing

factors. Her most dramatic and mem-
orable speech in the 80th Congress

addressed the rising costs of food.

In March, 1947, she delivered a care-

fully prepared speech which she

called her "Market Basket" speech.

Her staff filled a basket of groceries

which Douglas placed over her arm
as she strode to the front of the

chamber, announcing that she had
just come from the "lowest-priced

chain store in the city" located only

three blocks from Congress. It took

$15, she pointed out, to buy the same
items that had cost $10 in June, 1946,

shortly before the removal of price

controls.
45

Although Douglas viewed her

fight for housing and against infla-

tion as the most important contribu-

tion she could make to her district,

she continued to seek federal funds

for other district needs. She also re-

sponded to pressure from Bethune,

Lybeck, and black district leaders to

hire a black secretary. Douglas was
enthusiastic about the idea despite

the fact that the woman's salary

would have to come from Douglas's

personal funds. She had used up her

staff funding and did not want to

replace existing staff. She and Lybeck

eventually agreed to hire Juanita

Terry, the daughter of active cam-

paign worker Jessie Terry 46

During the 80th Congress Doug-
las became more outspoken on
women's issues, attacked the House
Un-American Activities Committee
(HUAC), and took strong positions

on foreign policy issues. She urged

the extension of social security to

cover more women and supported
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Douglas addressing a session of the twelfth

annual convention o) the National Council

oj Negro Women, November 13, 1947, in

Washington, DC. Seated left, Anna
Arnold Hedgeman, executive director of the

NCNW; right, Mary Mcleod Bethune,

founder and president of the NCNW.

supporters gave Douglas only luke-

warm support. Campaigners for her

Republican opponent, William Bra-

den, once again raised redbaiting

issues. "Doctors for Braden," for

example, implied that Douglas was
part of the left-wing influences in

Congress. Braden also played up her

fifteenth congressional district resi-

dence—referring to her as the Hol-

lywood representative who lived in

the "hotsy-totsy area of Hollywood"

as compared to the "modest home
of our good neighbor and friend"

Braden in the fourteenth district.

Lybeck responded with widely-

distributed speeches and pamphlets

tailored to different constituencies.

Despite Braden's attacks, Douglas

took each assembly district, even the

conservative fifty-fifth. Her vote of

approximately 88,000 to Braden's

43,000 surprised even Douglas. 48

In January, 1949, at the opening of

the 81st Congress, Douglas enjoyed

enormous popularity in the eyes of

labor, blacks, Jews and other minor-

ity groups, and civil libertarians.

Many of her supporters agreed with

Douglas's somewhat egotistical eval-

uation of herself as possibly the most
conscientious member of Congress.

She saw herself as a "people's rep-

resentative" fighting for America's

working class. She had grown accus-

tomed to letters telling her that she

was the only hope left for America.

Organizations frequently presented

her with laudatory awards and cita-

tions, reinforcing her self-image.

Local, state, and national Demo-
cratic Party organizations as well as

liberal special interest groups re-

garded her as an unusually persua-

sive public speaker as indicated by

the constant stream of speaking invi-

tations that came into her office.
49

At the same time that she had built

herself a national support group,

Douglas had gained the confidence

of a broad majority of her constitu-

ents. The vast majority in her dis-

trict, low income and poorly housed,

agreed with her position on veter-

ans, housing, unemployment, infla-

tion, and civil rights. In addition, her

forthright stand in favor of Israel and

her willingness to defend the civil

liberties of accused Communists at-

tracted local support, both volunteer

hours and financial contributions,

among the more elite pressure groups

including Jewish associations, Hol-

lywood political groups, and univer-

sity faculty. She also generated loyal

and enthusiastic support among
her key group of core campaign

workers. 50

XVT* / hen Douglas an-

%/%/ nounced late in 1949

y y that she intended to

run for the United States Senate, she

found that many of her supporters

were dismayed and concerned.

Many who believed she could con-

tinue as long as she wished to repre-

sent the fourteenth district did not

think she had much of a chance to

win a statewide race. Lybeck, for ex-

ample, knew she did not have the

statewide political base or the ex-

perience to run for the Senate. Fur-

ther, while her political views suited

her district, they did not reflect

majority opinion in the state.

Another long-term backer took a
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ans, small farmers, women, blacks,

ethnics and small businessmen

—

and Downey as favoring the big

farmer, private utilities, oil, and big

business.

Despite Downey's strong corpo-

rate support, Douglas made him
nervous. His health was failing as

well. At the end of February, rumors

circulated that he planned to back

out. A month later he formally with-

drew, throwing his campaign sup-

port behind Manchester Boddy, the

editor of the liberal Los Angeles

Daily News who had provided critical

support to Douglas during her first

two terms. Boddy took Douglas and

many Democrats aback when he not

only made clear that his views sud-

denly reflected Downey's but also

turned to redbaiting as the key to

his campaign strategy. Although

Douglas's reason for entering the

race had vanished, her enthusiasm

for winning did not.

As she had before, Douglas cam-
paigned strictly on issues. She cited

her continuous support for Truman's

trip up and down the state in late

1949 to sound out support. He came
back discouraged and urged Doug-

las not to run. But she remained

undaunted. 51

Douglas explained her decision to

run by her intense dislike for the

aging incumbent, Sheridan Down-
ey. Although Downey had enjoyed

liberal support in the late 1930s

and early 1940s, he had become
progressively more conservative

after the war. Douglas believed

Downey's vulnerability lay in his op-

position to the 160-acre limitation on
water usage, and she justified her

entry into the race on this issue

alone. As she told Malone, still a

political power in the party, the issue

was not going to the Senate but pro-

hibiting Downey from destroying "a

program that is essential to the well-

being of the West Coast." 52 When
Douglas entered the race, however,

she quickly broadened the issues.

She portrayed herself as represent-

ing the lower- and lower-middle-

income people of California—veter-

Douglas presenting trophies to the two top

members of the Sixth Engineers National

Guard in 1950. Governor Earl Warren had

signed a bill on July 18, 1949, outlawing

discrimination in the National Guard, but

the legacy of California's two segregated

units remained.

Fair Deal program. She also pointed

out that she believed she had played

an instrumental role in the refining

of foreign policy as the fourth-ranking

member of the House Foreign Rela-

tions Committee. She insisted that

while she opposed HUAC, she hated

communism as she had explained in

her "Democratic Credo." Douglas

also emphasized her support for fed-

eral rather than state control of tide-

lands oil reserves.

Douglas's views cut her off from

the major funding sources. The oil

industry, big business, and corpor-

ate farmers all backed Boddy. Al-

though the Democratic party could

not formally take sides during the

primary, Boddy enjoyed the infor-

mal support of its power structure.

None of this bothered Douglas; she

had never sought corporate support

but had claimed it would compro-

mise her voting. Many union friends

offered considerable assistance, al-

though labor could not play a formal

role in the spring election. Douglas

also got help throughout the state

from ethnic groups, academics, Jews,

farmers, blacks, and liberal women's
groups. Eleanor Roosevelt con-

ducted a major fundraising effort in

her behalf, and many Hollywood
friends offered time and money.

Conservative Democratic women
found Douglas's views, particularly

her stand against the Equal Rights

Amendment, distasteful.

Despite Boddy's financial edge
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Douglas with supporters at a luncheon in

Sou Francisco's Chinatown during the

1950 Senate campaign.

and his potentially devastating alle-

gations that Douglas had Commu-
nist sympathies, Douglas won the

primary by a comfortable margin;

her 730,000 votes were nearly double

Boddy's. She won for several reasons.

Boddy did not have as effective a

campaign organization as Douglas,

who took advantage of her contacts

from Women's Division days to set

up strong offices in each county.

Boddy's late entry in the campaign

and sudden conservative turnaround

after years of state-wide reputation

as the well-respected editor of a

liberal paper cost him votes. Nor
did he have Douglas's charismatic

appeal as a speaker and ability to

articulate issues clearly.
53

But Douglas's victory did not

bode well for the fall. Congressman
Richard M. Nixon, the leading Re-

publican senatorial candidate, cross-

filed on the Democratic ticket with

the hope that he might pull conser-

vative Democrats away from Boddy,

since their political positions were

similar. Nixon and his campaign

strategist Murray Chotiner viewed

Douglas as a far less threatening can-

didate than Boddy for the fall cam-

paign. Nixon won more than 300,000

Democratic votes, which boosted his

total over the million mark. If he

could take most of Boddy's votes in

the fall, he had an easy edge over

Douglas. 54

A member of the House since

1946, Nixon had attained significant

national visibility as a member of

HUAC, particularly in the commit-

tee's investigation of Alger Hiss and

as the co-sponsor of the Mundt-

Nixon Communist control bill.

Nixon and Douglas, as members of

the southern California congres-

sional delegation, had shared con-

cerns over nonpartisan issues, but

Douglas had developed consider-

able antipathy towards HUAC com-

mittee members, particularly Nixon.

In 1946 he and Chotiner had con-

ducted what Douglas and many
others considered a ruthless redbait-

ing campaign against New Dealer

Jerry Voorhis, Douglas's close friend

and colleague.

Over the summer, Nixon and

Chotiner decided to follow Boddy's

lead and concentrate on Douglas's

vulnerability on the issue of "red-

blooded Americanism." Both do-

mestic and foreign events fed this

decision. Americans were up in

arms about the so-called fall of China

to communism, blaming it on Tru-

man's incompetence. In early 1950

United States Senator Joseph Mc-
Carthy embarked on his search for

American Communists. McCarthy's

"revelations" heightened irrational

fears about internal security and re-

sulted in a bipartisan Congress pass-

ing the Internal Security Act over

Truman's veto with Douglas one of

the few voting against the bill. In

June, 1950, the Korean War began

when Americans aided the South

Koreans in their struggle against

invading communist troops from

North Korea. All these events made
Nixon's dubbing of Douglas as the

"Pink Lady" an effective device.

Nixon won the election by a mar-

gin of 2,200,000 to 1,500,000. Most
commentators credited the victory

to what they called a dirty and ruth-

less "red smear" campaign. 55 Other

leading liberals who lost in redbait-

ing races that year included Senator

Claude Pepper in the primary and

senators John Carroll and Elbert

Thomas, Senate majority leader

Scott Lucas, and several other House
members in the fall. Even without

the "dirty campaign" issue, how-
ever, it seems clear that Nixon still

had an edge on Douglas. Republi-

cans swept most of the statewide

California races—Earl Warren, for

example, easily beat Jimmy Roose-
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Although she never ran for office again,

Douglas remained active in Democratic

politics in the 1950s and 1960s. She

campaigned for John F. Kennedy in 1960.

three years in India during the war.

When he returned, he based himself

in Los Angeles, but he also toured

with several productions. The chil-

dren, after several months with

Helen in Washington at the begin-

ning of her first term in Congress,

attended boarding school in Los

Angeles. In 1950 Helen knew it was
critical to reassemble the family.

She and Melvyn decided to make
New York their home base as Melvyn
had decided he wanted to leave

movie production and return to the

theatre. Helen also wanted to begin

spending as much time as possible

in Vermont at the family home in

Fairlee.
57

Douglas never wielded significant

political power in Congress; she

could not make or break presidents

or legislation. Yet she stood out

among her colleagues as an idealist

who spoke and stood for goals that

more pragmatic politicians hesitated

to embrace. She had a magic as a

speaker, and her passionate appeals

gave hope to the citizens she rep-

resented—not only those in her own
district but "little people" around

the country—that someone cared. It

is unlikely that there will ever be a

count of those for whom her inspi-

ration tipped the balance between
political involvement and apathy at

a grassroots level. But the outpour-

ing of expression which marked her

death suggests that Helen Gahagan
Douglas forged a durable legacy of

political principle, [chs]

See notes beginning on page 310.

velt for governor without raising the

cry of "Communist fellow-traveller."

Nixon's position on issues such as

taxation, government spending,

labor, and farm policy more accu-

rately reflected the general senti-

ment of Californians. Nixon matched

Douglas's skill as a speaker; though

their styles were different, Nixon
could work a crowd as effectively as

his opponent. The Republicans also

profited from a substantial financial

edge, particularly in the Nixon cam-

paign, and from poor Democratic

party organization. Nixon also had
the luxury of many "Democrats for

Nixon" campaign workers, many of

whom had initially backed Downey
and Boddy. One of the most effec-

tive organizers of this group was
George Creel, a prominent member
of Woodrow Wilson's administra-

tions, who went beyond Nixon in

his redbaiting. Finally, the fact that

California had not elected a woman
to high state-wide or national office

for twenty years was cause enough
for Douglas's loss.

Although Douglas later denied it,

she believed into election night that

she would win, despite all evidence

to the contrary and the decline of

her support around the state. Once
the primary ended, her organization

tended to melt away because many
of those who viewed her as a more
attractive alternative than Nixon saw
her as a losing candidate and turned

away to work for others. Even the

numerous Washington luminaries,

including Vice-president Alben W
Barkley and cabinet members Charles

P. Brannan, J. Howard McGrath, and

Oscar Chapman, who came to Cali-

fornia principally to support Doug-

las, could not change what seemed
a foregone conclusion. 56

Douglas had mixed feelings about

her Senate loss. Winning would
have thrust her into a very unusual

spot for a political woman, but she

also felt relieved. Although her mar-

riage was still intact, the previous

eight years had placed a strain on
Helen's relationship with Melvyn
and the children. Melvyn had spent
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Bruce Kamerling

CALIFORNIAS

LEONARDO
The Portraits of

Signor Barbieri

The Italian painter Leonardo

Barbieri has always seemed to

be something of a phantom in

the annals of California's art history. He
arrived as if from nowhere in the late

1840s only to disappear a few years

later. His legacy is an impressive series

of portraits, the majority depicting

members of prominent Californio

families or Americans who married

into those families. Over the years,

various legends have circulated about

Barbieri, few of which have been based

on fact.

Generally, the story is told that the

artist was brought to California from

Mexico to paint the portraits of the

delegates to the Constitutional Conven-

tion held in Monterey. After painting

about a dozen portraits (none of which

are of delegates to the Convention), he

disappeared from the scene about 1853.

Possibly he accompanied the French

filibusterer Count Raousset-Boulbon

on his ill-fated campaign to Sonora and

met with the same fate as the count

(Raousset-Boulbon was executed in

1854). As it now becomes apparent, not

much of even this scant information is

correct.
1

Recent research has revealed enough

data to provide a clearer picture of Bar-

bieri's life, although the story is still far

from complete. The list of portraits

done in California now contains over

thirty names and includes members of

the Carrillo, Castro, Estudillo, de la

Guerra, and Pacheco families. Recently

located and translated documents, in-

cluding several letters from Barbieri to

the Count de Monclar, shed new light

on the artist and his activities.' What

emerges is the story of an adventurous

yet humble man who crossed three con-

tinents seeking, but never really finding,

fame and fortune.

According to de Monclar, who knew

Barbieri late in life, the artist was born

in Savoy sometime around 1810. ' Many

Italian artists have had the name Bar-

bieri, and Leonardo is known to have

had a brother who also studied art.'
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The most famous artist with this sur-

name was the 17th century Bolognese

painter Giovanni Francesco Barbieri

(1591 - 1666), called "II Guercino." So

far, however, no connection has been

established between Leonardo and any

of these other artists.

The Duchy of Savoy was ruled by

Italians until the battle of Marengo in

1800 when Napoleon annexed Savoy

and Nice directly into France. After

Napoleon's decisive defeat at Waterloo,

the Congress of Vienna ordered the

two provinces to be returned to the

Italian Kingdom of Sardinia in 1815.

These confusing political events pro-

vided the context in which the young

artist was raised and educated, perhaps

feeling ties to both Italy and France.

Certainly he was fluent in both French

and Italian, and eventually Spanish as

well.
5

The barrier formed by the Alps be-

tween Savoy on the western slope and

Italy to the east may have contributed

to Barbieri's decision to study art in

Lyon rather than one of the centers in

Italy. Whatever his reason for going

there, while in Lyon the artist suffered

some personal disappointment or hu-

miliation that was serious enough to

make him want to leave Europe com-

pletely." He departed for South America

and by the fall of 1844 was recorded in

Buenos Aires, Argentina, residing in

the home of the Italian artist Sauveur

Ottolenghi. La Gaceta Mercantil of Oc-

tober 14, 1844, announced that Barbieri

made "portraits in oil in all sizes with

complete resemblance to the model."

Another announcement in March of

1845 mentions his ability to paint por-

traits, teach drawing, and produce "all

types of paintings particularly of a reli-

gious nature for churches." 7 How long

Barbieri stayed in Argentina is not

known, but de Monclar states that he

also taught drawing at the university in

La Paz, Bolivia, for a time. When word

of the California gold strike reached

him, however, Barbieri apparently left

to seek new adventures."

LEONARDO BARBIERI IN A CARTE-DE-VISITE PHOTOGRAPH PRESENTED

BY THE ARTIST TO THE COUNT DE MONCLAR IN LIMA, PERU, 1870

CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY LIBRARY
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PORTRAIT OF ROSARIO ESTUDILLO AGUIRRE PAINTED IN SAN DIEGO, 1850

PRIVATE COLLECTION, LOMPOC, CALIFORNIA

Like so many others, the artist dis-

covered that gold was not so easily

found as the extravagant stories would

have it, and he soon returned to his

easel to make a living. It has been

claimed that Barbieri was commis-

sioned to paint portraits of the forty-

eight delegates to California's Constitu-

tional Convention held in Monterey in

September and October of 1849 and

that this was even his reason for com-

ing to California.'' Since no portraits by

Barbieri of any participant in this con-

vention have ever been located or even

recorded, it seems doubtful that such a

commission was actually made.

The first reference to Barbieri in Cali-

fornia is in the San Francisco news-

paper, Alta California, December 31,

1849, which reported:

We visited the studio of Signor Leonardo

Barbiere [sic], an Italian artist who has

established himself in San Francisco and

were much pleased with the evidence of his

talent. He has on hand several portraits of

residents of this place and some of them

most excellent likenesses. Among them is

one of Edward H. Harrison, Esq., ex-collec-

tor of this port, who leaves for the United

States on the 1st proximo. The friends of

Mr. H. . . . solicited him to sit for his por-

trait and employed Sig. Barbiere to place

him upon canvas. He has succeeded and the

friends of Mr. H. will have an agreeable

memento in their possession . We commend

the artist to the patronage of the public.

Two additional notices in the same

paper on January 2, 1850, state:

We would call attention to the advertise-

ment of Sig. Leonardo Barbiere [sic] in

another column, announcing his change of

residence. We have already spoken in praise

of the Signor's abilities as an artist and

Bruce Kamerling is Curator of Collec-

tions at the San Diego Historical

Society, a member of the Board of

Trustees of the Balboa Art Conservation

Center, and a member of the San Diego

Historical Sites Board. An artist

himself, Kamerling has been pursuing

Leonardo Barbieri for three years.
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commend him to the consideration of the

public.

Signor Barbieri has changed his residence

from the house of Mr. Pendergrast to the

building known as the Lafayette Restaurant,

up stairs, where he will be happy to recieve

calls.

So far, none of Barbieri's portraits

from this early period have been lo-

cated, and it may be that they fell victim

to one of the fires that often ravaged

San Francisco.

The earliest known dated portrait by

Barbieri is his likeness of Rosario Es-

tudillo Aguirre done in San Diego in

1850. Rosario's husband, Jose Antonio

Aguirre, was a prosperous merchant

and rancher. Aguirre is known to have

been in San Francisco in 1849 on busi-

ness with his partner William Heath

Davis. Don Antonio must have seen

some of Barbieri's work while in San

Francisco and asked the artist to paint

his wife. Aguirre returned to San Diego

in 1850 with his partner Davis when
they and four associates attempted to

start a "New Town" closer to San

Diego's bay.

The portrait of Rosario was probably

painted in the Casa de Estudillo as the

Aguirre home was not completed until

at least a year later.
10 According to fam-

ily tradition, the artist stayed with the

family and received $500.00 for his

work. Dona Rosario is depicted as a

lovely young lady of twenty-two, sea-

ted in an armchair and holding a fan.

The artist has paid special attention to

her costume and jewelry such as the

long gold chain around her neck,

bracelet set with a cameo, embroidered

mitts, and rings. The sitter's face is

animated by the slightest hint of a

smile, making the portrait one of Bar-

bieri's most charming.

Another portrait which must date to

this same period is the apparently un-

signed likeness of Maria de Jesus Es-

tudillo, wife of William Heath Davis

and cousin of Rosario Aguirre. 11 Like

Rosario, Doha Maria is depicted seated

in an armchair and holding a fan. She

PORTRAIT OF MARIA DE JESUS ESTUDILLO, CA. 1850
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PORTRAIT OF LT THOMAS W. SWEENY
SAN DIEGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY

is wearing embroidered mitts identical

to those worn by Rosario, and both

paintings are exactly the same size.

Davis was in San Diego in 1850, and it

seems likely that he would have had

his wife accompany him, since she had

relatives in San Diego and was particu-

larly close to Rosario. It is also possible

that Doha Maria had been painted

earlier in San Francisco, where Aguirre

could have seen the painting of Rosario

and been inspired to have his own wife

portrayed.

While in San Diego, Barbieri may
also have been the author of a bust-

length portrait of Lt. Thomas "Fighting

Tom" Sweeny. The lieutenant arrived

from Monterey on April 8, 1849, and

some time later quartered with the U.S.

Army troops stationed at the San Diego

Mission. Since he did not leave the area

until October of the following year, he

would have been in San Diego at the

same time as the artist.
a After extensive

recent conservation, this painting now
appears to be stylistically close to other

early portraits by Barbieri, the major

difference being in the pose. Nearly all

of the artist's subjects are depicted

three-quarter length, seated before a

monochromatic background, with both

hands showing. Lt. Sweeny had lost

his right arm in the war with Mexico,

and this may have been the reason for

the smaller format. Shown in a dark

blue uniform with high collar, epaulet-

tes, and silver buttons against a dull-

green background, the sitter displays a

rosey-cheeked boyish face which belies

the fact that he was a stern disciplina-

rian who was later court-martialed for

use of excessive force in controlling his

troops.

When next we hear of Signor

Barbieri, he has set up a

studio in the Carrillo Adobe

in Santa Barbara for the three summer

months of 1850. Although several por-

traits of Carrillo family members are

known, the only one dated 1850 is the

likeness of Don Jose Antonio Julian de

la Guerra y Noriega, husband of Maria
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Antonio Carrillo. Don Jose is depicted

seated with one hand on the arm of his

chair and the other tucked into his dark

green jacket with black velvet trim. A
small cap rests on his head. The portrait

is firmly painted, and its stern facial

expression is appropriate to this patri-

arch who was twice commandante of the

Presidio of Santa Barbara.

At least two other Carrillo family

portraits, neither of which is signed or

dated, appear to belong to the summer

of 1850. One of these depicts Maria

Josepha Raymundo Castro y Romero,

wife of Carlos Antonio Carrillo. She is

shown wearing a close-fitting black hat

and shawl fastened with a pin of clus-

tered pearls, and her hands are clasped

over a handkerchief in her lap. The

second painting is a likeness of Judge

Joaquin Carrillo, nephew of Carlos

Antonio Carrillo and godson of Jose de

la Guerra y Noriega.

Although he spoke no English, Joa-

quin was named first District Judge of

Southern California in 1850 because of

his fine record. His direct gaze and

formal attire fortify his image as prom-

inent judge and prosperous rancher.

A fourth Santa Barbara portrait which

survives in fragmentary condition de-

picts Ramona de los Angeles Loren-

zana. Although only the face, neck,

and upper portion of the dress survive

from Barbieri's original, the treatment

is very similar to the portraits of Rosario

Aguirre and Maria Estudillo, indicating

an early date. We can assume that the

original followed Barbieri's usual format

of a three-quarter length figure seated

with both hands showing. As it now
exists, the remaining fragment has

been inserted into a larger bust-length

canvas and inpainted to diminish the

damage. Ramona's thin headband,

jewel and teardrop earrings, and pearl

necklace with pendant provide clues to

the portrait's original detail.

In the fall of 1850, the people of Santa

Barbara asked Barbieri to paint Father

Jose Gonzales Rubio of the Santa Bar-

bara Mission. Rubio had arrived in

California in 1833 and was initially as-

PORTRAIT OF JOAQUIN CARRILLO, 1850
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PORTRAIT OF PADRE JOSE GONZALES RUBIO, 1850

SANTA BARBARA MISSION

signed to Mission San Jose. In 1842 he

was reassigned to Santa Barbara, where

in addition to serving as parish priest

he became in 1850 administrator of the

Diocese and vicar general. Today the

Mission Archives contain the original

document, dated September 25, 1850,

which lists the names of all the donors

who contributed toward the $300.00

Barbieri asked for the portrait. On this

list are the names of at least four people

who also sat for Barbieri portraits."

Father Rubio is depicted in the habit

and tonsure of the Franciscan order. He
is seated at a cloth-covered table hold-

ing a quill pen in his beautifully painted

right hand. His left hand rests on an

open book, the spine of which is in-

scribed with the artist's signature. The

priest's rich brown eyes are full of inten-

sity and compassion. In the lower

corner is the painted inscription in

Spanish:

The Most Illustrious Father Jose Maria de

Jesus Gonzales Rubio of the Franciscan

Order, Ruler of the Diocese of Both Califor-

nias, which the people of Santa Barbara had

painted in testimony of their warm affection

and public appreciation and which is to be

preserved as a precious memorial of his

eminent virtues and as a grateful memento

of his unquenchable charity toivards the

poor and his love for everyone.
14

No Barbieri portraits dated 1851 have

come to light, and the artist drops from

view for over a year. Some sources

claim that Barbieri painted in Sonoma,

but so far no works have been located

so dates cannot be checked. 15
It seems

likely that he returned to the San Fran-

cisco Bay area, for a signed portrait of

General Guillermo Castro dated 1852

exists; it may have been started late in

1851.

Castro owned the extensive Rancho

San Lorenzo Alto in the valley north of

Mission San Jose now occupied by the

city of Hayward. Besides his career as

soldier and rancher, Castro was also a

judge, politician, and, unfortunately,

gambler. We can assume that the por-

trait was painted early in 1852, because
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in that year Castro lost most of his

fortune in a high-stakes card game.

Seated in a blue jacket holding a cigar,

Castro displays soft, almost sad, eyes

accentuated by a long aristocratic nose

and generous sideburns.

A letter from Henry Halleck in San

Francisco to Pablo de la Guerra in Santa

Barbara dated January 29, 1852, states:

Mr. Barbieri has this morning paid the

sum of fifty dollars on your Note and Mr.

Joe Thompson has promised to pay the other

hundred as soon as he is informed that Mr.

Barbieri has painted a portrait of Don Carlos

Carrillo. Mr. B goes down in the steamer

today and is the bearer of this.*

The nature of Barbieri's debt to de la

Guerra is not specified in this or sub-

sequent correspondence, but it was

completely paid by March 17.
I7 We do

know from this letter that by early Feb-

ruary Barbieri must have been back in

Santa Barbara to paint the portrait of

Carlos Antonio Carrillo, whose wife he

had already depicted. Don Carlos was

a highly regarded scholar and politi-

cian, holding the office of Governor of

California in 1837. His fancy black hat

and jacket stand out against the dull

red background, and the pleated shirt,

generous sideburns, and cigar-ette

held in his right hand add a distin-

guished air to this portrait, painted in

the last year of the sitter's life.

Barbieri spent the remainder of 1852

in Monterey, where he produced a

remarkable number of portraits. Al-

though several of these are undated,

they were probably all painted in 1852

or early in 1853. All but two of the Mon-
terey portraits presently known fall

into four family groups. Apparently, as

was the case in San Diego and Santa

Barbara, Barbieri took up residence

with a family and produced portraits of

several of its members.

One family which was the subject of

four presently known portraits is the

Munras/McKee family. It seems likely

that other portraits from this family

may once have existed, as the 1850

census shows that the household con-
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sisted of thirteen people. Catalina Man-

zanelli de Munras was the wife of Este-

ban Carlos Munras, patriarch of the

family, who had died in 1850. Doha

Catalina was portrayed seated with

hands folded in her lap, her right hand

holding a white handkerchief. The sev-

erity of her black dress and black lace

shawl are set off by a string of cut jet

beads, gold filigree earrings, and sev-

eral gold finger rings with diamonds

and pearls.

Dr. William McKee, who had an

office on Alvarado Street in Monterey,

married Concepcion Munras, eldest

daughter of Catalina and Esteban Mun-

ras, and lived with the Munras family.

The companion portraits of the McKees

can now be seen in the Munras room at

Mission San Carlos Borromeo in Car-

mel. Both subjects are seated, she fac-

ing toward the right, he toward the

left. Concepcion, wearing a long gold

chain around her neck, is holding a

book in her right hand; her left arm

rests on a wooden shelf. William is

seated at a table writing with a quill

pen, and his left hand holds a cigar.

The McKees had two children, and

there is a portrait of Roberto McKee.

Barbieri's only known painting of a

child, it is unusual for several reasons.

The corners of the canvas have been

painted to give the appearance of an

oval mat. It is also the only known

Barbieri work where the subject is

shown standing and outdoors; a vague

hilly landscape can be seen in the back-

ground. Young Roberto is dressed in a

green outfit with red braid trim and a

white collar with ruffled edge. In his

right hand the child holds a toy riding

crop, while the left holds a green rib-

bon, presumably attached to a toy horse

he is pulling.

A second group of Monterey portraits

centers around the Amesti family. Out

of what may have originally been five

or six paintings, three survive. Jose

Amesti was a prominent merchant and

rancher whose two-story adobe is .»

Monterey landmark, now owned by

the National Trust for Historic Preserva-
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tion. Although the paintings are cur-

rently not available for viewing, pho-

tographs taken while they were on

loan to the Old Custom House in Mon-

terey many years ago reveal the like-

nesses of Don Jose, his wife Pruden-

ciana, daughter of Ignacio Vallejo, and

their daughter Celedonia Amesti de

Arano. 1
"

The companion portraits of Don Jose

and Prudenciana are penetrating char-

acter studies, remarkable for their sim-

plicity. With hands resting on his legs,

Jose engages the viewer with an open

gaze and a slight smile beneath his

long Spanish nose. One can sense the

presence of a shrewd businessman.

Prudenciana's face, on the other hand,

appears tired and care-worn. She looks

uncomfortable sitting on the side of a

chair with her left arm resting on the

chair back and her right hand holding a

handkerchief in her lap. Prudenciana

barely survived the birth of her first

child, and for the remainder of her life

suffered from a hunched back. Certainly

sitting for the portrait must have been

an ordeal, and Barbieri has masterfully

captured her inner strength.

Celedonia's portrait appears from

the photograph to survive in poor con-

dition. She is seated facing toward the

left, her right hand resting on an open

book, a string of beads around her

neck. The hint of a smile perhaps

reflects her recent marriage to Francisco

Arano. It has been reported that Bar-

bieri also painted the Amestis' other

daughters, Carmen, Epitacia (Santa),

and Tomasa Madariga, the orphaned

child of Prudenciana's sister, who had

been adopted by the Amestis. These

paintings were in such poor condition

that they were discarded many years

ago.
19

The largest surviving group of family

portraits by Barbieri are the seven he

painted for the Pacheco/Malarin family.

Six of the seven were dated, five to

1852 and one to 1853, indicating that

they were probably begun in the later

months of 1852. Francisco Perez

Pacheco was one of the region's weal-
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PORTRAIT OF JOSE GALO AMESTI, 1852
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thiest rancheros. Don Francisco is

seated dressed in a black jacket and tan

vest, his right hand on his leg and his

left resting on a small table holding a

book with green binding and gold deco-

ration. His wife, Feliciana Gonzales y
Torres Pacheco, is seated with hands

folded in her lap and, like the other

family matriarchs depicted by Barbieri,

she holds a white handkerchief. A
double string of pearls is partially hid-

den by a figured black net collar, and

she wears a gold pin and rings as well

as a small black cap.

Don Francisco and Doha Feliciana

had eight children, three of whom sur-

vived childhood to be painted by Bar-

bieri. Juan Perez Pacheco was the owner

of Rancho San Luis Gonzaga. Seated

with his left arm resting on the back of

a chair and his right hand on his leg,

Juan is dressed in a white shirt with

black jacket, vest and tie. His ruddy,

handsome face, with piercing brown

eyes, is framed by curly hair and chin

whiskers. His sister, Maria Encarnacion

Teodora Pacheco, is seated in a red

velvet dress with embroidered white

net collar and cuffs.

A second daughter, Maria Isidora

(Lola) Pacheco, married Joseph Mariano

Pablo Malarin, a wealthy rancher who

served as judge, coroner, supervisor

and member of the assembly. Isadora

wears a purple velvet dress with white

sleeves and white lace collar and cuffs.

Her right arm rests on a small table,

and in her left hand she holds a piece

of sheet music inscribed with the artist's

signature and date. Barbieri's eye for

realism carried even to the slight

shadow of a moustache on the sitter's

upper lip. Mariano's right arm rests on

a table draped in blue that is stacked

with books and a mounted globe, per-

haps indicating his education in Peru.

For some unknown reason, Barbieri

has painted a trompe-l'oeil fly on the

sitter's right hand. 20

The final portrait in this group de-

picts Mariano's mother, Maria Josepha

Joaquina Estrada Malarin, and is dated

1853. Doha Josepha was the wife of
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Juan Malarin who had died in 1849. Her

plump face is framed by two pairs of

perfect log-curls and a small cap, with a

string of pearls around her neck. She is

wearing an elaborately pleated black

silk dress with black net sleeves. Both

hands are in her lap, her left hand hold-

ing some white flowers.

Apparently it was also in 1853 that

Barbieri painted the portraits of William

E.P. Hartnell, grantee of Alisal Rancho

and first inspector of the Custom House

in Monterey, and his wife, Teresa de la

Guerra Hartnell.
21 Barbieri had painted

Doha Teresa's father, Jose de la Guerra

y Noriega, in Santa Barbara in 1850.

Doha Teresa appears wrapped in black

satin wearing a small cap and string of

pearls, her arms crossed in her lap.

William rests the knuckles of his left

hand against his leg while his right

hand, resting on a table, grasps a scroll

of paper.

Two isolated portraits also belong to

Barbieri's Monterey period and should

be mentioned here. One of these was

the likeness of Maria Ignacia Bonifacio

dressed in a red velvet gown. Maria

was the daughter of Juan B. Bonifacio

who, before his death in the 1830s, had

been employed by William Hartnell.

Sadly for today's art historians, at the

sitter's request, the painting was un-

framed and placed in her coffin when
she was buried in 1916.

21 The second

portrait has the distinction of being the

only known Barbieri portrait of an

Anglo woman. Born in England, Mrs.

Jane Bushton Allen came to Monterey

via Australia in 1850. In order to sup-

port her children from two marriages,

she operated a boarding house, and it

is probable that Barbieri painted her

portrait in exchange for room and

board. Dressed in black with her right

arm resting on a draped table, Jane, her

hair pulled tightly back in the fashion

of the time, gazes out with a look of

firm determination.

After finishing the portrait commis-

sions in Monterey, Barbieri may have

returned to San Francisco before leaving

California forever. Why he left is not
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known, but by July of 1853 he had taken

a steamer to Acapulco. 21 From there he

traveled to Mexico City in the company

of Count Gaston de Raousset-Boulbon.

Whether Barbieri had known Raousset-

Boulbon in San Francisco is uncertain,

but by the time they reached Mexico

City, they were good friends. Both men
stayed at the same hotel, La Grande

Sociedad, and the two Europeans

shared artistic interests.
24

In the last months of 1853, Barbieri

painted a bust-length portrait of the

count. Barbieri's own description of

Raousset-Boulbon best describes the

image in this painting:

His character was jovial; nevertheless you

could feel something was wrong, a quiet

sadness that on several occasions made me

worry, and I used to ask him if I could help

him, and he used to answer: I'm satiated of

life, I have enjoyed too much in my youth

ruining myself. I search for amusements,

emotions and 1 don't find them, everything

is monotonous and repetitious.
2 *

Barbieri admirably succeeded in cap-

turing this complex personality, even

though he later wrote:

How could I, a simple peasant [serrano],

express his character with my weak brush?

Only a genius such as Titian or Raphael

could have managed . .

.'"

Mexico was still in chaos from the

war with the United States. The Ameri-

cans had failed to prevent the incur-

sions of raiding Apaches into Sonora as

promised, and customs revenues had

been greatly reduced by smuggling.

The Mexican government's precarious

financial situation resulted in almost

total abandonment of protection for the

northern frontier. Raousset-Boulbon

developed a plan to settle Sonora in

exchange for sharing mineral rights in

the gold-rich state, but president An-

tonio Lopez de Santa Ana was becom-

ing suspicious of the French and began

to stall in accepting Raousset-Boulbon's

plan. Angered by what he felt was a

broken agreement, Raousset-Boulbon

and his men set out for Guaymas, the
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port of Sonora, where on July 13, 1854,

they staged an ill-fated attack. Called a

hero by the French and a pirate by the

Mexicans, Raousset-Boulbon was taken

prisoner and executed on August 13,

1854.
27

Although de Monclar later referred

to Barbieri as a lieutenant in Raousset-

Boulbon's petit armec, it is not known if

the artist was actually with Raousset-

Boulbon at Guaymas. In January, 1854,

Jose Abrego of Monterey wrote to Pablo

de la Guerra in Santa Barbara, mention-

ing that Malarin had received a letter

from Barbieri who was in Acapulco at

the time." Due to the unstable political

and economic situation in Mexico, Bar-

bieri probably did not remain long in

that country, and if he was indeed with

Raousset-Boulbon at Guaymas, he may
have been forced to leave.

Barbieri's lean trail of clues next

places him in Peru, where a drawing

from his hand of the Andes Mountains

is dated May 18, 1856.
29 By January,

1860, he had opened an academy of

painting and drawing, the only one of

its kind in Lima. There was no tuition

for the poor, and those who could af-

ford it were charged ten pesos a

month. 3" Barbieri's first students were

all non-paying, but this did not discour-

age him. He even approached the gov-

ernment with a plan to start a Free

Public Academy. 11

In order to kindle some interest in

the arts and call attention to the artists

of Peru, Barbieri proposed a collective

exhibition of paintings, the first ever to

be held in Lima. Although he received

little encouragement from official

sources, Barbieri was allowed to use

two leaky rooms in the ancient convent

of San Pedro. Assisted by the Peruvian

artists Montero and Laso, Barbieri was
able to bring together fifty-eight paint-

ings and numerous objects of local

craftsmanship. The exhibit opened on

August 7, 1860, and remained on view

for twenty days, receiving excellent

reviews. Barbieri exhibited nine of his

own portraits, including one of his

black servant, shown cleaning brushes
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and preparing colors, which was con-

sidered to l">e particularly excellent.
1

Barbieri apparently stayed in Peru

for more than ten years, teaching and

painting portraits to support himself.

Among his students were the Peruvian

artists Federico del Campo (1837 - 1914),

Jose Effio (1840 - 1900?), and Daniel

Hernandez (1856 - 1932), who took

charge of Barbieri's classes when the

artist returned to Europe." In 1863,

Barbieri became a professor of drawing

at the Colegio Nacional de Nuestra

Seriora de Guadalupe. 14
It was while he

was in Peru that Barbieri met the Count

de Monclar, who was attached to the

French Embassy in Lima. In later corre-

spondence, Barbieri refers to Monclar's

wife as his "friend and pupil," so she

must have taken instruction from him

at some time.
3S

Barbieri's dream of a municipal school

finally became a reality about 1870, and.

he was named Head Director and given

authority to appoint professors.
36 Un-

fortunately, it came too late. From Bar-

bieri's letters we learn that his final

years in Peru were marred by poverty

and ill health. In total discouragement,

he wrote:

. . . the present is the most pitiful situa-

tion I've ever lived in my life, poor, with

miserable revenue, and so you see me with-

out servants, without furniture, without

work and without talent.

He continued:

. . . I'm only waiting for the money in

order to make the trip to regain my health,

waiting for months in the same condition,

vegetating, suffering and my illness getting

worse . . .

And, finally:

. . . I, completely lost physically and

morally, I only want to put an end to this

mournful life because there is no longer help

for me anymore, my life doesn't belong to

me."

It appears from the surviving corre-

spondence that both Barbieri and de

Monclar returned to France in 1871.

France at this time was in the midst of a

major political crisis that saw its defeat

at the hands of the Prussians, the loss

of Alsace-Lorraine, and the birth of the

Third Republic. A letter from Barbieri

to Madame de Monclar dated February

17, 1871, inquires about her father in

Paris and asks if the "damned Prus-

sians" respected their houses.

The Barbieri letters are somewhat

confusing, parts of them written in

Spanish, French, and Italian, because,

as he wrote, "I like the variety, even in

the furniture!!!
38 Two final letters are

dated December 21 and 29, 1871, the

latter sent from Paris. In them, Barbieri

stated that his health had returned,

and that every day he was growing a

bit more corpulent (panciuto; literally

"big-bellied"). He also mentions his

intention to leave for Froutignon after

the first of the year. Barbieri's brother

had married the daughter of a business-

man at Froutignon, and de Monclar

records that Barbieri stayed with the

couple for "some months" before re-

turning to die in his native village in

Savoy. Presumably he died there some

time in 1872 or 1873.

Leonardo Barbieri was one of the

first professionally trained artists to

produce a significant body of work in

California.
3" Although he was in Cali-

fornia for less than four years, Barbieri's

portraits are almost the only contem-

porary visual record, by an artist pos-

sessing both insight and ability, of the

players in one of the most dramatic

periods of California's history Not only

did he capture the features of his sub-

jects with realism and compassion,

without stooping to flattery, he also

preserved a wealth of important details

of costume, jewelry, furniture, hair

styles, and even mourning customs,

since many of his sitters were recently

widowed and dressed in black mourn-

ing clothes. His ability to grasp and

portray the inner character of his sitters

is ably demonstrated by the penetrating

likenesses of Father Rubio, Juan

Pacheco, Jose and Prudenciana Amesti,

and Count Raousset-Boulbon, among

others. Perhaps even more remarkable,

of the nearly thirty portraits presently

known to have been painted by Bar-

bieri, there is not a single one with an

unidentified sitter. Such care indicates

that his work was revered by the descen-

dants of those portrayed for many gen-

erations. |CHS]

Known Portraits by (or here attributed

to) Leonardo Barbieri

Note: All dimensions are in inches,

height x width.

Edward H. Harrison

present location unknown

Rosario Estudillo Aguirre (1828 - 1895)

oil on fabric, 32 x 26

signed and dated 1850

private collection, Lompoc, California

illustrated in:

Exhibition of Historic Art, catalogue,

California Centennial Celebration,

San Diego, 1950

Mary Haggland "Don Jose Antonio

Aguirre: Spanish Merchant and

Ranchero"

Journal of San Diego History, XXIX: 1

(Winter, 1983), 58

Maria de Jesus Estudillo (1829 - 1906)

oil on fabric, 32 x 26

The Bancroft Library, Berkeley,

California

illustrated in:

Edwin A. Beilharz, San Jose,

California's First City (San Jose:

Continental Heritage Press, 1980), p.

55

It. Thomas W. Sweeny (1820 - 1892)

oil on fabric, 26 x 22

San Diego Historical Society

illustrated in:

Norman Neuerburg, and Iris W.

Engstrand Early California Reflections

catalogue #112, San Juan Capistrano

Regional Library, 1986

Jose de la Guerra y Noriega (1779 - 1858)

oil on fabric, 34 x 25

signed and dated 1850

Santa Barbara Historical Society

illustrated in:

Fr. Joseph A. Thompson, O.F.M. El

Gran Capitan, (Los Angeles:

Franciscan Fathers of California
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Corporation, Cabrera & Sons, 1961),

facing title page

Maria Josephs Raymundo Castro y Romero

(1792 - 1853)

oil on fabric, 34 x 25

Santa Barbara Historical Society

Joaquin Carrillo (1813 - 1868)

oil on fabric, 34 x 27

Santa Barbara Historical Society

illustrated in:

Noticias, 3: 2 (Apr. - Dec, 1957), 4

Ramona de los Angeles Lorenzana (1828 -

1904)

oil on fabric, original fragment

approximately 15 x 6 now set into a

larger canvas 20 x 16 and inpainted by

Helmer Ericson

Santa Barbara Historical Society

Padre Jose Gonzales Rubio (1804 - 1875)

oil on fabric, 39 x 31

signed and dated 1850

Mission Santa Barbara

illustrated in:

Kurt Baer, Painting and Sculpture at

Mission Santa Barbara (Washington,

D.C.: Academy of American

Franciscan History, Monograph
Series, Vol. 3, 1955), p. 125

Thompson, El Gran Capitan, facing

page 218

Guillermo Castro (b. 1810)

oil on fabric, 32 x 26

signed and dated 1852

Hayward Area Historical Society

Carlos Antonio Carrillo (1783 - 1852)

oil on fabric, 34 x 26

signed

Santa Barbara Historical Society

illustrated in:

Noiticias, IX: 2 (Summer, 1963), 25

Catalina Manzanelli Munras (1798 - 1894)

oil on fabric, 34 x 22

private collection, Dublin, Ohio

Dr. William McKee
oil on fabric, 39 x 33

Munras Room, Mission San Carlos

Borromeo

Concepcion Munras McKee (1823 - 1914)

oil on fabric, 39 x 33

Munras Room, Mission San Carlos

Borromeo

Roberto McKee (b. ca. 1848)

oil on fabric, 24 x 29

private collection, Dublin, Ohio

jose Galo Amesti (1788 - 1855)

present location unknown

Prudenciana Vallejo Amesti (1805 - 1883)

present location unknown

illustrated in:

Antiques Magazine, November, 1953:

37

Celedonia Amesti Arano (1828 - 1915)

present location unknown

Francesco Perez Pacheco (1790 - 1860)

oil on fabric, 40 x 32

signed and dated 1852

de Saisset Museum, University of

Santa Clara

illustrated in:

Albert Shumate, Mariano Malarin: A
Life that Spanned Two Cultures

(Cupertino: California History

Center, 1980), p. 3

Albert Shumate, Francisco Pacheco of

Pacheco Pass, (Stockton: University of

the Pacific, 1977), facing title page

Feliciana Gonzales y Torres Pacheco

(ca. 1798 - 1857)

oil on fabric, 40 x 32

signed and dated 1852

de Saisset Museum, University of

Santa Clara

illustrated in:

Shumate, Francisco Pacheco of Pacheco

Pass, facing page 1

Juan Perez Pacheco (1823 - 1855)

oil on fabric, 40 x 32

signed and dated 1852

de Saisset Museum, University of

Santa Clara

Maria Encarnacion Teodora Pacheco

(1826 - 1857)

oil on fabric, 40 x 32

signed and dated 1852

de Saisset Museum, University of

Santa Clara

Maria Isidora (Lola) Pacheco Malarin

(1829 - 1892)

oil on fabric, 40 x 32

signed and dated 1852

de Saisset Museum, University of

Santa Clara

illustrated in:

Shumate, Francisco Pacheco of Pacheco

Pass, facing page 28
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Joseph Mariano Pablo Malarin (1827 - 1895)

oil on fabric, 40 x 32

signed and dated 1852

de Saisset Museum, University of

Santa Clara

illustrated in:

Shumate, Francisco Pacheco of Pacheco

Pass, facing page 14

Maria Josepha Joaquma Estrada Malarin

(b. 1808)

oil on fabric, 35 x 27

signed and dated 1853

de Saisset Museum, University of

Santa Clara

William Edward Petty Hartncll (1798 -

1854)

present location unknown

illustrated in:

Susanna Bryant Dakin, The Lives of

William, Hartncll (Stanford: Stanford

University Press, 1949), facing title

page

Teresa de la Guerra Hartncll (b. 1809)

present location unknown

illustrated in:

Dakin, The Lives of William Hartncll

Maria Ignacia Bonifacio (d.1916)

painting buried with the sitter

Jane Bushton Allen (ca. 1813 - 1904)

oil on fabric, 34 x 26

Casa Serrano, Monterey History and
Art Association

illustrated in:

Monterey Herald, February 17, 1981

Count Gaston de Raousset-Boulbon

(1817 - 1854)

oil on fabric, 19 x 15

signed and dated 1853

California Historical Society

illustrated in:

Helen Broughall Metcalf "The
California French Filibusters in

Sonora" California Historical Society

Quarterly, XVIII: 1 (March, 1939), 2

Museo Italo Americano Italian-

American Artists in California IX

7925, (San Francisco, no date).

Reports that Barbieri painted portraits

of Francisco de Haro and family are

probably erroneous as Don Francisco

died in 1848.

See notes beginning on page 314.
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Philanthropist
and THEA AND IHh

Artist
THE LETTERS OF

PHOEBE A. HEARST TO ORRIN M. PECK

Richard H. Peterson

In 1862, Phoebe Apperson Hearst

was on her way to San Francisco

as the young pregnant wife of mil-

lionaire miner and later United

States Senator George Hearst. 1 On
the boat trip via Panama to Califor-

nia, she began a friendship with

Mrs. David Peck and her young son

Orrin. She was especially taken with

the two-year-old boy, with whom she

eventually developed a strong per-

sonal bond and lifelong correspon-

dence. In effect, he became a mem-
ber of the famous Hearst family 2

Peck also became a respected Cal-

ifornia artist, especially in San Fran-

cisco. However, he lived, studied,

and worked much of the time in

Munich, Germany, where he earned

a reputation as an accomplished

portrait and landscape painter.
3

When World War I began, Peck re-

turned permanently to San Fran-

cisco. A rotund, good-natured friend

of Phoebe's only child, newspaper
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magnate William Randolph Hearst,

Peck was hired in 1920 to design the

landscaping for the fabulous Hearst

estate at San Simeon, California. His

sudden death in 1921 denied him the

opportunity to complete the project,

but his portraits of George, Phoebe,

and William Randolph and his son,

George, remain as a legacy of his

close personal and professional rela-

tionship with the Hearst family 4

During the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, Peck and
Mrs. Hearst kept in close communi-
cation. Indeed, she referred to her-

self on many occasions as his "Other

Mother." 5 Although the letters that

she wrote contain references to such

mundane matters as lost luggage,

mutual friends, and shopping sprees,

they also reveal much about the per-

sonal character, lifestyle, and phil-

anthropic and cultural interests of

one of California's most memorable

women, who donated about $21 mil-

CALIFORNIA HISTORY

lion to various individuals, charities,

and educational institutions, many
of which still bear her name. 6 Ac-

cording to Gloria R. Lothrop, she is

one of the women most frequently

cited in California history 7
Yet, rel-

atively little is known about her

today and no scholarly biography

has chronicled her public benefac-

tions and personal activities.
8 In a

more general sense, the Hearst-Peck

correspondence, including letters to

Peck's sister and mother, at the Hun-
tington Library and Art Gallery in

California typically shows how the

super-rich lived in the Gilded Age
and Progressive era.

Standard behavior for America's

wealthy in this period included the

socially obligatory grand tour of

Europe. As early as the 1870s, Phoebe

took an extensive trip abroad, tour-

Corresvondence between Orrin Peck and

Phoebe Hearst frequently used family

terms of endearment

.
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ing museums, cathedrals, and art

galleries with her ten-year-old son.
9

On still many other occasions she

travelled the continent, including

visits with Peck in Munich. This she

had to do alone or with relatives and
friends other than her husband. As
she wrote in 1885, "Mr. Hearst will

never cross the ocean with us. Even
if he should, he would disapprove

of all that we might enjoy." 10 Unlike

many American elites of the era,

Phoebe toured and enjoyed India,

Egypt, and the Orient and seemed
especially intrigued by Japan, as

indicated in a 1903 letter to Peck from

the Kanaya Hotel in Nikko, a resort

town and center for both Shinto and
Buddhist pilgrims in central Honshu
Island:

We came yesterday to this beautiful place

among the mountains and expect to stay

four days. I should like to stay a week

at least but it is late in the season and

the hotels close soon. The scenery is fine,

and the autumn foliage wonderful, espe-

cially the maple is at its best. The little

Japanese Princesses looked very small in

European dress. They wore wonderful

gowns and jewels. One was extremely

pretty but it is dreadful that they should

not dress in their own exquisite cos-

tumes. The Prince and high officials were

gorgeous in gold embroidered coats and

many decorations."

The materialistic Mrs. Hearst was
duly impressed with the embellish-

ments of costume and dress. But she

was also open-minded enough to

appreciate the merits of other coun-

tries and culture in an age when

Richard H. Peterson is Professor of

History at San Diego State University.

He has published two books and many
articles on Western mining history and
is currently at work on a book-length

biography of Phoebe Apperson Hearst.

many Americans were not only

deeply nationalistic, but strongly

nativistic. In California, in particu-

lar, Japanese immigrants suffered

much discrimination with opportu-

nities for naturalization, land own-
ership, and even immigration to the

United States eventually denied. 12

Although Mrs. Hearst's positive per-

ception may have been partially due
to her association with local officials

and elites rather than the working

class abroad, including in Japan, she

did not travel in a cocoon. After tour-

ing a poverty-stricken country like

India, including teeming Bombay
and Delhi, she wrote Orrin emphat-

ically "that no description can do jus-

tice to the wonders of India."
13

Despite some problems adjusting

to unfamiliar living conditions, she

even found roughing it in Egypt a

worthy educational experience. In

1905, she wrote to Janet, Orrin's sis-

ter: "The air is very pure and good
at the Pyramids and there is plenty

of it. The views also are fine. It is

most interesting to be there, but a

bit uncomfortable at times. I don't

at all mind living in mud and stone

houses, but the lack of conveniences

in such places are a little trying at

times. However, it is all very good
discipline and makes us appreciate

home more than ever."
14 From Cairo,

in a letter to Orrin, she seemed
ecstatic: "We saw a tomb opened

where they found two statues. If you

had seen me hanging over the edge

of the place looking down to see the

figures as they were uncovered, you

might have thought it right to class

me with excavators. I was more ex-

cited than any one."
ls Notwithstand-

ing some criticisms of foreign loca-

tions, it would certainly appear that
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Mrs. Hearst was a cultural relativist

rather than an American chauvinist,

and as such a woman ahead of her

time. The world outside America did

not appear to be culturally inferior

in her eyes.

Like other wealthy women of

America's Gilded Age, Phoebe de-

lighted in entertaining public offi-

cials and affluent individuals, and
she played hostess to high society

in California and especially in Wash-
ington, D.C., when her husband
served in the United States Senate

from 1886 until his death in 1891.
16

She also relished attending social

functions. For example, she noted

that she tried to help a Washington
friend put on a concert by taking

"two boxes ($50.00)" and giving him
"cards to some of the best people." 17

Abroad she found similar social op-

portunities and contacts among the

elites. In 1903, she wrote to Orrin

from Japan: "It is difficult to write

many or long letters when travelling.

It is doubly so if one goes in for a

little society."
18

Despite her extensive social and

charitable interests, she always found

time for precious private periods

with her family at her hacienda es-

tate in Pleasanton, thirty miles east

of San Francisco."
19 On one occasion,

she wrote Orrin of the happiness her

grandson provided: "Little George

is a dear child. He and his Grandma
Hearst are great friends. Wm (Wil-

liam Randolph) and Millicent (his

wife) go east, but George will stay

with me until Dec. and I hope, all

winter and all next spring, summer
and fall."

20 Although best remem-
bered for her public services and

reputation, she had a soft private

side typical of doting grandmothers
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Artist Orrin Peck as a young man. Phoebe

Hearst became a friend of his mother's

and took a special interest in Orrin

when he was two. Eventually she

contributed substantially to support

the entire Peck family.

Phoebe Apperson Hearst.

and mothers perhaps everywhere.

In her own son's case, she made
available something approaching

$10 million to support his newspa-

per career and empire. 21 A complain-

ing letter from Paris to Orrin in 1899

suggested, however, that William's

ambition tested even her generosity:

Will is insisting upon buying a paper

in Chicago. Says he will come over to

see me if I do not go home very soon. It

is impossible for me to throw away

more money in any way for the simple

reason that he has already absorbed al-

most all. . . . It is madness. I never

know when or how Wm will break out

into some additional expensive scheme

. . . no argument can induce me to com-

mit such a folly as that ofstarting another

newspaper. 22

Nonetheless, charity, even for the

publicly generous and spirited Mrs.

Hearst, began substantially at home.
Insight into Phoebe's personal

character is offered by her devotion

to children, which she did not re-

serve only for her grandson and son.

The author received a letter from

a seventy-nine-year-old California

woman who related a childhood ex-

perience expressing Mrs. Hearst's

private thoughtfulness:

When I was eleven years old, I travelled

by train from S.F. [San Francisco] across

the continent with my parents. I think

I slept in the upper berth abo~oe Mrs.

Hearst. At any rate, daytimes she sat

across the aisle from my parents and me.

She was a charming lady to a little girl,

asked me to sit with her, talked and

played with me. At the end of our jour-
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ney, she said she would like to give me
a present—but I must promise to use it

always. Naturally, I said I would gladly

accept her present. 1 was surprised, but

very honored, when she gave me her

name for my middle name. So I was

Helena Phoebe Duryea until I married

when 1 thought I should sign only my
legal name." 23

This gesture appears to have been

much more an act of caring than

conceit. As with young Orrin Peck,

Phoebe had a special rapport with

and fondness for youth.

She also had varied cultural inter-

ests, many of which she pursued

abroad. On one occasion, she wrote

Janet about her eager anticipation at

attending some notable European

theatric and operatic performances:

"[I] will be glad if you can engage

seats for the performances. I will

enclose a list. If the seats are not

all together it will not matter." 24

For Phoebe, the cultural experience

seemed temporarily to take prece-

dence over the close and good com-
pany of fine friends. On another

occasion she informed Orrin that

she had "been to the Luxenbourg
[Palace and Gardens] and three times

to the Louvre—each day spending

two hours." 25

Despite her fascination with

foreign travel and culture,

she still loved California and had a

great stake in its educational future

as the first female regent of the Uni-

versity of California from 1897 until

her death in 1919. She was a major

financial donor to students, free

kindergartens, libraries, hospitals,

orphanages, and, of course, univer-

sity facilities, including the Hearst

Memorial Mining Building, the Mu-
seum and Department of Anthro-

pology, the women's social and ath-

letic center known as Hearst Hall,

and a comprehensive campus archi-

tectural plan at Berkeley, among
many other gifts.

26 However, in 1904,

she cut back support for some uni-

versity programs, including the

Hearst Domestic Industries (a work-

study experimental program) and

some women's clubs and found her-

self the target of criticism as well as

praise from the local press.
27 Perhaps

the consensus was best expressed

by the Oakland Tribune, June 9, 1904:

She is under no obligation to give her

money to the University or to anything

or anybody else. But her very generosity

has made her subject to comment, which,

if not openly critical, is at least covertly

invidious. Other rich people who have

given nothing at all are exempt from this

invidious comment. Never was there a

more flagrant instance of looking a gift

horse in the mouth and complaining of

its points. A sense of decency and propri-

ety should stifle further comment on

Mrs. Hearst's refusal to contribute fur-

ther to this or that benefaction or enter-

prise. Her privacy should be respected

even if her generosity is indifferently

appreciated.

In 1905, she wrote Janet from her

beloved retreat Wyntoon on the Mc-

Cloud River in northern California:

My special reason for going to town [San

Francisco] is to attend a very important

meeting of the [University of California]

Regents. I will return here on the 10th

and stay until the last of the month. 1

should like to stay until October. This

country is so beautiful. It has been a

joy to live among the pines and near

the river that I really love. The air is

perfect. I am thankful that my home is

in California.
29
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Even one who had travelled the

world, experienced the culture and

met the officials of cosmopolitan

European cities and exotic countries,

could delight in the pleasure of life

amongst the pines, albeit in a rubble-

stone castle with servants to attend

her every need. 29 Perhaps, Wyntoon,
though infrequently used, offered a

kind of physical and emotional re-

newal from an engaging social and

public life.

Not surprisingly, Phoebe was very

vigilant when hiring those who
waited on or served her, whether at

Wyntoon or elsewhere. An interest-

ing letter to Orrin's mother in 1899,

while Mrs. Hearst was in London,
suggests the need to research care-

fully a prospective employee's cre-

dentials and character:

/ am thinking of engaging a girl who is

at present in London, to go to America

as maid, she is a great friend of Mrs.

[John] Spreckel's maid who recommends

her highly and she has a good letter from

a family in Munich whose name and

address I enclose, and will you please

write at once in German asking Mrs.

Allerstein [her apparent former employ-

er] if she was thoroughly honest, good

tempered and all particulars. She is a

decent and rather bright looking girl but

I am so afraid of taking anybody that 1

do not know about.
30

In an age known especially for its

crass materialism and corruption, a

wealthy widow such as Mrs. Hearst

had to temper her goodwill with cau-

tion and discretion. Such were the

concerns of the always vulnerable

rich.

Her money, of course, was used for

more meaningful altruistic purposes
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Phoebe Hearst and the Pecks traveled

frequently in Europe and were particularly

fond of Bavaria. Orrin Peck lived for years

in Munich. According to an anonymous

friend or relative who penciled notes on

the back of many of Janet Peck's family

photographs, the castle of Ludwig, the

"mad king" was a favorite excursion.

Orrin Peck did not travel as far or

frequently as his benefactress, but various

photographs depicting him in picturesque

costumes indicate that he shared her taste

for the exotic. This image is annotated,

"Orrin Peck in his Chinese costume."

than the hiring of domestic help.

Throughout her long life, Phoebe

took an avid personal and financial

interest in the education and careers

of young and struggling but talented

artists, writers, musicians, archi-

tects, and others.
31 Orrin Peck was

no exception. Like so many others

she helped him receive instruction

abroad. In fact, he was originally

sent to Munich at Phoebe's expense

in appreciation for the kindness

shown her by Peck's mother on the

trip to San Francisco years before.
12

Not only did he paint portraits of

the Hearst family, but she commis-
sioned him to do her father and
mother as well and apparently ar-

ranged for portraits of friends.
11 On

one occasion, she wrote "I hope he

may receive orders for pictures. He
takes over to SF a picture for Mr.

Furry. 'My Girl in a Pumpkin Patch'

is in the salon."
14
Yet, she admonished

him: "Are you really doing lots of

work? I don't mean working one or

two days and then doing none for a

week or two. You may say or think

that your O.M. ["Other Mother"]

should not doubt your doing work.

I am anxious for your success. If you
do not [sic] the lovely home cannot

possibly be maintained. You must
realize that."

1'
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It would appear that Mrs. Hearst

was willing to pay for some of Peck's

occupational and living expenses

judging by a letter to "my dear other

son": "I hopeWm [William Randolph

Hearst] will arrive in Munich very

soon. We will settle for all the studio

chairs when I return, also pay your
bill for clothes."

36 Although Orrin

Peck had a very special relationship

with Phoebe, it was not unusual for

the wealthy to patronize or subsidize

the arts or to have themselves im-

mortalized on canvas. In fact, Phoebe

indicated a desire to have the famous
American painter, John Singer Sar-

gent, do her portrait. In a letter from

Paris to Janet, she wrote:

Has Sargent returned to London yet?

Wm told me that he wanted him to paint

a portrait of me, also of him (Wm) and

family. 1 suppose one must try to arrange

with Sargent a year or more in advance.

That is if he would do the work at all. If

he should have time and be willing to

paint a portrait of me, I could go to Lon-

don anytime next Spring or Fall. I am
not growing younger and do not care to

wait very long.
37

Many members of the Gilded Age
elite owned art collections which
were usually more distinguished

by their cost than by their quality.

Phoebe made her extensive collec-

tion available for public viewing in

1916 at the Palace of Fine Arts in San
Francisco.

38 However, her fascination

with art went beyond social custom

to personal fulfillment and pleasure,

with Orrin Peck as the favorite bene-

ficiary of her genuine artistic interest.

In 1906, from Rome, the peripatetic

Mrs. Hearst urged him to "hurry up,

get ready some things for the Royal

Academy and see where you can

hold an exhibition of your work in

the Spring." 39 However, in the same
letter she seemed insulted by his

infrequent correspondence: "Have
you been so very busy working on
those pictures, that you could not

send me a line. You don't paint in

the evenings and there is an occa-

sional dull light after five p.m."40

Several years earlier, regarding a

possible New York exhibition of his

work, Phoebe pleaded with Orrin:

"Do come east soon. I miss you very

much. You will surely have to come
and help me give entertainments

after your exhibition. ... I shall ex-

pect a letter. You see I do not ask for

much—a letter now and you later."
41

Obviously, Peck was not just an-

other protege. He was more like a

surrogate son, perhaps the kind she

wanted but never had. In a bitter

letter to Orrin in 1885, she complained

that Will "is selfish, indifferent and
undemonstrative as his father. Both

have their good qualities, but the

other side of their natures are most

trying."
42

Certainly, some of her

son's female companions displeased

Phoebe. She anxiously wrote Mrs.

Peck (Orrin's mother): "I am so dis-

tressed about Will that I don't really

know how I can live if he marries

Eleanor Calhoun. She is determined

to marry him and it seems as if he

must be in the toils of the Devilfish."
43

The marriage never took place, but

her son's fascination with then so-

cially suspect dramatic actresses and

theatre people like Miss Calhoun

caused much consternation for the

proper Mrs. Hearst. 44

Although Mrs. Hearst could be

domineering toward Orrin, the

Hearst-Peck correspondence reveals

a deep personal bond between two

friends, especially as expressed by
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Phoebe. In addition, what emerges

from the letters is the fact that Mrs.

Hearst, particularly after 1900, was
an extensive and expensive world

traveller, when not plagued by per-

iodic illness such as neuralgia or

rheumatic fever.
45 Rather than a

member of the idle rich, she was
nearly always on the move on some-

times uncomfortable steamer trips

across the Atlantic and from city to

city in Europe, particularly London,

Paris, Rome, and Naples. Although
she kept an apartment in Paris, it

would be inappropriate to call her

an expatriate, for she spent consid-

erable time in California and Wash-
ington, D.C. But her letters to the

Peck family are full of references to

unidentified people undoubtedly of

the European upper class. She was
acquainted with such aristocrats as

Baroness Franchetti in Paris and fre-

quently met such Americans travel-

ing abroad as various members of

the famous Spreckels family 46 She

obviously delighted in good friends,

new experiences, and increased

knowledge. At one time, she even

stayed in a makeshift hospital tent

to observe a University of California

archaeological excavation she had

financed in Egypt. 47
In short, the

sprightly Mrs. Hearst liked to be

where the action was, and if nothing

interesting was taking place, she

was apt to create her own kind of

excitement.

Notwithstanding substantial self-

indulgent travel, she always found

time to help others. Free kindergar-

tens, orphanages, libraries, hospi-

tals, charity organizations, service

clubs, struggling students, and es-

Orrin Peck in middle age.

Phoebe Hearst doted on her grandchildren,

shown here sitting on the "Pozo" at her

Pleasanton hacienda.

pecially the University of California

at Berkeley benefitted from her will-

ingness to give. Artist Orrin Peck is

a revealing case study of her per-

sonal devotion and ample generos-

ity toward others and her patronage

of the arts throughout her life. In

an age when American women were

still handicapped by many Victorian

taboos and traditions, Mrs. Hearst

was a peripatetic philanthropist who
dared to assert her interests and in-

dependence at home and abroad.

Yet, her letters to the Peck family

often suggest ambivalent behavior.

Her self-centered materialistic flour-

ish, social snobbery, and world travel

were consistent with elitist activities

of the Gilded Age. Nonetheless, her

life, above all else, was a consum-

mate act of public and private kind-

ness and compassion typical of the

heightened social consciousness of

America's turn-of-the-century Pro-

gressive era. This was the paradox

of Phoebe Hearst—a kind of self-

indulgent altruism. In sum, she en-

joyed herself, but she also enjoyed

helping others, perhaps even more.

Although not unique, her consider-

able charity substantially set her

apart from many other wealthy

women of her generation who, like

women generally, are only now be-

ginning to find their way deservedly

into California history texts.
48

[chs]

The author would like to thank the Henry

E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery

in San Marino, California, for permis-

sion to publish portions of letters from

the Orrin M. Peck manuscript collection

.

See notes beginning on page 316.
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TO THE
SOURCE
The founding of labor-oriented archival

programs in the 1950s and 1960s coin-

cided with the rise of interest in social

history and the study of the American

labor movement and worker. Labor stud-

ies courses, such as those at San Fran-

cisco Community College, San Francisco

State University, Merritt College, and

San Jose State University; new publica-

tions such as Labor History; and the

establishment of labor history societies,

such as the San Francisco Bay Area Labor

History Workshop, brought together his-

torians, labor leaders, and rank-and-file

trade unionists. With the help of archiv-

ists, these same people made considerable

progress during this period in locating

and preserving the historical documen-

tation of working men and women and

their unions.

Before 1950, archival repositories con-

sisted mainly of public archives on the

national and state levels. Beginning with

the 1970s many new archival programs

were established and some already in

existence were expanded—especially

those affiliated with colleges and univer-

sities. These archives branched out into

new fields of study, often with a geo-

graphical area or region as their focal

point of collecting. Others selected a sub-

ject theme around which to develop an

archives not linked to spatial boundaries.

The best examples of these subject oriented

programs are the Schlesinger Library on

the History of Women in America (for-

merly The Women's Archives) at Radcliffe

College and the Archives of Labor and

Urban Affairs (formerly the Labor Ar-

chives) at Wayne State University.

Since the opening at Wayne of a first-

rate archival program devoted to labor,

over a dozen others have been established

across the country, including the Robert

F. Wagner Labor Archives, a part of the

Tamiment Institute Library at New York

University; the Southern Labor Archives

at Georgia State University; the Texas

Labor Archives at the University of Texas,

Arlington; the Pennsylvania Historical

Collections and Labor Archives at Penn-

sylvania State University; the George

Meany Memorial Archives at Silver

Spring, Maryland, established by the

AFL-CIO Executive Council; and the

Labor Archives and Research Center at

San Francisco State University, the

newest library devoted exclusively to

labor.

In addition to these theme-oriented
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The central role of "labor

history" in all history is

dramatically illustrated

by this image of workers

at the Lockheed Air

Terminal in Los Angeles

doing maintenance work

on planes flying the

Berlin Airlift in 1949.

ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS

FOR
CALIFORNIA LABOR HISTORY

compiled by Lynn A. Bonfield
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collections, other libraries with more

general collecting policies began to search

out and acquire labor related material.

In fact, most college and university col-

lections as well as historical societies

became aware of the importance of mate-

rial relating to working men and women.

In California, we are fortunate to have

a wide range of these general collections

which embrace labor topics. The Univer-

sity of California, Los Angeles, Stan-

ford, and San Diego State University

have the personal papers of individuals

and the archives of organizations con-

nected with labor. The California Histor-

ical Society has the Burnette Haskell

papers as well as broadsides and photo-

graphs from the building trades and P. H.

McCarthy's years as San Francisco mayor

and head of the San Francisco Building

Trades Council. Eighty oral histories

with California labor leaders were con-

ducted and transcripts with some sup-

porting manuscript materials were

deposited in the Society's library. The

Sacramento History Center has a fine

collection from the local typographical

union to complement its strong newspa-

per archives. California labor unions,

too, have maintained libraries through

the years, often collecting their archives

at the international and local level, such

as the International Longshoremen's and

Warehousemen's Union (ILWU) and the

Sailor's Union of the Pacific (SUP), both

in San Francisco.

Labor organizations and issues cross

state boundaries, as do individual labor

leaders and workers, so many materials

relating to California are located outside

of the state. The University of Oregon,

Special Collections, for instance, has the

papers ofMorris Watson, longtime editor

of the ILWU newspaper; the University

of Washington's Manuscript and Uni-

versity Archives has the Inlandboatmen's

records, which include early material

from the time when the union was simply

the Ferryboatmen's Union of California.

Although the union is now headquartered

in Seattle, its records continue to reflect

the California scene as well.

Going east, a researcher of California

labor would want to visit the Western

Historical Collections at the University

of Colorado, Boulder, to see the Western

Lynn A. Bonfield has been director of

the Labor Archives and Research

Center at San Francisco State University

since it opened in January, 1985. She

previously held archival positions at

Harvard, Radcliffe, and Temple

universities and at the California

Historical Society.

Sarah Cooper became director of the

Southern California Library in 1983.

She has been archivist at the State

Historical Society of Wisconsin and

coordinator of the society's Social

Action Collection.

Bonnie Hardwick became head of the

Manuscript Division of the Bancroft

Library in 1986. She was previously a

manuscript specialist in the Western

History Department of the Denver
Public Library. She holds a Ph.D. in

American Literature from the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania and a Master's

degree in Library and Information

Science from the University of Denver.

Robert Marshall is archivist for the

Urban Archives Center at California

State University, Northridge. Previ-

ously he was archival specialist in

Special Collections at the Chicago

Public Library where he established

the Neighborhood History Research

Collection.

Philip P. Mason is Professor of History

and director of the Archives of Labor

and Urban Affairs at Wayne State

University. He is past president of the

Society of American Archivists, and

has written on and taught labor history

and archival administration.

Carol Schwartz was librarian and

archivist for the ILWU until 1985. She

has represented the ILWU in the San

Francisco Labor Foundation, which

was instrumental in establishing the

Labor Archives and Research Center at

San Francisco State University.

Federation of Miners (WFM) and the In-

ternational Union of Mine, Mill, and

Smelter Workers (IUMMSW) collections.

In Madison, Wisconsin, a researcher can

identify collections using "A Guide to

Labor Papers in the Historical Society of

Wisconsin."

The Bentley Library at the University

of Michigan has many oral histories

which relate to California labor, includ-

ing those in the Twentieth Century Trade

Union Woman Project. At Pennsylvania

State University researchers can see col-

lections on the San Francisco General

Strike of 1934 and on District 38 of the

United Steelworkers of America in Los

Angeles. In Atlanta at Georgia State

University, a researcher would find the

papers of the International Association

of Machinists with its large membership

from the California aerospace and airlines

industries. The Southern Labor Archives

there has also acquired the archives of

the Professional Air Traffic Controllers

Organization (PATCO) whose records

were seized by the court when PATCO
was forced into bankruptcy in 1981 as a

result of President Reagan's response to

the air controllers strike.

The following pages contain a descrip-

tion of the California labor collections at

five California libraries and Wayne State

University's Walter P. Reuther Library.

These presentations were part of a panel

at the annual meeting of the Southwest

Labor Studies Conference on March 14,

1986, at San Francisco State University.

At the time many people in the audience

expressed an interest in obtaining writ-

ten copies of the presentations, and the

Labor Archives took on the job of tran-

scribing and editing the talks. Those not

directly relating to California— the Uni-

versity of Colorado, Georgia State Uni-

versity, and University of Washington—
are not included here but may be obtained

by writing directly to the archivists of

those repositories.

Most archival repositories, including

those connected with business, cultural

programs, and associations, have mate-

rial relating to the men and women who

i



made the activity function. These collec-

tions and photographs may not be labelled

as "workers" or "labor," so researchers

will need to talk personally with the ar-

chivists and librarians in charge. Never

assume that a collection has ignored the

employees or the trades and skills needed

to run the organization. Archivists, too,

need to put aside their assumptions that

historians are our only researchers or our

only important researchers. Today, more

often than not, the researcher in an ar-

chival repository is a media specialist,

and in collections relating to labor, the

researchers may be rank-and-file workers

finding their place in history.

The Archives of Labor

and Urban Affairs

Walter P. Reuther Library

Wayne State University

by Philip P. Mason

Director

The Archives of Labor and Urban

Affairs was established in 1960 to col-

lect the records of the American labor

movement, with special emphasis

upon industrial unionism and re-

lated social, economic, and political

reform movements in the United

States. A second major theme has

been workers, working conditions,

and the nature of work. Later, the

theme of urban affairs was added to

the collecting scope, limited primar-

ily to the southeastern Michigan re-

gion. The majority of archival collec-

tions relate to the period after 1920,

though there are some significant

materials from the early twentieth

century. As of 1982, the Archives

contained about 45,000 linear feet

of records, 500,000 photographs,

broadsides, posters, and illustra-

tions; more than 20,000 films, tape

recordings and other audio-visual

materials; and a reference library of

10,000 volumes.

Instrumentation

equipment for a rocket

test stand begins as a

collection of precisely

engineered but

unconnected parts.

Mrs. Goldie Berardino

of Aerojet-General

Corporation performs one

of the assembly steps at

the company's plant in

Foothill, California.

As a part of its agreement with

various international unions, the Ar-

chives accepted responsibility for

affiliated local unions in all parts of

the United States and Canada. In

some cases, the archival collection

of all locals was solicited—such as

the Industrial Workers of the World

(IWW), the United Farm Workers

(UFW), and the United Auto Workers

(UAW). A more selective policy was
adopted for the local union records

of the American Federation of Teach-

ers (AFT) and The Newspaper Guild

(TNG). Interestingly, the largest

single group of records generated by

unions, especially on the local level,

relates to the grievance process. For

all General Motors plants of the UAW,
more than 300,000 grievances are

handled each year. In all, the Ar-

chives has received more than 2,000

linear feet of such files. Local union

records are vital in understanding
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the origin of many international

union policies and programs, espe-

cially those representing unions with

local dissident elements. Local union

records also document the nature of

work, working conditions, the em-
ployment of minorities and women,
and the relationship of unions to

community activities and politics.

Detailed guides to all our collec-

tions are available to researchers at

Wayne State University and also at

the Labor Archives and Research

Center at San Francisco State Uni-

versity. It is impossible to mention

even a fraction of our collections in

this space, but among our highlights

are the records of the Congress of

Industrial Organizations (CIO), con-

sisting of 120 linear feet of material

covering the years 1935 to 1955. The
internal operation of the CIO is re-

flected in these files as well as the

organization's involvement in a wide

variety of activities such as civil

rights, social security, housing, uni-

versal military training, southern

organizing campaigns, international

affairs, World War II, communism,
and union racketeering.

Another major collecting area has

been reform organizations particu-

larly involved with the American

labor movement. Among collections

in this area are the Workers Defense

League, the Association of Catholic

Trade Unionists, the National Farm

Worker Ministry, National Share-

croppers Fund, the People's Song
Library, Center for Community
Change, Committee For National

Health Insurance, Citizens Crusade

Against Poverty, National Campaign
for Agricultural Democracy, and the

Coalition of Labor Union Women.
Obtaining the papers of union re-

form and dissident movements is

also a major collecting goal of the

Archives. Among those which it

now holds are: The Dodge Revolu-

tionary Union Movement (DRUM);
Miners for Democracy; Steelworkers

Fight Back; Teamsters for a Demo-
cratic Union; and the Association for

Union Democracy.

The personal files of the labor lead-

ers at the national, regional and local

level, rank-and-file union members,
reformers, community leaders, labor

journalists, church leaders, public

officials, and others involved in re-

lated reform movements match the

organizational files in importance

and research value. Happily, detailed

information on the hundreds of such

collections here is available in Pflug's

A Guide to the Archives of Labor History

and Urban Affairs, the Archives News-

letter, and other publications.

Because of the interest of a large

number of researchers in the subject

of women's rights and the role of

women in unions, the Archives has

established a high priority for such

collections. The records of women's
departments and women's auxiliary

groups of unions have great research

value, as do the personal papers

of women. The Mary Heaton Vorse

papers, for example, represent one

of the largest and most important

collections in the Archives. Ms.

Vorse, who was born in 1874 and

raised in Amherst, Massachusetts,

achieved her initial success as a

writer of light fiction. She also wrote

news articles for the International

News Service, United Press, Labor

Press Association, Federated Press,

and newspapers in New York, Wash-

ington and Paris. From 1912 to her

death in 1966, Vorse traveled through-

out the United States and abroad ob-

serving and reporting on strikes,

civil disturbances, wars, revolu-

tions, and political upheavals. Her

activities, views and interests, es-

pecially on women's rights, are de-

scribed in her voluminous correspon-

dence with the political and literary

intelligentsia of the first six decades

of the 20th century.

Other important women's collec-

tions include: Ann Blankenhorn,

Phyllis Collier, Edith Christenson,

Katherine Pollack Ellickson, Jean

Gould, Lillian Hatcher, Dorothy

Haener, Mildred Jeffrey, Dolores

Huerte, Mary Herrick, Selma Bor-

chardt, Mary Van Kleek, Olga Madar,

Loretta Moore, Matilda Robbins,

Carrie Overton, Mary White Oving-

ton, Moragh Simchak, Marjorie

Stern, Mary Wheeler, and Raya

Dunayavskaya.

The Archives, from its establish-

ment, has utilized oral history to

supplement its holdings of archival,

manuscript, and library materials.

The first oral history project related

to the unionization of the automobile

industry. More than 140 people active

in the founding and early history of

the UAW were interviewed. Other

oral history projects sponsored by

the Archives deal with the role of

women and minorities in the labor

movement, and the histories of the

American Federation of State, County
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and Municipal Employees, the Amer-

ican Federation of Teachers, the

Newspaper Guild, and the United

Farm Workers.

The audio-visual section of the

Archives contains extensive source

material on labor. More than half a

million photographs have been col-

lected from a variety of sources

—

unions, union members, personal

donors, newspapers, and commer-
cial photographers. They document
important strikes and other events,

conventions, meetings, parades,

and Labor Day and other celebra-

tions. Among the IWW-related col-

lections, for example, are unique

photographs of the funerals of Joe

Hill, Frank Little, and other union

martyrs, the Everett "massacre," the

deportation of "Wobblies" from Bis-

bee, and the famous Wheatland,

Patterson, and Lawrence strikes.

The Ludlow Massacre is shown in

fifteen rare glass negatives. Interior

scenes of mills and factories, stores

and shops, mines and mining camps,

as well as photographs of work in

lumber camps and other outdoor

settings depict work places, tools,

and workers. Acquisition of 140 pho-

tographs by the distinguished artist

Lewis W Hine adds immeasurably

to the Archives holdings.

Broadsides, strike posters, bulle-

tins, cartoons, murals and paintings,

and other illustrations represent

another important segment of the

audio-visual collection. The cartoons

of Ernest Reibe, originator of the

"Mr. Block Series," which appeared

in the Industrial Worker and other

IWW publications, are a rich source

for the education and propaganda
policies of the IWW In 1981, the Ar-

chives obtained four postcards writ-

ten by Joe Hill between 1911 and 1914,

each containing a cartoon. One,
drawn in color while Hill was await-

ing execution in the penitentiary in

Publishing is one of San

Franciso's oldest industries, and

typesetters and printers have

played a variety of important

roles in the city's cultural

and labor history.

Salt Lake City in 1914, depicts a

Christmas scene celebrated by Hill

the year before.

The film collection is also rich,

and, for the most part, an untapped

source. Several thousand films

—

mostly raw footage—depict strikes,

work scenes, conventions, meetings,

parades, and other historic events.

These sources have been used exten-

sively by television and documen-
tary film producers but seldom by
historians.

Access to union and other records

is controlled by legal agreement with

each donor. The UAW, for example,

has opened to scholarly research all

its inactive records that are ten years

or older; those files less than ten

years old are closed except by special

permission of the union. All pub-

lished materials are available without

restriction. Other unions, organiza-

tions, and personal donors have
adopted access provisions which
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range from twenty years of closure

to no restrictions.

The Archives of Labor and Urban
Affairs has a Kaiser Family Founda-

tion Travel Grant Program whereby
researchers can be awarded up to

$700 for expenses to come to Detroit

to use the Archives. Application

forms can be obtained from the

Director of the Archives.

The Bancroft Library

University of California,

Berkeley

by Bonnie Hardwick

Head, Manuscript Division

The Bancroft Library, on the Uni-

versity of California campus at

Berkeley, is one of the largest collec-

tions of manuscripts, rare books,

and special collections in the United

States. Hubert Howe Bancoft began

gathering Western Americana in the

1850s, concentrating first on Califor-

nia and the Pacific states but soon

extending his collection to encom-
pass the entire western region from

Alaska to Panama and east to the

Rocky Mountain states. Included

among the Bancroft's more than

12,000 collections today are the pap-

ers of individuals and organizations

representing such diverse fields as

literature, politics, journalism, thea-

ter, conservation, education, sci-

ence, and business.

From these vast holdings, I have

compiled a highly selective bibliog-

raphy of materials relating to the

labor movement. Not listed are

larger collections of personal papers

in which only small sections deal

with labor relations; but I have in-

cluded small collections of very early

materials, such as the Eureka Typo-

graphical Union of San Francisco for

which we have a record book of min-

utes for 1853-1859, and a handful of

early records of the Knights of Labor.

Various other unions are represented.

Most of them are fairly predictable

in terms of California geography and

history, with emphasis on sailors

and maritime unions, printing, min-

ing, and agriculture. There is also

much material relating to labor strife

in agriculture. Business papers of

other industries, too, often contain

Archives of Labor and Urban Affairs

Walter P. Reuther Library

Wayne State University

Detroit, MI 48202

(313) 577-4024

The Bancroft Library

University of California

Berkeley, CA 94720

(415) 643-8153

Labor Archives and Research Center

San Francisco State University

480 Winston Drive

San Francisco, CA 94132

(415) 564-4010

Anne Rand Memorial Library

1188 Franklin Street

San Francisco, CA 94109

(415) 775-0533

Southern California Library for

Social Studies and Research

6120 South Vermont Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90044

(213) 759-6063

Southern Labor Archives

Alumni Hall

Georgia State University

Atlanta, GA 30303

(404) 658-2477

University of Washington Libraries

Manuscripts and Archives

Seattle, WA 98195

(206) 543-1879

Urban History Center

California State University

Northridge, CA 91324

(818) 885-2487

Western Historical Collections

University Libraries

Campus Box 184

Boulder, CO 80309

(303) 492-7242

information on labor relations, pre-

senting management points of view.

Also held are some personal papers

of labor activists, such as Tom
Mooney, and papers of legal firms

that dealt with labor-related cases,

such as the Gladstein, Leonard, Pat-

sey and Anderson firm. The latter

contains 100 cartons of Norman
Leonard's cases, mainly dealing

with the International Longshore-

men's and Warehousemen's Union
(ILWU).

The Bancroft's Regional Oral His-

tory Office has been active for over

thirty years and during that time has

conducted a number of interviews

dealing with labor issues. The

catalog of oral histories completed

by the office between 1954 and 1979

describes twenty-three oral history

projects relating directly to business

and labor, including, for example,

interviews with Warren Billings and

Louis Goldblatt of the ILWU. Anoth-

er group concerns the wine industry

in California; and among the many
oral histories of the Earl Warren Era

Project are the views of labor leaders

of that time.

The following list indicates some
of the labor-related manuscript col-

lections in the Bancroft Library. By
fully utilizing various catalogs and

finding aids, as well as the able assis-

tance of the reference librarian, a

creative researcher will discover ad-

ditional caches of labor movement
materials in other Bancroft special

collections, such as sound record-

ings of speeches by Cesar Chavez

and a fine group of 247 photographs

of the ILWU strike and the San Fran-

cisco General Strike of 1934.

California Department of Industrial

Relations, Division of Immigration

and Housing. Records, ca. 1913-

1937. 92 cartons, 9 packages, and

8 card files. Preliminary inventory

available.

Coast Seamen's Union of the Pacific



Coast. Treasurer's ledger, 1885-

1887. 1 volume.

Cross, Ira Brown. California labor

notes, ca. 1847-1932. 4 cartons.

Notes, clippings, and correspon-

dence gathered for his book, His-

tory of the Labor Movement in Califor-

nia. Inventory available.

Dellums, Cottrell L. Correspon-

dence and papers. 43 cartons. In-

cludes records of the Brotherhood

of Sleeping Car Porters. Prelimi-

nary inventory available.

Eggleston, Arthur Dupuy.
Correspondence and papers,

1935-1941. 2 boxes and 2 cartons.

Labor editor on the San Francisco

Chronicle. Inventory available.

Eureka Typographical Union, No.

21, San Francisco. Record book,

1853-1859. 1 volume.

Federal Writers' Project, Oakland,

Calif. Source material gathered by
Federal Writers' Project on Migrat-

ory Labor, District No. 8, ca. 1936-

1939. 36 cartons and 3 card file

boxes.

Gladstein, Leonard, Patsey and An-
derson, Attorneys at Law, San

Francisco. Legal files, ca. 1933-

1957. 7 cartons. Preliminary inven-

tory available.

The Green Rising, 1910-1977: A Sup-

plement to the Southern Tenant

Farmers Union Project. 17 reels

of microfilm. Published guide

available.

Gold Hill Miners' Union. Organiza-

tional papers, Gold Hill, Nevada,
1876-1921. 4 volumes and 2

portfolios.

International Fishermen and Allied

Workers of America. Records, ca.

1938-1951. 21 cartons. Preliminary

The iron workers

who built the Golden

Gate Bridge were

among those ivhose

dramatic roles were

celebrated in the 1987

commemoration of the

bridge's fiftieth

anniversary.

inventory available.

International Longshoremen's and

Warehousemen's Union. Subject

files relating to seamen's and

maritime unions, ca. 1936-1976. 21

cartons. Inventory available.

International Typographical Union
of North America, Union No. 46,

Sacramento. Minutes of meetings,

1859-1940. 10 volumes.

International Union of Mine, Mill

and Smelter Workers, No. 61,

Bodie, Calif. Records, 1890-1913. 2

volumes.

International Workmen's Associa-

tion. Records, 1882-1887 1 box.

See Haskell Family Papers for re-

lated materials.

Ireland, Luis Arthurs. Correspon-

dence and papers, 1910-1960. 3

boxes, 3 cartons, and 1 volume.
Secretary of the Printers' Board of
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Trade and the Employing Printers'

Association.

Knights of Labor. Records, 1886-

1892. 1 portfolio and 1 volume.

Lewis, Austin. Correspondence and
papers, 1913-1944. 1 box and 4 car-

tons. Materials re: Tom Mooney
and Warren Billings; California's

criminal syndicalism law. Inven-

tory available.

Macarthur, Walter. Correspondence

and papers, ca. 1905-1944. 7 car-

tons. Materials on the Sailors'

Union of the Pacific.

Mooney, Thomas J. Correspondence

and papers, 1906-1942. 50 cartons,

84 volumes, 37 scrapbooks, 15

packages, and 1 portfolio. Inven-

tory available.

National Union of Marine Cooks and
Stewards. Records, ca. 1938-1955.

21 cartons. Preliminary inventory

available.

Roney, Frank. Correspondence and
papers, 1870-1925. 2 boxes. Early

labor movement in San Francisco,

with emphasis on the iron industry

and the Federated Trades Council.

San Francisco CIO Council. Records,

ca. 1939-1949. 21 cartons. Prelimi-

nary inventory available.

San Francisco Labor Council. Rec-

ords, 1906-1965. 175 cartons and

4 packages. Temporary inventory

available.

Southern Tenant Farmers Union.

Papers, 1934-1970. 60 reels of mi-

crofilm. Originals in the Southern

Historical Collection, University

of North Carolina Library, Chapel

Hill, N.C. Published guide avail-

able.

Taylor, Paul Shuster. Material con-

cerning Mexican labor in the

United States, collected ca. 1927-

1932. 2 cartons. Also: Field notes

for his book, Mexican Labor in the

United States, 1927-1930.

1 box.

Labor Archives and
Research Center

San Francisco State University

By Lynn A. Bonfield

Director

The Labor Archives and Research

Center collects archival and printed

materials which document the lives

of Northern California working men
and women and their unions. It

houses, for example, the eighty-box

archives of the Bay Area Typograph-

ical Union, Local 21, the oldest con-

tinually existing union in the Bay

Area, and the first to admit women
on an equal basis with men. Papers

of unionists and friends of labor

have also been collected: among
them 25 boxes of the papers of David

Selvin, labor journalist and histo-

rian, and 160 boxes of the papers of

Norman Leonard, labor lawyer for

the International Longshoremen's
and Warehousemen's Union (ILWU).

Material dealing with women
workers can be found in the Union
Women's Alliance to Gain Equality

(Union W.A.G.E.) Collection which

fills twenty boxes, including min-

utes, subject files, and testimony be-

fore the California Industrial Welfare

Commission, 1971-1982. An earlier

collection focusing on women is the

Bookbinders and Bindery Women's
Union papers. The minutes begin in

1902 when there were separate locals

for men and "girls." In 1917 they

merged into Local 31-125, and the

minutes in the collection continue

through 1970. This year the Depart-

ment Store Employees, Local 1100,

in San Francisco celebrates its fiftieth

anniversary and retired officers Larry

Vail and Walter Johnson have do-

nated over two cubic feet of records

from this predominantly female

union, including complete docu-

mentation of the Sears strike, 1973-

1975.

A large collection from the United

Professors of California, the first fac-

ulty union in the California State

University system, is on permanent
deposit at the Archives. Its prede-

cessor, the California Faculty Associ-

ation, has also been approached to

designate the Archives as its official

repository. A similar arrangement

has been made with the San Fran-

cisco Labor Council; Sign, Display,

and Allied Crafts Union; and House-
hold Workers' Rights.

Visual materials are a high priority

in the collecting policy of the Ar-

chives. A major donation from The

People's World of five boxes of photo-

graphs, 1935-1955, includes a dozen
photos by Dorothea Lange. Several

photographs from the collection will

be featured as book covers and illus-

trations in articles in the next year.

Photographs are also found in the

collections of the San Francisco

Labor Council and the California

Labor Federation, AFL-CIO. Another

compelling visual item is the 1907

Industrial Workers of the World

(I.WW) Charter of a North Beach

Italian bakery, which is displayed in

the reading room. Archie Green, the

donor of the IWW charter, also gave

the Archives the original 1916 sheet

music to "The Rebel Girl," the song

Joe Hill wrote for Elizabeth Gurley

Flynn. A reproduction of the front

cover is available at the Archives.

The maritime industry is repre-

sented in the many International

Longshoremen's and Warehouse-

men's Union pamphlets as well as

in the thirty boxes containing the

papers of the Maritime Federation

of the Pacific for the years 1935-1942.

The Archives' poster collection in-

cludes several Rockwell Kent images

used during the Harry Bridges era.

From the same period are three Ben

Shahn posters which are being de-

acidified and encapsulated in order

to ensure their existence for future

exhibition.

Other gifts of broadsides, glass-

plate negatives, buttons, newspa-
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pers, books, films, videos, tapes,

long-playing records, histories of

locals, and biographies of people in

the labor movement are available for

researchers to use.

The Archives is co-sponsored by

the San Francisco Bay Area Labor

Foundation, a non-profit corpora-

tion whose charter authorizes it to

receive funds and properties from

private and public sources for pur-

poses relating to labor education.

The Labor Foundation worked for

many years to establish a repository

for the documents of the Bay Area

labor movement. In 1984, the Labor

Foundation concluded an agreement

with San Francisco State University

to house the Archives. At the official

opening of the Archives on February

13, 1986, over 300 labor officials,

union members, retirees, and uni-

versity faculty and staff joined in the

celebration.

The Archives maintains exhibit

cases displaying photographs,

ephemera, labor art, and union rec-

ords from its collection. Plans are

underway to host programs, special

events, and exhibits on a regular

basis. The first program in the spring

of 1986 honored P. H. McCarthy of

the Building Trades Council in San

Francisco, who was elected mayor
of the city in 1909. Later programs
have highlighted New Deal arts,

IWW "rebel art," and the building

of the Golden Gate Bridge.

Southern California Library

For Social Studies and Research

by Sarah Cooper

Director

I would like to do three things: to

explain what I consider to be the

political nature of the labor collec-

tions at SCL; to highlight a few of

our collections and mention the var-

ying forms of archival materials we

World War II was an

industrial war, fought

with enormous

quantities of

weaponry,

ammunition, and

other equipment, and

women who worked in

factories were as much
a part of the war effort

as the men who

fought in the field.

Photographs from the

People's World
collection provide

exceptional

documentation of the

variety and conditions

of these women's work.

have; and to discuss the role our

institution has played and can play

in documenting Southern California

labor history. What do I mean by the

political nature of our labor collec-

tions? I mean two things primarily.

First, our labor archives are not

primarily the official records of un-

ions or locals of unions. Rather they

are the correspondence, legal files,

and pamphlets of labor activists bat-

tling the government or employers

in fighting for the political right to

protest and to organize. These are

papers of individuals as well as sup-

port organizations.

Second, I mean by the political na-

ture of our collections that the library

itself has a political origin. It was
founded by Emil Freed, a longtime

Los Angeles activist and member (if

the Communist Party, who partici-

pated in or observed many of the

movements the library documents,

such as the organizing of the CIO,
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the Hollywood Studio strikes, and

the fight against McCarthyism in the

1950s. Over the past year we have

been sorting through and organizing

materials he collected from the thir-

ties until his death in 1982. Indeed,

Freed's personal papers at the library

reflect his political experience: they

consist mainly of his correspon-

dence from the Lincoln Heights Jail,

where he served ten months in 1949

for having picketed during the 1946

Hollywood Studio Strike.

In reflecting on the history of our

library, I have found a statement by

Howard Zinn to be particularly ap-

propriate. Addressing a meeting of

archivists in 1970, he said "knowl-

edge has a social origin and a social

use. It comes out of a divided, em-
battled world and is poured into

such a world." Viewing archives as

a concrete part of a larger body of

human knowledge, I see the histor-

ical materials we all collect as having

a social origin and social use. Cer-

tainly the collections at the Southern

California Library come out of a

divided, embattled world.

Let me highlight a few of our labor

collections to illustrate how much
they reflect the political battles Cal-

ifornia labor activists have faced over

the past fifty to sixty years. What is

very well documented in them is a

form of political harassment that

could be used against only foreign-

born labor activists: that is, of

course, the threat of deportation.

This threat is the genesis of the most

significant archival collection we
have: the legal files of lawyer Richard

Gladstein pertaining to the many at-

tempts by the U.S. government to

deport his well-known client, long-

shore leader Harry Bridges.

Bridges was never deported, but

other labor activists of the same
period were, such as Guatemalan-

born Luisa Moreno, who had been

an organizer for the cannery and ag-

ricultural workers union. Her unsuc-

cessful fight against deportation is

documented in the papers of her

lawyer, Robert Kenny, a civil liberties

champion and one-time California

Attorney General. Other civil rights

and civil liberties collections we have

document the struggle of minorities

as well as labor people fighting for

their rights. This theme runs through

our collections from the Los Angeles

chapters of the Committee for the

Protection of the Foreign Born and

the Civil Rights Congress.

The library also maintains materi-

als on Los Angeles organizations

currently involved in protecting

the rights of foreign-born residents,

in particular Mexican and Central

American immigrants to Los Ange-

les. Though we do not as yet have

full-blown archival collections on
these groups, we do have the litera-

ture files of a number of local support

organizations, such as El Rescate,

Casa El Salvador, Guatemala Informa-

tion Center, and the Central Ameri-

can Refugee Center. These are part

of our contemporary Heritage Proj-

ect.

We have about 20,000 catalogued

pamphlets, many of which date

from the 1930s. I view our pamphlets

as primary source materials, as ar-

chival materials, really, because

political pamphlets have not been

systematically collected by research

libraries. Our labor or union pam-
phlets are diverse, though there is a

preponderance of pamphlets from

unions in which the Communist
Party played a significant role such

as the Mine, Mill, and Smelter Work-

ers, the United Electrical Workers,

and the Cannery and Agricultural

Workers Union. We also have scat-

tered pamphlets from the Trade

Union Unity League and the Inter-

national Labor Defense.

In highlighting the different forms

of archival materials at SCL, I need

to mention our documentary film

collection, which includes a number

of labor films from the 1930s and
1940s. Under a grant from the

American Film Institute/National

Endowment for the Arts preserva-

tion programs, we have been able

to have preservation negatives made
of several of our films, as well as

positive prints that can be used for

reference. Included in this collection

are short films on the El Monte berry

pickers and Kern County cotton

strikes of the thirties, demonstra-

tions in San Pedro and Los Angeles,

and demonstrations in support of

Tom Mooney.

As far as I can tell, SCL and the

Urban Archives at Northridge are

the only two southern California in-

stitutions that have articulated a

focused collecting interest in labor

history, though there is of course

some good labor material at other

regional institutions, particularly

UCLA. Thus, small as we are, SCL
has an important role to play in

doing what we can to document

some aspects of labor history in our

region of the state. We can be en-

couraged by what has happened in

northern California with the de-

velopment of the Labor Archives

and Research Center at San Fran-

cisco State University. It is my hope

that in due course southern Califor-

nia will develop a similar conscious-

ness of its own labor history and

seriously begin the task of preserv-

ing it.

The Anne Rand Library

International Longshoremen's

and Warehousemen's Union

by Carol Schwartz

Former Librarian

The Anne Rand Library of the

International Longshoremen's and

Warehousemen's Union (ILWU) is a

research library and archives. As an

in-house archives, it has its own
unique organization and arrange-
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merits that reflect the growth of the

ILWU.
The union arrived on the scene in

the late 1930s with the organizing of

the CIO, and the collection reflects

not only the tremendous organizing

of the ILWU during those years but

the dedication of the workers to the

union movement.
The ILWU brought together top

people to become staff workers in

the union. It hired Morris Watson
from New York as the first editor of

The Dispatcher, the union's official

newspaper. It also brought Lincoln

Fairley a Harvard economist, who,
in turn, hired Anne Rand as the first

librarian in 1945.

The library collection grew rapidly

with a broad scope. It encompasses
not only the materials necessary to

run a union, but resource material

on major social issues on which the

union takes positions. Anne Rand
drew students, writers, anyone in-

terested in labor history into the li-

brary. It became a public resource

open to all people and groups inter-

ested in labor history and the social

issues of the day. It was always said

that Anne Rand not only provided

the material that you were seeking,

but she sought to expand your mind

.

The collection achieved historical

significance as an archives some-

where in the 1950s or 1960s. Before

that it was known only as a research

library with a cataloged collection of

about 3,000 volumes. It collected ma-
terials on the CIO unions. We have
convention proceedings of the Mine,

Mill and Smelter Workers, and Pack-

Labor history includes such

topics as how individuals learn

their work. Vice-President

Hubert Humphrey watches

seventeen-year-old trainee Ricky

Esgurerra practice welding at

the Alameda Air Station in 1967.

inghouse Workers, and the United

Electrical Workers (UE). There is

very good, cataloged documentation

of the fifties, the persecution of these

unions during the McCarthy years,

and their expulsion from the CIO.

We have the transcript of the ILWU
expulsion. There are proceedings

and records from the California CIO
as well as the National CIO.

The Archives holdings deal pri-

marily with the ILWU. Records are

available to researchers with ap-

proval; anything in the public do-

main is available without restriction.

They include the legal documents,

the trial transcripts, and material

developed around support commit-
tees. We have organizing files of the

Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers
Union, which are unique because or-
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ganizers never used telephones in

the 1930s and 1940s but were ac-

countable by handwritten corre-

spondence for what they had done
every day; in many cases their days

were divided by the hour. The Ar-

chives contains convention tran-

scripts and longshore division cau-

cus transcripts as well as all other

documents from conventions and
conferences. We have correspon-

dence files; a section of about 120 file

drawers (about 250 cubic feet) holds

the history files which organize ma-
terial on the union activity by sub-

ject. In that section is almost every

article that has been printed on
Harry Bridges. The union sub-

scribed to a clipping service from
newspapers all over the country and
any article that mentioned Harry
Bridges or the ILWU was sent to us.

Now the service is restricted to the

states where the ILWU has locals.

Since 1942 the Library has main-

tained an index to The Dispatcher, the

union newspaper, which is a tre-

mendous finding aid for activities

undertaken by the ILWU, providing

a time and place for almost every

union action, and serving as the first

reference in any research project.

Also held by the ILWU are the rec-

ords of federations in which the

ILWU was a member. The Commit-
tee for Maritime Unity existed right

after World War II, headed by Harry

Bridges and Joe Curran of the Na-
tional Maritime Union. The Pacific

Coast Maritime Industry Board was
a tripartite World War II organization

dedicated to getting maximum pro-

duction on the home front.

The Urban Archives Center

California State University,

Northridge

by Robert C. Marshall

Archivist

The Urban Archives Center at Cal-

ifornia State University, Northridge

was started in 1978 with a National

Endowment for the Humanities grant

and one from the National Historical

Publications and Records Commis-
sion. We are still a rather small shop
and have not yet sought out large

labor collections. The Urban Ar-

chives is waiting until the new wing
of the Oviatt Library is built. This

will provide automated shelving ac-

cess, which will increase the Urban
Archives space to around 5,000 cubic

feet. As soon as we move, we can

start collecting much more.

We presently have around fifty to

sixty collections at UAC, about half

of which deal with labor history. We
also have an oral history collection.

Our acquisition focus is the geo-

graphical limits of Los Angeles
County. Our acquisition program
also concentrates on acquiring re-

cords from voluntary associations,

which include labor organizations,

and individuals directly involved

with voluntary associations.

The Urban Archives relationship

with the Cal State student body is

extremely close. Since Cal State is

considered a "teaching university,"

we are concerned about acquiring

collections that correspond with the

course work being taught in the var-

ious departments on campus, cross-

covering several disciplines. One of

the major policies is collecting for

the undergraduate as well as the

graduate student, providing under-

graduates with their first experience

in doing "research." I go to about

ten classes a semester, bringing ar-

chival tools and examples of primary

documents with me. I also give a

class tour of the archives, taking stu-

dents through the stack area and
talking to them, trying to get them
excited by history. The talks and
tours are interdisciplinary, thus I go

to classes in history, journalism, ed-

ucation, social science, political sci-

ence, geography, and urban studies.

In acquiring collections that virtu-

ally "excavate" the layers of Los

QNSTF

I?

Angeles historical development, we
are documenting a unique urban ex-

perience. We have, for example, the

papers of the Van Nuys Chamber of

Commerce which reveal the business

community's drive to develop the

San Fernando Valley. We also have
many materials documenting the ex-

perience of workers and labor move-
ments during the valley's growth.

The opportunity to study such con-

trasting forces offers students a

holistic way to touch history.

The Urban Archives Center has

several major subject areas. We have

holdings on "Chambers ofCommerce
and Related Associations." These re-

veal the impact of business on the

growth and development of the Los

Angeles area and include the papers

of the Northridge Civic Association,

the West Van Nuys Chamber of

Commerce, and others. We have the

papers of the Greater Los Angeles

Visitors and Convention Bureau, an

extensive promotional collection

documenting early attempts to per-
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suade people to visit and live in Los

Angeles.

The UAC is also interested in the

educational development of the Los

Angeles community. We have the

papers of Dr. Robert L. Docter, who
was president of the Board of Educa-

tion in the seventies when the stu-

dents' rights movement was espe-

cially active. This was also the period

of integrating the Los Angeles public

school system and the beginnings of

school busing. In contrast to the

pro-integration papers, we hold the

papers of the "Bus Stop" group,

which attempted to stop busing. We
will be acquiring lawyer case files

dealing with this issue. We have the

papers of Dr. Julian Nava, who was
president of the Board of Education

before Dr. Docter. Nava's basic con-

cerns were bilingual education and
ethnic studies. Minority and ethnic

activities are further documented
through our collection on the Su-

preme Council of the Mexican-

American Movement. We also hold

the papers of the California Associ-

ation for the Education of Young
Children, which coincides with the

nursery school program being taught

at Cal State.

In our "Political Organizations"

collection, we have the papers of the

California Young Democrats, Sena-

tor Thomas C. Carroll, Representa-

tive James Corman, and other politi-

cians. We have the papers of the

League of Women Voters of Los

Angeles, which cover a wide variety

of subjects, including labor, as well

as other issues that are politically

important throughout Los Angeles

history.

The UAC collects the papers of

several social service organizations.

Our most extensive collection in the

area is the "United Way of Los

Angeles Collection." If one wants to

see what voluntary work was going

on, for example, in Los Angeles dur-

ing World War II, the "War Chest"

records of the United Way are an

excellent source.

San Francisco State University

professors discovered that many

of their work-related concerns

were similar to those of more

traditional unionists when they

went on strike in 1968.

As Los Angeles is diverse, so is

its labor force. So, at the UAC we
are collecting in several areas. Again,

in education, we have the papers of

the California Federation of Teachers.

To cover the motion picture industry,

we have the Directors' Guild of

America and the Motion Picture

Screen Cartoonist Guild papers,

which document the Disney strike.

The latter provide a view of Walt

Disney different from the "official"

benevolent version.

We have the Los Angeles County
Federation of Labor papers, those of

the Newspaper Guild, and a fasci-

nating collection of the International

Longshoremen's and Warehouse-

men's Union, Local 13, papers. The
Local 13 collection is about forty

cubic feet. We recently acquired

some legal papers of Norman Leo-

nard, whose case files deal with

Local 13's issues.

Complete details on our holdings

and collections may be found in a

brochure we have published
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REVIEWS
Edited by James J. Rawls

Isadora: Portrait Of The

Artist As A Woman
By Frederika Blair. (New York:

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1987, 470

pp., illus., 1987, $14.95 paper.)

Reviewed by Gloria Ricci Lothrop,

Professor of History at California State

Polytechnic University, Pomona.

This volume captures the spirit of Wil-

liam Wordsworth's "Well Wrought Urn."

From title page to type face, from chapter

headings to offsets surrounding the

right gallery of illustrations by Arnold

Genthe and Edward Steichen, among
others, this is a beautifully crafted vol-

ume. It is above all, however, a com-

prehensive study which in drawing from

conventional accounts as well as French,

German and Russian sources, places this

prototypical interpreter of modern
dance within historical perspective. It is

simultaneously a graceful narrative and

a rigorous exercise in scholarship in

which scrupulous research and careful

epigraphy have served to correct a

number of longstanding misconcep-

tions, some perpetrated by Duncan in

her own hurried autobiography.

While the thoroughness of the study

underscores the dedication of the au-

thor, this is no artful paean. Blair neither

canonizes nor condems, but rather, in a

manner which would merit Isadora

Duncan's praise, presents a biography

of a woman who is ultimately broken

but "undiminished by life."

The richly detailed account opens
against the background of California in

the 1870s where at San Francisco's

Masonic Roof Garden young Isadora ap-

peared for three weeks in the role of

"The California Fawn." Shortly there-

after she departed via cattleboat for

Europe where in due course she was
showered with accolades by audiences

in Vienna, Paris, and Leningrad and un-

abashedly admired by such respected

mandarins of European culture as

Rodin, Stanislavsky, D'Annunzio and
Eleanora Duse.

Blair traces the life, loves, and losses

of this maverick artistic pioneer during

her precarious and sometimes im-

pecunious pilgrimage from Budapest to

Buenos Aires to Long Beach, where she

briefly operated a Duncan School of

Dance. While avoiding intrusive clinical

analysis, the author delves into the back-

ground of the protagonists of this

drama, explaining the dynamics of each

of Isadora's romantic relationships. With

perceptiveness arising from evident

mastery of her subject, Blair probes the

motivations behind both the self-de-

structiveness and the yearning for ma-

ternity which in her latter days rendered

Duncan a tortured Niobe, drawn by her

need to nurture and love, but unsuccess-

ful in her implacable efforts to achieve

either.

The counterproductiveness of these

contending forces is clearly evident in

Duncan's precipitous efforts to establish

schools which offered continuity for the

style of dance to which she had given

birth. At the same time, by continually

battling the status quo in order to justify

her unique lifestyle, she alienated every

source of possible support, including a

steamily ruffled Walter Lippman as well

as the "bourgeois Philistines of Boston"

before whom she danced wearing a scarf

of Soviet red as an insignia of her new
allegiance. As a result of such impolitic

challenges, the daring innovator once

described as a "sister to Samothrace," for

a time even found herself to be a woman
without a country.

Despite the roiling tensions of her per-

sonal life, Isadora Duncan successfully

popularized the new mode of dance

which was individually expressive,

liberating and, above all, natural,

emanating deep from within the center

of the body. To achieve this, she tirelessly

devoted herself to the study of how the

fundamentals of shape and dynamics

could convey both gravity and
weightlessness as well as meaning. As
Blair points out, the historic significance

of these innovations lies in their legacy.

It is a matter of record that Duncan's

Isadora Duncan.

classical, folk, and work themes inspired

groups as diverse as Denishawn and the

Moisevitch Dancers. Her magical use of

movement and gesture admittedly in-

spired Pavlova in the "dying swan" se-

quence as well as Fokine and Diaghilev.

No less innovative was her use of the

single color draped stage set and the in-

troduction of the Greek tunic to achieve

a freedom of movement and to display

"the ideal form of woman." Her use of

classical musical compositions, while

challenged by some, gave new impor-

tance and dignity to what had often been

reviewed as little more than a decorative

art. As a result, in the estimation of

Agnes de Mille, she elevated the status

of the dance.
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Although regrettably it appears that

no cinematic record remains of this re-

markable dance interpreter, her con-

tributions are unquestioned. In the

words of Michael Fokine: "She was the

greatest American gift to dance." This

stunning volume significantly enhances

our appreciation of that gift. [chs|

The Fair but Frail:

Prostitution in

San Francisco, 1849-1900.

By Jacqueline Baker Barnhart. (Reno:

University of Nevada Press, 1986,

136 pp., $15.00 cloth.)

Reviewed by James J. Rawls, Instructor

of History, Diablo Valley College.

The history of women in California

and the West remains largely unwritten.

Women are invisible in most accounts,

their contributions often deemed unim-

portant.

When attention has been paid to the

role of women, historians have tended

to portray them in stereotyped images.

Joan M. Jensen and Darlis A. Miller re-

cently assembled these images into four

major categories: gentle tamers, help-

mates, hell-raisers, and bad women. The
gentle-tamer category includes all those

imagined women who carried westward

the trappings of civilization, and who
assumed the major responsibility for

re-establishing the social and cultural

values of their former homes. The help-

mates were the long-suffering women
who not only performed traditional

chores but who also helped by doing

"men's work" during times of need.

More masculine women were the hell-

raisers, the Calamity Janes who acted

more like men than women. Bad

women, quite simply, were the prosti-

tutes. Jensen and Miller challenge histo-

rians to move beyond these stereotypes,

to ask new questions, and to apply more

sophisticated methods of analysis. What

is most needed, they conclude, are stud-

ies of how women fit into the economic

structure of the West through their labor.

Jacqueline Baker Barnhart, as if in re-

sponse to the call of Jensen and Miller,

re-examines one of the most common
stereotypical roles of western women.
She analyzes the prostitutes of San Fran-

cisco, not as deviants or victims, but as

a group of professional workers. She

places them within the tradition of gold-

rush entrepreneurship, noting that most

prostitutes came to California seeking

economic opportunity and that many
were willing to leave lucrative jobs work-

ing for others to open businesses of their

own. In stressing the economic motive

of these westering women, Barnhart

confirms that for many nineteenth-cen-

tury Americans California was indeed

synonymous with opportunity.

Barnhart pays special attention to the

complex economic structure of prostitu-

tion. In the early period, 1849 to 1850,

prostitution in San Francisco was rela-

tively undifferentiated. Most prostitutes

were of the entrepreneurial elite known
as parlor-house prostitutes. In a society

over ninety percent male, the market

was clearly in their favor. The prosti-

tutes' ability to take advantage of this

unique opportunity determined their

economic success and social freedom. As
market conditions changed, other cate-

gories of prostitutes appeared and com-

petition increased.

A major contribution of Barnhart's

work is her analysis of the relationship

of prostitution to the larger society In

the period 1849 to 1870 prostitutes were

at first admired, then tolerated, and

finally ostracized. The changing status

of the prostitutes was reflected in the

terms used to describe them. Between

1849 and 1851 prostitutes were known
by a variety of euphemisms. The coarse

and abusive term whore, according to

Barnhart, was never used. Twenty years

later the term was commonly used, and

prostitution was no longer tolerated.

With the arrival of families—gentle

tamers included—San Francisco fell

"under the influence of the Victorians,"

and prostitution was seen as a threat to

public respectability.

Like most practitioners of the new
social history, Barnhart is also interested

in the question of social mobility. She

describes the causes of upward and
downward mobility, but is unable to

answer the question of whether the San

Francisco prostitutes enjoyed greater or

lesser mobility than their counterparts

back east.

The Fair but Frail is a slim volume,

suggestive rather than comprehensive.

It is a valuable book, an important con-

tribution to the yet to be written history

of California women, [chs]

"The Tools ofMy Trade":

The Annotated Books in Jack

London's Library

By David Mike Hamilton. (Seattle:

University of Washington Press,

1986, 326 + xiv pp., illus., $25.00

cloth).

Reviewed by Earle Labor, Professor of

English at Centenary College of

Louisiana and editor of the forthcoming

The Letters of Jack London.

"I regard books in my library in much
the same way that a sea captain regards

the charts in his chart-room," Jack Lon-

don wrote to The North American in 1913.

"It is manifestly impossible for a sea cap-

tain to carry in his head the memory of

all the reefs, rocks, shoals, harbors,

points, lighthouses, beacons and buoys

of all the coasts of all the world; and no

sea captain ever endeavors to store his

head with such a mass of knowledge.

What he does is to know his way about

the chart-room, and when he picks up

a new coast, he takes out the proper

chart and has immediate access to all

information about that coast. So it

should be with books .... I, for one,

never can have too many books; nor can

my books cover too many subjects."
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Contrary to his popular impression,

Jack London was—as David Mike

Hamilton's new book makes clear—es-

sentially a scholar in the Emersonian

sense: influenced as much by books as

by nature and action. He read widely

avidly, and omnivorously. Moreover, he

assimilated what he read and used much
of it in his own practical affairs: sailing,

ranching, and—most important—writ-

ing. Great fictions like The Call of the Wild,

The Sea-Wolf, "To Build a Fire," "Love of

Life," and The Star Rover were in fact

drawn more from his reading than from

his living. During his lifetime he ac-

cumulated a library of over fifteen thou-

sand volumes on an astonishing diver-

sity of subjects: "evolution, biology, psy-

chology, economics, political [theory],

travel, navigation, and philosophy, as

well as drama, poetry, and fiction"—in

short, says Hamilton, "on almost every

conceivable subject." The record of Lon-

don's annotations in these volumes—in-

structively complemented by Hamilton's

own commentaries about London's life

and works—provides us with fresh, di-

rect insights into the complex process of

authorship.

That process was initiated at a very

early age. "I learned to read and write

about my fifth year," London attested in

a letter to his first publisher, Houghton
Mifflin. "Folks say I simply insisted on

being taught .... Remember reading

some of Trowbridge's works for boys at

six years of age. At seven I was reading

Paul du Chaillu's Travels, Captain Cook's

Voyages, and Life of Garfield. All through

this period I devoured what Seaside Li-

brary novels I could borrow from wom-
enfolk and dime novels from the farm

hands. At eight I was deep in Ouida and
Washington Irving. Also during this per-

iod read a great deal of American His-

tory." By the age of twenty London had
read Das Kapital, the Communist Man-

ifesto, and Henry George's Progress and

Poverty. When he went to the Klondike

at the age of twenty-one, he carried his

personal copy of Marx, along with Dar-

win's Origin of the Species, Spencer's Phi-

Salt Lake City, Utah Territory, 1851. Lithograph by E.C. Roberts for Golden Era.

losophy of Style, and Milton's Paradise Lost.

The influence of all four is evident in his

writings, as is that of such other favorites

as Shakespeare, Browning, Poe, Mel-

ville, Tolstoy, Nietzsche, Schopenhauer,

Kipling, Stevenson, and William (but

not Henry, whom he claimed he could

not read) James. Kipling (for his style)

and Spenser (for his philosophy) are per-

haps the strongest early influences. Lon-

don's later works are more powerfully

shaped by the fiction of Joseph Conrad

and by the psychological theories of Sig-

mund Freud, whom he had read during

the summer of 1912, and C.G. Jung,

whose Psychology of the Unconscious he

discovered six months before his death

in 1916. Hamilton has counted more than

three hundred notations in this latter

volume and suggests that, had London
lived longer, it "might have influenced

his writing more than any other." In any

case, London wrote a half-dozen stories

during his last months into which he

incorporated Jung's ideas about the un-

conscious—the first American fiction to

be deliberately informed by Jungian

theory. Only recently have these unique

creations been discovered by our

academic critics.

Other significant discoveries will un-

doubtedly be made as those critics en-

counter Hamilton's excellent study,

which should be graded as an indispens-

able tool to the London scholar's trade.fcHs]

Gold Rush Sojourners in

Great Salt Lake City 1849

and 1850.

By Brigham D. Madsen. (Salt Lake

City: University of Utah Press, 1983.

xii, 178 pp. $17.50 cloth)

Reviewed by M. Guy Bishop, Los

Angeles County Museum, author of

various articles on nineteenth century

Utah railroad history and on the anti-

slavery activities of the Lyman Beecher

family.

The interaction between Mormon set-

tlers in the valley of the Great Salt Lake

and gold rushes migrating to California

during 1849 and 1850 has proven to be

a topic worthy of scholarly considera-

tion. This highly readable monograph
by Brigham D. Madsen, professor of his-

tory at the University of Utah, seeks to

analyze the economic and social relation-

ships which were formed between Mor-

mons and non-Mormons during this

two-year period.

Madsen's narrative begins with the

settlement of the Salt Lake Valley in 1847

by the vanguard of Latter-day Saint refu-

gees driven from the Midwest by reli-

gious persecution. In June of 1849, when
the first westbound argonauts arrived at

the Mormon Halfway House of Great
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Salt Lake City, there were some 4,200

residents dwelling mostly in adobe or

wagon-box homes. This was not, how-
ever, the first Mormon involvement with

the gold rush. Several Latter-day Saints,

recently released from the Mormon Bat-

talion, were employees of Johann Sutter

and were present when James Marshall

made his famous discovery in January

1848. By the spring of the following year

the human flood across the continent

was underway and Salt Lake City proved

to be a conveniently located oasis for

many exhausted, hungry, or sick over-

landers.

The Mormons tended to view the arri-

val of the argonauts with mixed opin-

ions. They had, after all, migrated to the

Great Basin to escape the Gentile world.

But by 1849 the Saints were in need of

many of the items which overburdened

gold rushers had to trade. In return the

Mormons provided the wayfarers with

fresh animals, home cooked meals, and,

if needed, medical assistance. As the au-

thor has surmised, it was a mutually

beneficial arrangement.

Some sojourners complained about

the treatment they received from the

Mormons. They accused the Saints of

charging exorbitant prices and dishonest

business practices. But the most fre-

quent commentaries centered upon the

Mormons' religious practices—particu-

larly plural marriage (polygamy). The
debate over the relationship between

Saints and Gentiles at Salt Lake City has

not necessarily been settled by recent

scholars. The late John D. Unruh, Jr., in

his path-breaking study The Plains Across,

wrote in regard to those gold rushers

who stayed for an extended period at

the Mormon city that many "deeply re-

gretted their decision" to linger. Profes-

sor Madsen has taken a different stand.

He states that for the 1849-1850 period,

the gold seekers and their hosts left a

"heritage of friendship and good feel-

ings" (p. 125).

While perhaps still leaving some as-

pects of this Mormon-Gentile relation-

ship open to further discussion, Gold

Rush Sojourners in Great Salt Lake City has

made a solid contribution to the study

of the social and economic history of the

era. The book is complimented by infor-

mative maps and well chosen illustra-

tions. It should prove to be a welcome
addition for libraries, scholars, and col-

lectors of Western Americana, [chs]

Barons of Labor: The San

Francisco Building Trades

and Union Power in the

Progressive Era

By Michael Kazin (Urbana and

Chicago: University of Illinois Press,

1987, xiv + 319 pp., $24.95 cloth).

Reviewed by David F. Selvin, editor

emeritus, Northern California Labor,

labor historian.

Over a period of some thirty years

—

stretching roughly from a depression in

the 1890s to another in 1921—the Build-

ing Trades Council (BTC) of San Fran-

cisco, as Michael Kazin sees it, "accumu-

lated, used, and then lost a great deal

of urban power." It won and held an

overpowering, often arbitrary, domi-

nance over the city's building industry.

It invaded and captured a prominent

place and influence in the city's political

life. It gave voice to "the aspirations,

cultural practices, and racial prejudices"

of the white workers who were its con-

stituents. It contributed mightily to

the city's national reputation as "a good

union town." In the end, it fell victim

to a broadly-based, well-financed, and

determined anti-union, open-shop

campaign.

Kazin argues effectively for a fresh

view that sees unionism of the time, not

in terms of the "pure and simple" so

favored by some historians, but as a sig-

nificant force that fought for a voice in

the political, as well as the economic,

decisions of its time. His account traces

the BTC's political involvement, and
especially that of P. H. McCarthy, its

chief architect and spokesman, from op-

position to the Union Labor Party to

McCarthy's election as its candidate for

mayor. It was a political force, often

feared, frequently effective, and devoted

in the main to the progressive creed of

the day.

Kazin, too, describes the system de-

vised principally by McCarthy as a rigid

and arbitrary substitute for collective

bargaining. He records the unhappiness

of contractors with the BTC's many work
rules and dictatorial ways and the appro-

priate union responses. And his account

covers in detail the differences, as well

as the moments of accord, between the

BTC and the San Francisco Labor Coun-
cil, which represented the city's other

—

and larger—trade union movement.
Overall, Kazin offers a close-up and

highly useful view of the BTC during

that decisive time. It fills in many of

the gaps, the crevices and potholes in

the few customary accounts of San Fran-

cisco's turbulent labor history. It accords

the building trades their rightful place

in that panorama. And it has been crafted

with impeccable research and admirable

style.

The same record can be seen from a

somewhat different perspective. For ex-

ample, the BTC's ironfisted job control

bore little resemblance to collective bar-

gaining as unionists came to understand

it. It simply replaced employer dictation

with union—BTC—dictation. Reinforced

by its political aggressiveness, BTC's rule

raised the union-haters' anger above its

usual, endemic level and constituted a

major force in inciting the drive that

brought the BTC down—not that the

union-haters needed an excuse, but here

was reason enough, ready-made confir-

mation of all the evil they had come to

believe about unionism.

The question needs to be asked whe-

ther the McCarthy formula produced

edible and otherwise useful gains for the

men on the job. The sketchy wage his-

tory in an appendix shows virtually no
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Campaign postcard for P.H. McCarthy, leader of the Building Trades Council and mayor of San Francisco, 1910-1912.

Wlh~'

gains in wage rates (for six trades for

which figures are provided) from 1908

to 1916. In that same period, average

wage rates for journeyman building

tradesmen across the country rose 24

percent. The comparison should not be

pressed too far-explanations other than

the obvious are quite possible and other

yardsticks could be employed—but what
was the impact of the BTC on the every-

day lives of building tradesmen—their

earnings, living standards, lifestyles?

Kazin does not skimp on the BTC's

problems with the rest of the labor move-
ment, in both economic and political bat-

tle. All too often concord or discord

seems to hang on McCarthy's personal-

ity or ambition, rather than any neces-

sary trade union difference. The BTC's

separatism, though, was a serious chink

in San Francisco labor's armor.

My alternative view may be no more
than a matter of emphasis, surely the

author's prerogative; but it might, on the

other hand, seriously affect the way in

which trade unionism-the BTC kind of

unionism-is interpreted to the reader.

If that question interests you, Kazin pro-

vides an abundance of data for ponder-

ing the matter. |chs)

Southern Pacific.

By Bill Yenne. (New York: Bonanza
Books, 1985, $9.95 paper).

Reviewed by Richard J. Orsi, Professor

of History, California State University,

Hayward.

This slim, inexpensive volume is not

a comprehensive, scholarly history of

the Southern Pacific Company, but then

it should not be read—or reviewed—as

one. To be sure, the author aspires to
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cover a subject too vast, complex, and
significant for 126 pages; he could have

been more critical of the railroad's role

in the development of the American

West; and he writes, for the most part,

without documentation. Southern Pacific

was, however, intended not as a refer-

ence work for experts, but for general

readers seeking a succinct survey, along

with brilliant visual images. Within its

genre, this is a fine book.

Highlighting the volume and consum-
ing most of its space are more than 150

photographs, some of them taken by

Yenne himself. The photographs, along

with excellent maps drawn by the author,

vividly document California's most im-

portant historic corporation, from its

founding as the Central Pacific Railroad

in 1861, to its on-again, off-again, merger
into the arch-rival Santa Fe in the 1980s.

To Yenne's credit, he chose artistic and
historically valuable photographs, many
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of which have never, or rarely, been
published. These include not only the

customary portraits of the powerful and
famous leaders who have long been as-

sociated in the public eye with the South-

ern Pacific—the likes of Judah, Stanford,

Huntington, and Harriman—but also

photographs of ordinary railroad work-

ers. From the assemblage of rumpled,

bewhiskered Sacramento shops men,

mugging the camera in 1889, radiates the

skill, grit, and good humor of thousands

of laborers, without whom this great

company could never have been built

and operated (p. 27). Binding these vivid

images together is Yenne's lucid narra-

tive, enlivened with passages from orig-

inal letters, speeches, documents, and

recollections.

Its brevity and a few factual errors

aside, the book manages to cover much
good history and to suggest—though

rarely explained fully—some fresh in-

sights into the Southern Pacific's com-

plex history. Rather than following the

lead of many writers who have roman-

ticized Theodore Judah's contributions,

Yenne properly emphasizes the role of

the Big Four in organizing and financing

the Central Pacific and then pulling off

the miracle of its construction. Yenne

also attempts to integrate the railroad's

history with that of its hinterland and

to point out what most academic histo-

rians have ignored, that the Southern

Pacific often played a positive, creative

role in the settlement and development

of the West. Overall, Yenne maintains a

balanced stance towards a controversial

subject.

The book is marred by some flaws.

There are too many, repetitious mug
shots of locomotives, undoubtedly to the

delight of rail buffs. Yenne's account of

some important episodes—such as the

Big Four's consolidation of their holdings

into the Southern Pacific Company in the

1880s—is so attenuated as to be mislead-

ing. Yenne also avoids some uncomfort-

able subjects, such as labor discontent

and Huntington's embittering ouster of

Stanford as company president in 1890.

The book's most serious weakness, how-
ever, is Yenne's dismissal of anti-railroad

movements as conspiracies by a few

"zealous crusaders and issue-hungry

politicians" to attack an overwhelmingly

popular railroad (p. 74). While the tradi-

tional anti-railroad historiography has

exaggerated to the extreme both the

Southern Pacific's malevolence and the

public's opposition, one cannot ignore

the real economic and political conflicts

that the company, and railroads in gen-

eral, aroused.

All in all, though, this is a satisfying

book. Those interested in a more com-

prehensive treatment, particularly for

the twentieth century, should consult

Don Hofsommer's The Southern Pacific,

1901-1985. Readers seeking a brief, but

lively and informative introduction to

the railroad's history will enjoy Yenne's

volume. Jchs]

"The Politics of Insurgency:

The Farm Worker Movement

in the 1960s.

By J. Craig Jenkins. (New York: Co-

lumbia University Press, 1985, 320

pp., $35.00 cloth.)

Reviewed by Mario T. Garcia, Professor

of History and Chicano Studies, Univer-

sity of California, Santa Barbara.

The plight of the California farm-

worker is not an unknown story. The

early studies of Carey McWilliams, Paul

Taylor, and Ernesto Galarza come readily

to mind, not to mention John Steinbeck's

fictive accounts of the Oakies and Arkies

of the San Joaquin Valley. The history of

Cesar Chavez and the United Farmwork-

ers has also received its share of popular

and scholarly attention. Jenkins' history

of farmworkers in California does not

necessarily break new ground; however,

it is one of the first scholarly studies of

its kind that puts the farmworkers'

movement of the 1960s and 1970s into

the proper historical perspective.

As Jenkins correctly notes, the history

of the United Farm Workers (UFW) is a

subject of the history of the insurgent

social movements of the late 1960s and

early 1970s. Jenkins sees his study as pri-

marily one of the 1960s using the farm-

workers' movement as a case study of

what he terms the politics of insurgency.

According to Jenkins, the farmworker ex-

emplified the basic goals, strategies, and

characteristics of the sixties social move-

ment. He defines social movements as in-

surgencies aimed to further the interests

of previously unorganized and excluded

groups. Social movements of the 1960s

utilized protest actions to mobilize exter-

nal support. While earlier writings on

social movements have discounted their

impact on social change, believing them

to be too transitory and marginal, Jenkins,

like many scholars trained in the 1960s,

revises this view and persuasively ar-

gues that indigenous social movements
in fact produce significant change.

Jenkins compares the contemporary

movement with that of the earlier efforts

by the National Farm Labor Union (1947-

1952) and the Agricultural Workers Or-

ganizing Committee (1958-1966). While

all these efforts to organize farmworkers

had similar goals, only the UFW suc-

ceeded due, according to Jenkins, to its

strategy of mobilization built on both

organizing workers and external sup-

porters and due to the favorable political

environment of the 1960s, far more con-

ducive to reform than the Cold War years

of the late 1940s and 1950s.

Jenkins makes a good case that the

success of the contemporary movement
has much to do with its emergence in

the tumultuous 1960s. Understanding

the spirit of the times, the UFW com-

bined a basic labor struggle with a

broader social movement that captured

national attention and positioned the

movement with what Jenkins considers

the left-of-center governing coalition of

the 1960s.

Jenkins' study is useful, although it

promises more than it delivers. In pre-

senting his study as a means of better
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conceptualizing social movements, Jen-

kins gets bogged down in detail. The

title, moreover, is deceiving since he

should have integrated theory and his-

tory to a much greater extent. The prose

is cumbersome; Jenkins's editor was ap-

parently unable to find a bilingual proof-

reader to check the names and titlles.

Moreover, since most of Jenkins's data

goes no further than 1980, his conclu-

sions concerning UFW successes do not

take into account the rollback in the 1980s

of many earlier gains. Finally, Jenkins

gives too much credit, perhaps, to exter-

nal forces in explaining the success of

the UFW. Although he recognizes the

farmworkers' movement as an indige-

nous mass-based insurgency, the farm

worker is not placed at center stage.

Greater accessibility of the UFW archives

at Wayne State University will, in time,

increase public awareness and under-

standing of the history of the United

Farm Workers.

Jenkins's study is important and can be

usefully integrated with the broader his-

tory of the 1960s, of western agriculture,

labor history, and Chicanos.H

Wallace Neff: Architect of

California's Golden Age.

Compiled and edited by Wallace

Neff, Jr. Text by Alson Clark.

Foreword by David Gebhard. (Santa

Barbara, CA.: Capra Press, 1986. 232

pp., $50.00 cloth).

Reviewed by Robert W. Winter, Arthur

G. Coons Professor of the History of

Ideas, Occidental College.

Anyone interested in fine architecture

in the United States in the twenties and
thirties must look to Southern Califor-

nia. Few architectural historians have.

Even the pioneers of the modern move-
ment, R.M. Schindler and Richard Neu-
tra, have not received the attention they

deserve, except from Southern Califor-

nians. The "second generation" of the

followers of the machine esthetic in the

Southland would be unknown except for

Esther McCoy's book on them. Some-

what broader in scope is David Geb-

hard's and Harriette von Breton's L.A.

in the Thirties (1975) which covers vari-

ous aspects of the modern and also the

period revivals of the time.

That we know anything about the in-

dividual period revivalists is largely

thanks to Gebhard and to Alson Clark,

the author of the text of this book on

Wallace Neff, next to George Washington

Smith of Montecito, the greatest of them.

Born to wealth, Neff grew up in Alta-

dena in the wonderful Queen Anne style

house that his grandfather, Andrew
McNally, had built. Its fabulous Islamic

smoking room was said to be a fragment

of the Turkish Pavilion at the 1893

Chicago Worlds Columbian Exposition

of which McNally had been a commis-

sioner. Wallace's romantic nature was
thus given the ambience and the capital

on which it could flourish. It was further

burnished by his Swiss grammar school

education, which seems to have con-

sisted largely of languages, painting and
drawing. It was not good enough to gain

him entrance to Pasadena's Throop Poly-

technic Institute, now Cal Tech, but

Ralph Adams Cram, the architectural

doyen of M.I.T., thought it was just the

thing to prepare Neff for his great bas-

tion of American Beaux-Art training and
entered him as a special student in 1915.

Although his talent for drawing was
immediately apparent, Neff did not

graduate from M.I.T America's entry

into World War I brought him back to

Southern California and a job in the ship-

building industry. The war was short,

and in 1919 Neff was able to launch into

a career in architecture by designing a

weekend cottage for his mother.

After a short stint as a designer for a

speculative builder, he managed to get

an architect's license in 1921 and opened
his own office the next year. Charming,
intelligent and talented, he quickly built

up a practice in Pasadena, a town cele-
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brated as the wealthiest per capita in the

United States. By 1927 he was turning

down commissions for houses costing

under $50,000. Those that qualified can

be spotted throughout the most affluent

areas of Pasadena and San Marino. The
movie colony heard of him and soon the

Hollywood Hills were dotted with houses

designed by Neff. Most are very large.

His finest works are in the style loosely

termed Mediterranean, an amalgam of

details derived from Italian and Spanish

Renaissance architecture and massing

from the rural architecture of those styles

and even of North African Islamic work.

Neff gave his clients a romantic atmos-

phere that enhanced the lives of lawyers,

doctors, and business people as well as

the movie-makers whose fantasy life

extended beyond their work. He could

draw on his European sketches for Eng-

lish Tudor and Norman features. When
a Los Angeles doctor asked him to build

a country house whose facade would be

a two-thirds scale replica of the Villa Col-

lazzi attributed to Michelangelo, he car-

ried through but fifty years later was still

angry about having to imitate anything.

Like other derivative architects of the

period, he had no intention of producing

facsimiles. His aim was to get ideas from

the past and then manipulate them in

his own way.

His success was sustained well into

the 1960s when the modern movement
dominated the architectural journals.

Commissions diminished but only to-

ward the end of his life in 1982 did his

designing hand lose its touch. All this

is well told by Alson Clark in a long essay

and then in more specific notices, accom-

panying pictures and floor-plans. The
pictures are mostly excellent and well-

produced, many of them contemporary
with the early years of the houses. We
are just as grateful for the floor-plans

from which we derive as much informa-

tion as from pictures and text.

Neff was an image-maker important

in creating the myth of Southern C alifoi

nia. This book does justice to the man
and the myth, [chs]
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HGD, April 12, 1940, and HGD to

ER, April 19, 1940, ER Papers, Per-

sonal Correspondence, Box 1547;

HGD to Paul Taylor, April 8, 1940,

HGD Papers, Box 165, Folder 8. ER
wrote about the trip in several of her

"My Day" columns at the beginning

of April, 1940.

21. Scobie, "Helen Gahagan Douglas

and the Roosevelt Connection," pp.
169-72. The fight between Jones and
Gahagan continued all through

Gahagan's political career. Materials

on this relationship are located pri-

marily in the HGD Papers and the

Women's Division Papers. The New
York Times and Women's Division

press releases offer the most tho-

rough coverage of women in the

convention, including Gahagan.

Many letters critical of Gahagan
were sent between Democratic

women in the months following the

convention. Some were even di-

rected to ER and FDR. See for exam-
ple, Mrs. Willouby Rodman to ER,

August 30, 1940, Women's Division

Papers, Box 181, FDR Library.

22. Helen worked through the Women's
Division, and both Helen and Mel-

vyn helped organize the very active

Hollywood for Roosevelt Commit-
tee. On the work of the committee

see, for example, Ralph Block to

Marguerite Lehand, FDR Papers as

President, President's Personal File,

Box 7024, FDR Library. On both

Douglases' contributions see Harold

L. Ickes to Helen and Melvyn Doug-
las, November 7, 1940, HGD Papers,

Box 212, Folder 23.

23. Author's interview with Malone,

April 3, 1978.

24. For quote see Gladys Tillett to HGD,
September 24, 1941, HGD Papers,

Box 165, Folder 12. Extensive materi-

als exist on this conference, particu-

larly in the Women's Division Papers

and the HGD Papers.

25. Documentation appears in numer-

ous places in the Women's Division

Papers. See also A Full Life, pp. 160-61.

26. The OCD affair over Melvyn's ap-

pointment is discussed in several

places in the Congressional Record,

Eleanor Roosevelt Papers, Melvyn
Douglas Papers, The State Historical

Society of Wisconsin, The Washing-

ton Post, and the New York Times.

27. DNC Secretary to HGD, November
19, 1942, DNC Papers, Box 1144.

28. Author's interviews with Dorothy

McAllister, March 3, 1981, and Lisa

Bronson, March 21, 1980, offer useful

insights into Douglas's Women's
Division work and complement the

Women's Division Papers, FDR
Library.

29. See for example Thomas F. Ford to

HGD, October 20, 1943, HGD Papers,

Box 163, Folder 1.

30. "The House that Jack Can't Build,"

Speech before the Regional Confer-

ence of the National Association of

Housing Officials, September 25,

1947, Harold Ickes Collection, Box

55, Library Manuscript Division
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32.

33.

34.

35.

(hereafter cited as Ickes Papers).

31. The most useful materials on the

ethnic and socioeconomic composi-

tion of her district appear throughout

the Ed Lybeck Papers, Special Col-

lections, Collection 901, University

of California, Los Angeles (hereafter

cited as Lybeck Papers), in United

States census data (both 1940 and a

special 1945 mid-decade census),

and author's interview with Susie

Clifton, April 12, 1984.

Fliers in HGDPP.
Thomas F. Ford to Samson Lindauer,

March 9, 1944, HGD Papers, Box 163,

Folder 3, and HGD to Eleanor Roose-

velt, March 16, 1944, ER Papers, Box
1756.

HGD to Molly Dewson, March 31,

1944, Mary M. Dewson Papers, Box
20, FDR Library. Lillian Ford to

HGD, May 30, 1944, HGD Papers,

Box 163, Folder 1.

The HGD Papers, the Lybeck Papers,

the California Eagle, May, June, and
September through November, 1944,

and author's interview with Clifton

provide the bulk of information

about the campaign. Both ER and
FDR followed the campaign closely.

FDR wrote an endorsement letter for

her campaign materials. The Roose-

velts were delighted when Douglas
won. See for example, FDR to HGD,
November 27, 1944, Papers as Presi-

dent, President's Secretary Files, Box
151, FDR Library.

36. Douglas continually expressed her

concerns about the 79th Congress in

speeches on the floor of Congress
and to numerous groups as well as

in letters (see the Congressional Rec-

ord, HGD Papers and Lybeck Papers.)

Alonzo L. Hamby, Beyond the New
Deal: Harry S. Truman and American

Liberalism (N.Y.: Columbia Univer-
sity Press, 1973) offers a good over-

view of postwar liberalism and is

one of the few secondary works to

examine Douglas's role in politics.

37. Bills Douglas sponsored in the first

session of the 79th Congress include

one for a permanent Fair Employ-
ment Practices Commission and an
anti-poll-tax bill. She also spoke out
on numerous other issues and in-

cluded speeches of other liberals and

newspapers editorials in the Con-

gressional Record Appendix. See Con-

gressional Record, 79th Congress.

Although Douglas did not stress

her relationships to other women in

Congress or women's issues, she did

work against ERA, as did most Dem-
ocrats and labor, and fought for an
equal pay bill. Her closest woman
friend in Congress was Representa-

tive Mary Norton from New Jersey.

Two periodicals are very helpful in

tracing women in political life dur-

ing this period

—

Independent Woman
which covered women of both par-

ties and the Democratic Digest which
limited itself to Democratic women.
For good treatment of women in the

New Deal, see Susan Ware, Beyond

Suffrage: Women in the New Deal

(Cambridge: Harvard University

Press, 1981). On women in general

in the 1930s see Ware, Holding Their

Own: American Women in the 1930s

(Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1982)

and on women in the 1940s, Susan
M. Hartmann, The Home Front and
Beyond: American Women in the 1940s

(Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1982).

The wealth of literature on women
running for elective office, congres-

sional style, congressional oper-

ations, and the House Foreign Af-

fairs Committee was very useful in

developing a sense of Douglas's

style and evaluating her effective-

ness as a member of Congress. One
book specifically on women in Con-
gress is Irwin N. Gertzog, Congres-

sional Women: Their Recruitment , Treat-

ment, and Behavior (New York: Prae-

ger, 1984).

38. Douglas's reliance on FDR is

suggested in many speeches, in-

cluding one to the Liberal Party din-

ner in New York in March 1945. See
U.S., House, 79th Cong., 1st sess.,

Congressional Record Appendix, March
26, 1945, v. 91, pt. 11, p. A1491.

Douglas's backing of Truman's
policies is reflected throughout the

Congressional Record, in letters, and
in speeches (see HGD Papers). See
for example her nationally broadcast

speech over CBS entitled "Let Your
Leaders in Washington Know," De-
cember 4, 1945, which was reprinted
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in the Congressional Record Appendix

the following day (U.S., House, 79th

Cong., 1st sess., v. 91, pt. 13, pp.
A5316-17).

39. She gave her speech entitled "My
Democratic Credo" on the floor of

Congress March 29, 1946. (U.S.,

House, 79th Cong., 2nd sess., Con-

gressional Record, March 29, 1946, v.

92, pt. 3, pp. 2856-59). Numerous
books detail the development and
use of the atomic bomb. For a se-

quence on the passage of the Atomic
Energy Act see for example Richard

L.G. Hewlett and Oscar E. Ander-
son, Jr., A History of the United States

Energy Commission, The New World,

1939-46, Vol. I (University Park:

Pennsylvania State University, 1962)

and James R. Newman and Byron
S. Miller, The Control of Atomic En-

ergy: A Study of Its Social, Economic

and Political Implications (N.Y:
McGraw Hill, 1948). For a detailed

study of Douglas's role, one has to

use materials such as the Congres-

sional Quarterly; the Congressional

Record; HGD Papers; the New York
Times, the Washington Post and Al-

bert Cahn, "Helen Gahagan Douglas
—The Lobby for Civilian Control of

Atomic Energy," an oral history con-
ducted 1978 by Ingrid Winther Sco-

bie, in HGD ROHO Project. Colleen
M. O'Connor, "Imagine the Unim-
aginable: Helen Gahagan Douglas,
Women, and the Bomb," Southern

California Quarterly, LXVII, No. 1

(Spring 1985), 35-50.

40. See Congressional Quarterly, Congres-

sional Record and HGD Papers. The
Chicago Defender among many other
black papers early praised Douglas
for her civil rights work (Chicago De-

fender, January 13, 1945.)

41. See in particular HGD Papers and
Lybeck Papers. On Douglas working
with ER see for example HGD to ER,
May 13, 1942, HGD Papers, Box 216,

Folder 1. On ER and civil rights see
Nancy J. Weiss, Farewell to the Party

of Lincoln: Black Politics in the Age of
FDR (Princeton: Princeton Univer-
sity Press, 1983), pp. 120-22.

Material on the post office appears
throughout documents from the first

two terms in both the HGD Papers
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and the Lybeck Papers, UCLA. On
Douglas and Bethune see, for exam-
ple, Mary McLeod Bethune to HGD,
March 14, 1945, HGD Papers, Box
23, Folder 4. Books on black soldiers

do not acknowledge her contribu-

tion; see for example, Richard M.
Dalfiume, Desegregation of the U.S.

Armed Forces: Fighting on Two Fronts,

1939-53 (Columbia: University of

Missouri Press, 1969).

42. See Lybeck Papers and two of the

district's black papers, California

Eagle and Los Angeles Sentinel, Los
Angeles Daily News, and Florence

(Susie) Clifton papers, Bancroft

Library, University of California,

Berkeley.

43. HGD to the Lybecks, November 6,

1946, Lybeck Papers, Box 1, Folder 4.

44. See, for example, one of Douglas's

many statements against Taft-Hartley

in U.S., House, 80th Cong., 1st Sess.,

Congressional Record, April 17, 1947,

v. 93, pt. 3, pp. 3650-51.

45. U.S., House, 80th Cong., 1st sess.,

Congressional Record, March 13, 1947,

v. 93, pt. 2, pp. 2038-41.

46. On housing reform during the Tru-

man period see Richard O. Davies,

Housing Reform During the Truman
Administration (Columbia: Univer-

sity of Missouri Press, 1966). Doug-
las's speeches on housing, inflation,

and veterans appear frequently in

the Congressional Record for the 80th

Congress.

On hiring a black secretary see

Lybeck Papers and Juanita Terry Bar-

bee, "Helen Gahagan Douglas's Of-

fice Staff—Work and Relaxation," an

oral history conducted 1976 by Fern

Ingersoll, in HGD ROHO Project,

vol. II.

47. Lybeck to HGD, March 15, 1948,

Lybeck Papers, Box 1, Folder 9.

48. See for example, Ed Lybeck, Post-

Campaign Report, 1948, Box 4, Fold-

er 2 and other materials in the

Lybeck Papers. The United Auto
Worker Archives, Wayne State Uni-

versity include information in vari-

ous collections about Douglas's cam-
paign. Clifton Interview. The best

papers for this campaign are the Los

Angeles Daily News and the Califor-

nia Eagle, HGD Papers.
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49. HGD Papers, particularly Boxes 211-

14, and HGDPP.
50. Evie Chavoor was undoubtedly the

most enthusiastic Douglas supporter

along with Ed and Ruth Lybeck.

Chavoor's interview with ROHO is

very helpful for insights into the en-

tire period for which she worked for

the Douglases. See Evelyn Chavoor,

"Twenty-Four-Hour-A-Day Support
Person," an oral history conducted
1980 by Fern Ingersoll in HGD ROHO
Project, vol. II. Hereafter referred to

as ROHO interview with Chavoor.

51. Alvin Meyers, "Helen Gahagan
Douglas and the Campaigns for

Congress," an oral history conducted
1980 by Ingrid Winther Scobie in

HGD ROHO Project, vol. I. Although
Ruth Lybeck continued as a key cam-
paign person in 1950, Ed took a back

seat. Hereafter referred to as ROHO
interview with Meyers.

52. Douglas, A Full Life, p. 291. See also

the Washington columnist Marquis
Child's article [n.d.] (Clifton Papers).

53. HGD Papers, esp. Boxes 176-204.

The most important pro-Douglas
paper was the California Eagle. Once
Boddy entered the race, his paper,

the Los Angeles Daily News, turned

against her.

54. See, for example, Richard M. Nixon,

The Memoirs of Richard Nixon (New
York: Grossetand Dunlap, 1978), pp.
71-78.

55. See Scobie, "Helen Gahagan Doug-
las and Her 1950 Senate Race with

Richard M. Nixon, Southern Califor-

nia Quarterly, LVIII, No. 1 (Spring

1976), 113-25, for some additional,

though preliminary, ideas on the

campaign. A host of books treat the

1950 race. Most agree that Nixon
conducted a vicious campaign. See

in particular Frank Mankiewicz, Per-

fectly Clear: Nixon from Whittier to

Watergate (New York: Quandrangle,

1973), pp. 51-57, and Fawn M.
Brodie, Richard Nixon: The Shaping of

His Character (N.Y.: WW. Norton and
Co., 1981), p. 232. The first major

book to contain a critical assessment

of Douglas's campaign is Stephen E.

Ambrose, Nixon: The Education of a

Politician, 1913-1962 (New York:

Simon and Schuster, 1987), pp. 197-
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56. One measure of the loss of support

was the reduced activity in Douglas
campaign headquarters at the county

level around the state. See in par-

ticular boxes 179 to 190 in HGD Pa-

pers. See also, for example, author's

interview with John Vieg, March 22,

1980.

57. See, for example, ROHO interviews

with Chavoor and Meyers.

Kamerling, Barbieri Portraits, pp.

262-277.

The author would like to thank the

following people for their assistance in

providing information helpful to this

project: Ruth M. Pico and William A.

Dougherty III, both descendants of

Barbieri sitters; Mary H. Haggland,

James Abajian, Jeanne Van Nostrand,

Dr. Albert Shumate, Regina Soria, Edan
Hughes, and Dee Clarke Welles, his-

torians of California art and history;

and the museum staff and archivists

Lawrence Dinnean and Marie Byrne of

the Bancroft Library; Michael Redmon
and Mrs. Henry Griffiths of the Santa

Barbara Historical Society; Grace E.

Baker of the Society of California

Pioneers; Fr. Francis F. Guest, O.F.M.,

of the Santa Barbara Mission Archives;

Judy Sheldon and Johanna Stokes of

the California Historical Society;

Georgia J. Douglas of the Hayward
Area Historical Society; Margie Gamboa,
Celine Cebedo and Cheryl L. Kaiser

of the de Saisset Museum; Christine D.

Doran of the Oakland Museum; Andrew
M. Canepa of the American Italian

Historical Association; John Gonzales
of the California State Library; and
Alexa Luberski of the California Depart-

ment of Parks and Recreation. In

Bolivia, thanks are due to Alberto

Crespo of the Central Library at the

Universidad Mayor de San Andres;

and in Peru, Dra. Maria Rostworowski
of the Instituto de Estudios Peruanos,

and Dr. Thomas M. Davies of the De-

partment of Latin American Studies at

San Diego State University who arranged

to hire a student researcher, Carlota

Casalino, to locate data on Barbieri's
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years in Lima. A very special thank you
goes to Amelie Elkinton of the Monterey
History and Art Association who pro-

vided answers to seemingly endless

questions on Barbieri's sitters in the

Monterey area. The Barbieri letters and
other documents were translated for

the author by Paulette Hennum (Ital-

ian), Isabel Franssen (French and
Spanish), Dr. Iris Engstrand (Spanish),

and Corey Braun (Spanish).

The main sources of published infor-

mation on Barbieri are:

Edan M. Hughes, Artists in California

1786 - 1940 (San Francisco: Hughes
Publishing Company, 1986); Museo
Italo-Americano, Italian-American

Artists in California 1850 to 1925 (San

Francisco, n.d.); Charlotte P. Myrick,

"Leonardo Barbieri, Painter",

Noticias, IX: 2 (Summer 1963); Helen
Spangenberg, Yesterday's Artists in

the Monterey Peninsula (Monterey:

Monterey Museum of Art, 1976);

Jeanne Van Nostrand, The First

Hundred Years of Painting in California

1775 - 1875, (San Francisco: John
Howell Books, 1980).

These letters were purchased by the

California Historical Society in 1939

from a dealer in Paris along with a

photograph of Barbieri and his por-

trait of Count Raousset-Boulbon.
A handwritten biographical note
about Barbieri by the Count de
Monclar (hereafter referred to as

"Monclar") accompanied the Bar-

bieri letters (hereafter referred to as

"Barbieri" followed by the item
number). In this note, Monclar
states that Barbieri was about sixty

years old in 1869. Monclar also refers

to the painter as "Luigi" instead of

Leonardo," but from the contents of

the letters there can be no doubt that

he is referring to the same person.

Benezit's Dictionnaire des Peintres,

Sculpteurs, Dissinateurs et Graveurs

lists thirty-one artists named Bar-

bieri. Monclar states that Barbieri's

brother had also been a painter.

Barbieri's letters were written in all

three languages.

Monclar speaks of a chagrin.

Information on Barbieri's stay in

Argentina is from Vincente Ges-
valdo, ed. Enciclopedia del Arte en

America (Buenos Aires: Ediciones

Omeba, 1968).

8. Correspondence with Alberto

Crespo, Director of the Biblioteca

Central, Universidad Mayor de San
Andres in La Paz, was unable to con-

firm that Barbieri taught there.

Monclar reports that Barbieri was a

miner in California for a time.

9. Spangenberg, p. 15.

10. Mary Haggland, "Don Jose Antonio
Aguirre: Spanish Merchant and Ran-
chero," Journal of San Diego History,

XXIX: 1 (Winter 1983), 62, states that

the Casa de Aguirre was not com-
pleted until early in 1851. The por-

trait of Rosario has previously been
recorded as unsigned. Upon careful

inspection, however, the author was
able to locate the signature and date

on the left side under the arm of the

chair.

11. The painting could not be located

for inspection at the time of the au-

thor's visit to the Bancroft Library.

12. Sweeny's letters (two volumes,
bound manuscript copy, San Diego
Historical Society, Research Archiv-

es) from California request a "dear

likeness" of his wife and daughter
(Vol. II, p. 87). He was lonely for his

family and perhaps had the portrait

painted to send them for the same
reason. Sweeny's parents visited

him in San Diego in the Summer of

1850, and could have returned with
the painting (letters July 25 and
August 26, 1850).

13. Don Joaquin Carrillo, Don Carlos

Carrillo and wife, and Ramona
Lorenzana.

14. Translation from Kurt Baer, Painting

and Sculpture at Mission Santa Barbara

Washington, D.C.: Academy of

American Franciscan History, 1953).

15. Spangenberg p. 15; also Beulah Lin-

nell "Guillermo Castro," Hayward
Area Historical Society Newsletter
(May, 1968), p. 6, states that a paint-

ing by Barbieri was supposed to be
at Lachryma Montis, the home of

General Vallejo in Sonoma, but the

author was unable to document this.

16. Letter from Henry Halleck to Pablo

de la Guerra, January 29, 1852, de la
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Guerra papers, Santa Barbara Mis-

sion Archives.

17. Halleck to de la Guerra, March 17,

1852.

18. These photographs are in the files

of the Monterey History and Art As-

sociation.

19. Related to the author by Amelie El-

kinton, correspondence of March 17,

1984.

20. Although popular in Dutch art, such
surprise effects are unusual in Italian

painting, a notable exception being

Sebastiano del Piombo's portrait of

Cardinal Bandinello Sauli in the Na-
tional Gallery of Art, Washington,
D.C., which has a fly painted on the

cardinal's knee.

21. The author was not able to locate

these paintings. Susanna Bryant

Dakin dates them to 1853 in her The

Lives of William Hartnell (Stanford:

Stanford University Press, 1949).

22. Spangenberg, Elkinton.

23. Helen Broughall Metcalf "The Cali-

fornia French Filibusters in Sonora"
California Historical Society Quarterly,

XVIII: 1. (Mar. 1939), 16,' states that

Raousset-Boulbon returned to Mex-
ico City in July of 1853. In the Barbieri

letters, item #3 to Monclar states

that the artist arrived with Raousset-

Boulbon on the same steamer.

24. Barbieri item #3 states that they

sketched together.

25. Barbieri item #3.

26. Barbieri item #3.

27. Metcalf.

28. de la Guerra papers, Santa Barbara

Mission Archives, letter dated Jan-

uary 25, 1854.

29. This drawing is among the Barbieri

papers at the California Historical

Society.

30. El Comercio, 13 January 1860, p. 2,

cols. 4-5; 10 February 1860, p. 2, col. 5.

31

.

£/ Comercio, 10 March 1860, p. 1, col. 3.

32. Gesvaldo; also El Comercio 10 July

1860, p. 2, col. 5; 18 July 1860, p. 2,

col. 2; 15 August 1860, p. 2, cols.

1-10. Among the other paintings

Barbieri exhibited were portraits of

Serior Estehos and Sehorita Melgar.

33. Carlota Casalina, a student in Lima,
prepared a report on Barbieri's activ-

ities in that city for the author. This
report, dated April, 1986, consists
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primarily of transcriptions of news-
paper articles mentioning the artist.

Gesvaldo records that Evartisto San
Cristobal, Jaramillo and Troncoso
were also students of Barbieri.

34. Gesvaldo, entry for "Leonardo Bar-

bieri."

35. Monclar was a cousin of Raousset-

Boulbon, which is probably the

reason that Barbieri gave him the

portrait.

36. Casalina, introductory remarks re-

lating information from the Munici-

pal Archives in Lima, Peru.

37. Barbieri item #8.

38. Barbieri item #6.

39. Another talented Italian, Giovanni
Martinelli, worked in the San Fran-

cisco Bay Area about the same time

as Barbieri. His family portrait of

Peter and Josepha Castro Davidson
and their son (dated 1851), and his

portrait of Martina Arellanes Mar-
tinez are in the collection of the M .H

.

de Young Museum in San Francisco.

William S. Jewett (1812 - 1873), early

California's best-known portrait

painter arrived about the same time

as Barbieri, as did Charles Christian

Nahl (1818 - 1878) and Stephen W.
Shaw (1817 - 1900). For other artists

active in California at this time see

Van Nostrand.

Peterson, The Philanthropist and the

Artist, pp. 278-285.

1. George Hearst was a neighborhood
friend from Phoebe's childhood in

Missouri. She was only nineteen

and her husband was forty-one

when they married and left for Cal-

ifornia. See Richard H. Peterson,

"Philanthropic Phoebe: The Educa-
tional Charity of Phoebe Apperson
Hearst," California History, LXIV (Fall

1985), 284, and references to Hearst's

mining career in Peterson, The

Bonanza Kings: The Social Origins and
Business Behavior of Western Mining
Entrepreneurs, 1870-1900 (Lincoln

and London: University of Nebraska
Press, 1977), passim.

2. See W. A. Swanberg, Citizen Hearst:

A Biography of William Randolph

Hearst (New York: Charles Scribner's

Sons, 1961), paper ed., pp. 6-7. The
Orrin M. Peck collection of letters,

documents, manuscripts, and pho-
tographs at the Huntington Library

and Art Gallery, San Marino, Cali-

fornia, contains approximately 3,000

pieces. About 100 deal directly with
Mrs. Phoebe Hearst's letters, etc.

and form the basis of this article

(hereafter cited as OMP).
3. For a brief biographical sketch of

Peck, see Daniel H. Woodward, ed.,

Guide to American Historical Manu-
scripts in the Huntington Library (San

Marino, CA: Huntington Library

and Kingsport Press, 1979), pp. 284-

285. Also, see Swanberg, Citizen

Hearst, pp. 23, 63.

4. Swanberg, pp. 75, 80-81, 351, 396,

399. "Hearst's most grandiose crea-

tion was of course the castle at San
Simeon, an architectural orgy show-
casing his $50 million art collection.

The San Simeon 'ranch' which also

possessed the largest private animal
collection in the U.S., was the scene

of baronial house parties during the

interwar period." See Carol Dunlap,

California People (Salt Lake City, Utah:

Peregrine Smith Books, 1982), p. 90.

Of the various illustrated histories

of the Hearst Castle at San Simeon,
with a useful text, the best is proba-

bly Thomas R. Aidala (text) and Cur-
tis Bruce (photographs), Hearst Cas-

tle, San Simeon (New York: Harrison

House, 1984).

5. See numerous letters and postcards

from Phoebe to Orrin in which the

former identifies herself as his

"Other Mother" or on occasion as

"Yours affectionately, PA. Hearst

who is your other mother."

6. New York Times, April 18, 1919. Also,

see especially Peterson, "Philan-

thropic Phoebe: The Educational

Charity of Phoebe Apperson Hearst,"

pp. 284-289, 313-315.

7. Gloria Ricci Lothrop, "Rediscover-

ing California's Forgotten Women,"
California Historical Courier, XXVIII
(April/May, 1986): 4. (A newsletter

publication of the California Histor-

ical Society.)

8. Phoebe has been overlooked by
biographers with the exception of

longtime Hearst associate Winifred

Black Bonfils, who wrote for the San
Francisco Examiner. Her work is hur-

ried, replete with errors, and written

in gushy prose, and in no way serves

as a scholarly biography of one whom
authoritative historian W A. Swan-
berg calls "one of the nation's most
remarkable women." See Swanberg,
321, and Winifred B. Bonfils, The Life

and Personality of Phoebe Apperson
Hearst (San Francisco: John Henry
Nash, 1928). In addition to this

flawed published account, portions

of an unpublished biography of Mrs.
Hearst with related notes written

by Adele S. Brooks are available

in Phoebe Apperson Hearst, Corre-

spondence and Papers, Carton 5, the

Bancroft Library, University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley (hereafter cited as

PAH).
9. Swanberg, pp. 16-19. According to

Cora Older, the wife of Fremont
Older, who edited one of William

Hearst's San Francisco newspapers
for over a decade, "she poured the

best of herself and the best of all

that there was in Europe into her

son's ten-year-old mind." See Mrs.

Fremont (Cora) Older, William Ran-

dolph Hearst, American (New York: D.

Appleton-Century Co., 1936), p. 29.

10. Letter, Phoebe Hearst to Jeannie

(Orrin's Mother), April 15, 1885,

OMP.
11. Letter, Phoebe to Orrin, November

5, 1903, ibid.

12. See especially Roger Daniels, The

Politics of Prejudice: The Anti-Japanese

Movement in California and the Strug-

gle for Japanese Exclusion (Berkeley

and Los Angeles: University of Cal-

ifornia Press, 1962), especially pp.
46-64. On a related subject, Roger
Daniels, Sandra C. Taylor, and Harry
H.L. Kitano, eds., Japanese Ameri-
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CORRECTIONS

Due to an oversight in the editorial

and production process for the

September, 1987, issue of California

History, Thomas R. Clark's article

entitled "Labor and Progressivism

'South of the Slot': The Voting

Behavior of the San Francisco

Working Class, 1912-1916" was
published with typographical

errors which should be corrected

as follows:

p. 197, col. 2: the last sentence of

the first paragraph should read,

"More recently the role of labor has

recieved more attention in histories

which treat progressivism not as

a unified phenomenon but as a

heterogeneous collection of groups

often seeking quite different sets of

objectives."

p. 197, col 2: the third sentence of

the third paragraph should read,

"San Francisco's neighborhoods

were relatively homogeneous, with

predominantly working class

districts in the South of Market,

middle class districts in the Sunset

and the Richmond, and the upper

class districts of Pacific Heights and

Nob Hill."

p. 198, col. 3: the first sentence of

the last paragraph should read,

"Shover's and Rogin's conclusions

were based almost entirely on the

vote for Johnson, yet Hiram

Johnson's ability to secure the

votes of working-class voters does

not mean that all Progressives,

much less 'progressivism,' elicited

the same response."

p. 203, cols. 1-2: the sentence

joining the columns should read,

"Party affiliation did not affect the

way candidates for state offices in

California were treated in the labor

press." The following sentence,

which refers to "the following

table" should have been deleted.

p. 204, col. 3-p. 205, col 1: the

sentence joining the columns

should read, "An unsigned editorial

referred to Hughes as the 'candi-

date of the plutocracy' and reck-

oned that Hughes appeared to

'have less sympathy (for) . . .

American workers than the Czar of

Russia has shown for Polish Jews.'"

p. 206, col. 2: the first sentence

should read, "Working-class voters

supported Hiram Johnson and

accounted for the greater part of

Johnson's political success after

1914; however, support for Johnson

cannot be interpreted as support

for all Progressives, much less

progressivism."

p. 207, col. 2: the first full sentence

should read, "Quite possibly a

close examination of Los Angeles

and San Francisco voting results

—

which were included in Shover's

and Rogin's data—would yield a

different perspective from that

presented here and reveal signifi-

cant differences in the development

of Los Angeles and San Francisco."
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